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DEO IC AT 1 CI 11

This book is dedicated to the memory of Lilian Janye Hawkins, known
to her family as Ginny, who was born in 1889 at Penylan Fields on the
Varteg, a coal mining village in South Wales.

Ginny received her education in the Wesleyan Schoolroom and be-
came a pupil teacher at the Varteg School. She was concerned about
the poverty that surrounded her and, even though she was not allowed
to vote, she stood on a soapbox to denounce the conditions in which the
miners and their families were forced to live.

On August 30, 1926, Ginny was a member of the mass picket to
protest against those who crossed the line and worked in the mines dur-
ing the General Strike. She was extremely lucky not to be convicted and
imprisoned for illicit assembly along with two of her school friends who
also participated in the picket.

Ginny, who was my great aunt, died when she was quite young, but
she did live to see women over 30 get the vote in 1918 and women over
21 in 1928.

In each generation there are teachers who struggle for emancipa-
tion and for an ernancipatory pedagogy. Perhaps the most we can expect
of these courageous teachers is that they will teach the next generation
how to participate in the struggle in whatever form it takes. In this task I
know that teachers are succeeding, for in writing this book I have talked
with many teachers whose courage and determination easily equals
Ginny's. With this in mind I also dedicate this book to them.

To the teachers who struggle for emancipation today, and for all the
teachers who, being mindful of the courage of their predecessors, will
continue the struggle for the emancipation of future generations, please
accept this book in recognition of your important work.
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a

Writing is a social process, but it is also a selfish act. I began writing Spin
Doctors after I visited the exhibit hall at the 1997 IRA Convention. I
wanted to write a short paper on phonemic awareness research, and I
talked with Sharon Murphy about the possibility of publishing it in Lan-
guage Arts. "Keep it short," she said, "twenty pages, double spaced." I
called Sharon several times at the beginning of June 1997 to discuss my
progress on the piece. "It's a bit long," I told her, "but I should be fin-
ished by next week." But by then I was getting up at 5 a.m., working until
11 or 12 p.m., and grabbing for a notebook at 2 a.m. When I reached
sixty pages, I called Sharon. "It's a book," I said. Sharon laughed as if she
knew already, and she offered encouragement and even commiserated
with me.

It was my fiftieth birthday in May, and I was taking the summer off.
David and I were going to the UK to spend six weeks with my mother. "I
promise I won't bring any work," I said to Lizzy on the telephone. She
said she couldn't imagine me coming home without some work to do,
so she wasn't surprised when four file boxes of papers arrived ather house
the day we flew in, and she didn't seem to mind when I set up shop in
her living room and got up early to work. A week after we arrived at my
mother's house, we packed up and took ourselves off for a month in a
stone cottage on Exmoor in Devon. There was one big room downstairs,
and we set up a writing area near a window. As it rained almost continu-
ously the first week we were there, I spent each day writing. David had
brought a second laptop computer, and Lizzy had lots of books to read
as well as the manuscript of a book that our son Benjamin had sent her.
Lizzy read her grandson's book, and she didn't seem to mind that I was
spending so much time writing, and I love her for that. She has always
supported me selflessly, even when I behave selfishly.

David supports me in the same way. I know there were many times
during the early stages of this book when he spoke to me and I didn't
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hear what he was saying. Other times he worked with me through the
evenings, reconstructing the statistical analyses used in the various stud-
ies that I was focusing upon. David and I have done this kind of work
together since I was a graduate student at Teachers College in the late
1970s. The work reminds me of an archeological dig, except that it takes
place at the kitchen table where papers can be spread out and we can
"dig" into the numbers in the statistical analyses that we are trying to
reconstruct. David and I share an immense interest in this kind of ana-
lytical work. But while I enjoy figuring out the conceptual frames which
undergird the statistical analyses that are used in research studies such
as those presented in this book, David becomes immersed in the math-
ematical applications. Someone recently called him "a numbers man."
If we go to the symphony, he knows how many violinists are in the or-
chestra, and if a member of the chorus does not return after the inter-
mission, David will whisper to me that one of the chorus is missing.
When we work together, I am fascinated by the way in which he reads
mathematical formulae; his appreciation of numbers rivals my apprecia-
tion of text. But what I like most about this work that we sometimes do
together is the camaraderie. Above all David and I are good friends, and
I think that is the way it is supposed to be. When I am tired and writing
has become tedious, we have a cup of coffee. When the documentation
that I am reading is disturbing, we go for a walk and David listens to me.
He reads what I write, fixes the computer when it freezes up, and helps
me beat deadlines which occur all too frequently.

Picture this scene and then add to it the endless telephone calls, the
e-mail messages and faxes, and the express packages that seem to arrive
continuously. Much of the documentation I have used in Spin Doctors
has been sent to me. Many of those who have supported me are not
mentioned by name in the book, but they have both my appreciation
and my admiration. Others have more visibility. Ken and Yetta Goodman,
who are tireless in their support of teachers, children, as well as public
education, encouraged me, even though Spin Doctors has taken me
away from writing their biography. As with so many educators, my work
is on hold so I can respond to the political events that are taking place
which critically affect the ways in which young children are taught to
read.

Karen Smith at NCTE also helped me enormously. We talked often
about the Reading Excellence Act, shared information, and discussed
ways in which we could respond. When H.R. 2614 was going through
the House of Representatives, Karen offered me encouragement as I
prepared packages of the documentation that I had gathered while I was
writing Spin Doctors to send to every member of the House Committee
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on Education and the Workforce. Later, CELT reimbursed me for the
$600 in postage that was needed to send the documentation to the Com-
mittee. I am grateful for this financial support but even more for the
message that CELT is deeply committed to issues of social justice and
equity when it comes to teaching young children to read.

While I am writing and the telephone rings and faxes arrive, Karen
Onofrey and Michele Ebersole are at the library finding documents for
me. I have bits of citations, last names, an endless stream of requests.
Karen and Michele look for the information and, however obscure or
difficult the reference, they manage to find what I need. They also orga-
nize all my documentation, filing it logically, and finding it when logic
escapes me and I panic at the loss of a particularly important document.
Karen and Michele also check the direct quotations against the original
documents, and Karen, going above and beyond what any research as-
sistant should be expected to do, checks the quotes from the eight hours
of videotape recordings of the May 8, 1996, meeting of the Education
Committee of the California Assembly. We laugh about that now, but it
truly was an awful job.

When Benjamin comes to stay, he brings with him his friend Bran-
don Ward, and they also pitch in. Ben and Brandon are both writers,
and they sit at the kitchen table, one with the transcript of the pre-sum-
mit meeting of the Texas Business Council and the other with the Spin
Doctors chapter on Texas, and they read back and forth, checking quotes
one against the other. In the breaks we sit and talk about their writing.
Ben talks of his poetry as personal narrative and he says, "I don't try to be
offensive, but sometimes the things that happen are offensive so why not
write them down?" I think about Spin Doctors and of statements that
researchers and politicians have made that are offensive about children
or their teachers, and I have cold feet about writing them down. But I
get back to work, and when Benjamin and Brandon leave we carry on
the conversation on the telephone, and Brandon sends me notes on hip-
hop and rap that I use to respond to one of the most offensive quotes that
I have included in the book.

I send a rough draft of the manuscript to Michael Greer at NCTE,
and he writes to tell me that he thinks NCTE would be interested in
publishing. This is the beginnings of a friendship that will last long after
the publication of the book. He makes ten copies of the manuscript and
sends them to five members of the editorial board and to five indepen-
dent reviewers. I continue writing and I talk with Michael often on the
telephone. There comes a time in writing when everyday conversations
no longer make sense, and as few people know what I am writing it
becomes difficult to talk with anyone about anything that is not con-
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nected to the book. So Michael, who is also a writer, talks with me about
the chapter that I am writing, he introduces me to John Barth's Lost in
the Funhouse, and we play with the idea of the funhouse as a labyrinth
and we connect it up with Umberto Eco's library, and it makes us both
laugh. Then I go back to my computer ready to write. More than any-
thing I am grateful to Michael for the many hours that he has spent on
the telephone talking about the book, for making :me laugh, and for
entering the labyrinth with me.

I did not know most of the reviewers, but I thank them for their
generosity in responding in such detail to the manuscript. Even the criti-
cal comments were helpful, and I tried to respond to each point that was
made. I did recognize the extremely helpful review by Dick Allington,
and you will find in the endnotes that with his permission I have in-
cluded some of the comments that he made. Michael O'Loughlin also
read the manuscript and wrote a review which raised several issues that
I attempted to address. I am especially grateful for the encouragement
that Michael continues to give me, and for the ways in which his writing
has informed my understandings of the struggle that we share to create
opportunities for both teachers and children to work together in ways
that are truly ernancipatory.

My final thanks go to Michele Ebersole, Andrea Garcia, and Alan
Flurkey, who are reading the page proofs as I write. I am inspired by
their generosity, vitality, and enthusiasm. They are the next generation
of teachers in schools and universities, and it is also for them that I write.
If there have been times when I have lost my purpose, it is young schol-
ars like them that encourage me. But in the end I alone take responsibil-
ity for what I write.
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"In this Orwellian hall of mirrors," Donald Lazere writes, "can anyone
judge who is telling the truth and who is lying? Individual readers can
only check the source texts on both sides and judge for themselves, daunt-
ing as this effort has been made by increasingly sophisticated techniques
of obscuring such judgements" (p. 681).

By sticking as closely as I can to what is written and what is said, I
have tried to put before the reader as much original documentation as
the pages of a book will allow me to do. It is important to note that some
of the direct quotations that I have used in Spin Doctors are too long to
be included in their entirety. Thus, there are occasions when I have
used the interjection of "the speaker/author states" to mark a break in
the text. On several occasions I have advised the reader to refer to an
original source. Most of the documents are available within the public
domain.

Unfortunately, as the book is typeset I still have not been able to
obtain the primary data from the Houston reading studies. Although the
research was funded by the federal government and therefore should be
in the public domain, all requests to obtain this documentation have
been rejected.

However, as the page proofs arrive I have received two more docu-
ments which are of critical importance to the reconstruction of the
NICHD Houston reading studies on which political decisions have been
based. The first is the Annual Performance Report of the elementary
campuses of the school district in which the NICHD reading studies
were conducted, and the second is the long-awaited Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology article which focuses on this NICHD research. Both
original documents, which are discussed in Appendix 2, add further evi-
dence of the inherent bias of the studies in favor of Open Court and
what counts as "scientific evidence" and "reliable, replicable research."

I /I
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In which it is explained that

the end of the book can only

be found at the beginning

"Please do not tell anyone what happens today," Umberto Eco says, "we
are irresponsibly playing, like atomic scientists trying dangerous scenarios
and unmentionable war games."

The game we are playing is not ours, and it is risky for us to partici-
pate. Some of us have been silenced, while others have been ridiculed.
What we are going to do is enter a labyrinth and go on a journey through
documents filled with land mines that are quite likely to explode.' In the
country in which this war game takes place, there are also reports in
newspapers and magazines and on radio and television about a small
group of government scientists who have discovered that a terrible ill-
ness is afflicting millions of the nation's children, and that only "reli-
able, replicable research" will provide a cure.'

Politicians who believe this little group of otherwise quite insignifi-
cant researchers are publicly outraged when they are told that the sick-
ness has been allowed to infect so many children throughout the land.
So the politicians make speeches, and pontificate on the importance of
reliable, replicable research. They hold hearings and pass laws which
they secretly hope will increase their chances of re-election, especially if
they can persuade voters that they have found a cure and got rid of the
infection that is debilitating the nation's children.4
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Large corporations, focused solely on their revenues and profits, rec-
ognize the financial possibilities of a country at war and plagued by dis-
ease, and tempt the little group of scientists with lucrative deals to pro-
duce "scientific treatments" which they can sell at enormous profit.
Meanwhile, behind the scenes, powerful political lobbyists in conserva-
tive think tanks and right-wing foundations pull everyone's strings.

"National Institutes of Health researchers now consider reading prob-
lems a major public health threat," Marego Athans writes in an article in
the Houston Chronicle entitled "Schools fail to teach kids how to read,"
which includes quotes from right-wing conservatives and references to
the Bible and the religious right.'

Marilyn Jager Adams, who is described as a Harvard scholar, is quoted
by Athans as saying, "This is totally fixable. The data indicate that the
ability to learn to read is remarkably independent of ethnicity and pa-
rental education, and children's IQ."

Adams is then quoted as stating that "[e]verything we can measure
says it depends on what they learn, which depends on what we teach
them. And consistent with that, we have all these programs demonstrat-
ing that classroom instruction can make all the difference."

"But reading instruction in this country has been buffeted for de-
cades by a vitriolic war," Athans declares, "a war in which firm evidence
is often ignored in favor of fads and shifts in political winds."

G. Reid Lyon is also quoted. He is described by Athans as a leading
authority on reading and chief of the child development and behavior
branch of NIH's National Institute of Child Health and Human Devel-
opment in Bethesda, Maryland. "It's horrible," Lyon says, "so counter-
productive. It takes away from the professional dialogue, from children,
in terms of getting the best practices to them."

But many educators, including myself, do not agree with the re-
searchers from NICHD that reading problems are a major public health
threat, and we resist Lyon's search for pathology. In "The Reading Wars,"
which was published in the Atlantic Monthly, Nicholas Lemann writes
that many educators consider Lyon "a nightmarish figure." Lemann is
correct in his assessment, but he doesn't seem to understand what it is
about Lyon that disturbs so many educators.'

One example of what many of us regard as "horrible" is Lyon's view
of the language abilities of inner-city children. "The language interac-
tions that they've had at home are nil," Lyon says. "They've never even
heard these sound systems. Are they lousy readers? A lot of them are. Are
they genetically predisposed? Some of them are, making that combina-
tion a tough one to treat."' Many of us find it impossible to discuss "best
practices" with Lyon because he holds such a deficit view, or perhaps
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more accurately a racist view, of inner-city children.
In another article on reading in the Houston Chronicle, entitled

"Battling Illiteracy," Melanie Markley writes of the research of Barbara
Foorman that was conducted in Houston, and which has been used as
the "scientific" basis of state laws and national legislation that mandate
phonemic awareness training and the teaching of systematic explicit
phonics in public schools across the United States.

Markley notes that Foorman is now the head of the new Center for
Academic and Reading Skills (CARS) which was dedicated by Gover-
nor Bush, and that Foorman has been joined at the center by her co-
researcher in the Houston reading studies, Jack Fletcher. "The facility's
opening in the Texas Medical Center underscored the governor's thrust
to recognize reading as a public health issue," Markley writes. "Calling
illiteracy 'one of the most tragic childhood diseases,' he said it poses a
long-term health risk that requires serious scientific scrutiny."

"Many in the education field, however, find it inappropriate to shift
reading into the domain of scientific research," Markley then states, add-
ing, "[c]hildren, they say, are not lab specimens." Markley follows this
statement with a quote from Foorman.

"The belief systems are so strong that even though those same people
would go to their doctor and expect their drugs to go through clinical
trials before they popped them into their mouth, they don't expect their
reading methods to have gone through those kinds of trials," Foorman is
quoted as saying. "They have their beliefs about what is best for chil-
dren, and they suspend science. It just doesn't seem to enter that realm
of their decision making."

The ultimate irony, of course, is that it is precisely because we are
not willing to reject what science has taught us about how young chil-
dren learn to read and write that we cannot accept Foorman's scientifi-
cally indefensible NICHD reading studies. The difficulty that we face is
that while the media has been fed sound bites on the importance of the
research, educators have been systematically denied access to the data.'
My own requests for information were dismissed by Fletcher as not seri-
ous, and he told me that I should ask myself "the purpose of the ques-
tions."

My answer is quite straightforward. While members of the research
community have been repeatedly denied access to the primary data, and
while both Lyon and the principal investigators have declined to answer
critical questions, state laws have been passed based upon the research,
and the United States House of Representatives has used Foorman's re-
search as a basis for the Reading Excellence Act, which awaits a hearing
in the Senate as this book goes to press.

PROLOGUE xvii
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Thus, there are serious ethical issues regarding the presentation of
this research to policyrnakers at the state and national level, and these
issues should be addressed before any further legislative action is under-
taken which relies even in part on the NICHD Houston Reading Stud-
ies conducted by Foorman, Fletcher, and Francis, and which have been
actively promoted by Lyon.

In Beginning to Read and the Spin Doctors of Science, I have ana-
lyzed all the information I have been able to obtain on the Foorman
studies, but even as I write the prologue more documentation has come
to light, and we are in a race to make public the information that politi-
cians need to evaluate their false definitions of "reading" and "reliable,
replicable research."

What is not commonly known is that the key results of the Foorman
studies, which have been widely disseminated by the media, combine
the scores of first- and second-grade children with widely different test
scores into one common "average" straight-line result. Nor is it widely
known that it is the meaningless comparison of these "averaged" straight
lines for the four "treatment" groups that is used by Foorman and her
colleagues to support the finding that Open Court and direct instruc-
tion in systematic explicit phonics is a superior method of instruction.

Examining the data for first- and second-grade children separately
allows us to compare the test performance of first-grade children exposed
to a year of Foorman treatments with the test performance of first-grade
children, now in second grade, who had no such exposure. Examina-
tion of the data in this way provides some important results which refute
the major reported findings of the study.9

First, the data for the direct instruction group show there is no sig-
nificant difference between (1) the scores on Foorman's word reading
test achieved by the first-grade children after one full year of the Open
Court basal reading program, and (2) those children beginning second
grade who had not had Open Court during their first-grade year and
who had only the school district's preexisting reading curriculum.m This
is a flat contradiction of Foorman's claim that the children in the Open
Court/Direct Instruction group outperformed the school district's existing
reading curriculum.

A second important finding for the Open Court/Direct Instruction
group is that there is no significant difference between (1) the scores on
Foorman's phonological processing tests achieved by the first-grade chil-
dren after one full year of the Open Court basal reading program, and
(2) those children beginning second grade who had not had Open Court
and who had only the school district's pre-existing whole language pro-
gram." The bottom line is that the school district's preexisting reading
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curriculum, before Foorman, before phonemic awareness training, and
before systematic, explicit phonics, was just as effective as the Open Court/
Direct Instruction reading program.

A third important finding is that in the other three groups, the be-
ginning second graders, who had not received any instruction in
Foorman's study, scored significantly better on her word reading test than
the first-grade children who had been subjected to a full year of her
reading "treatments."'

"A child who comes into the direct instruction group has the oppor-
tunity to grow," Foorrnan tells the Education Committee of the Califor-
nia Assembly, "that's not the case in these other groups, to the same
extent. That's an alarming picture. You'd expect to see improvement
and when you don't see improvement you've got to ask yourself is this a
curriculum disability that we are creating?"

Unfortunately, it is clear from the data that it was Foorman's quasi-
experimental treatment which had a negative impact on the word reading
scores of the first graders, and we have to ask if it is not Foorman's study
which created the "curriculum disability" to which she refers.

Just as there is no comparison of the first- and second-grade data,
there is also no consideration given to the effects of the sample bias in
Foorman's study in favor of Open Court/Direct Instruction. Based on
the table that presents the May achievement test results for the four treat-
ment groups, for the Open Court/Direct Instruction group there were
approximately 55 percent of children in the tutorial group and 45 per-
cent in the nontutorial group. Keep in mind that Foorman describes the
tutorial group as being in "the bottom 20 percent," and the nontutorial
group as "between 20 and 30 percent" on the district's emergent literacy
survey. In sharp contrast, for each of the three other treatment groups,
more than 80 percent of the children were in the tutorial group and less
than 20 percent were in the nontutorial group."

Did this sample bias toward the inclusion of more lower-achieving
children in these other groups affect the scores on Foorman's word read-
ing test at the beginning of her study? Apparently it did. Both the first-
and second-grade children in the Open Court/Direct Instruction group
scored higher on the word reading test than the children in the other
three treatment groups at the beginning of the year, and for the second-
grade children, in particular, the differences in the test scores are highly
significanti4 Did this sample bias affect the scores on Foorman's word
reading test at the end of her study? Yes it did, and Foorman herself
provides the evidence.

In the draft of the paper for the Journal of Educational Psychology,
Foorman and her colleagues state, "In the case of tutorial, children who
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received tutoring read fewer words correctly in April than those who did
not receive tutoring." Foorman explains, "This seemingly paradoxical
finding is most likely due to the fact that tutoring was provided first to
children who had the lowest scores on the district's emergent literacy
survey."

Compounding this sample bias, the second graders in the Open
Court/Direct Instruction treatment group were also given a double dose
of Open Court, thus ensuring that this particular group of children, who
started the year with a clear advantage over the children in the other
treatment groups in terms of their scores on Foorman's word reading
test, ended the year with even higher scores than they would have ob-
tained without this extra instruction.

The presence of such a clear sample bias in favor of the Open Court/
Direct Instruction treatment group, whether intended or unintended, is
critical evidence which confounds the entire study, and which renders its
key reported finding, the "superiority" of the Open Court/Direct Instruc-
tion treatment, totally meaningless.

In a letter to the editor of Education Week defending the research of
NICHD and the research of Foorman and her colleagues, Lyon writes
of the "scientific standards" to which the studies of NICHD must ad-
here. "The study," Lyon states, "and those conducted to replicate the
findings, must attempt to falsify the hypotheses and refute the theories
that guide the investigation."

But Foorman and her colleagues made no attempt to falsify their
hypothesis or refute their theory that training in phonological awareness
and direct instruction in systematic explicit phonics is effective in im-
proving beginning reading instruction. They failed to examine the ef-
fects of a clear sample bias on the word reading scores, the phonological
processing scores, and the end-of-year achievement scores. They ignored
the fact that there was no significant difference in test scores between
children at the end of the first-grade Open Court/Direct Instruction treat-
ment and the beginning of second grade who had only experienced the
district's existing reading curriculum. And they disregarded the negative
effect their study apparently had on the test performance of the children
in the three other groups.

The effects of these findings have implications not only for national
and state legislatures but also for the work of (1) the National Academy
of Science Committee, of which Foorrnan is a committee member, and
that is soon to publish a report on preventing reading difficulties in young
children; (2) the National Reading Panel that is being established by
NICHD, which sponsored Foorman's research; and (3) the Learning
First Alliance, which is developing a position statement on early read-
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ing, the executive summary of which is being used in states such as
Washington and Michigan to influence the legislature.

But the full impact of the research cannot be fully understood until
consideration is given to the influence of the Foorman studies at the
local level. School districts are changing the way in which young chil-
dren are taught to read based upon the findings of Foorman's research.
The school district in which Foorman conducted her research has not
adopted Open Court. The basal reading program is used in a few class-
rooms and in others as a resource with a variety of other materials. "Open
Court gets too hard too quickly," a teacher in the district explains. None-
theless, many school districts across the country have jumped on the
bandwagon and have adopted Open Court.

"There is full adoption of Open Court in K-2," Ann Lippincott writes
in an e-mail message about what's happening in Santa Barbara, "despite
the teachers' protest, strong protest, against it. There is a memo that
actually tells teachers that they must teach Open Court for 2.5 hours a
day. Kindergarten gets some slack because with 2.5 hours of Open Court
and 1 hour of math, there is no time to eat a snack, have a recess, or even
hear a story or sing a song." Lippincott continues, "All children get En-
glish Open Court. And the memo goes on to say that the teachers don't
need to worry about teaching science or social studies because Open
Court has that built in. You can imagine how upset the science and
social studies educators are in our community. To assume that Open
Court can do all this is very dangerous."15

In Sacramento, Open Court has similarly been adopted throughout
the school system. Deborah Anderluh, a staff writer at the Sacramento
Bee, states that "[Ole program lasts two to three hours a day, with half
that time spent in whole group instruction."16 Anderluh then adds, "The
detailed scripting, combined with the oversight of roving coaches, means
that from school to school, teachers are presenting basically the same
lesson at a given grade level in a given week."

"Part of the reason for choosing Open Court is that studies have
found it to be successful with poor, urban student populations," Anderluh
reports that the head of the district's new Learning and Literacy Depart-
ment, Kathy Cooper, told her. "A year-long study in Houston schools,
involving 374 first and second graders, pitted Open Court students against
two other programs," Anderluh continues. You know the rest.

In a country in which school children are pitted against school chil-
dren, a small group of government scientists, hiding in their fortress of
impenetrable numbers, claim they have discovered that a terrible illness
is afflicting millions of the nation's children, and that only "reliable,
replicable research" will provide a cure. Politicians make speeches and
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pontificate on the importance of such research, and the media makes
their findings front-page news. Large corporations market "scientific treat-
ments" and make immense profits, while behind the scenes powerful
political lobbyists smile cynically at one another as they congratulate
themselves on the success they have had at pulling everyone's strings.

Beginning to Read and the Spin Doctors of Science is about the po-
litical campaign that is taking place to change the minds of Americans
about how young children learn to read. The book begins with a close
look at the empirical research on phonemic awareness training and the
teaching of systematic, explicit phonics which is being used to support a
cultural shift in our national psyche about language, about literacy, and
about learning. After that the book focuses on the ways in which re-
search studies on early reading instruction are being used by the federal
government, as well as state governments, to support this new mythol-
ogy which has turned early reading instruction into a massive business
of unprecedented commercial worth.

My purpose in writing Spin Doctors is to reconstruct the underlying
assumptions of the political arguments that trouble and divide us, and to
discover how the arguments are conceived and how they are shaped. I
want to provide those who read this book with opportunities to raise
fundamental questions about the character and purpose of "the reading
wars." I want to break down the barriers that are being erected between
our epistemological understandings of how children learn to read and
the pedagogical practices that arise from current political pressures and
commercial interests.

I will argue that the contention that phonemic awareness must be
taught directly and that children need explicit systematic instruction in
phonics is less of a scientific "fact" than an exercise in political persua-
sion. Politically, what we value is a product of the choices that we make,
but choosing becomes very difficult when the arguments are so skewed.
Within this context I will argue that the media coverage of "the reading
wars" is biased, and that the press has misled the public by selectively
providing information that is inaccurate, false, fallacious, and, at best, is
nothing more than spin doctoring.

Before you turn the page, let me take a few more moments and
share with you the way in which I have written Spin Doctors. Most of us
would agree that "the battle" taking place over how young children should
be taught to read is being fought in the public arena and the rhetoric
that is being used is not that of the academy. For this reason, I have
resisted writing in an academic discourse style which would smother
what reporters have written and politicians have said with layers and
layers of dry, overanalyzed, albeit scholarly, interpretation."
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Instead, what I have tried to do is to stay grounded in the immediacy
of the situation, to re-present not represent, to re-collect not recollect
events which critically affect our understandings of how young children
learn to read. I have tried to focus on the conversations and arguments
that are taking place, and in re-presenting them I have attempted to re-
cr eate the dialetics and dialogics in a multivoiced, multileveled, poly-
phonic (excuse the pun) narrative, that is often colloquial and which,
unfortunately, might at times be considered too argumentative.

My own interpretation of the text is that it is edgy and often polemic,
in ways that reflect that I am both personally and politically immersed in
the events that are taking place. For this reason I would urge you to view
this work not as a historical account but as a book which, of necessity, is
unfinished and incomplete because it tries to capture the immediacy of
the situation.18

In October 1997, while the House of Representatives discussed the
Reading Excellence Act which defines research on reading in such a
way that it excludes the research of some of this century's most renowned
scholars in the field of education, a commemoration was held to re-
member filmmakers, actors, and writers who were blacklisted during
the McCarthy era by the House Un-American Activities Committee.
One of those who spoke in memory of his blacklisted father was the
writer and producer Tony Khan, who calls himself "a child of the black-
list."

"I saw it kill him," Khan says, "and I saw the silence kill him." Khan
talks of the lessons of that period. "Better do what you can to head the
fear off at the pass before it gets to town," he says, "because once it gets to
town it's almost too late. You don't know what you are going to do until
the time comes, whether you are going to have the guts or not, and don't
think you do know before you're tested because there are a lot of sur-
prises and most surprises are unpleasant." He pauses and then contin-
ues, "When it comes to the blacklist the other thing we learned is that it
can happen in the world's greatest democracy. You don't have to have a
policeman pointing a gun at your head to make you do something that
takes you very close to a police state."

This is the immediacy of the situation of which I write. Teachers
have been silenced and speak of intimidation, educational researchers
have had their work blacklisted, and some have been personally vilified.

"It's 1984 only it's 1997," says Lee Grant, who was blacklisted during
the McCarthy era, only now it's 1998.'9To capture the immediacy of the
situation you might want to begin by reading the chapters on Texas or
California, or go straight to the chapter on Washington, D.C. Then you
might want to go back to the beginning of the book and consider the
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research that is behind the events that are taking place. Wherever you
begin, keep in mind Keith Haring's labyrinth on the cover of Spin Doc-
tors. I spent a lot of time looking at it as I wrote the book.
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In which we are told training in

phonemic awareness is the

key to reading success

1111-111-111

In Atlanta, Georgia, at the International Reading Association's 1997 An-
nual Convention, the exhibit hall is full of teachers. There is music,
laughter, neon light, and vivid color, from purple, scarlet, and cadmium
yellow to ultramarine, pamphlets to collect, games to play, and prizes to
be given away. Smartly dressed sales associates beckon to teachers and
invite them to take a look at the new reading programs they are selling.
In years past, the publishers of children's literature drew teachers in with
posters of illustrations from the latest story books in artists' subtle shades.
But this year things have changed. Now teachers are given samples of
phonemic awareness products and letter-cluster charts to post on their
classroom walls.

"When you get home," the salesperson says as she gives a teacher a
chart, "you need to take a razor and cut out the first two consonant di-
graphs." The salesperson laughs. "We made a mistake. We're reprinting,
but you can use this chart if you cut out the cheese." She points to the
wedge of yellow cheese with cH beside it.

"Is that a treble clef or a chord?" the teacher asks, pointing to the
picture of a musical notation with a ch beside it the other consonant
digraph she is supposed to cut out.

"Good question," the salesperson says, laughing. "I don't know. I'd
just cut it out."
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The McGraw-Hill exhibit for Open Court includes a big beautiful
box in bright primary colors. It's the Phonemic Awareness and Phonics
Kit, complete with teacher's guide, phonemic awareness cards, phonics
cards, sound spelling cards, learning framework cards, activity sheets,
individual sound/spelling cards, letter cards, alphabet flash cards, out-
law word flash cards, phonemic awareness and phonics audiocasettes,
and take-home phonics minibooks. It is a bonanza for teachers who have
been told that they must shift away from holistic and process-oriented
instruction to systematic, intensive, explicit, direct instruction in phone-
mic awareness and other scientifically based methods of teaching young
children to read.

"The program is based on the latest scientific research," the sales-
person says, as she introduces the teacher to the sales executive who
works in her region. The sales executive gives the teacher his card.

At Scholastic the exhibit is as enticing as Hansel and Gretel's ginger-
bread house in reds, yellows, and blues, and smiling sales representa-
tives greet teachers as they step inside. An entire section is devoted to the
phonics and phonemic awareness exhibit, and there are lots of advertise-
ments, pamphlets, and samples for teachers to take.

"Research shows that 11 to 15 hours of training in phonemic awareness
is the key to reading success," the phonics pamphlet states authoritatively.

"Is there a difference between phonics and phonemic awareness?" a
teacher asks. It's noisy and the salesperson appears not to hear her ques-
tion, so she doesn't get an answer; instead, the still-smiling salesperson
stretches out her arm with more pamphlets for the teacher to take.

"At Literacy Place young readers get skills instruction that is explicit
and systematic, with an emphasis on phonics, phonemic awareness and
other cueing systems," one of the publicity pamphlets gushes.

Another brochure touts Scholastic Spelling as "the only program
based on powerful new research on how children learn to spell." Tucked
into this pamphlet are pictures of the authors. There's a picture of re-
searcher Barbara Foorman smiling, and a short blurb that tells teachers
that she has been awarded four National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development grants to study dyslexia and other reading problems.

We plan to direct public and private funds
to programs that introduce teachers to
the work of these outstanding scientists

In Texas, Barbara Foorman and her colleagues demonstrated that an
explicit focus on teaching phonemic awareness skills increases the test
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scores of the children participating in their research studies. "What we're
doing here," Foorman says, talking about her research, "is getting these
economically disadvantaged low achievers almost up to the national av-
erage with just good classroom instruction."'

In California, Bill Honig, the former State Superintendent of
Schools, states that Foorman's research frames the debate. "It's like in
science when you get a theory," he explains, "and you have evidence to
back it up and the results are what you predicted, you know you have
someth ing."'

Like Honig, the California State Board of Education is impressed
with the kind of research that Foorman is doing, and a Reading Program
Advisory is created to help develop a balanced approach to teaching
reading for children in pre-kindergarten classrooms through third grade.'

"Research has shown repeatedly," the Reading Program Advisory
states, "that phonemic awareness is a powerful predictor of success in
learning to read." Quoting Keith Stanovich in one of his definitive stud-
ies, "Matthew Effects in Reading," the California Board asserts that "pho-
nemic awareness is more highly related to learning to read than are tests
of general intelligence, reading readiness, and listening comprehension."

Then, with reference to Marilyn Jager Adams who is the author of
the government-sponsored report, Beginning to Read, as well as an au-
thor of Open Courtthe Board expands upon this indisputable finding
of empirical science: "The lack of phonemic awareness is the most pow-
erful determinant of the likelihood of failure to learn to read because of
its importance in learning the English alphabetic system or learning
how print represents spoken words."

The Advisory Board continues with a reference to Adams by stating
categorically, "If children cannot hear and manipulate the sounds in
spoken words, they have an extremely difficult time learning how to map
those sounds to letters and letter patternsthe essence of decoding."

Back in Texas at the Houston Reading Conference, Darvin Winick,
a member of Governor Bush's Business Council and a senior business
executive who voluntarily works on public policy, states his case: "The
rules of engagement are stated and clear," he tells the teachers who have
gathered there.' "Full public disclosure of the scientific bases for pro-
gram development and well-defined experimental procedures are ex-
pected. We will measure and report the results." The teachers in the
audience are silent. "Last year we spent considerable time and energy
reviewing the scientific literature on reading. We searched the country
for good researchers. Fortunately, we had resources available to do this,
and we are very comfortable in our ability to discriminate."

A few teachers smile; others nod their heads.
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Winick continues, "Our search identified a group of highly compe-
tent researchers and teachers, including those associated with the Na-
tional Institute of Child Health and Human Development." It's Winick's
turn to smile as he tells the audience that Governor Bush's Business
Council is especially proud that fellow Houstonians Barbara Foorman
and her colleagues are a part of NICHD. "We plan to direct public and
private funds to programs that introduce teachers to the work of these
outstanding scientists."

Winick looks serious. "In readingand this is stern, and I know that,
and I mean to be, and I understand this is not the most popular kind of
talk but in reading, too many people seem to ignore what works and to
stress dogma rather than data.

"Frankly, and honestly, we find the ongoing debate over reading ide-
ologies unproductive. We are much less interested in the dogma. We do
intend to follow empirical data on what is effective.

"You shake your head no, but that's the policy in Texas."

It is imperative that this information be made available
to every superintendent and charter school leader

In Massachusetts, John Silber, Chairman of the Massachusetts Board of
Education, sends a copy of the report that contains the scientific base to
which Darvin Winick refers to every school superintendent in the state.
The report, 30 Years of NICHD Research: What We Know about How
Children Learn to Read, was prepared by Bonnie Grossen, who is associ-
ated with DISTAR and direct instruction. The report focused upon the
research of the National Institute of Child Health and Human Develop-
ment (NICHD) the group that funded Foorman's research that Winick
mentioned.'

"As you know," Silber writes in his letter to Massachusetts school
superintendents, "many claims have been made in recent years support-
ing a variety of new methods and techniques for teaching children to
read. All too often, however, the evidence has shown that these meth-
ods, when used to the exclusion of all others, have failed."

After comments about California's "dramatic about-face," Silber
writes, "The enclosed report documents the findings of a long-term, scien-
tific study commissioned by the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development. Commissioner Robert Antonucci and I have dis-
cussed this report, and we both feel it is imperative that the information
it contains be made available to every superintendent and charter school
leader. I urge you to circulate this to your principals, teachers, and all
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others in your schools who are involved in teaching children to read."'
In the report, Grossen states categorically that 40 percent of people

in the United States have "reading problems severe enough to hinder
their enjoyment of reading" (p. 5). She goes on to state that "treatment
research has shown that appropriate early direct instruction seems to be
the best medicine for reading problems" (p. 6). And she states unequivo-
cally that classroom teachers should take the following steps to prevent
reading problems:

1. Begin teaching phonemic awareness directly at an early age
(kindergarten);

2. Teach each sound-spelling correspondence explicitly;
3. Teach frequent, highly regular sound-spelling relationships

systematically;
4. Show children exactly how to sound out words;
5. Use connected, decodable text for children to practice the

sound-spelling relationships they learn;
6. Use interesting stories to develop language comprehension

(these are teacher-read stories to build children's oral language
comprehension).

"To appreciate fully the significance of the NICHD findings," Grossen
writes, "it helps to understand the level of scientific rigor used to guide
the formation of conclusions from the research." Grossen states that "each
research study within the NICHD network must follow the most rigor-
ous scientific procedures." She emphasizes that researchers for NICHD
use the "true scientific model," and she criticizes other studies for their
lack of scientific rigor. Grossen argues that it is the "usual nature of re-
search in education" to present "untested hypotheses" as "proven theo-
ries" but that "in a true scientific paradigm, theories are tested by doing
everything to try to prove the theory incorrect" (p. 2). Grossen goes on to
explain that "researcher bias is reduced by the sheer number of people
involved in the NICHD program."

This proposition reminds me of Winick's concern about data and
not dogma. The more empirical the research studies, the lower the chance
for error. As one study confirms the findings of another, the database
grows and the conclusions become irrefutable. Publishers of basal read-
ers and phonemic awareness programs are counting on it. States are
investing all their money in these published programs. New laws are
being written based upon this empirical evidence. In California, for ex-
ample, the "ABC Bills" mandate the teaching of phonics and spelling,
and the California Task Force of the State Board of Education has insti-
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tutionalized the systematic and synthetic teaching of phonemic aware-
ness based upon the scientific proof provided by the research.

The remedy for the problem must
be more of a "surgical strike"

But what if these eminent researchers got it wrong? What if there were
fundamental problems inherent in the design of the studies that they
conducted? If that were the case, the sheer number of researchers or
studies wouldn't help them. While it is true that many researchers have
conducted phonemic awareness studies, most of these studies are inter-
connected and interrelated and one study invariably builds on another.
A cites B in support of her rigorous scientific procedures; B cites C; C
cites A, B, and D; D cites B; and B then cites them all, including him-
self, in support of his arguments. Thus if the research studies of A and B
are fundamentally flawed, so must be the research of C and D. Neither
Winick's well-defined experimental procedures nor NICHD's replica-
tion of studies to test their theories will overcome this difficulty.

One statement in Grossen's report with which I agree is that "in a
true scientific paradigm, theories are tested by doing everything to try to
prove the theory incorrect." At a time when publishing companies are
making statements about scientific evidence for their phonemic aware-
ness programs and when states such as California, Texas, Massachusetts,
North Carolina, and Virginia are using the findings of these research
studies to change the ways in which young children are to taught to read
and write in schools, it is imperative that we examine the evidence and
test the theories in which Bill Honig and Darvin Winick have put their
faith.

Whether in schools or in universities, we must accept the responsi-
bility to respond to the researchnot with ideological arguments, but
with a thorough analysis of the data and the documentation on which
decisions are being based. This is the task we must set for ourselves,
whether we agree or disagree, whatever our philosophy. We must exam-
ine the facts and ask: Is the research responsive to the social, cultural,
and intellectual lives of children? How was the research conducted?
What are the ethical issues? Were the scientific procedures rigorous?
Were the tests and measurements relevant to the stated objectives of the
studies? Were the hypotheses properly tested? Were the theories proven?
What does the research really indicate? Correlation or causation? Are
there alternative explanations for the results? What is the impact of the
research on the lives of children and their families?
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And if, when this is done, we find that the theories we have tested
are scientifically defective, filled with unsubstantiated assumptions and
insupportable "evidence," and are essentially just "spin," then we must
ask ourselves, what are the consequences for children of the widespread
use of these studies in determining how they should be taught to read?
In Beginning to Read and the Spin Doctors of Science, I will explore
some of the possibilities.

Let's return now to my proposition that if A cites B; B cites C; C cites
A, B, and D; D cites B; and B then cites them all, including himself, in
support of his arguments, and B's (or A, C, or D's) research rationale and
statistical procedures are fundamentally flawed, then this finding places
in jeopardy the research findings of A, C, and D.

In my search for phonemic awareness studies on which to base my
analysis, it has become clear that while there are many researchers who
have contributed to the research base on the importance of phonemic
awareness in learning to read, there are only a small number of research-
ers whose studies are central to the idea that we should specifically teach
phonemic awareness skills to young children.

One of these researchers is Barbara Foorman, who consistently ref-
erences Marilyn Jager Adams and Keith Stanovich, both of whom also
agree that phonemic awareness should be specifically taught. In Begin-
ning to Read, Adams relies heavily on the research studies conducted by
Stanovich. She discusses no fewer than eight of his articles in her report,
and in her bibliography she makes twenty-six references to his work,
including "Matthew Effects in Reading: Some Consequences of Indi-
vidual Differences in the Acquisition of Literacy," which received the
Albert J. Harris Award from the International Reading Association, is
also referred to by Foorman, and is one of the most-cited research ar-
ticles in support of the proposition that variation in phonological aware-
ness is causally related to the early development of reading.

"The remedy for the problem must be more of a 'surgical strike,' to
use a military analogy," Stanovich writes in "Matthew Effects in Read-
ing," adding, a few sentences later, "identify early, remedy early, and
focus on phonological awareness" (pp. 393, 394).

The research of Foorman and Stanovich is also discussed in Grossen's
report on the research of NICHD which is hardly surprising, since
both receive research funding from that institute. Adams's government
report is also mentioned. Because the research of Foorman and Stanovich
and the report written by Adams are also frequently referred to and re-
lied upon by governmental agencies at the national, state, and local lev-
els, I have begun my evaluation of the research on phonemic awareness
with an analysis of some of their work. The Foorman studies that are a
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part my analysis are those referred to by Honig and Winick, which are
also relied upon by the states of California, Texas, and North Carolina.'
They are also the studies referred to by Grossen in the NICHD research
circulated by John Silber to every superintendent in the state of Massa-
chusetts.

In my analysis of Stanovich's research, I have begun with "Matthew
Effects in Reading," and I have also read the reports of a number of the
studies to which he refers in that article.9 "Even more popular has been
my work on Matthew Effects in the reading development," Stanovich
writes in his "Distinguished Educator" article in Reading Teacher. "The
term Matthew Effects derives from the Gospel according to Matthew:
Tor unto everyone that hath shall be given, and he shall have abun-
dance; but from him that hath not shall be taken away even that which
he hath' (XXV: 29). It is used to describe rich-get-richer and poor-get-
poorer effects that are embedded in the educational process" (p. 281).

In addition, I have also read many of the studies which now refer to
"Matthew Effects" as if Stanovich's arguments and conclusions are in-
disputable. Thus the corpus of data for this analysis goes well beyond
what I consider to be just the primary studies in phonemic awareness.

Since I am trained in both anthropology and psychology, I will present
a synthesis of my analysis from two very different perspectives. I begin
with an exploration of empirical research in which reading is regarded
as a psychological process and the emphasis is on reading words.'' This
is an "in-the-head" viewpoint on young children learning to read, which,
as Adams states, "depends as much on [children] detecting invariants as
on attending to distinctive or differentiating features" (p. 203). Learning
to read is "the creation or strengthening of associations" visual, audi-
tory, motor, or conceptual "to interlink the printed appearance of words
with one's knowledge of their sounds, contexts, functions, and mean-
ings" (p. 206).

Then I will explore the research on phonemic awareness from the
sociocultural perspectives of practical intelligence and everyday cogni-
tion. Such a viewpoint takes the research out of the child's head, consid-
ers learning to read (and write) from the perspective of literacy as social
and cultural practice, and draws upon research in literacy but also on
the work of many other scholars whose work is relevant to our under-
standings of the reading process and how young children learn to read.

"Speech," Oliver Sacks explains in an essay, "natural speech, does
not consist of words alone, nor of 'propositions' alone. It consists of utter-
ancean uttering-forth of one's whole meaning with one's whole being
the understanding of which involves infinitely more than mere word-
recognition" ("The President's Speech," p. 81). Similarly, reading is more
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than decoding the sounds that letters and groups of letters represent, or
even of reading words. I can decode and "read" entire paragraphs in
Spanish Init that doesn't mean that I understand what the text means.

"Reading, then," Alberto Manguel writes, "is not an automatic pro-
cess of capturing text in the way photosensitive paper captures light, but
a bewildering, labyrinthine," common and yet personal process of re-
construction. Whether reading is independent from, for instance, lis-
tening," Manguel continues, "whether it is a single distinctive set of psy-
chological processes or consists of a great variety of such processes,
researchers don't yet know, but many believe that its complexity may be
as great as that of thinking itself" (p. 39).

You might think that much of this sounds like a dry intellectual trea-
tise, a silly argument between academics and nothing more, but as I
found out as I was writing Beginning to Read and the Spin Doctors of
Science, politics doesn't stop at the schoolhouse door.
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In which phonemic awareness

research is analyzed from

an experimental

psychological perspective

My analysis of the documentation begins with an examination of the
research on phonemic awareness from an experimental psychological
perspective.' I focus primarily on the foundational work of Keith
Stanovich and his co-researchers Anne Cunningham, Barbara Cramer,
and Dorothy Feeman, who participated with him in different phonemic
awareness studies. What I have found, you will see, is that in these pho-
nemic awareness research reports and articles, other studies are selec-
tively and misleadingly cited out of context to support the argument that
explicit training in phonemic awareness is the key to reading success.

I have also reviewed the published accounts of many of the experi-
mental studies that Stanovich and Foorman reference to support their
proposition that explicit phonemic awareness training is the key to read-
ing success.' To some degree, all of these experimental studies: (1) were
based on the assumption of cultural uniformity; (2) focused on aggre-
gates of children; (3) separated children's everyday lives from their per-
formance on isolated cognitive tasks; (4) artificially disconnected the
forms of written language from the functional meanings of print; (5)
assumed that children's early cognitive functions work from abstract ex-
ercises to reading as meaningful activity; (6) depended on cognitive tests
that have no value outside the testing situation; (7) assumed the transfer
of learning; and (8) totally disregarded the critical relationships that ex-
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ist between teachers and children. Further, a critical review of a number
of key studies that are frequently cited reveals that some of the research
used to support the direct training argument does not support this propo-
sition. Some studies actually provide contradictory evidence.

To support the statement that studies are selectively and mislead-
ingly cited out of context, I will focus on one of the landmark articles in
phonemic awareness research "Matthew Effects in Reading" by Keith
Stanovich. In this paper Stanovich discusses the literature on individual
differences in the cognitive skills related to reading, and he uses his cri-
tique of the literature to support the hypothesis that slow development
in phonemic awareness "delays early code-breaking progress and ini-
tiates the cascade of interacting achievement failures and motivational
problems" (p. 393).

"The cycle of escalating achievement deficits must be broken,"
Stanovich asserts, "in a more specific way to short-circuit the cascade of
negative spinoffs" (p. 393).

To bolster his argument for phonemic awareness training, Stanovich
writes, "a growing body of data does exist indicating that variation in
phonological awareness is causally related to the early development of
reading skill." In this context he states, "most convincing, are the results
of several studies where phonological awareness skills were manipulated
via training, and the manipulation resulted in significant experimental
group advantages in reading, word recognition, and spelling" (p. 363).

One of the studies that Stanovich cites in support of this statement is
by Swedish researchers Ake Olofsson and Ingvar Lundberg, a study in
which the "long-term effects" of phonemic awareness training in kinder-
garten are evaluated. "Great variances, ceiling effects, and group hetero-
geneity created many difficulties in evaluating the training effects,"
Olofsson and Lundberg write in the abstract of their paper. They state in
their discussion of methodological problems that "the increase in preci-
sion gained from an elaborated statistical analysis may be rather small
compared to the uncertainty introduced by the post-test treatment delay
and the lack of randomization often occurring in practical settings. How-
ever, this is no excuse for not trying to make the best of the situation."

In discussing their testing protocols, these researchers caution that
"[Uri addition, we must consider the effects of violating the assumptions
about normally distributed scores and hornogenous error variances. Dis-
tributional violations have generally small effects but unequal variances
in combination with unequal group sizes may seriously affect the statis-
tical significance tests."

In an examination of their "preschool test protocols," Olofsson and
Lundberg observe, "the children with negative development almost with-
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out exception passed the tests very fast rendering test-administer's remarks
like 'fast' and 'very fast. They go on to state, "On some test protocols
the assistant had made notes like 'ants in the pants." The researchers
then talk about letter-name bias and comment that "some children com-
pletely refused to utter phonemes or certain phonemes but could si-
lently make the correct synthesis."

Olofsson and Lundberg observe that a great number of children had
already reached a high level of phonemic awareness before starting school
and before participating in their phonemic awareness training program.
Interestingly, they also found some nonreaders who had "complete abil-
ity" with their phonemic awareness test. How could this be explained?
Olofsson and Lundberg do not answer this question.

Olofsson and Lundberg conclude, "The ability to predict the effect
of, for example, a four-month or a two-semester training program is lim-
ited. However, the results found here suggest that a longer training pro-
gram in combination with an examination of the children's total alpha-
betical environment could yield important information about the
parameters in the development of phonemic awareness."

By juxtaposing statements made by Stanovich with those of Olofsson
and Lundberg, it is possible to gain some appreciation of the ways in
which studies are selectively and misleadingly cited out of context. Clearly,
there is much to be learned from the research of Olofsson and Lundberg,
but their research does not provide strong support for Stanovich's argu-
ment. Contrary to the claim by Stanovich that this study provides "most
convincing" evidence that training in phonemic awareness is "causally
related to the early development of reading skill," the most that Olofsson
and Lundberg say is that "the children who participated in the phone-
mic training program seemed to have benefited from it to some extent.
At least they improved their scores on phonemic synthesis tests in school."

The misleading use of citations might seem like a small problem
but consider the larger context. "Matthew Effects in Reading" is relied
upon by both Adams and Foorman, and it is also relied upon by the state
of California to justify the "ABC Bills" and to mandate that children
receive phonemic awareness training. NICHD has used "Matthew Ef-
fects in Reading" in the report that Silber sent to every school superin-
tendent in the state of Massachusetts. But when the references are
checked, they are often problematic. Much of what is stated by Stanovich
is little more than "spin doctoring" to support an argument with which
many researchers and teachers who have spent their lives observing
children's early literacy development would strongly disagree.

Let me provide another example. Once again I will stick closely to
the text to avoid overinterpretation. In "Matthew Effects in Reading,"
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having "established" causation between phonemic awareness and early
reading developmentat least to his own satisfaction Stanovich goes
on to discuss the concept of "reciprocal causation." He cites the work of
Linea Ehri, which suggests that reading acquisition itself facilitates pho-
nological awareness. He adds references to Charles Perfetti, and to Ri-
chard Wagner and Joseph Torgesen, and then states that "the situation
appears to be one of reciprocal causation." But none of the references
Stanovich provides supports this proposition.

"Such situations of reciprocal causation can have important
'bootstrapping effects" Stanovich states, without any evidence to back
him up. Then comes the spin. "However, the question . . . is not which
direction of causality is dominant. The essential properties of the model
being outlined here are dependent only on the fact that a causal link
running from phonological awareness to reading acquisition has been
established, independent of the status of the opposite causal link" (p. 363).

Unfortunately for this argument, the articles that are cited do not
establish conditions of reciprocal causality; in fact they do not even es-
tablish causality. At best, and even then subject to the many limitations
and problems inherent in the various studies, all that they establish is a
possible correlation, and correlation is not causation in either direc-
tion. But let's suspend judgement for a moment and say, "Okay, we ac-
cept that there is an apparent correlation between phonemic awareness
and reading acquisition, and that this may imply a causal link one way
or the other." By what leap of faith can we then discard one ofthese two
possibilities and accept only the other, as Stanovich does when he states
that "the causal link running from phonological awareness to reading
acquisition has been established independent of the status of the oppo-
site causal link?"

More importantly, how do we end up with the definitive conclusion
that the direction of this phenomenon of reciprocal causation is unim-
portant? Clearly it is of national importance. School districts across the
country are being told by state governments to shift direction in reading
instruction, so how can it not be important? Where's the data to support
Stanovich's "one way" causal link conclusion that explicit teaching of
phonemic awareness will lead to reading acquisition? Certainly not in
"Matthew Effects in Reading," nor in any of the other papers that I have
read on phonemic awareness.

However, if we continue to suspend judgement and put aside the
severe limitations of experimental research studies, we could still find
empirical evidence that contradicts the position that Stanovich has taken.
In a paper published one year after "Matthew Effects in Reading," Perfetti,
Beck, Bell, and Hughes write, "What is clear is that learning to read can
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begin in a variety of ways, most of which may require only minimal
explicit knowledge of speech segments. Thus, the rudimentary ability to
manipulate isolated segments may be necessary for significant progress
in reading. However, it is reading itself, we suggest, that enables the child
to be able to analyze words and to manipulate their speech segments. It
is not that the reader performs such manipulations on the orthography.
Rather, learning some orthographic principles through reading enables
the discovery of parallel phonemic principles" (p. 317, emphasis added).

A final example of selective and misleading referencing that will
provide a context for a critical analysis of the Barbara Foorrnan studies
that have received national attention is Stanovich's contention that "Al-
though general indicators of cognitive functioning such as nonverbal
intelligence, vocabulary, and listening comprehension make significant
independent contributions to predicting the ease of initial reading ac-
quisition, phonological awareness stands out as the most potent predic-
tor" (p. 363). To support this statement Stanovich quotes a research study
that he conducted with Anne Cunningham and Dorothy Feeman.3

In this study these researchers administered a series of tests to first-,
third-, and fifth-grade children who attended a "predominantly middle-
class" elementary school. The children were given tests of general intel-
ligence the Picture Peabody Vocabulary Test (all groups); the Raven's
Colored Progressive Matrices (1st and 3rd grades); and the Raven's Stan-
dard Progressive Matrices (5th grade). Then there were timed decoding
tests with words and pseudowordslat, wuck, mip, mish and vocal re-
action times were assessed. Then the children were tested for reading
comprehension with the "stimuli" for each group consisting of three
paragraphs taken from the 1972 Revised Edition of the Diagnostic Read-
ing Scale. Then there were two phonological awareness tasks for the
first graders "the strip initial consonant task" and the "phonological
oddity task." In addition, the authors state that "All of the children had
completed other cognitive tasks that were part of another investigation."
Notably, there is no discussion of the effects of all this testing on the
children.

In analyzing the tasks that were given to the children in this testing
situation, we might begin by asking a critical question raised by Sylvia
Scribner.4 "To what extent does the (experimental) task selected for study
share at least some characteristics with other tasks?," Scribner asks, with
regard to the phenomena being studied. In other words, are these labo-
ratory tasks representative of the ways in which young children encoun-
ter print in their everyday lives? Is this reading? Lat. Wuck. Mip. Mish. I
would think not. If the pseudowords were timed, would that reflect ev-
eryday uses of print? Definitely not. Knowing how contrived the para-
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graphs are on the Diagnostic Reading Scale, is this task representative of
authentic reading tasks? Almost certainly not. Given these difficulties,
can we generalize from the completion of these tasks? I suggest not. The
researchers do not establish cross-task commonality on these arbitrarily
selected laboratory tasks. Given that the tasks have no generalizability,
Scribner encourages us to focus on the children and ask ourselves whether
the researchers can make generalized statements based on the perfor-
mance of such a small number of individual children. Intuitively, we
might answer, we don't think so.

The importance of statistics
should not be overestimated

But we don't have to answer intuitively; we can answer analytically. If
we examine the statistical procedures we can question whether the re-
search supports the proposition that phonological awareness stands out
as the most potent predictor of the ease of initial reading acquisition.
Before we examine the statistics, however, let me say that I am con-
vinced that one of the reasons the phonemic awareness research has
gone unchallenged is that most of us are not comfortable in critiquing
statistical studies. For my own part, I am fascinated by mathematical
representations and by the problem solving involved in statistical analy-
sis, and fortunately, over the years I've had considerable support in my
analysis of reading studies which rely heavily on the use of parametric
statistics. I've consulted with a statistician who has a Ph.D. in statistics,
is a fellow of the American Statistical Association, was awarded a senior
research fellowship in statistics at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, and has received many awards for his work in statistics.
I've also worked closely with a scientist with considerable expertise in
engineering statistics who has spent the last fifteen years critically ana-
lyzing the uses and misuses of statistical procedures in commercial set-
tings. Experimental psychologists use the same basic parametric statisti-
cal procedures to study the cognitive functioning of children as engineers
use to assess the failure rates of mechanical components in nuclear power
plants and commercial aircraft.

The study Stanovich cites to support the proposition that "phono-
logical awareness stands out as the most potent predictor" of "ease of
initial reading acquisition" violates three fundamental properties of para-
metric statistics. The first property is that the sample on which measure-
ments are being made is a random sample from both the specific popu-
lation being studied and the population to which the results are being
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generalized. The "sample" in Stanovich, Cunningham, and Feeman's
study is in fact highly subjective and selective with 56 first-grade chil-
dren, 18 third-grade children, and 20 fifth-grade children drawn from a
middle-class elementary school.

In the published article, Stanovich, Cunningham, and Feeman rec-
ognize that this situation is problematic: "The sizes of the third- and
fifth-grade samples were small, rendering tentative any conclusions from
the results of these groups" (p. 298). Unfortunately, this caveat does not
appear when the study is cited in "Matthew Effects in Reading," nor in
Adams's Beginning to Read.

The second fundamental property of parametric statistics on which
the experimenters based their analysis is that both the population and
the sample are normally distributed with respect to the attribute being
studied. The experimenters do not present their raw data nor do they
show how the various test results are distributed. But with such small
numbers of children, it is highly unlikely that the scores were normally
distributed. The lack of a normal distribution is problematic.

"Low power and non-normal distributions of test scores lie behind
the limited application of statistical tests," Olofsson and Lundberg write
in the article cited earlier. Then they add that "the importance of statis-
tics should not be overestimated." Non-normal distributions raise all kinds
of questions about the data, but even if the sample distributions were
normal, the experimenters' statistical inferences and conclusions would
still only apply to their limited and subjective sample and not to any
broader population which is the answer to Scribner's question.

The third fundamental property of parametric statistical analysis
involves the use of an interval scale. Using a strategy that is typical of
most of the experimental research on phonemic awareness, Stanovich,
Cunningham, and Feeman use variables and test measurements which
are both qualitative and subjective, that are at best ordinal, and convert
them into number-assigned, interval scales in order to use parametric
statistical procedures.

In further support of these arguments, I refer you to Sidney Siegel's
Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences. The third chapter
focuses on parametric statistics the kind of statistics used in phonemic
awareness studies. Siegel presents a clear discussion of the assumptions,
problems, and dangers inherent in the use of parametric statistical tests
in the behavioral sciences. Siegel's discussion supports the criticisms
stated above that, in general, the manner in which the sample is drawn,
the nature of the population from which the sample is drawn, and the
kind of measurement or scaling which is employed to define the vari-
ables involved, all preclude the use of parametric statistical methods.
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Siegel also lists the conditions which must be satisfied before any
confidence can be placed in any probability statement obtained by the
use of parametric tests (p. 19) and notes that "these conditions are ordi-
narily not tested in the course of the performance of a statistical analysis.
Rather, they are presumptions which are accepted, and their truth or
falsity determines the meaningfulness of the probability statement ar-
rived at by the parametric test." He further notes that the "scales used by
behavioral scientists typically are at best no stronger than ordinal" (p.
26), and that the inappropriate use of "interval" scales results from the
`untested assumptions" made by investigators, including the assump-
tion that the underlying distribution is "normal" (p. 27).5

Siegel concludes his discussion by noting that "the assumptions
which must be made to justify the use of parametric tests usually rest on
conjecture and hope, for knowledge about the population parameters is
almost invariably lacking" (p. 32). This certainly applies to the study of
Stanovich, Cunningham, and Feeman.

But other assumptions are also made that are particularly problem-
atic. In this study the researchers quite literally discarded data. For ex-
ample, in their test of "decoding speed" the naming of 20 real words
and 15 pseudowords they simply discarded all incorrect responses and
all responses where the "subjects" took longer than 3 seconds to name a
word. How many of the 35 individual words did each "subject" get right
in less than 3 seconds, and how many responses from the "subjects"
were discarded? Did they discard just a few answers from a few children,
many answers from a few children, or many answers from many chil-
dren? We don't know, because the experimenters don't say, but in an-
other of their speed tests, they admit to discarding 20 percent of the
children's answers as "inappropriate" before analyzing the remaining
data.

In the "decoding speed" test, Stanovich, Cunningham, and Feeman
also proceed to analyze the remaining data, with the result that the "sub-
jects' response times on this decoding test were highly correlated with
their reading comprehension as measured by the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Test. The magnitude of the effect that inclusion of the discarded
data would have had on this correlation is unknown, but the correlation
would obviously be reduced, perhaps even to insignificance. The re-
searchers further claim that this "decoding speed" test had a high "split-
half reliability" (Spearman Brown Corrected), when in fact George
Ferguson, in Statistical Analysis in Psychology and Education, states cat-
egorically that this reliability measure should not be used with speed
tests (p. 367).6
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Given the statistically inappropriate procedures which Stanovich,
Cunningham, and Feeman use throughout this study, and their "selec-
tive" use of some of the data, the reliance on this study in "Matthew
Effects" to support the proposition that phonological awareness stands
out as the most potent predictor of the ease of initial reading acquisition
seems highly questionable.' But the problems with this research go even
deeper.

Mechanical models break down hopelessly
before the sheer creativity of the brain

"One of the reasons I'm against mechanical models," Oliver Sacks tells
interviewer Wim Kayzer, "is that they are too physicalistic and too re-
ductive and too impoverished and too boring, and I think they break
down hopelessly finally before the sheer creativity of the brain."'

Kayzer asks several questions, and Sacks continues talking about the
brain. "It's not a library. It's not a granary. It's not a computer." Then,
speaking of memory, Sacks asserts, "memories are constructions and not
xeroxes, not facsimiles, not reproductions." A few minutes later he says,
"There is no snapshot of how things are. Whatever comes into the mind
always comes in a new context and in some sense is colored by the present.
This doesn't mean that it is distorted, but it is against any mechanical
reproduction."

The research studies on phonemic awareness that I have reviewed
are too physicalistic, too reductionist, and too impoverished. The theo-
ries on which these studies are founded do break down whenever I have
observed or worked with a young child who is learning to read. The
brain is not a library; it's not a granary; it's not a computer. And children
do not produce mechanical reproductions when they are learning to
read.
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In which phonemic awareness

research is analyzed from

a sociocultural perspective

111-11F1

I am now going to shift my focus to explore the central characteristics of
phonemic awareness research from the perspective of research on prac-
tical intelligence and everyday cognition. This analysis builds on the
work of Michael Cole, Anne Haas Dyson, Emilia Ferreiro and Ana
Teberosky, Jean Lave, Barbara Rogoff, Sylvia Scribner, Lev Vygotsky,
and James Wertsch, all well-known scholars who are highly regarded for
their scientific research.

From the perspective of research on practical intelligence and ev-
eryday cognition, the major criticisms of phonemic awareness research
are as follows:

1. Experimentation rests on the assumption of cultural and social
uniformity.

Jean Lave argues that the concept of cultural uniformity "has served as a
mandate to treat culture in cognitive studies as if it were a constant, as if
nothing essential about thinking would be disturbed if its effects were
controlled experimentally." The assumption of cultural uniformity is a
fundamental theoretical weakness in phonemic awareness research. Ig-
noring the social, cultural, and intellectual lives of children invalidates
the measures.
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Inspired by the ideas of Vygotsky, Luis Moll explores the concept of
the cultural mediation of thinking in his research which focuses on Span-
ish-speaking children in school and at home with their families.' "This
social thing called literacy has come to possess you," Moll says, "you find
it unthinkable to live without it, and for most of you, reading has be-
come a substitute for life." To explain the concept of cultural mediation,
Moll quotes Scribner, who was his colleague and friend, as if in conver-
sation with her.

"Vygotsky's special genius," Scribner writes, "was in grasping the sig-
nificance of the social in things as well as people. The world in which
we live is humanized, full of material and symbolic objects." She gives
as examples signs and knowledge systems, for example, "that are cultur-
ally constructed, historical in origin and social in content." She contin-
ues, "Since all human actions, including acts of thought, involve the
mediation of such objects," which she describes as tools and signs, "they
are, on this score alone, social in essence. This is the case, whether acts
are initiated by single agents or a collective and whether they are per-
formed individually or with others."'

"To put it succinctly," Moll writes in his to-and-fro with Scribner,
interact with their worlds, which are 'humanized, full of mate-

rial and symbolic objects,' through these mediational means, and their
mediation of actions through cultural artifacts, especially language in
both its oral and written forms plays a crucial role in the formation and
development of human intellectual capacities. Notice that the central
point is not simply about the importance of tool and symbol use by hu-
man beings, it is a stronger claim than that, it refers to the essential role
of cultural mediation in the constitution of human psychology."4

In phonemic awareness studies, children do not interact with their
world. Their lives are dehumanized, and researchers ignore or remain
unaware of the role of cultural mediation in the early reading develop-
ment of young children. In positivistic research there is a total lack of
recognition that literacyI prefer to talk about both reading and writ-
ing is embedded in everyday activities, or that the use of complex sym-
bolic systems is an everyday phenomenon constitutive of and grounded
in the everyday lives of young children and their families.'

2. There are no children in the phonemic awareness studies, only labels,
aggregates, and measures.

In these studies children are referred to as "normals," "good readers,'
readers," "disabled readers," "passive organisms," and "subjects,"

subscript i in a mathematical formula, and "cohorts." Nameless, face-
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less, they are phenotypes, data points on a scatter plot, "phonologically
disabled," "phonologically deficient," and "limited English proficient."
In one study children are identified as 70 percent African American, 16
percent Hispanic, 5 percent Asian, 9 percent White, and 15 percent ESL,
but that is all. They are anonymous, their lives unknown. They are iden-
tified only by their participation in federal lunch programs, segregated
by their socioeconomic status, ethnicity, and race or by their scores on
some artificial test. Irrespective of what is happening to them, they all
receive the same "treatment," and there is a total disregard of the social,
political, and economic circumstances in which young children live
their everyday lives.

To meet Erik and Alejandra and Marisela in studies of early literacy
development, we must turn to the research of Emilia Ferreiro and Ana
Teberosky.6 To learn more about the literacy development of Jameel and
Ayesha and William, we must read Anne Haas Dyson.' In fact, there are
numerous longitudinal studies of children's early literacy development
that are disciplined and systematic in their data collection procedures
and rigorous in their scientific analysis, and these provide counterevi-
deuce to the reductionist empirical studies of phonemic awareness and
early reading development.'

3. In phonemic awareness research, there is a complete separation of
children's everyday worlds from their performance on certain isolated
cognitive tasks.

Such an approach to the study of language and literacy is problematic,
and the difficulties are underscored by James Wertsch, who writes, "Like
Vygotsky and Bakhtin, I believe that it is often difficult if not meaning-
less to isolate various aspects of mental processes for separate analysis"
(p. 14). The phonemic awareness research ignores the social and cul-
tural embeddedness of human learning.' The research disregards the
considerable body of work which explores the social and cultural lit-
eracy practices of very young children. For example, in her discussion of
the social consequences of written formulas, Anne Dyson provides a
powerful example of the ways young children search for meaning in
isolated cognitive tasks.m

"This is a story about AbcdefGhiJklMnoPQRstuvwXYz," a first grader
writes, "One day there was a A. And One DaY There was a B. And One
Day there was a c. I like aBcdefGhiJKlmnoPQrstuvwxY and Z The End"

Even so, as Dyson states, "A quick story about ABC would not be
likely to engender an intense response from one's peers." The social fab-
ric of learning breaks down. Mapping the smallest units of sound onto
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the smallest units of print is an irrelevant activity. It's hard to read a story
about a digraph or a schwa.

4. In phonemic awareness research, the form of written language is
separated from the meaningful interpretation of the text.

There is no text. The practice of investigating the mapping of isolated
sounds onto decontextualized units of print has no purpose for the reader.
It is a meaningless exercise. You cannot have an opinion about a di-
graph, you cannot express how you feel about a diphthong, and you
cannot deepen your knowledge of your everyday world with an "oti" or
an "Ey." Children cannot discuss the phonemic awareness exercises that
are prescribed to them within the sociocultural contexts of their every-
day lives. Vowel digraphs have no meaning in time and space. No trans-
actions can take place.

"Recall," Louise Rosenblatt tells us, "that the text is more than mere
paper and ink." Then, referring to the reader, she states, "The physical
signs of the text enable him to reach through himself and the verbal
symbols to something sensed as outside and beyond his own personal
world." I

In Family Literacy, the first of my own longitudinal studies of young
children learning to read and write, I stated, "The children's increasing
fascination with both writing and reading was well evidenced in the
present research, and their fascination with print seems to occur when
they become highly sophisticated in their functional utility of print."
And then, as if I was preparing to write Spin Doctors almost twenty years
later, I wrote, "Developing metalinguistic awareness of written language
forms was added to the literacy agenda of the children. But still, the
activities were meaningful in their everyday lives" (p. 77).

In Growing Up Literate the same applies. Except of course in school,
where the African American children who participated in the longitudi-
nal study sat in highly controlled situations "(I) don't want to see any-
body with a blank scrap paper." "Don't let me see you rushing through
this." "Get busy young lady. Now!" doing meaningless phonemic aware-
ness exercises, even though they were reading and writing in out-of-school
contexts and even though written language was functional in their ev-
eryday lives (p. 105).

We cannot reduce children's lives to a meaningless exercise. As
Ferreiro states, "the process by which a child arrives at an understanding
of a particular type of representation of spoken language, e.g., alpha-
betic writing, cannot be reduced to the establishment of a series of hab-
its and skills."2
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5. Phonemic awareness research is based on the false assumption that
children's early cognitive functions work from abstract exercises to
meaningful activity.

To the contrary, as Vygotsky states, "We have found that sign operations
appear as a result of a complex and prolonged process subject to all the
basic laws of psychological evolution. This means that sign-using activity
in children is neither simply invented nor passed down by adults: rather it
arises from something that is originally not a sign operation and becomes
one only after a series of qualitative transformations" (emphasis in the
original)."

An example of these Vygotskian evolutionary processes and qualita-
tive transformations in a child's early reading and writing is provided by
the story of Nicola, whose teacher participated in the Biographic Lit-
eracy Profiles Project (BLiPP), a longitudinal study ofearly literacy de-
velopment which lasted from 1986 to 1994.'4 Nicola was sexually and
physically abused by her father for the first three years of her life. In
kindergarten Nicola was supported both socially and academically by
Sharron, her teacher, who did not force her to practice phonemic aware-
ness drills, or make her participate in other rehearsal-for-reading exer-
cises. There were no "surgical strikes," to quote Stanovich, and there
was no "quick remedy."

Nicola used writing as one of the ways in which she coped with the
difficult circumstances of her everyday life. She wrote letters to her teacher
and took telephone messages even though she did not know the letters
of the alphabet and was unable to transform the sounds of language into
their written form. But then, over the period of a year her scribble-like
writing began to include letter-like forms. She began to connect letters
with sounds. She used a pointer to point to the words in the big book
stories that she "read" to the other children in the class and eventually
she began reading some of the words in her own interpretation of the
story.

But Nicola's ability to communicate through print had far deeper
significance in her everyday life than just learning to read. When she
was angry or afraid she expressed how she felt in print. On one occasion
when her teacher was away and she was taught by a man, she wrote all
over her face, her arms, and her legs. Through print, she expressed her
anger and her grief, and eventually the ways in which she had learned to
use print helped her to improve her sense of well-being.

I think of Nicola when I read the phonemic awareness research. If
this approach to reading is going to be successful, it has to work for even
the most fragile of our children. That it does not work for them is em-
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phasized by what happened to Patrick, who received systematic, inten-
sive instruction in phonics when he was in first grade.'5

"Identify early, remedy early, and focus on phonological awareness,"
Stanovich states, and Patrick's school did exactly that. Patrick was iden-
tified and separated from the other children in his class as he received
one-on-one instruction in DISTAR. Reading became a series of alpha-
betic drills and phonics skills. During vacations Patrick would come to
my house and we would read books together. But during the school year
there were often times when he quite literally just stopped reading.'6

"Everything that was wonderful was constantly overshadowed by the
difficulties that Patrick experienced in school," his mother says. Then
she laughs. "I cried a lot. I got frustrated, and the frustration came out in
tears a couple of times because I just felt like Patrick was never going to
be allowed to grow up."

6. In phonemic awareness research, the tests given to children provide
measures which are of no value outside of the testing situation.

In their discussion of social constraints in laboratory and classroom tasks,
Denis Newman, Peg Griffin, and Michael Cole state, "The key to mak-
ing claims in the laboratory is the psychologist's control over the task
and the conditions under which the subjects undertake the task."7These
researchers go on to state, "Whether laboratory settings are used for test-
ing cognitive theories or for administering psychological tests, the cogni-
tive processes modeled in them and the cognitive accomplishments tested
are thought of as representing more than esoteric games. . . . But the
constraints on activity used to create model systems render them system-
atically dissimilar to the systems of activity created in the society for other
purposes"8 (pp. 172-73).

Wertsch expands upon this argument. Citing studies by Donaldson,
Rogoff, Cole and Scribner, Lave, and Rogoff and Lave, he states, "In
general, these studies have shown that children and adults who were not
thought to have a particular ability on the basis of an assessment in one
context did in fact demonstrate that ability in other contexts" (p. 94).
This has consistently been my experience as an ethnographer working
with children and their families or with children and their teachers in
school. In the Biographic Literacy Profiles Project, which lasted for more
than eight years, I was continually working with teachers whose observa-
tions of children reading and writing in classroom settings did not sup-
port the findings of the tests that were administered to them.

Ironically, the test with which we had the most difficulty was the
Woodcock-Johnson Revised the same test that is used in many of the
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phonemic awareness studies I have included in my analysis, and the
same test that was used by Foorman and her colleagues in the NICHD
reading studies which are being used across the country to rationalize
the new emphasis on teaching decontextual skills. During the course of
the eight-year project, we were continually responding to children's defi-
cits and "deficiencies" that were identified by the Woodcock-Johnson,
but which were not evident in the disciplined and systematic documen-
tation of children's reading and writing in classroom settings.

"That was the problem," one of the teachers with whom I worked
for many years commented in a recent conversation. "We were always
trying to counter the ways in which children's reading abilities were be-
ing tested in isolated situations. On tests like the Woodcock-Johnson,
kids scored really low, but, for example in their everyday reading and
writing, they did have the ability to encode and decode."

One of the children with whom we worked who was evaluated us-
ing the Woodcock-Johnson was an eleven-year-old boy called Bobby who
had been to many schools. "Eight," he says, "That ain't helpful at all.
That's dreadful because I didn't learn much."

"We're talking about a child who is working in the superior range
and the retarded range," the psychologist tells us after he has tested Bobby.
"I wouldn't be surprised if there were some perceptual-motor difficul-
ties."

Bobby experienced difficulties on the Woodcock-Johnson with the
subtest on blends. So when the psychologist labeled him learning dis-
abled, one of the areas on which he was supposed to work was "blends."
But when his teacher and his student support team examined his work,
they found evidence of his use of blends in his writing in the initial,
medial, and final positions. They documented the different kinds of
blends that he was using and presented them to the child study team.
Everybody agreed that the low score on the Woodcock-Johnson was an
aberration of the test, and did not reflect Bobby's ability to use blends in
his writing or to "decode" them in his reading.

As Barbara Rogoff states, "Skills that children seem not to possess in
laboratory tasks thus appear well developed when these same children
meet similar problems in familiar contexts" (p. 2).19

7. In phonemic awareness research, there is an underlying assumption
that there will be a transfer of learning from isolated phonemic aware-
ness exercises to reading texts.

This assumption is reminiscent of the late sixties and the alphabetic para-
dox which Phil Gough referred to as an "infamous fact."" In "The Co-
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operative Research Program in First Grade Reading Instruction," Guy
Bond and Robert Dykstra reported that knowledge of the alphabet is the
single best predictor of reading achievement!' But as Jay Samuels pointed
out, there were no studies, and no evidence to support the proposition
that specifically teaching the alphabet facilitated learning to read." The
question that was raised was whether the children who knew the alpha-
bet were ever specifically taught the alphabet, and if they weren't, then
why should we presume that other children will profit from such in-
struction?23

At about the same time in the sixties, there was a "phoneme-graph-
eme-correspondences-as-cue-to-spelling-improvement" movement; and
a major study was undertaken at Stanford University which produced
over 10,000 pages of lists, analyses, and statistics regarding the subtle
grapheme-phoneme correspondences in the American-English language.
The purpose of this study was to reform language arts programs in schools
across Americasound familiar? and to help improve school spelling
programs. Paul Hanna and his many colleagues who participated in the
study produced a tome of 1,716 pages. Figure 3.1 has been adapted from
their 22-vowel classification of graphemic options representing phonemes.
Figure 3.2 is from the 30-consonant classification.

Just as specifically teaching the alphabet did not work, neither did
the attempts that were made to improve spelling through specifically
teaching the phoneme-grapheme relationships identified by the Stanford
researchers. It didn't work for the reasons discussed earlier. There was a
complete separation of children's everyday worlds from their performance
on these isolated cognitive tasks. The form of written language was sepa-
rated from the meaningful interpretation of the text. And the approach
was based on the false assumption that the child's early cognitive func-
tions progressed from abstract exercises to meaningful activity.

Unfortunately, it is the children that we have made most vulner-
able, and it is children like Nicola and Patrick who are the victims of this
form of instruction. Many children entering school have already devel-
oped a sensitivity to the ways in which the sounds of language are mapped
on to units of print, but for a variety of reasons some children have not
had the opportunity to develop this sensitivity. So too with the alpha-
betic principle. Instead of providing these children with the opportunity
to sing songs, learn rhymes, listen to stories, and write their own texts in
the ways that their friends have begun to learn to read, we do something
quite different. Based upon experimental research and reductionist analy-
sis we break language down into some of its smallest component parts
and teach these parts artificially, nonsensically, but with great specific-
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Frequency and Percentage Tabulations of Phoneme-Grapheme
Correspondence in American English: 22-Vowel Classification

PHONEME GRAPHEME FREQUENCY PERCENT

/E/ 2,538
E 1,765 69.54
EE 249 9.81
EA 245 9.65
E-E 62 2A4
I-E 44 1.73

I 38 1.49
IE 33 1.30
EA-E 30 1.18
1E-E 23 0.90
EI 16 0.63
EE-E 9 0.35
EI-E 6 0.23
EY 6 0.23
AE 5 0.19
OE 5 0.19
EC) 2 0.07

/E2/ 198
E 64 32.32
EA 49 24.74
EE 36 18.18

E-E 27 13.63

IE 14 7.07
I 3 1.51

IE-E 3 1.51

EI 2 1.01

/E3/ 3,646
E 3,316 90.94
EA 139 3.81

A 94 2.57
E-E 79 2.16
AI 4 0.10
IE 4 0.10
E0 3 0.08
U 2 0.05
A-E 1 0.02
A-E 1 0.02
AY 1 0.02
EA-E 1 0.02
El 1 0.02

/E5/ 2,170
E 1,666 76.77
0 268 12.35

A 168 7.74
U 31 1.42
U-E 23 1.05
I 8 0.36
r 4 0.18
E-E 1 0.04
OU 1 0.04

Figure 3.1
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Frequency and Percentage Tabulations of Phoneme-Grapheme
Correspondence in American English: 30-Consonant Classification

PHONEME GRAPHEME FREQUENCY PERCENT

/CFI/ 564
CH 313 55.49
T 175 31.03
TCH 61 10.81
TI 13 2.33
C 2 0.35

/F/ 2,019
P 1,580 78.25
PH 242 12.02
FF 177 8.76
LF 9 0.44
CH 8 0.39
FT 3 0.14

/G/ . 1,338
C 1,178 88.04
GC 67 5.00
X 42 3.17
GUE 21 1.56
CU 19 1.42
GH 10 0.74
TG 1 0.07

/J/ 982
C 647 65.88

LC
218

51
22.24
5.19

D 32 3.25
DJ
GI

16
14

1.62
1.42

GC 2 0.20
DI 2 0.20

/K/ 4,712
C 3,452 73.25
K 601 12.75
CK 290 6.15
CH 142 3.01
X 80 1.75
CC
Ru

76
27
20

1.61
0.57
0.42

Ek 1 4 0.29

N
3

3
0.06
0.06

SC 3 0.06
CCH 1 0.02

/SH/ 1,537
T1 820 53.35
SH 398 25.89
CI 81 5.27
SSI 51 3.31
SI 38 2.47
C 38 2.47
CH 34 2.21
1' 30 1.95
S 20 1.30
SS 9 0.58
SC 6 0.39
SCI 5 0.32
X 3 0.23
CE 2 0.13
SCH 2 0.13

Figure 3.2
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ity. This is not the same activity. The smaller the subparts the greater the
difficulty.

8. The direct application of experimental research on phonemic aware-
ness to classroom situations changes the relationships that exist between
teachers and children.

Developing phonemic awareness in reading and writing classrooms in
which teachers and children form literate communities has different
social, cultural, and intellectual significance than developing phone-
mic awareness in classrooms in which instruction takes the form of pre-
determined lesson plans that are given to children and used to control
their learning. The difference is easily made apparent by contrasting the
work of children in these two types of classrooms. The following ex-
amples of children's work from reading and writing classrooms are taken
from data I collected in the 1980s when I was participating in the Bio-
graphic Literacy Profiles Project. The children whose work is represented
here live in low-income neighborhoods and attend two different "finan-
cially challenged" schools. In the first example, Leigh, who teaches kin-
dergarten, is writing about Trevor's literacy development for the months
of November and December.24

"Trevor continues to experiment with different topics in his draw-
ings with houses and family appearing frequently," Leigh writes. "One
time, he called upon a familiar nursery rhymethe Old Woman Who
Lived in a Shoe for inspiration (November 21)."

For a while Leigh focuses on Trevor's art and his oral description of
his pictures before she talks about his writing. "Trevor continues to label
with beginning sounds `K' for 'Christmas' (December 6), `S' for 'sun'
(December 13)." Then she writes, "He is often able to determine words
that begin like the one he is attempting to write, saying, for example,
'House. It starts like horse and hot-dog' (November 7). Or, 'Bubble starts
with 'B', but I don't know how to make it' (November 14)."

Leigh adds, "He has begun collaborating with friends on letter for-
mation. One day, he first assisted George in writing 7' easy for a boy
named Trevor! Then, he asked George how to write a 'p'. Copying the
example George made for him onto his own paper (November 17)."

In the project, teachers observed children's early literacy develop-
ment on a daily basis, and they used these observations as a basis for
instruction. They wrote notes about a few children each day, and notes
about every child at least once a week. The second example which fol-
lows is taken from the quick notes that Martha, a kindergarten teacher
from a different school, wrote as she observed Michael on October 11.
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Michael, who had been in kindergarten for approximately six weeks,
was talking about what he wanted to be for Halloween.

"I want to be Superman," Michael says, "but I don't know how to
write it down."

"Well, what do you hear when you say Superman?" Martha asks him.
"Sr Michael says, and writes it in his journal.
"What else?"
"E." Michael writes E and then he writes a P.
"What else?"
"P and I already wrote that."
"What else?"
"M." Writes M. "I'm all done!" Michael pauses, then adds, "I think."
Every so often, Martha gathers up her notes and synthesizes the lit-

eracy development of the children in her classroom. In March she docu-
mented the transformations that had taken place in Melanie's reading
and writing.

"Melanie is starting to make sense of the sounds of letters and con-
nect them to her writing," Martha notes. "She is changing from random
strings of letters to strings of letters with more and more accurate sounds
represented. On February 2, she wrote ISPCRSYQ Y-1 was playing
on the swing set with Jakey.' On February 15, she wrote, I (write back-
ward Z) S K E was skating.' Suddenly she got it!" Martha writes, her
excitement clearly visible in her notes. "Since then beginning, middle
and ending sounds are all represented, as well as vowels. They seem to
be coming all at once. On March 14, she wrote IWSTKA W-1 was
taking a walk.' On March 17, IWSG

W E N
MAGP H-1 was going to my club house.'

Martha ends by stating that Melanie's pictures "continue to be colorful
and closely illustrate the sentences that she writes."

Now contrast the Vygotskian evolutionary processes and qualitative
transformations in the reading and writing histories of these kindergar-
ten children with the intellectually poverty-stricken activities that were
given to Patrick when he was in first grade.

On one workbook page that he was given sometime in October or
November, there is a picture of a boy eating a hamburger. Underneath
is a sentence (I presume it is a sentence even though it doesn't start with
a capital letter): "s me at." Underneath, this "sentence" is written twice
in broken lines, and Patrick has traced them. Twice. He then traced the
letters t, r, and d in lines across the bottom of the page. It is unclear to
me why these letters appear with "s me at," and I wonder if Patrick had
any idea why they appeared that way.
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"Cc" is printed at the top of another workbook page now some-
times called "activity sheets." On this torn-out page, Patrick has written a
"c" beside a picture of a camel, a cowboy, and a candle. Underneath
there are more pictures, and he has written a "c" to go with "age" to
make cage, and a "c" with "up" to make "cup." But then beneath these
pictures there are other pictures. One is of a mask, and Patrick has writ-
ten an "m" to go with "ask," and another is a picture of some jacks and
he has written a "j" to go with "acks." I still don't know why these pic-
tures of a mask and some jacks are on the page which is supposed to be
about the initial consonant "Cc." But it must have been okay because on
the "Nn" page there is another mask, and after Patrick has written "n" to
go with "ail" and "n" to go with "et," he has written "m" to go with "ask."
He must have been correct because when his "m" didn't sit on the line,
his teacher wrote over it with a bright red marker. I guess that makes
what he wrote correct and incorrect at the same time, and once again I
have no idea what he made of that.

Sometimes Patrick didn't have to write. The instructions on one page
state, "Say the short sound of e. Name the pictures. Color the ones with
the sound of e." I wonder what coloring has to do with reading and
why, if Patrick was having so much difficulty, he was being taught pho-
netic notations that he would never need if he was given the opportunity
to read. Even so, on this page Patrick had colored a bell, an elephant,
and a pen, and other pictures of "short e sounds" as well.

I have several entire file drawers filled with similar workbook pages
which Patrick dutifully completed. Then there are other workbook pages
on which he had to draw lines to match letters, and others on which he
drew lines to match pictures and some to match words. On some work-
book pages he had to fill in boxes with single letters to match the letters
in the boxes on the left hand side of page. Patrick also had to copy from
the board. On one piece of lined paper he wrote, "can, can, mat, mat,
pan, pan, pan, pan, pan, rat, rat, rat, rat, mat, mat mat mat." On another
page "Al ran to Dot. Dot ran and ran." On . . . and on . . . and so on . . .

ad infinitum and ad nauseam.
I am unable to take notes when I observe children in classrooms

that rely on commercial skills programs, even if the materials are not as
impoverished as those that were given to Patrick. In such classrooms
children are not active learners. It's impossible to document the evolu-
tionary processes and qualitative transformations that take place as chil-
dren learn to read and write if all they have to do is follow directions.
Their literacy histories are interrupted and written language is fractured
when it is handed down to them piecemeal by adults.
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In such situations children are, as Paulo Freire states, "anaesthe-
tized" and left "a-critical and naïve in the face of the world" (p. 152). In
such situations teachers lose their status and become technical aids with
predetermined lesson plans that they must use to "teach" children. This
is what happened to the African American children who participated in
the research project that was published in Growing Up Literate. What is
so sad about this situation is that children who often had many impor-
tant responsibilites in their families were forced to sit and copy from the
board, fill in dittos, and practice for tests. In their classrooms they did not
have the opportunity to create their own literate environments. They
were denied ownership of their own literate lives, their personal and
shared histories, and they did not have the opportunity to learn to use
print in ways that would eventually give them access to the literacies of
the world outside of their own community.
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In which we find Foorman's research does

not support the NICHD proposition that

"phonological processing is the primary

area where children with reading

difficulties differ from other children"

II-11-111

As NICHD relies heavily on the research of Barbara Foorman and her
co-researchers David Francis and Jack Fletcher to support the proposi-
tion that "phonological processing is the primary area where children
with reading difficulties differ from other children," I will focus my re-
sponse on their research studies, and I will use the criteria for "scientific
rigor" presented in Grossen's report on NICHD research. First, I will
examine the studies themselves and ask the questions introduced in Chap-
ter One. I invite you to join me in considering these questions. Is the
research responsive to the social, cultural, and intellectual lives of chil-
dren? How was the research conducted? Were the scientific procedures
rigorous? Were the hypotheses properly tested? Were the tests and mea-
surements relevant to the stated objectives of the studies? Were the theo-
ries proven? What does the research really indicate? Correlation or cau-
sation? What are the ethical issues? Are there alternative explanations
for the results? What is the impact of the research on the lives of chil-
dren and their families?

I will then review some of the essential elements of "the true scien-
tific model" that Grossen presents in her report on NICHD research
that are seen as essential before any findings are "finally considered in-
controvertible." Then, as suggested by Grossen, I will contrast the find-
ings of the Foorman studies and her interpretation of those studies with
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other scientific evidence on human learning and how young children
learn to read and write.

The stated purpose of the study was to determine
to what degree early intervention "can reduce the
morbidity of social and cognitive risk factors"

Foorman and her colleagues received a series of grants from NICHD.
The most recent series of five studies (HD28172), which focus on early
intervention for children with reading disabilities, began in 1993 and is
funded through 1998. This is the series of studies which supposedly show
that training in phonemic awareness is the key to reading success and
the research that has been presented at both the state and national level
as well as widely disseminated by the media.

Before presenting my analysis, it important for you know that in
fairness to Foorman and her colleagues I sent them a request for further
information which focused on the design of the Houston studies, data
collection procedures, and analysis and interpretation of the data. I re-
ceived a response which stated that the "material" that I was using repre-
sented "preliminary analyses" and that I should consult the article which
is to appear at some undisclosed date in the Journal of Educational Psy-
chology. My request was forwarded to Reid Lyon, the director of NICHD,
who also responded by referring me to the journal article which at that
time had yet to be published. Lyon writes of "ongoing intervention stud-
ies" which are being conducted "to supplement existing protocols so
that reliable intermediate results inform possible changes in direction or
that questions that arise from the initial phases of the studies can be
addressed and answered in the context of the ongoing study."

The response from Foorman, Fletcher, and Francis and the response
from Lyon are highly problematic. State laws have been passed based
upon the research of Foorman and her colleagues and, as I write, the
U.S. House of Representatives Education and Workforce Committee is
considering similar legislation at the national level. Given that Foorman
and her colleagues and Lyon now refer to the findings of the Houston
studies as "preliminary" and "the initial phase" of ongoing studies, there
are serious ethical questions that the academic community needs to ad-
dress about the way in which the data has been presented both at the
state and national level and the way it has been used to pass laws on how
children can and cannot be taught to read and, by default, to write.

Whatever documentation is presented in the Journal of Educational
Psychology, it will be too late for academic debate. Under the circum-
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stances it seems entirely appropriate and necessary for me to focus on
the "preliminary" documentation, because it is these "initial" findings
that are being used to change the teaching of beginning reading through-
out the United States. Let me now present my analysis of the studies to
support my argument that the research is nothing more than spin doc-
toring, and that the findings of the studies are, in fact, totally misleading
to all of those who are concerned about supporting children's early lit-
eracy development.

Foorman and her colleagues experimented with five "treatment" stud-
ies.' The first study focused on kindergarten children who were "at risk
for reading problems because of social, cultural, and other factors re-
lated to literacy." The stated purpose of the study was to determine to
what degree early intervention "can reduce the morbidity of social and
cognitive risk factors."

The second study "provided early interventions for children with
identified reading disabilities." The children in this group were entering
second and third grade, and they received instruction either in synthetic
phonics, a combination of synthetic and analytic phonics, or whole words.

The third study focused on "children enrolled in Chapter 1 pro-
grams in grades 1 and 2 who are underachieving in reading." These
children received "one of two types of interventions representing a read-
ing recovery program and a curriculum-driven, practice orientation."

The fourth study reversed the order of the curriculums "to deter-
mine the efficacy of curriculums based on synthetic phonics, analytic
phonics, or whole language if preceded or succeeded by another cur-
riculum."

The fifth study was designed to cross the interventions developed in
studies one and two "to determine if interventions are equally effective
across children with identified learning disabilities and children who
are low achieving and also at cultural risk."'

Culture is flat, a constant variable.
Everybody has it, nobody is different.

Let's focus on our first question: Is the research responsive to the social,
cultural, and intellectual lives of children? In most of the studies on
phonemic awareness that I have read, there is a major problem with
cultural uniformity. Culture is flat, a constant variable. Everybody has it,
nobody is different. In the Foorman studies there is also an assumption
of cultural uniformity. No attention is paid to the possibility that the
treatments might have different significance for children whose cultures
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are European, African, Hispanic, or Asian American, or that the tests
may not be applicable or appropriate for these children.4

For example, in the first study the kindergarten children were taught
the Lundberg, Frost, and Peterson phonological awareness curriculum
that was "translated" by Adams. Lundberg and his colleagues developed
the training program in Denmark and tested it on Danish children who
were a part of "a homogeneous school system" living on the island of
Bornholm, which they describe as "a fairly isolated island in the most
eastern part of Denmark."'

In this program the children listened to nursery rhymes and then
took part in phonemic awareness exercises. For the "substitute sounds
activities" the children listened to the nursery rhyme "Little Miss Muffet,"
and then they were asked to listen for the beginning sound /m/ in Miss
Muffet. For the "segmentation activities" the children listened to "Polly
Put the Kettle On" and the children were asked to join in. The children
were then asked to identify the two names in the nursery rhyme. Then
the children joined in, repeating the beginning sound, "P-P-P- Polly put
the kettle on . . . S-S-S-Sukey take it off again." So what's the problem?

The problem is that the children in Foorman's study do not live on
a remote Danish island. The program assumes cultural uniformity among
the children attending Houston's elementary schools. It is colonialism
of the very worst kind.' There is never an excuse, whatever the purpose,
for taking the traditions of one culture and imposing them on another.
Where's Langston Hughes? "Sure, I'm Happy! Take it away! Hey, pop!
Re-bop! Mop! Y-e-a-h!"7 Or Nikki Giovanni's rap poem, "when I take
my rainbow ride, you'll be right there at my side, hey bop hey bop hey re
re bop"?' Or the "Sawdust Song" from Puerto Rico, or "Gee Lee, Gu
Lu" from China, or the American jump-rope song, "Red, White, and
Blue"?9 Children from every culture have a rich heritage of songs, rhymes,
and games, and they enjoy them just for the pure pleasure of saying the
poem or singing the song. Fortunately, sharing these rhymes helps them
develop phonemic awareness without artificially pulling the rhymes apart.

"It appears that different social groups draw their children's atten-
tions to the sounds in words through nursery rhymes in much the same
way," Morag Maclean, Peter Bryant, and Lynette Bradley write. "The
lack of any social effect on knowledge of nursery rhymes, the variable
which interested us the most, was surprising. It suggests that this knowl-
edge which, as we have seen, is widespread among 3-year-olds, is com-
mon to all types of families."10

As language and culture are inseparable, if there is cultural unifor-
mity in the phonemic awareness research it follows that there is lan-
guage uniformity. In research which focuses on mapping the smallest
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units of sounds onto the smallest units of print, I have found no research
which focuses on the differences in the ways children speak. In recent
years the use of the word "dialect" has been increasingly criticized, for as
Edward Kamau Braithwaite puts it, "the word 'dialect' has been bandied
about for a long time, and it carries very pejorative overtones."" How-
ever, the research on children's first language or home language which
took place in the 1960s and 1970s was sensitive to the pejorative conno-
tations, and tried to shift the thinking of educators.

Writing in 1976, Frank Riessman states, "Many of the compensa-
tory programs of the sixties were based on the presumption of verbal and
cognitive deficits." He states that there was no basis for this "linguistic-
cognitive impoverishment." Riessman refers to two points made by Ralph
Ellison in 1964. The first is that "human beings cling to the language
that makes it possible for them to control chaos and to survive in the
situations in which they find themselves." The second is that "the way to
teach new forms or varieties or patterns of language is not to attempt to
eliminate the old forms but to build upon them while at the same time
valuing them in a way that is consonant with the desire for dignity that
lies in each of us." Riessman concludes, "Thus, if we deny or take away
the student's language, we deny and diminish a crucial aspect of the
student who uses it."12 Both Riessman and Ellison could be writing to-
day in response to the phonemic awareness research.

"What complicates dealing with and accepting phonological differ-
ence is that there is an artificial phonology, sometimes based on spell-
ing," Ken Goodman argues in a paper he wrote at the end of the 1960s,
"that confuses many teachers on what is acceptable dialect"(pp. 63-64).
He adds, "Ethnocentrism permeates attitudes toward language. We think
of our own speech as natural and that of others as funny-sounding. This
gets entangled with feelings of superiority towards those in lesser social
and economic hierarchies" (p. 66).

"What do we do if the child pronounces the sound differently?" a
teacher asks, at a meeting on phonemic awareness.

"You get him to repeat it," the teacher is told, "until he gets it right."
"[T]he conception of reading as deciphering not only inhibits read-

ing but creates other problems as well," Ferreiro and Teberosky argue, as
if attending this meeting. "Attempts at establishing phoneme-grapheme
correspondences lead to 'proper' (or 'correct') pronunciation, the pro-
nunciation form of the dominant social classes within the society and
the only one supposed to permit access to written language" (p. 282).

This is certainly the case in the Foorman phonemic awareness re-
search studies. Dialect is simply ignored; it doesn't exist. I have found
only one reference to dialect, and that is in a synthesis paper for all the
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studies, in which Foorman and her colleagues note that in the studies
on children with reading disabilities, "[a]ny instructional attempt to cir-
cumvent phonological processes lacks a firm theoretical basis." Later,
they write in the synthesis paper, "The onset-rime unit facilitates reason-
ing by analogy . . . and might reduce dialect interference because the
medial vowel is anchored to the remaining consonants in the rime" (p.
8).

In addition to dialect differences, Foorman and her colleagues pay
very little attention to the difficulties their experimental tasks might
present for children for whom American English is a second language.
They state in the proposal that children who were expected to "exit the
Limited-English-Proficiency designation within the course of the study
in which they are participating" were included in their sample. How-
ever, we know nothing of how these children coped with the batteries of
tests, and there are very few references to them.

"Whites had higher scores on orthographic processing than Hispan-
ics, meaning that whites were better at recognizing and producing less
predictable spellings than Hispanics," the experimenters state, and then
they comment that, "[t]his result is not surprising, given the more direct
correspondence between sound and symbol in Spanish compared to
English, and, therefore the greater likelihood that Hispanic children
would produce more phonetic errors" (p.10)."

Children's first languages in a nutshell. Foorman and her colleagues
did not take into consideration or study the ways in which children speak
in their experiments. They ignored the phonemes of every test-taking
child. They did not consider the varying degrees of complexity of tasks
for children whose first language or language form was not "standard"
American English. In such situations, where children speak another form
of the language or another language, think what they are expected to
accomplish in speed tests to reproduce the sounds of the pseudowords as
the experimenters have predetermined they should even when the
experimenters don't have to work out the pronunciation of the
pseudowords because they have real words to guide them. Think of the
transpositions, the transmutations. Eliza Doolittle would have a fit!14

To ignore the first languages of children, which Labov might refer
to as sharply differentiated linguistic subsystems," means ignoring what
he calls "the original dictionary entries that determine the categories of
the phonological system [which are] acquired in their most consistent
form from the original care-givers when language is first learned" (p.
136).16 This is quite an indictment of Foorman and her colleagues, who
were supposed to be focusing on the phonological awareness of young
children.17
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In addition to the assumption of linguistic and cultural uniformity
in these studies, there is another view of culture that is even more prob-
lematic. "Culture" is also regarded as a "risk factor." In the proposal for
these studies Foorman and her colleagues write of children with identi-
fied learning disabilities "who are low achieving and also at cultural risk"
(p. 2). They also talk of interventions to "reduce the morbidity of social
and cognitive risks factors" (p. 2). Morbidity is a word I associate with the
medical profession, with doctors and disease, and as I wasn't sure what
the researchers meant by the word, I looked it up in a dictionary. "Mor-
bidity" means the state of being unhealthy, unsound, contaminated,
pathological, or degenerative.

These references to culture bring into sharp focus the differences
between (1) social theorists whose research on young children learning
to read and write is framed by social and cultural perspectives of practi-
cal intelligence and everyday cognition, and (2) experimental psycholo-
gists who believe, as Adams does, that learning to read is "the creation or
strengthening of associations" visual, auditory, motor, or conceptual
"to interlink the printed appearance of words with one's knowledge of
their sounds, contexts, functions, and meanings" (p. 206). These two
views of scientific discovery are diametrically opposed and critically af-
fect every aspect of the research endeavor.

IT]he social system in which the child is embedded . . . channels
cognitive development," Rogoff writes. "The culture and the influence
of socialization agents are not overlays on basic individual development."

"[K]nowledge-in-practice, constituted in the settings of practice, is
the locus of the most powerful knowledgeability of people in the lived-
in world," Lave argues. "Practice theory, in short, suggests a different
approach to cognition and to schooling than that embodied in .. . cogni-
tive theory" (p. 14).

For experimental psychologists, this view of human learning simply
doesn't exist. Researchers must be able to control the phenomena they
are studying. Of necessity, the task must be synthetic and artificial; it
cannot be embedded in the everyday literate activities of young children
because it must be managed, repeated, replicated, given to other chil-
dren, tested, and evaluated.

"Students were defined as reading disabled if they obtained scores
below the 25th percentile on Basic Reading Cluster (Word Identifica-
tion, Word Attack) of the Woodcock-Johnson-Revised," Foorman and
her colleagues tell us, "and were also at least 15 standard score points
below intelligence test scores on the Weschsler intelligence tests (WISC-
R or WISC-III)"(p. 7).

The task must be isolated so that it can be manipulated.
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"The experimenter presented the child with isolated pairs of onsets
and rimes at a rate of two per second and asked him or her to 'put these
parts together to make a whole word' (p. 10).

From this perspective learning is not complex, but it is complicated.
Once the specific, artificial, and narrowly defined examples of the phe-
nomena have been measured, they must be analyzed, and mathemati-
cal models must be constructed. The research becomes more abstract,
more distant, and there are only isolated behaviors on batteries of tests,
and gobs of numbers. From this perspective, culture becomes an im-
pediment, a nuisance variable. Culture is something outside of children,
a problematic overlay, "a risk factor," an obstacle to be overcome. As
Foorman and her colleagues wrote in their proposal, their research fo-
cused on whether "relevant precursors of reading ability.. . . can reduce
the morbidity of social and cognitive risk factors." Children were then
split into ethnic groups and tested to see if there were any differences
between them. Then the researchers took their amalgams of data and
wrote about the social and racial differences in their phonemic aware-
ness abilities, which, they argue, are a prerequisite for learning to read
and write. Is this research responsive to the social, cultural, and intellec-
tual lives of children?

Is this test relevant to children's everyday lives?

Let's address the next two questions. How was the research conducted?
Were the tests and measurements relevant to the stated objectives of the
studies? To examine the ways in which the research was conducted, I
am going to focus on Foorman's study of children with reading disabili-
ties from which I quoted above. In this study, Foorman and her col-
leagues write, "13 special education teachers taught 113 second and
third graders 60 minutes a day either synthetic phonics, synthetic/ana-
lytic phonics, or a sight word program." The children were drawn from
13 of 19 schools in one Houston school district.

I have already shared with you how the students were defined as
"reading disabled." Children were reading disabled if they scored below
the 25th percentile on the Word Identification, Word Attack subtests of
the WJ-R Basic Reading Cluster, and if their WJ-R score was at least 15
standard score points below intelligence tests scores on the WISC-R or
WISC-III. The spelling subtest of the Kaufman Test of Educational
Achievement (KTEA) and the Formal Reading Inventory (FRI) were
also administered. The FRI data were later discarded because of low
scores. As will become evident when we discuss the events taking place
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in California, the fact that the FRI scores were tossed out becomes of
critical importance.

Were the measures relevant? Let's take the Word Attack subtest of
the WJ-Rwhich cannot be reproduced without risking a lawsuit. There
are three "pseudowords" in the first level of the subtest. If a child can't
read any of the pseudowords, he gets a raw score of 0, and that gives the
child an "age" of 5.8 and a "grade" of K.7; a raw score of 1 results in an
age of 6.3 and a grade of 1.1; and a raw score of 5 an age of 7.3 and a
grade of 1.8.

"Zoop!" you might say. "What a jox!" and you'd probably be aged
7.9 in grade 2.0.

Seriously, what is this test measuring? In the Biographic Literacy
Profiles Project we could never figure it out. Children who scored low
on the WJ-R were reading and writing. Is this test relevant to children's
everyday lives? Definitely not. Does it take into account the differences
in the children's cultural and ethnic experiences? Not at all. Is it rel-
evant to the way in which Foorrnan and her colleagues were studying
phonemic awareness? Tricky. The WJ-R was being used as a measure of
"reading ability," but these are pseudowords, and the children had to
identify them phonologicallya similar task to the phonological pro-
cessing tasks used later in the experiment. Except that the experiment-
ers weren't actually expected to read the pseudowords on Foorman's
"blending phonemes into nonwords" test. They were provided a pro-
nunciation key of real words, e.g., "F-ir-t-u-s" Circus. I wonder if they
know that their paradigm has slipped? But getting back to the WJ-R,
which is supposed to be the measure of "reading ability." At the end of
the training programs, Foorman used the WJ-R to measure and com-
pare the results of the various training programs. If in this WJ-R subtest
children had to use phonological processing, you would expect the chil-
dren in those training groups to do better than children who were in
training programs dealing with "whole words"don't be confused, this
has nothing to do with whole language.

Here's an analogy. Let's assume that in the Foorman kindergarten
study, children were trained to pick up raisins with tweezers and put
them into bottles with a narrow necks. Now, if these children practiced
this every day while other kids were painting pictures, then you would
expect that when both groups were later tested at picking up raisins with
tweezers, the children who had been practicing this would do better
than the children who had been painting. If they didn't all explode.

In addition to the WJ-R tests, the children's memories were tested
for recall on the "Recalling Sentences" subtest of the CELF-R, and the
"Digits Span Total" from the WISC-R. They were then divided into three
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intervention groups, and these groups were further divided up by
ethnicityBlack, Hispanic, White and by sex. Each subgroup was
taught using one of these different commercial programs: Alphabetic
Phonics, an Orton Gillingham Program; Recipe for Reading, another
Orton Gillingham Program that was slightly modified; and Edmark,
which is described as "a sight word program." Thus Foorrnan and her
colleagues had African American children in each program, Hispanic
American children in each program, and European American children
in each program so that comparisons could be made.

In October, December, February, and April a "battery" an apt
word of tests was administered to the children to assess "growth." These
tests were as follows: (1) blending onset and rime; (2) blending pho-
nemes into words; (3) blending phonemes into nonwords; (4) first sound
comparisons; (5) phoneme elisions; (6) sound categorization; (7) pho-
neme segmentation; (8) orthographic processing tasks; (9) letter names
and sounds; (10) experimental spelling recognition (two alternatives);
(11) word reading; (12) verbal fluency (Rapid Automatized Naming);
(13) visual-spatial tasks; (14) visual-motor integration; and (15) visual-
spatial recognition. The WISC-R, WJ-R, KTEA, and FRI were also ad-
ministered at the end of the first year of the children's participation.
Were the tests relevant?

"Understanding is not cued knowledge," Grant Wiggins writes in As-
sessing Student Performance: Exploring the Purpose and Limits of Testing.
"[P]erformance is never the sum of drills; problems are not exercises;
mastery is not achieved by the unthinking use of algorithms" (p. 207).

The tests fulfilled the experimenters' simplistic stimulus-response
view of learning, and also fulfilled their criteria for what counts as "evi-
dence" of this superficial kind of "learning," but the tests certainly weren't
relevant to the lives of the children.

The descriptions of these research
studies are extremely complicated

Here are the next two questions. Were the scientific procedures rigor-
ous? Were the hypotheses properly tested? Tough. The descriptions of
these research studies are extremely complicated. The only way to ad-
dress the question is to break the reading disabilities study down into its
component parts. Let's begin by examining whether the study (and by
extension, all the studies) meets the criteria for using parametric statis-
tics. Rernember, one of the requirements of parametric statistics is that
the sample be random. In this study the sample of 113 chiklren was
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drawn from: (1) second- and third-grade children attending 13 of 19
elementary schools; (2) who scored below the 25th percentile on subtests
of the WJ-R; and (3) whose WJ-R score was at least 15 standard score
points below their intelligence test scores on the WISC-R or WISC- III.

At best, the sample is only random from the children categorized as
reading disabled in 13 schools. The sample is not a random sample from
any larger population of reading disabled children in the school district,
because six of the schools were not included. The sample is not a ran-
dom sample from any larger population of "reading disabled" children
in other school districts in Houston, or in Texas, California, Massachu-
setts, or any other state in the nation. The sample is not random from
any larger group of children outside of the ascribed "reading disabilities"
label. It gets worse. The samples were actually very small. In the "syn-
thetic phonics" treatment group there were only 28 children, in the "syn-
thetic/analytic phonics" group there were 46, and in the "sight word"
group 30 children.

What about the distribution? Was it normal? Virtually impossible,
particularly for the "synthetic phonics" treatment group because of small
numbers as seen in Figure 4.1:

Numbers of Children in Four Ethnic Categories
for Three Interventions for Students with Reading Disabilities

Synthetic Phonics
Female
Male
Total

Synthetic/Analytic Phonics
Female
Male
Total

Sight Word
Female
Male
Total

BLACK HISPANIC WHITE TOTAL

1 2 5 8
4 6 10 20
5 8 15 28

6 6 6 18
9 9 10 28
15 15 16 46

4 4 3 11

12 8 8 28
16 12 11 39

Figure 4.1

As you can see, there are only 5 African American children, 8 Hispanic
American children, and 15 European American children. The num-
bers of children in the other treatment groups are also small.
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Any statistical significance attached to any comparison of this group
with other groups is therefore highly suspect. Foorman and her colleagues
actually acknowledge this when they state, "these results must be re-
garded as preliminary, however, because there were too few minorities
in the synthetic phonics group to directly test the interaction of ethnicity
and treatment contrasts" (p. 17).

Now for the interval scale, another prerequisite of parametric statistics.
"For each of the scales to be involved in modeling growth," Foorman

and her colleagues write in the proposal for the five studies, "we will first
conduct IRT analyses to examine the scale's psychometric properties
and to develop an interval-based metric" (p. 53).

Although these experimental researchers will strongly disagree, stat-
isticians will tell you that if the variable that you are measuring is funda-
mentally not measurable on an interval scale, no amount of mathemati-
cal manipulation can make it into an interval variable. Nominal and
ordinal scales are not absolute measures. Ordinal scales are arbitrary, as
we found out when we were examining the Woodcock Johnson. The
difference between an IQ of 100 and an IQ of 120 is not the same as the
difference between 140 and 160. If psychologists argue, refer them to
Ferguson and his book on statistical analysis.'8

"[S]cores on intelligence tests, scholastic aptitude tests, attitude tests,
personality tests, and the like, are in effect ordinal variables, although
they are commonly treated as if they were of the interval or ratio type,"
Ferguson writes. Then he states categorically, "No aspect of the opera-
tion of measuring intelligence, let us say, is such as to permit the making
of meaningful statements about the equality of intervals or ratios." Fi-
nally. "Such statements are without meaning," he concludes (pp. 15
16).

While we can assign "numbers" in order to measure IQ on a nu-
merical scale, the scale and the numbers are quite arbitrary and their
only purpose is to allow us to put things in relative order. However, the
difference between 5' 6" and 5' 9" is the same as the difference between
5' 9" and 6'. No matter where on the scale measurement occurs, 3" is 3".
That's what makes height or weight or temperature measurable on an
interval scale. The measures on pyschometric tests are not physical mea-
surements. They are not absolute measures and they can't be turned
into interval scales. Period.

Were the scientific procedures rigorous? No, but they were tedious.
Were the hypotheses properly tested? Hardly, but if they had been, what
would it all mean? Were the theories proved? First we have to suspend
judgement on the appropriateness of measuring "reading acquisition"
with the WJ-R tests. But if we accept these measures, what are the re-
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sults? The Foorman reading disabilities study compared three treatments:
(a) synthetic phonics using Alphabetic Phonics; (b) synthetic/analytic
phonics using Recipe for Reading; and (c) sight words using Edmark.
Several statistical contrasts were performed: (1) phonics (a+b) versus sight
words(c); (2) phonics (a) versus sight words (c); (3) phonics (b) versus
sight words (c); (4) phonics (a) versus phonics (b).

Take a look at the results after the experimenters "controlled" for
memory and demographics (read ethnicity):

1. No significant difference between phonics (a+b) and sight words
(c) treatments on phonemic awareness tests of phonemic
analysis and phonemic synthesis.

2. No significant difference between phonics (b) and sight words
(c) treatments on phonemic awareness tests of phonemic
analysis and phonemic synthesis.

3. Significant difference between phonics (a) and sight words (c)
treatments on the phonemic awareness tests. Phonics better than
sight words.

4. No significant difference between phonics (a+b) and sight words
(c) on the orthographic processing and word reading tests.

5. No significant difference between phonics (a) and sight words
(c) treatments on orthographic processing and word reading
tests.

6. Significant difference between sight words (c) and phonics (b)
treatments on the orthographic processing and word reading
tests. Sight words better than phonics.

7. No significant difference between phonics (a+b), phonics (a),
phonics (b), or sight words (c) on the verbal fluency or visual
spatial tests.

The bottom line was that after all the tests that the children took,
there were no significant differences between the commercial programs,
with two exceptions. The first was that the sight word (c) program out-
performed phonics (b) on orthographic processing. The second is that
phonics (a) outperformed the sight word treatment (c) on phonemic
awareness. Not with a bang but with a whimper.

"The percentiles are quite startling," Foorman is quoted as saying
"and you usually don't find these effects in social science research very
often.") But I don't think she can be referring to the results of these tests,
and hopefully none of her other studies either.

Now, before your eyes glaze over, what about the key achievement
outcomes on the WJ-R (Basic Reading and Broad Reading) and the KTEA
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Spelling for these three "treatments" applied to the "reading disabled"
"subjects"? This is important because in Grossen's report on NICHD
research she states that phonemic awareness tasks have "a positive effect
on reading acquisition and spelling for nonreaders" (p. 7). And yet
Foorman and her colleagues found no significant difference in reading
and spelling achievement between synthetic phonics (a) and sight words
(c) or combined phonics (a+b) and sightwords (c). They did however
find that for spelling achievement there was a significant difference be-
tween sight word (c) and synthetic /analytic phonics (b). The sight words
program was significantly better. Interesting, don't you think? But re-
member we've suspended judgment and in the end the statistics are
confounded and the study is totally unscientific.

One final point before we leave these tests. Foorman and her col-
leagues divide the children into racial groups, but they do not present
any data and they comment only briefly on their findings. Remember
there were only five African American children and only eight Hispanic
American children in the "synthetic phonics" treatment group.

"The Black versus White contrast was significant in the analyses of
the phonological (p < .001) and visual spatial (p < .01) measures," the
experimenters write. "The Hispanic versus White contrast was signifi-
cant in the analyses of orthographic processing (p < .05), visual-spatial
ability (p < .01), and phonological synthesis when contrasting synthetic
phonics with sight word (p < .05)."

What are the ethical issues?

By now, you know that even within the frameworks of experimental
research they are stretching their findings. They admit that results "must
be regarded as preliminary" and that "there were too few minorities,"
but they spin it out anyway.

"What these significant ethnicity contrasts mean," Foorman tells us,
"is that associated with the gains demonstrated by synthetic phonics when
compared with the other two reading interventions was lower perfor-
mance of minorities relative to Whites" (p. 17).

The spin continues in the synthesis paper of all five studies in which
Foorman and her colleagues state, "African Americans improved in pho-
nological synthesis skills at a faster rate than Whites or Hispanics, start-
ing the year at a much lower level of skill, but ending the year at the
same level. The improvement in African American phonological syn-
thesis skill occurred across treatments." "Across treatments" means in
the sight word program as well as the phonics program.
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Somehow, by the time these findings are reported the spin is out of
control. Without any specific reference, Grossen writes, "Significantly
more African American children have lower levels of phonemic aware-
ness and respond significantly better to direct instruction in phonemic
awareness than other ethnic groups" (p. 16).

Juxtaposition of this statement with the statement which follows is
cause for critical concern. Referring to twin studies, Grossen states at
the top of the next page that there is "strong evidence for genetic etiol-
ogy of reading disabilities with deficits in phonemic awareness reflecting
the greatest degree of heritability. There is also behavioral genetic evi-
dence for degrees of heritability for letter processing" (p. 17).

More spin doctoring. No data is presented. No theories were proved.
Nothing was gained, but children, especially African American children,
lose.

What are the ethical issues? I'll respond as a parent as well as a social
theorist and ethnographer. As I read the various reports of these experi-
mental studies, I kept thinking about my own children and the children
with whom I've worked. I tried to imagine what I would do if my kids
were in one of these experimental studies. I don't even have to think
about it. I know what I'd do. I'd take them out of school. I wondered
about the parents of the children in Family Literacy. Actually, I know
also what they would do. Just before I started the research study in which
they participated, some psychologists were conducting a study in the
elementary school that the Lindens' children attended. The Lindells
and the other parents who were involved in the experiments got the
psychologists kicked out of the school, and they worked with the princi-
pal to ensure that such a situation didn't happen again.

I also wonder what the families in Growing up Literate would do.
Sadly, I think they would have let their children participate, not because
they would have agreed with the experimentation, but because there
were only so many battles that they could fight, and there were so many
injustices to be endured. Even when Danny was beaten by his teacher,
it was difficult for Ieshea to get the principal to respond to her, and noth-
ing happened to the teacher.

"The purpose of this study is to test ways of identifying children who
may have reading problems, and show that they can be identified early,"
Foorman writes in a signed letter sent home to parents in September
1993 for an earlier study. "If this work is successful, then your child's
participation will help many future generations of Texas school chil-
dren.""

I can imagine Ieshea's response, or Jerry's. They would clutch at
straws and do anything to help their children. I can also imagine what
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they would do if they knew their children were being divided up into
racial groups to be tested one group against the other. Their reaction
would be quite different. I also think that the parents of the children
attending the schools in Houston where these experiments took place
would react quite strongly if they knew that the researchers had involved
their children in racial experiments, or if they knew the experimenters
were using instruments to determine whether or not their children were
suffering from "ADHD [Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder]" or
some other "behavioral disorder."

Parental consent is not necessary

"Parental consent is not necessary," Foorman and her colleagues write
in their proposal, because "there is no random assignment of subjects to
treatment in these studies. The children in participating classrooms are
engaged in normal classroom activities and normal evaluation." Then
they qualify this statement. "However, if children leave these assigned
classrooms we want to continue to assess their progress with our assess-
ment battery and with our academic outcome measures. Therefore, . . .

parental consent must be sought before assessments can be adminis-
tered" (p. 71) (emphasis added).

While I want to focus on the children and their families here, it is
important to note that from the perspective of "the true scientific method,"
if the assignment of "subjects" to "treatments" is not random, then the
entire statistical analysis is flawed. This is different from the "random
sampling" I discussed earlier. This has to do with how randomly the
"subjects" were assigned to the three "treatments."

But whether or not the "subjects" were randomly assigned or not,
they were being "treated" and the evaluation procedures were not nor-
mal. In addition, based on the hypotheses of the researchers, they did
expect some children to do better than others according to the type of
"treatment" they received. Again, the question is, were parents informed
about the possible effects of the experiments on their children?

Did the parents know how many tests their children were made to
take? Did they know that their children were racially divided so that the
experimenters could administer tests to determine whether African Ameri-
can children had deficits in phonological awareness? Did they know
their children were tested to determine whether or not they had ADHD?

"Due process is essential in good assessment, just as it is in legal
proceedings," Grant Wiggins writes. "What counts as evidence must be
acceptable not only to disinterested judges but also to such interested
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parties as the student and the student's teachers" (p. 24).
I would add that what counts as evidence must also be acceptable to

the student's parents or guardians.
"The tester enters into a contract with the person tested," Lee

Cronbach states. "In former days the understanding was left vague. The
tester is now expected to be frank and explicit . ." (p. 73-74).

Wiggins responds, "But demanding that the tester be more 'frank
and explicit' is not enough. The power is still so unequally distributed
and the methods used by the test maker are so arcane that the student
(and teacher, when the tests are external) has no real opportunity to
understand the proceedings" (p. 25).

Neither has the student's family.
What follows is the list of tests described by Foorman and her col-

leagues in the NICHD proposal for the five studies, which included the
Reading Disabilities Early Intervention Study and the Chapter 1 stud-
ies. They proposed that these tests be given in addition to the extensive
battery of tests which focused on phonemic awareness and orthographic
processing which were used by the experimenters and were adminis-
tered to the children four times a year.

Intellectual and Achievement Testing

WISC-III
Verbal IQ
Performance 10

Woodcock-Johnson Revised
Decoding Measures

(Subtest 22, Identification of real words)
(Subtest 31, Identification of pseudowords)

Kaufman Test of Educational Achievement
(Spelling subtest)

Grey Oral Reading Test III
(Reading Comprehension)

Woodcock-Johnson Revised
(Reading Comprehension)

Woodcock-Johnson Revised
(Subtest 25, Calculations)
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Tests were to be administered at the beginning and end of the first year
and where applicable at the end of subsequent years.

Cognitive Skills Assessment

Torgeson/Wagner
(Construct: Phonological Awareness)

Beery VMI
Recognition-Discrimination

(Construct: Visual-Spatial Skills)

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised
(Construct: Semantic Language)

Rapid Automatized Naming
(Construct: Rapid Naming)

Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-Revised
Sentence Structure, Recalling Sentences Subtests

(Construct: Syntactic Language)

California Verbal Learning Test-Children
(Construct: Verbal Short-Term Memory)

Verbal Cancellation Test
(Construct: Attention)

Dictation/Recognition Test
(Construct: Spelling)

Word Decoding Test
(Construct: Decoding)

Foorman and her colleagues refer to these tests as "experimental
measures." They state, "Some procedures are repeated to index growth;
others are given only once to characterize the child's cognitive profile"
(p. 56).21

The Behavior and Environmental Information Battery

Children's Title Recognition Test
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(The child's exposure to print. Assessed once a year.)

Henderson Environmental Learning Process Scale (HELPS)
(Measures aspects of the environment related to literacy.
Obtained from parent or other informant.)

Family Resource Scale
(Measures child and family resources for daily subsistence,
medical care, transportation. Broad measure of SES.)

Yale Children's Inventory (YCI)
(Questionnaire completed by parent. Assesses for ADHD,
behavioral problems, e.g., oppositional-defiant disorder.)

Multi-grade Inventory for Teachers (MIT)
(Parallel instrument to the Yale Children's Inventory.
Assesses for ADHD and behavioral adjustment.)

Teacher Report Form (TRF)
(TRF included in the Child Behavior Check List.
Assesses for ADHD and behavioral adjustment.)

Harter Perceived Competence Scales
(Administered to children. Assesses perception of themselves in
the context of home and school.)

Hollingshead Questionnaire
(Administered to parent/guardian. Measures of home
environment that encourage academic development.)

Foorman and her colleagues state that the HELPS was to be admin-
istered "to ensure that measures of print exposure are not biased by the
inclusion of socially disadvantaged families where base rates of literacy
are high." It is not clear how the information from this test was used, but
again it raises questions about selective sampling and use of data.

Athough Foorman and her colleagues refused to either confirm or
deny that the Yale Children's Inventory was used, there is strong docu-
mentary evidence that indicates that it was, indeed, sent home to par-
ents and that they were asked to fill it in.22

"The Yale Children's Inventory (YCI), a parent-based rating scale,
and the scales derived from it, have been developed to identify and mea-
sure multiple dimensions of learning disabilities with particular empha-
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sis on attentional deficits," Sally Shaywitz, who receives research funds
from NICHD, Carla Schnell, Bennett Shaywitz, and Virginia Towle
write in the Journal of Abnonnal Child Psychology.

"The following are lists of characteristic behaviors," the instructions
state on the actual questionnaire. "Indicate which are never true, rarely
true, sometimes true, or often true of this child." Then parents are told,
"Even if the particular characteristic mentioned doesn't fit your child
exactly, pick the choice that most closely fits." The last instruction warns,
"Do not omit or leave any responses blank.""

In the section on "Attention" parents are asked to rate such state-
ments as: "Is easily distracted"; "Asks for things repeated"; "Has difficulty
concentrating or paying attention unless in a 1:1 structured situation."

In the section on "Habituation" behaviors include: "Does not adjust
to new situations"; "Does not adapt to changes in routine"; and "Has
mood fluctuations usually unrelated to situation."

"Impulsivity": "Disrupts other children"; "Talks excessively"; and "Is
extremely excitable."

"Tractability": (birth to 6 years) "Needed constant supervision";
"Broke toys and other things; was destructive"; "Couldn't tolerate a noisy
or busy place; would go wild in a crowd."

"Behavior I" which is described in the article by Shaywitz and her
colleagues as "Conduct disorder-social": "Cheats; has to be a winner";
"Complains of unfair treatment; everyone is against him/her"; "Is a
'sponger' (takes favors with no effort to return them)."

"Behavior II (Conduct disorder-aggressive)." Parents are asked "Did
any of the following occur over an extended period of time (6 months or
more)?" "Swearing, use of vulgar language"; "Was violent and aggres-
sive, assaulted others, got into fights." The rating scale changes for the
next behavior. Parents are asked to choose one of four statements. The
first is: "Never steals or breaks the rules." The fourth is: "Even steals or
breaks rules while s/he is closely supervised."

This research raises serious questions about the
treatment of children in psychological experiments

Let's stop for a moment and think of the children and the long-term
effects of their participation in these studies. More than any other re-
search that I have ever read, this research raises the most serious ques-
tions about the treatment of children in psychological experiments, and
I am at a loss to explain why the educational community has not been
more vocal in defending the rights of these children and their families.
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In addition to the intolerable amounts of testing and invasive question-
naires, children were switched from one treatment curriculum to an-
other. In Foorman's research, children had no rights. They were put
under the microscope, shunted around, curriculums were reversed, and
treatment interventions crossed-over. What effect did all the testing and
the reversals of the treatments have on their learning?

"Every test, every grade affects the learner," Wiggins states. "Every
dull testno matter how technically soundaffects the learner's future
initiative and engagement. No, even saying it this way does not do jus-
tice to the consequences of our testing practices: every test teaches the
student." Wiggins argues that tests such as those used by Foorman and
her colleagues are "arcane," and that the use of them is "morally prob-
lematic."

Patrick taught me years ago that the long-term effects of constant
testing can be extremely damaging to a child's sense of well-being; and I
know from many years of working with teachers and children in schools
that changes from one form of instruction to another are unsettling for
many children and have an adverse effect on their academic performance.
Learning new ways of approaching assignments takes time, and these
effects are particularly difficult when children move from classrooms
with restricted, authoritarian, "given-to-them-by-adults" kinds of activi-
ties to classrooms in which literacy is deeply embedded in the social,
cultural, and intellectual lives of the children.

Look back at Chapter 3, and imagine Patrick in Trevor's or Melanie's
classroom, or Melanie or Trevor in Patrick's class. How long would it
take Patrick to risk writing his own stories? What would Melanie think if
there was no time for her to write about her family because she had to
complete the Cc page and write a c to go with up? At this point in time,
Foorman and her colleagues have left the school district, so despite the
proposal to follow the children for a second year and the claim by Lyon
at NICHD that the studies in which the institute engaged were longitu-
dinal, the Foorman studies were not. This is particularly problematic
given the research studies in which she and her colleagues were en-
gaged. To put it bluntly, the children were experimented on, the treat-
ments to which they were exposed were switched, and they were tested
excessively. But Foorman and her colleagues are no longer in the dis-
trict, so there is no way for them to monitor the effects of their treat-
ments or the transitions from one treatment to another on the children.
This is especially problematic because in the Foorman studies the tran-
sitions were from synthetic to analytic phonics, analytic phonics to whole
word, or vice versa. None of these "treatments" supported the evolution-
ary processes and qualitative transformations that are a part of children's
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early literate histories.
What would happen to Nicola or Bobby in one of these studies? In

every school there are many children whose life histories are just as frag-
ile as theirs. Almost 22 percent of U.S. children, over 15 million, live in
poverty, and the number of children who are sexually abused each year
is thought to be more than 3 million. We know that some of the children
in these experiments read a list of words better than some of the other
children, but did any of the children, like Nicola, have an opportunity to
use print to cope with the difficult circumstances of their everyday lives?
Were there children like Patrick who couldn't read in school but read
books at home with his family? We don't know, because this research did
not consider the effects of the different and changing treatments, and
the children's life histories were not of any consequence.

It has again become acceptable to look for
linguistic deficits in African American children

I have tried to keep a sense of humor in writing about the phonemic
awareness research, but it's difficult to maintain. There is an "under-
side" to this research that is very serious. As we reach the year 2000, and
after years of struggle, we are once again looking for linguistic deficits in
children, and it has again become acceptable to look for linguistic defi-
cits in African American children.

"Low-income and slow students appear to benefit especially from
phonics instruction," the readers of the Atlantic Monthly are told.24

But where did the Atlantic get this information from? Probably from
multiple sources, but here we are concerned about the research. Im-
plicit in many of the studies that I have read, and explicit in the studies
of Foorman and her colleagues, in the research of Stanovich, and in the
government report written by Adams, are deficit views of children and
their families. Let's retrace our steps and return to the "Matthew Effects
in Reading." In this article Stanovich discusses what he refers to as "or-
ganism-environment effects," and he describes two types of "organisms."
The first are "organisms" who select, shape, and evoke their own envi-
ronments. The second are "organisms" who are passive. In case you
haven't realized it yet, "organisms" are children."

"Organisms not only are acted on by their environments; they also
select, shape, and evoke their own environments," Stanovich explains.
"The differences in volume of reading between readers of differing skill
are partly due to these active and evocative organism-environment cor-
relations. Children who become better readers have selected (e.g., by
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choosing friends who read or choosing reading as a leisure activity rather
than sports or video games), shaped (e.g., by asking for books as presents
when young), and evoked (e.g., the children's parents noticed that look-
ing at books was enjoyed or perhaps just that it kept the child quiet) an
environment that will be conducive to further growth in reading.

"[T] he other side of the coin, .. . may help to explain certain aspects
of reading failure . . . there are also passive organism-environment corre-
lations that contribute to rich-get-richer and poor-get-poorer effects,"
Stanovich reasons. "A passive organism-environment correlation is a re-
lationship between the type of organism and environmental quality that
is not due to the organism's active selection and shaping of the environ-
ment (pp. 382-83).

"The genotypes of a child's parents partially determine both the home
environment of the child and the child's genotype. Other passive organ-
ism-environment correlations are a function of social structures. Less
healthy organisms grow up in impoverished environments. Biologically
unlucky individuals are provided with inferior social and educational
environments, and the winners of the biological lottery are provided better
environments.

"But of course a child of above-average ability is much more likely
to reside in a school with a 'concentration of pupils with good cognitive
performance," Stanovich writes, referencing Jencks. "Such a child is an
advantaged organism because of the superior environment and geno-
type provided by the child's parents. The parents, similarly environmen-
tally and genetically advantaged, are more likely to reside in a commu-
nity which provides the 'concentration of pupils' that via the independent
effects of school composition, will bootstrap the child to further educa-
tional advantages. Conversely, disadvantaged children are most often
exposed to inferior ability composition in the schools that they attend.
Thus, these children are the victims of a particularly perverse 'double
whammy' (p. 383)..

As I mentioned in the introduction, this article received the Albert J.
Harris Award and is cited frequently by state legislatures and by state
boards of education, as well as by researchers in support of training chil-
dren in phonemic awareness. I can only surmise that many people agree
with Stanovich that some children are "genetically advantaged," while
other children are "biologically disadvantaged." Perhaps there is some-
thing wrong with me because I disagree.

"Thus, because instruction must mediate the initial stages of read-
ing acquisition, it could well interact with the child's initial level of cog-
nitive skill to cause Matthew Effects in reading," Stanovich writes, refer-
encing Rutter and Madge. "Some of these effects will result from passive
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organism-environment correlations: Biologically disadvantaged children
must learn in instructional environments (composed of teachers, schools,
parents, etc.) that are inferior to those experienced by advantaged children."

Adams is less blatant, but her message is the same. "Other children
enter school with next to no relevant knowledge about print," she ex-
plains. "Relative to their well-prepared peers, these children are likely to
have less interest in these lessons and less appreciation of their point."
Think of Nicola and the children in Texas. "We must therefore expect
their learning to be slower and their patience to be slimmer. At the same
time, however, mastery of the symbol-sound relations will require more
study for these children. After all, some of them may still be having dif-
ficulty discriminating the letter shapes; their entering level of phono-
logical awareness will be relatively low; and so, too, will their prior knowl-
edge of letter-sound relationships. Much of the content of these lessons
will be new for these children in detail and concept. As a consequence,
it will be more confusing and harder to consolidate. Finally, in order for
all necessary symbol-sound pairs to be learned well, each must be al-
lowed sufficient practice and opportunity for consolidation." Think of
Patrick. "The implication is that the teaching of individual letter-sound
correspondences cannot proceed quickly for these children. It must be
spread out over time" (pp. 240-41).2'

The findings are finally considered incontrovertible

Both Adams's Beginning to Read and Stanovich's "Matthew Effects in
Reading" are referenced in Grossen's synthesis of NICHD research, 30
Years of NICHD Research: What We Now Know About How Children
Learn to Read. Based on "the true scientific model," Grossen writes that
the findings are "finally considered incontrovertible." Not so. As I have
tried to show, in these studies the researchers have not even established
correlation let alone causation, and there are alternative explanations
for their findings.

To the "incontrovertible finding" that phonemic awareness and other
important reading skills are learned and do not develop naturally, I would
respond that this is an indefensible and unacceptable view of human
learning, and that there is absolutely no research to support this conten-
tion. To accept this proposition, we would have to throw out the re-
search of Vygotsky. It is his research that provides the response that "sign-
using activity in children is neither simply invented nor passed down by
adults: rather it arises from something that is originally not a sign opera-
tion and becomes one only after a series of qualitative transformations.""
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To the "incontrovertible finding" that of the three cueing systems fre-
quently mentioned in reading (semantic, syntactic, and graphophonemic
cues), the semantic and syntactic cueing systems seem to play a minor
role, I can find no evidence for this finding. To accept this proposition
we would have to throw out the research of Emilia Ferreiro and Ana
Teberosky, thirty years of miscue research, approximately six hundred
miscue studies in many different languages conducted by many differ-
ent researchers, including the longitudinal miscue research of Ken
Goodman and Yetta Goodman which has been so maligned by the pro-
ponents of the "true scientific model" of reading research. In addition,
the research on practical intelligence and everyday cognition, in which
I ground my own research, would no longer make sense. If we subsume
semantic and syntactic cueing systems, we subsume practical knowl-
edge and thought for action. Human learning is no longer meaning-
driven. All we have to do is crack "the code."

To the "incontrovertible finding" that only decodable text provides
children the opportunity to practice their new knowledge of sound-letter
relationships, all I can say, again, is that there is no evidence for this
finding. To accept this proposition we would have to throw out much of
the teacher-research that has taken place in the last ten years. The chil-
dren in Family Literacy and Growing up Literate should have had diffi-
culty learning to read. The eight years of research of the Biographic
Literacy Profiles Project would never have taken place. In thirty years of
working with young children learning to read and write, I have never
used texts such as those recommended in the Grossen's report on NICHD
research. The example "Sam sees a big fist," which apparently is com-
pletely decodable, sounds rather offensive to me.

To the "incontrovertible finding" that the most reliable indicator of a
reading problem is an inability to decode single words, once again, there
is no scientific evidence. The studies are flawed. The data is confounded.
The statistical results are meaningless. Replicating defective studies
doesn't result in proven theories. Longitudinal studies are more than a
series of short experiments. The sample sizes are misstated. Studies might
have around 200 subjects, but if they are placed in different treatment
groups and there are only 5 subjects in a group, then something is wrong.
Researcher bias is not reduced by sheer numbers of researchers when
they are all wedded to the same narrow and simplistic research para-
digm. To return to my original proposition: if A cites B; B cites C; C cites
A, B, and D; D cites B; and B then cites them all, including himself, in
support of his arguments, and B's research rationale and statistical pro-
cedures are fundamentally flawed, then this finding places in jeopardy
the research findings of A, C, and D.

Quod erat demonstrandum, Q.E.D.
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In which teachers are turned

into clerks and we discuss

power, privilege, racism,

and hegemony

"This is truly an incredibly sophisticated and important study," Maggie
Bruck of McGill University is reported as saying about the Foorman
studies.'

And Reid Lyon, acting chief of the child development branch of
NICHD, is reported to have called Foorman's work "a tremendous con-
tribution to the scientific evidence on how children learn to read."'

Needless to say, by now you know that I disagree.
In a letter to the editor of Education Week posted on the TAWL

listserv by Marilyn Jager Adams, Lyon writes that studies supported by
NICHD "must meet the highest levels of scientific integrity, review and
application." To impress the elite of educational decision-makers, he
talks of "traditional scientific standards," work that is "theoretically
guided" with "robust tests," and he adds that "[t]he measurements used
to test the hypotheses must meet established standards of reliability and
validity."'

Again, if A cites B . . .

Back in the exhibit hall at the International Reading Association's
Annual Convention, teachers fill canvas bags emblazoned with publish-
ers' logos with phonemic awareness charts and small brightly packaged
samples of decodable books. They do not know that the children they
teach have been described as "passive organisms," or that those who teach
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these children are supposed to have constructed inferior learning envi-
ronments for them.

"At Literacy Place young readers get solid, systematic instruction that
emphasizes phonics and phonemic awareness," they read in the Scho-
lastic pamphlet.

Teachers smile as they fill their bags, and the researcher from La-
guna Beach who is selling the phonics books and spelling books that he
writes and publishes smiles at them benevolently.

When the teacher from Massachusetts returns home, she will be told
to choose a phonemic awareness program. She will pick one arbitrarily.
Some teachers will try to resist, while others will select one even though
they disagree. Either way, it's hegemony.

For years I've heard critical pedagogists use the word "hegemony."
It's a Henry Giroux kind of word, but he always seems to use it as if we all
understand what it means, and I don't think many of us do. For a long
time I tried to figure out how we are, or can be, the victims of hegemony,
or how our behavior can be hegemonic. The coal mining villages in
South Wales where my parents grew up were segregated communities.
Only the poorest of the poor lived in them: the lower working class, the
miners who dug coal on the coal face and their families. I spent my
summers in my Nan's village, and I grew up with first-hand knowledge
of racism, prejudice, and exploitation. I learned what it was like to live
in a racist society. But hegemony? It was not until I was in graduate
school that I came to see how the miners acquiesced, how my parents
deferred to their betters (my mother still does), how we all agreed. This
is my personal understanding of hegemony. Perhaps this is why watch-
ing publishers sell their programs to teachers in the exhibit hall at IRA
had such a profound effect on me. As I walked around I felt that what I
was witnessing was a hegemonic situation. There was no visible coer-
cion, but it was clearly a moment of intense political persuasion.

A "hegemonic project" Norman Fairclough might call it. Here's
how he explains it: "[I]n education, for example, the dominant groups
also appear to exercise power through constituting alliances" (I take this
to mean state governments, researchers, and publishers) "integrating
rather than merely dominating subordinate groups" (these are, of course,
teachers), "winning their consent, achieving a precarious equilibrium
which may be undermined by other groups" (p. 94).4 That's researchers
and teachers who, like me, are not willing to acquiesce to the findings of
unscientific studies on phonemic awareness.

Antonio Gramsci5 described hegemony in terms of "spontaneous
consent." That's what I was observing as teachers moved towards pub-
lishers, who, perhaps believing their own lies, smiled and greeted them
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and filled their bags with their phonemic awareness prize. The hege-
rnonic project is persuasive.6

"From Alphabet Cards to game mats, the Sounds and Letters Kit
contains materials designed to involve children," the Open Court cata-
log states. "It develops print and phonemic awareness while children are
learning letters and sounds and understanding how the alphabet looks"
(11 5).

Gramsci also writes about more direct forms of power that are overtly
coercive, and are more typical of state domination which we all imagine
has nothing to do with young children learning to read and write. But in
the United States, and for that matter in the United Kingdom, govern-
ments have become coercive, and many states stand ready to legally
enforce direct, systematic instruction in synthetic phonics, and by exten-
sion the teaching of phonemic awareness.

As I have worked on Spin Doctors, I have talked with teachers, ad-
ministrators, and college professors in various parts of the country. Teach-
ers living and working 3000 miles apart tell me they are scared, and they
make me promise that I will not use their names as they tell me their
stories. Teachers who are single mothers ask what can they do. They say
they have to work, they have children to support. Administrators tell me
they are worried about the "silencing" that will take place if they speak
up, speak out, and let their voices be heard. Some administrators tell me
that there have already been repercussions, and they tell me of the back-
lash that has taken place. In a single day, three educators living in three
different states describe what is happening as McCarthyism, and on that
day I decide that I cannot use the stories I have collected, just in case a
teacher is recognized, or an administrator is identified, even though I
didn't use their names. I've collected many stories that I cannot tell. The
political project is coercive. An educator might be identified, censured,
silenced, blacklisted, or fired.

"In readingand this is stern," remember Garvin Winick, "and I
know that, and I mean to be, and I understand this is not the most popu-
lar kind of talkbut in reading, too many people seem to ignore what
works and to stress dogma rather than data."

For the first time I find it worth the struggle to read Giroux, who
writes of right-wing groups and of how conservative political interests
work to structure schools.

"(I)ideological tendencies strip literacy from the ethical and politi-
cal obligations of speculative reason," Giroux writes in his own inimi-
table style, "arid subjugates it to the political and pedagogical impera-
tives of social conformity and domination" (Schooling, p. 149).

Giroux writes of the discourse of "management and control," and of
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the ways in which teachers are positioned "within pedagogical models
that legitimate their role as 'clerks' of the empire." It seems extreme, but
"the technocratic interests that embody the notion of teachers as clerks"
is right in front of us in newspaper articles, in sound bites on TV, in
publishers' basal programs, in letters and transcriptions, in research pa-
pers and reports, and in state governments' ratified bills.'
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In which Governor Bush's

Business Council holds a

pre-summit meeting

in Texas

In Texas, the discourse of management and control is readily available
for us to read in the transcript of the 1996 pre-summit workshop of Gov-
ernor Bush's Business Council. In the next few pages I will quote from
the document, staying as close to the text as I can, but I encourage every
educator to read the original transcription to discover firsthand how the
ideological tendencies about which Giroux writes "strip literacy from
the ethical and political obligations of speculative reason and subjugate
it to the political and pedagogical imperatives of social conformity and
domination" (p. 149).'

"Lack of educator training in how to teach reading is a hurdle that
must be cleared," Governor Bush's Business Council states in the for-
ward to the transcription of the meeting. "Currently, many teacher train-
ing programs are not research based. Structured programs that are based
on good research offer one solution" (p. 1).

"Most children must be explicitly be [sic] taught to read," the Coun-
cil continues amorphously. "Teaching and practicing the alphabet, the
sounds of letters, decoding and blending are important. Frequent test-
ing of progress is necessary" (p. 1).

Charles Miller, the chairman of Governor Bush's Business Coun-
cil, opens the meeting. "Good morning. Welcome. . . . I don't want to
exaggerate, but I believe the Governor's Reading Initiative could be one
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of the most important steps towards improving Texas education that we've
ever taken. However, it's going to take continued and sustained effort by
a large part of the community in Texas to succeed. You could say we're
in the beginning skirmishes of a major battle" (p. 2).

Miller talks for a while, and then he thanks the press. "First I want to
offer special thanks to the people representing the media. The Houston
Chronicle, Dallas Morning News, and the Texas Monthly are with us
today. In our efforts to reform education, the support from those three
publications has been extremely valuable. They have been positive and
constructive. I want to thank them personally and on behalf of the
Governor's Business Council" (p. 3).

The press is part of the spin, and part of the pre-summit workshop,
together with the government representatives and researchers from the
scientific community. Forget neutrality. Forget integrity. Forget accu-
racy. Ominous news accounts of illiteracy misrepresent reality, present
selective information, offer worst-case scenarios, and are used to legiti-
mize the claims of "scientific" studies on phonemic awareness. In 1997
the Dallas Morning News published an article called "Sounding Off'
with graphs that look remarkably like those generated by Foorman and
her colleagues. The article states, "On tests of ability to read words, chil-
dren with low phonological awareness (PA) scored below their grade
levels and below children with normal PA. . . . When given specific
instruction in phonological awareness, phonics, and text reading, chil-
dren who started out with low PA showed dramatic improvement in their
ability to read words." There are no alternate perspectives presented. In
this article all the "experts" agree, including Lyon of NICHD.

"We're not here for public record in the sense of being newsworthy,
but we are going to publish virtually anything that's said today," Miller
says as he finishes. "I would just encourage you not to hold back during
that process because of that possibility. What we really need is frank,
open, clear discussion of the most hard-hitting and constructive type."

The participants of the pre-summit introduce themselves. Patrick
Oxford, a lawyer in Houston; Marina Ballyntyne,2 the founding head of
the John Cooper School; Peter O'Donnell, president of the O'Donnell
Foundation; Rosie Zamora, on the Board of Regents of Texas Southern
University; Henry Tatum, associate editor of the Dallas Morning News
editorial page; David Langworthy, the opinion page editor for the Hous-
ton Chronicle; Carolyn Bacon, from the O'Donnell Foundation; Jim
Nelson, chair of the new State Board of Educator Certification; Jim
Ketelson, retired chairman of Tenneco; Leonel Castillo, assistant to
Houston's mayor on educational issues; Beth Ann Bryan, from the
Governor's Business Council; Greg Curtis, the editor of the Texas
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Monthly; Ed Adams, who among his other credentials is the president of
Texans for Education; Michelle Tobias, special projects counsel for
Governor Bush; Margaret La Montagne, senior advisor to Governor Bush;
Wanda Watson, principal of Ryan Elementary School; Lenox Reed, di-
rector of the Neuhaus Education Center in Houston (which trains teach-
ers in Alphabetic Phonics); Marsha Sonnenberg, consultant in reading
and curriculum alignment in the state of Texas; Sandy Kress, president
of the Dallas School Board and a consultant to Governor Bush's Busi-
ness Council; Carmyn Neely, deputy director for statewide initiatives;
Mike Moses, Commissioner of Education; Darvin Winick, who we've
met before and who is consultant and advisor to Governor Bush's Busi-
ness Council; Douglas Carnine, professor at the University of Oregon
who has long been associated with DISTAR; Jean Osborn, from the Cen-
ter for the Study of Reading at the University of Illinois, who is associ-
ated with the Reading Mastery program, which is the latest version of
DISTAR; Barbara Foorman, from the University of Houston and an au-
thor of the Scholastic Spelling program; Johnlyn Mitchell, principal of
Kramer Elementary School in Dallas; Alda Benevides, principal of E.
B. Reyna Elementary School in La Joya; Suzanne Slevinsky, third-grade
teacher at Bowie Elementary School at HISD; Felipe Alanis, Associate
Commissioner with the Texas Education Agency; Dub Rider, a busi-
nessman; and Jodie Jiles, member of the Governor's Higher Education
Coordinating Board.

Back to Charles Miller. He tells the participants at the pre-summit
that the Governor said, "If the existing programs don't work, get another
program." He talks about statistics. "The National Adult Literacy Survey
in 1993 found that nearly half of America's adults are poor readers or
functionally illiterate." He mentions another study and then continues
arbitrarily using statistics. "The overall literacy rate has gradually eroded
from 97 percent in 1950 to less than 80 percent today," Miller states.
"More than 3 out of 4 that goes on welfare are illiterate, 85 percent of
unwed mothers are illiterate, and 68 percent of those arrested were illit-
erate." He concludes, "Must be some kind of causal effect there." He
continues with his statistics.

"No topics are prohibited, no comments should be off the table,"
Miller ends by reminding the participants, "and we should try to build a
record today that can be used to start discussions across the state."

He turns the meeting over to Winick who talks about microphones
and tells the participants to speak up. Then he introduces Mike Moses,
the Texas Commissioner of Education, who begins with a story.

"My son came home during the last six weeks and his reading grade
was not very good. I said, 'Mason, this reading grade is not acceptable. If
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you don't do better at the end of this six weeks, somebody is going to get
a whipping." Moses tells the participants what happened next. "He went
to school the next day to see his teacher. He went up to her. He said,
'Mrs Dawkins, I don't want to scare you or anything, but my daddy said
if my reading grade doesn't come up, somebody is going to get a whip-
ping.' And I had to call her and explain that it was not she that had
anything to worry about."

Moses gets serious. "The fact of the matter is we're not doing it very
well. We're not doing anywhere near what we need to be doing in Texas
in terms of teaching our children to read." Moses talks about scores on
the MAT and the TAAS, then about the Governor, NAEP, and TV. "I
think the problem is obvious," he says, and he begins his wrap-up with "I
don't know that it needs a great deal more elaboration."

Winick introduces Sandy Kress and tells everyone that he will be
wearing his Dallas School Board hat. Kress talks about reform in Dallas,
and about increasing test scores. He says he wants to talk about what
they did before "the experts in reading speak. He talks about account-
ability.

"We need to measure student performance," he says. "And there has
to be consequences from the performance, particularly the adult perfor-
mance." Kress elaborates, "We found, for example, all over our district
principals who simply were not paying attention to their mission." He
praises the Dallas principal who is at the pre-summit. Then he contin-
ues. "A principal who is not focused on the Governor's goal to get the
youngsters reading by grade 3 is probably going to be a principal of a
school that doesn't make a lot of progress with us." He talks some more
about principals and then says, "This is at least what we found in Dal-
las."

Kress is on a roll. "My bad news for those cities across Texas who just
offered the TAAS test as a principal means of testing, if you're not testing
youngsters K, I, and 2, and you don't offer a test until the State requires
one, at the end of grade 3, I want to suggest to you that you're going to be
operating at a school that does not have the diagnostic tools in order to
help youngsters grow and know that accountability is taking place and
that teachers are performing."

Kress ends by coming back to accountability. "This can be done.
This is not as difficult as a lot of things we do, measuring them and
holding adults accountable for their growth," he says. "But it's going to
take us, as adults and business leaders in every city across Texas, saying,
'This is our mission,' working with a focus, working with our school dis-
tricts, and making this kind of change take place."
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Winick introduces Carmyn Neely, the deputy director of statewide
initiatives, who reads from the McGuffey First Eclectic Reader "Ned
is on the box" before reading from a book she says her granddaughter
might read in school this year "Once in the deepest ocean there was a
little fish." She talks about teachers.

"Teaching students to read continues to be tremendously demand-
ing of our educators," she explains. "It involves constantly unpacking
our ideas about reading and instruction."

Neely's presentation is conciliatory, deferential, but at one point there
is a bite to what she says. "In the early days of America notions about
literacy were rather simple and basic," she says. "One source tells us that
in the early 1900s, of the 100 children who would start to school at age
7, only 13 would still be there at age 16. The literacy level at that time
[that] came close to being universal was fifth-grade level." She ends this
thought by stating, "Only very lately has literacy been addressed in class-
rooms that included young women, learning-disabled students, those
students who are physically challenged, where all students read, not just
recite, and all students write, in other words, compose, not just copy."

Neely talks about a report that is being written that came out of a
meeting that Moses organized. She explains, "So Dr. Moses' group did
not aim toward balance by picking and choosing the best from compet-
ing theories and practices. This cafeteria approach would sound like the
eclecticism advocated during the sixties and seventies. If balance were
achieved simply through a pick-and-choose method, there would cease
to be either a definable or defensible position to articulate."

Neely states categorically that "balance" means that "[s]tudents en-
gage in decoding and spelling activities through explicit and implicit
instruction in developmentally appropriate skills and strategies."

After Neely finishes speaking, Moses talks about "a student who has
a second language" who is exempt for two years but in the third year
must take the TAAS in English. The question of Hispanic American
children taking the TAAS test has been mentioned several times, and he
says that the exemption is a real problem and that he is trying "to have a
state Board rule that would tighten that up."

Winick introduces the experts. He talks of their "impressive research
credentials" and their "illustrious academic records."

"I would like to comment," Winick states, "that we sought out quali-
fied individuals who were serious about the need to pick reading skill
development programs and strategies after careful review of experimen-
tal findings."

"Our next presenter is Jean Osborn."

.-
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The treacheries of reading education

After a short preamble Osborn states, "Let's just focus on beginning read-
ing, which is probably the most controversial topic in education. Lots
of people have belief systems about how to help children learn to read.
Teachers have belief systems. Researchers some of themhave belief sys-
tems. Some of them have research. Parents have opinions. Professors
they're among the most questionable." Osborn continues for a while and
then says, "The problem is lots of children do not learn to read the words
very well, and yet the adults go on in this ideological and often very nasty
warring with each other about how children should learn to read."

She talks about points of agreement: "oral language knowledge is
related to the understanding of printed language"; "learners need lots of
good experiences with print"; "and most everyone in the world agrees
reading aloud to young children is good." Osborn lists the controversies.
She talks about whole language and gets to phonics.'

"Teaching the sounds of letters interferes with reading as meaning,"
she says, stating the controversy. "Now, for those of you unexposed to the
treacheries of reading education, this is a big, big item. There are those
who say if you say, 'Look, here's an M and it makes the sound "mmm"
you're abstracting meaning from print, you're making it automatic, and
you're going to, the more extreme will say, ruin children for reading."

"There are others," Osborn explains, "who say this is a sensible way
to teach children to read. Teach them letter names with the sounds the
letters make and some procedures for combining them. That's a big ar-
gument right there."

Now to the research.
"Systematic phonics instruction is effective. There happens to be a

lot of data that supports that, but there happens to also be a lot of people
who say it's not necessary or it's damaging to children."

Osborn talks of other reading methods. Of reading by colors or by
drawing boxes around words. No kidding. She says, "There's a current
view that says different children learn to read in different ways and all
you have to do is to find out if a child likes to read in a hot room or a cold
room."

She continues with language experience and "Read Along with Uncle
Bob," before returning to whole language.

"I don't know specifically how popular whole language is in Texas
classrooms, but if it's like most states, I would assume it's swept the state."
Osborn gives her hot room/cold room version of whole language, and
then she states, "it also discards any organized and grade-level-calibrated
basal reading program."

q
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This is, of course, a big problem for researchers who are authors of
basal programs. Osborn herself is an author of the Reading Mastery pro-
gram.

"There are too many casualties," she says. "Let me tell you what
these children do. They look earnestly at the teacher, who will give them
some advice. They guess. They look at the pictures. They remember.
They have all kinds of strategies, some of them excellent, for not dealing
with print."

I am neither a whole language educator nor researcher, but I do
support those who are, and this is disinformation, propaganda, not even
techo-babble which would be preferable because at least then we would
have to work to deconstruct the spin she's in.

Osborn talks about "research."
"[M]y third caution is that we know something from research and

from science about reading," says Osborn, pulling on what Winick called
her illustrious academic record. "We have information. We have evi-
dence that has enormous implications toward the teaching of beginning
reading." Osborn warms to the hegernonic project. "And I think the time
has come in our evolution as reading educators to really take advantage
of what science can tell us. So right now I would like to talk about some
research-based education for beginning reading. Any questions so far?"

"All right. Let me hold up a couple of things here." Osborn holds up
a copy of Becoming a Nation of Readers. She encourages everybody to
read it. She holds up the summary of Adams's government report, Be-
ginning to Read. Osborn calls Adams's book "totally and wonderfully
fascinating." Referring to the summary, she says, "We just felt there was
such an important message in that book that we wanted to get it out in a
form that a lot of people would consider reading." She talks about the
reading of isolated words. How adults read, according to Adams. Then
she talks about children.

"They have to understand that spoken words can be divided into
sounds," she tells the participants in the pre-summit workshop. "Now, a
lot of children, young children, do not know that. Study after study can
show you that."

Not so.
"There is a high correlation between that kind of knowledge in chil-

dren coming into kindergarten and ease of learning to read."
That depends on which tests you administer and the synthetic pro-

grams you use.
"Because after all, it is the sounds of spoken words that map on to

the letter. Right?"
I disagree. Osborn is ignoring linguistic ambiguity. But, even so, in
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classrooms where children are deeply engaged in developing their own
individual and shared literacy configurations, they are continuously en-
gaged in activities that build on their understandings of the relationships
between spoken and written language. Remember Martha and Leigh
(the teachers in Chapter 3)?

"It's not the meaning that's the first level. It is the sounds."
Throw out Piaget, Vygotsky, and Ferreiro.4 Scrap the work of Dyson.

Forget Yetta Goodman. Tear up Ken Goodman's forty years of research.
Toss out Family Literacy, Growing Up Literate, From the Child's Point of
View. Ignore the research on practical intelligence and everyday cogni-
tion by Barbara Rogoff and Jean Lave. Get rid of Michael Halliday and,
of course, James Wertsch.

"[I]f you're going to say the word Sam by its sounds, 'sss aaa rnmrn,'
you have to have another set of skills, which is to put it back together
again," Osborne says. "A lot of children could go 'sss aaa mmm' and the
teacher will say, 'What word is it?' and the children will say 'sss aaa mmm'
because they don't know how to blend."

Patrick had to write "ssssssssssss" before "un" when he was "blend-
ing" sun I counted the "s's." But he also had to write "eeeeeeeeee"
before "gg" when he was blending "egg." Wouldn't this make it egg? You
might not agree. But I can document ethnographically that while Patrick
was having difficulty blending in school, he was writing stories at home
with me. Perhaps it has something to do with the activity?

Osborn is stuck on blending. "Teachable," she says. "It's absolutely
teachable."

"Now, all this research that Marilyn and others have pooled together,
this should make you believe in the alphabetic principle. So often people
say, 'Well, there are so many irregular words in English. Osborn con-
tends this fact. "Written English is far more regular than not."

Actually, based on the scientific study in the late 1960s of phoneme
grapheme correspondences to improve spelling conducted by, among
others, Paul Hanna, John Carroll, Edgar Dale, Harry Levin, and Ruth
Strickland, she's got it wrong. In the conclusions to their study, these
researchers and their colleagues state that "About half (49+ percent) of
all the words in the 17,000+ word corpus" they studied "can be spelled
correctly on phonological bases alone." They then state, "To the extent
that the corpus is a representative sample of the entire lexicon, this state-
ment can be generalized to hold for the entire lexicon" (p. 122).5

These researchers then emphasize that "No member of the research
team would advocate that these rules be memorized and used in a de-
ductive manner by elementary school children"(p. 123). Later they state,
"Complex, abstract understandings require a great deal of previous con-
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crete, multisensory learning" (p. 128). . . ."[E]xperiences should pro-
ceed from the concrete to the abstract" (p. 128). "Furthermore, the lines
of evidence that have been presented here suggest that the encoding
process of spelling possibly can be learned more readily when children
are given the opportunity to discover for themselves that basic structural
properties underlie the spellings of many words. Further, children should
be given numerous opportunities to apply this knowledge in their writ-
ing" (p. 128).

Thus we can state that American English is far more irregular than
many researchers believe it to be, and we can use this information to ask
why they would insist on teaching children to read phonetically.

Back to Osborn.
"So here's a recipe. Learn about teaching sounds and how they re-

late to symbols. Of course, there's a problem with vowels. Some vowels
are, quote, long. Some vowels are short. Some vowels are silent. There
are problems with consonant letters that have two sounds. So one of the
implications of this is that you don't do it all at once. You have a se-
quence. You have a plan for teaching this. Blending is essential. Blend-
ing is a very important component of beginning reading instruction."

Osborn talks about her experience in a school that was in "big
trouble" in Ohio. She says they adopted "a very systematic program of
instruction." She tells the pre-summit that in this school they had two
language arts sessions in the morning and two in the afternoon.

"They teach reading twice a day. Full reading instruction twice a
day," Osborn states. "So two language arts in the morning and two in the
afternoon. They gather children with similar needs into groups and
classes. They track."

"Book reading is the spare-time activity by design," Osborn states.
"I'd walk in last fall, and kids were drawing pictures in their spare time. I
said, 'We're not going to have many artists out here. We've got to have
readers.'"

If you are like me, reading such statements makes you reach for
Maxine Greene. And please excuse the aside if I stop to tell you that one
of the teachers with whom I've been talking sent me a short piece by
Maxine "to lift my spirits" as I worked on Spin Doctors. I cannot call her
Greene, because to those she mentors through her writing, she will al-
ways be Maxine. In the piece that the teacher sent to me, "What Matters
Most," Maxine expresses her concern about the dismissal of the arts by
educational reformers. She reminds us that in Local Cultures Clifford
Geertz writes of "art as a cultural system . . . as wide as social existence
and as deep." She also shares a quote from John Dewey. In The Public
and Its Problems, he writes, "Artists have always been the real purveyors
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of news, for it is not the outward happening in itself which is new, but
the kindling by it of emotion, perception, and appreciation" (p. 35).

"Personal agency, passion, imagination, and a making of meaning:
all of these must be part of full engagement with the arts," Maxine tells
us, "and it is difficult to accept a call for excellent teaching and 'teach-
ing for America's future' that pays no heed to the awakenings the arts
make possible."

The idea that children would be forced to spend most of the morn-
ing and most of the afternoon in a direct instruction phonics program
and then forced to read is an anathema to me. I think of the five-, six-
and seven-year-old children I taught in a "lower working class" commu-
nity in the East End of London. In our classroom, art was a means of
communication, a celebration. We made our own books, wrote stories,
and drew pictures. In Spain, where I taught American engineers' chil-
dren who were too young to be sent away to school, the arts were central
to our literate activities. When I was working on my doctorate at Teach-
ers College, a group of kindergarten kids used to come to my house and
sit around the kitchen table and paint pictures and write stories. Some-
times their paintings filled the counter tops and spilled onto the floor
and stretched out into the front hall, and invariably these paintings were
splashed with writing that became integral to the visual composition.

I think of the children in Family Literacy and Growing Up Literate.
I think of Patrick, whose first forays back into the world of print occurred
as he tentatively began to draw pictures and then write about what he
had drawn. In the Biographic Literacy Profiles Project, we spent years
studying what Dyson calls the "symbol weaving" of children. It was im-
possible for us to interpret their writings without interpreting their draw-
ings. In all of these different settings children learned to read. Irrespec-
tive of the social circumstances of their everyday lives, they loved to read
stories and they loved to paint pictures. Both were aesthetic and intellec-
tual activities which expanded the boundaries of the children's exist-
ence.6

Osborn reaches the end of her presentation.
"So I say we get to work on successful research-based and successful

practice-based programs," she says. "Thank you."
Just in case the pre-summit participants missed the sales pitch, Mar-

garet La Montagne, senior advisor to Governor Bush asks, "Is that a spe-
cific product program, and if so, what is it called?"

"Yes," Osborn replies, unabashedly pushing her own program. "It's
Reading Mastery Program, and it goes from first grade."

Other questions follow. "If research is so clearly in favor of things
like phonics and clearly not in favor of whole language," an unidentified
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speaker asks, "why in the world is there such a "
Osborn interrupts. "It is a mystery to me why we are so reluctant, we

as a profession, are so reluctant to take up research."
"Is that a diplomatic answer?" the unidentified speaker queries.
"Well, it's maddening."
"What are you doing about retooling teachers before they become

teachers at the university level?" Rosie Zamora asks.
"Good luck."
"Why?"
Osborn hesitates and says she has to be careful. "A lot of professors

of education are not really knowledgeable about what goes on in the
schools." She talks about professors' romantic notions.

Peter O'Donnell talks about increasing the number of courses in
reading at the University of Texas.

Osborn says, "I agree."
The question-and-answer session continues. Winick tries to move

the meeting on, but there are more questions. Again it's an unidentified
speaker.

"You're not suggesting, are you, it's either-or, either phonics or whole
language?" the unidentified speaker asks. "You're not suggesting it's one
or the other? Are you?"

"I'm saying at the beginning you'd better be serious about system-
atic instruction," Osborn responds.

Winick introduces Barbara Foorman, who tells the participants in
the pre-summit that her talk follows Osborn's "nicely."

The design of this study is hopelessly complex

Foorman talks about NICHD and the Institute's years of research in
literacy, research on the alphabetic code, genetics, attention deficit dis-
orders, the etiology of learning disabilities, early intervention, and epi-
demiological research that shows that girls have as many reading prob-
lems as boys. She discusses the epidemiological study and says that the
growth of reading achievement was measured on the Woodcock-Johnson.
She says, "it is a very excellent test." She talks some more about girls and
boys and then gives her definition of reading disabilities.

"Reading disabilities reflect a persistent deficit rather than a devel-
opmental lag," she explains. "You need to intervene early because these
are deficits in particular areas, not lags. They don't go away without in-
tervention."

She talks about learning disabilities and says they are "conceptually
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flawed" and "statistically flawed," and she talks about her preference for
mathematical growth modeling.

"There's nothing special about reading disabilities," Foorrnan ex-
plains. "It's a continuous distribution. And where you make the cut mark
and decide who you're going to serve is largely just your decision on how
much money you have and who you can serve. There is no statistical
basis on which you can make that decision" (emphasis added).

Isn't that exactly what Foorman and her colleagues did? They de-
fined reading disabilities statistically. Go back and take a look at Chap-
ter 4. Their cut-off was at the 25th percentile on the Woodcock-Johnson.

Foorman then gives an Adams definition of reading. She talks about
correlations, growth curves, reading achievement, about her handout
and the "powerful effect."

"It shows you the critical performance of early successful rapid de-
coding," she explains, "and the ability to do that kind of decoding is
dependent on the ability to segment words and syllables into phonemes."

"Deficits in phonologic awareness reflect the core deficit in dyslexia,"
she continues, "and the good news, it's treatable."

"Now, in terms of the NICHD Intervention Findings, disabled read-
ers do not readily acquire the alphabetic code due to deficits in phono-
logical processing." Foorman is focused. "Thus, disabled readers must
be provided highly structured, intense programs that explicitly teach the
application of phonologic mks to print by well-trained teachers."

Foorman talks about "controlling factors," and here's the critical state-
rnent.

"Controlling for socioeconomic status, dialect differences mediate
the level at which phonology predicts word reading for disabled read-
ers." Foorman makes the statement and moves on, but we need to pause
and think about the implications of her statement.

Dialect was not discussed in any of the Foorman studies that I read,
and yet it is presented here as a factor that had to be "controlled." In the
Foorman studies there were many children speaking many different "dia-
lects" who had to respond to the experimental tasks phonetically. On
the pseudoword tasks, the experimenters were given "real" words to guide
them with their pronunciation of the pseudowords. Some of the chil-
dren in the research were in the process of learning American English.
How were their interpretations of pseudowords scored? Who determined
the correct pronunciation for the African American children? The Asian
American children? Or the children from Michigan? New Jersey? Ala-
bama? Indiana?

"And the ethnicity differences turn out to be all in the phonological
area and with African American differences in language." Foorman states
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later in her presentation. She says "ethnicity differences diminished, dis-
appeared over the course of the year by having a good phonological
awareness training program."

Whose phonemes? Did Alphabetic Phonics wash the ethnicity dif-
ferences out? Did the Northern European nursery rhymes get the chil-
dren to speak like me? Are we talking about first-language loss phoneti-
cally?

"When I came to Texas, I was lost," Foorman says. "I had never heard
of 'fixin' to go' and 'might ought to should.' It took me five years and I
was right in there being a good Texan with my Southeast Texas dialect.
And Houston was an interesting place to study. There were a lot of people
from Detroit and New Jersey and all over the place and native Texans,
and I always have a native Texan on my research project because they
need to tell me that r-e-a-1 on my word list is pronounced rill, r-i-l-1. I
need that person to help me."

On blending phonemes into "nonwords," who decides whether a
child's response is correct or in error? Who decides on the pronuncia-
tion of "y-a-s"? The experimenter's pronunciation key says it rhymes with
"gas," that "th-u-ng" rhymes with "rung," and "f-ir-t-u-s" with "circus,"
and "ri-i-s-p-a-t with "mistake." I'm presuming that this last one should
be "nispate," and that it was a "mistake."

How do you deal with all this dialectically?
"Dialects differ in all aspects to some degree," Ken Goodman wrote

in the early 1970s. "Some aspects, vowels for instance, are easily ob-
served while others are more subtle or lost in misconception. Systematic
difference often is treated as isolated error."

"Vowel difference is notable in the way speakers of English dialects
would pronounce this list," Goodman states, "been, bean, bin, Ben, be-
ing. Any two or more of these will be homophones," he writes, empha-
sizing that some of them will sound alike.

"Dialects of English vary in the number of vowels they use. Further-
more, there is not a consistent correspondence from one dialect to an-
other. The vowel in the following group may be the same or the group
may split in two," Goodman adds, "though not consistently for all dia-
lects," and he presents the list, "log, dog, fog, hog, cog, hog, frog, smog,
flog, grog, jog." Then, always personable, Goodman writes, "Those itali-
cized rhyme for this writer (the vowel is /a/) while the others rhyme (the
vowel is /a/)."

To emphasize that Foorman's "one native Texan" won't do, let's con-
tinue.

"/r/ and to a lesser extent /1/, particularly in the final position, vary
considerably in English dialects," Goodman explains. "A speaker from
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Maine and one from Michigan might hear each other's pronunciation
of media and meteor as exactly opposite."

"Consonants vary less notably than vowels but some variation does
exist," he continues. Goodman gives as examples dis/this and nuffin7
nothing.

My nephews in England say "nuffink."
"Some consonants vary in certain sequences (Etna/Edna) or in clus-

ters (Eas'side/Eastside) or final position (col/cold)."
Goodman then states the problem.
"Mat complicates dealing with and accepting phonological differ-

ences is that there is an artificial phonology, sometimes based on spell-
ing, that confuses many teachers on what is acceptable in any dialect"
(pp. 63, 64).

Once again I ask, given this complexity, how do you teach a child to
read phonetically? A final quote from Goodman. "No language, and no
dialect of any language, is intrinsically superior to any other in coping
with any specific area of human knowledge or learning in general" (p.
62). It's important to keep this in mind, especially when we are consider-
ing studies that report the elimination of ethnic differences.

Foorman next turns her attention to the Chapter 1 study, the one
that has been the center of national attention. She talks about the ma-
nipulation of classroom instruction.

"[They either got a direct instruction program which consists of
phonological awareness, phonics, and text reading; an embedded phon-
ics program, which practiced phonetic patterns in context. I'll call them
spelling patterns from now on. Or, a whole language program, which
focused on a print-rich environment."

"The design of this study is hopelessly complex," Foorman says. "If
just looking at this gives you a headache, you'll know how I feel every
day trying to monitor this."

She gives a definition of whole language.
"Within this whole language philosophy, students are given a wide

variety of opportunities to read, write, learn and construct meaning within
a meaningful context. In this interactive, student-friendly learning envi-
ronment, learning is not only active and meaningful, but also fun, with
the ultimate goal being to instill the desire for life-long learning."

Then Foorman deftly confounds her own study.
"I don't know what it means," she says. Then she tries to recover

what she has just said. "I mean, my project director is a committed whole
language person."'

By her own admission, Foorman conducted a study comparing train-
ing in phonemic awareness and whole language and she doesn't know
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what whole language means. Problematic? Definitely.
She provides a context for the study.
"When the study started, the superintendent was fired for her whole

language belief. The school board took over curriculum decisions and
decided in the middle of our study that we should stop the study because
in NIH when a drug works, you stop it, and everybody gets the good
drug." Foorman then explains, "And they had already decided that phon-
ics worked, so they wanted the whole district to have the phonics pro-
gram. But we persisted and continued the study, but it's very difficult to
do good research in these settings. There are too many stakeholders who
know the answers before you start."'

Once again the study is confounded and biased. Again, forget neu-
trality, because the study lacks a key ingredient of experimental research,
and that is objectivity. If the superintendent is fired for her whole lan-
guage philosophy, what chance do the teachers have of dealing with the
school board's negativity? How can they participate in a study when the
principal researcher doesn't understand the way they teach?

Later in her presentation Foorman talks about the two whole lan-
guage groups as she shares the results of her study on a graph, and for the
sake of making a cohesive presentation let's take a look at what she says.

"There are two groups of whole language. There's the group thatwe
saw and we trained, and then there's a control group from the district
that was actually the lowest SES [socioeconomic status] group, which
isn't a good control. But the amazing thing is how similar the two bot-
tom lines are."

How can a "control group" be drawn from the lowest SES group? By
definition, a "control" group, if you agree with this type of research,
must be drawn at random from the entire population, in exactly the
same manner as the "treatment group" is drawn. Otherwise you're com-
paring apples with oranges and any comparative analysis is meaningless.

It's time to turn to Robert Rosenthal and his 1960s research on
pygmalion effects. Rosenthal upset experimental researchers by conduct-
ing experiments in which he found that students lived up or down to
their teacher' expectations. In 1973 Rosenthal presented another series
of studies to support his theories. In one he stated, "In spite of the fact
that all experimenters read the same instructions to their subjects, we
found that they still managed to convey their expectations" (p. 56).9

Rosenthal writes of one study in which the teachers of Headstart
children were told that they could expect poor performance from the
"below average children" and exceptional performance from their "bright
children." There were in fact no measurable differences between the
children. The teachers and children were then observed.
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"The teachers worked much harder when they believed they had a
bright child," Rosenthal writes. "In a unit on word learning for example,
87 percent of the teachers of the 'bright' children taught eight words or
more words." But then making his case he states, "[O]nly 13 percent of
the teachers of the 'dull' children tried to teach them that many. Not
surprisingly, 77 percent of the 'bright' children learned five or more words,
but only 13 percent of the 'dull' children learned that many" (p. 62).

Rosenthal emphasizes, "The expectations may be translated into
explicit, overt alterations in teaching style and substance."

"There are very large teacher variability in these studies," Foorman
states, "and we are going to average the growth curves for children in
each of those methods to answer the question of whether the direct in-
struction program reduces teacher variability."

"One alternate possibility, vis-a-vis teacher knowledge and compe-
tence," Lyon writes in his Education Week official version of Foorman's
study, "that could account for the failure of the whole language approach
to enhance reading-skill development in the Houston study is that many
College of Education professors may themselves not be fully prepared
in their understanding of reading development and reading disorders,
and that the information passed on to their students is equally limited
and fragmentary in theory, content, and application.

"In short, the conventional wisdom imparted to whole-language
teachers during their preparation may not be very wise and is sadly con-
ventional." Lyon is in a tale-spin. "While this may seem to be a harsh
interpretation, our studies of teacher-preparation practices indicate that
it is accurate."

The tale gets taller and he digs himself in. "It is also important to
note that the children in the literature-based groups were taught and
assessed according to whole-language philosophy and principles." Ap-
parently Lyon is being disingenuous, because the test reported by
Foorman and her colleagues was the Woodcock-Johnson. "Portfolio as-
sessments were carried out frequently during the year, as were continu-
ous observations of oral reading of predictable texts." The children might
have been in whole language classrooms and their teachers might have
practiced portfolio assessment, but Foorman did not include portfolio
assessment in her study. How could she? She is not trained in the disci-
plined observational techniques used to systematically document
children's early literacy learning, and it is highly questionable whether
she has the analytic training to interpret the complexities of the children's
literacy configurations that are revealed by this approach to instructional
assessment.

"Because deficits in phonological skill are prime candidates for what
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is specific about specific reading disability," Foorman and her colleagues
write in the NICHD proposal referring to a 1989 paper by Foorman,
"measurement of phonological awareness is central to the prediction of
growth in reading and spelling skills as well as achievement outcomes"
(P. 57).

In the Chapter I study, teachers must have been aware that Foorman
and her colleagues were advocates of phonemic awareness and phonics.
Other studies had already taken place. Foorman and her colleagues ap-
pear to genuinely believe that "reading disabilities," as they define them,
are caused by deficits in phonemic awareness skills. Consequently, they
used the Woodcock-Johnson word and pseudoword testswhich are
essentially tests of phonemic awarenessas their measure of "reading
achievement." They trained children with synthetic phonemic aware-
ness drills. Four times during the year they tested the children with their
own phonemic awareness pseudowords, and as tests teach, when they
tested them again on the Woodcock-Johnson, the children were better
at decoding a few more pseudowords.

Teachers aren't daft. They understand the old "raisins in a bottle"
routine, even if the researchers don't. Already disparaged in the district,
the superintendent was sacked, and the pressure was on to include more
synthetic phonics and phonemic awareness training in the kindergarten
and first-grade classrooms. It's impossible to imagine that the whole lan-
guage teachers were not mindful of the researchers' bias. They must
have been aware of their unfavorable position, and it's entirely possible
that they transmitted their response to the situation to their students.
Similarly, there is a strong possibility that the expectations of the teach-
ers of the phonological awareness and phonics treatments affected the
way in which they worked with the children.

In addition, some of the poorest children in the district were in the
whole language "control" group, and Rosenthal emphasizes that the
pygmalion dilemma is doubly significant for children who are poor and
for African American children.

"Teachers were much less favorable to the lower-class children than
they were to middle-class children," Rosenthal states, quoting another
study. IL]ow income children who had higher IQ's [than middle in-
come children] tended to have teachers who viewed them negatively,
and this was especially true for lower-income children who were black"
(p. 63).

Once again Foorman's study is confounded. Who knows what
Foorman was actually measuring? Maybe what she did just confirms the
ways in which we treat children who are poor and African American
children. The researchers didn't expect them to achieve, and this was
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transmitted through the teachers to the children.
"The two whole language groups' growth rates are bunching around

zero," Foorman says. "Zero growths."
Under these circumstances we have to ask: What did the research-

ers do to these children? Zero growth? That's simply not possible unless
there was something seriously wrong with the experimental design, with
the ways in which the study was conceptualized and organized, with the
tests that were administeredwhat Rosenthal refers to as "the prejudice
of stunted expectations."

Let's backtrack for a moment and pick up Foorman's presentation as
she talks about the use of Open Court as one of the treatments.

"Just a word why we use that program," she tells the pre-summit
participants. "We reviewed the literature. We were going to use the Read-
ing Mastery program many know here as DISTAR because the litera-
ture supported that program with children of low socioeconomic sta-
tus. 77

Foorman's presentation is disorganized here but I will present it ex-
actly as it appears in the transcript.

"This is a brand new program" (I presume referring to Open Court).
"I didn't know about it. But I called my friend, Marilyn Adams, and I
said, 'Help. I'm not allowed to use DISTAR,' which is what happened.
In the eleventh hour before the grant proposal was signed off the district
said I couldn't use it. However, they said I could use Open Court be-
cause they were using Open Court math, but I had to pay for it myself.

"Well to equip 18 classrooms and teacher training would have cost
me close to $100,000. NIH doesn't have the money. I certainly don't in
my checkbook. So I called my friend Marilyn Adams and I said, 'Help.
What am I to do?'

"And she said, 'Well I happen to know of a program you might try!"
The program was Open Court, and of course Marilyn Jager Adams

is one of the program's authors.
So, here's the question. Who paid for Open Court? Not the school

district. Not NIH. Not Foorman. So, who paid? The basal company that
publishes and profits from the adoption of the program?

On the title page of "Early Interventions for Children with Reading
Problems," in which they present a synthesis of all five studies, Foorman
and her colleagues thank "Open Court Publisher for providing materi-
als and trainers." In the description of the Chapter 1 study the experi-
menters state, "Open Court trained the teachers delivering the DI cur-
riculum as well as one of our research staff members so that she could
monitor the teachers during the year."

Then in the "Research Update" Foorman, writing apparently on her
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own, states, "The fact that Open Court helps economically disadvan-
taged, low achieving children to perform near the national average is
very impressive."

The Marlboro Man meets Joe Camel. How did reading research
become such a corrupt business?

"The results make a strong positive statement for teachers using the
Open Court system," Mary Kay Simpson of SRA/IVIcGraw-Hill writes in
a letter to the superintendent of the school district in which Foorman's
studies took place. She encloses a copy of a memo from Mike Moses,
the Commissioner of Education who is at Governor Bush's pre-summit,
which announces that "the second year of funding for Academics 2000:
First Things First, the Texas Goals 2000 initiative, was approved by the
U.S. Department of Education." Mary Kay Simpson, representing the
publisher of Open Court, reminds the superintendent that government
funds "are available."

Winick next introduces Douglas Carnine. I have never heard or read
a presentation quite like Carnine's, and I will present excerpts without
commentary. Once again I urge you to read the original transcript which
was distributed and is a part of the public record.

We've got to get straight and help educators get
straight that we're going to build a new culture
Carnine focuses on procedures.

"Educators are hooked on procedures. They're not hooked on re-
sults. That's the challenge," Carnine states. "What we have to find are
programs that work that produce results with kids."

"We've got to get straight and help educators get straight that we're
going to build a new culture that is performance dominated, not phi-
losophies, and not procedures."

He talks about a "billion-dollar study in 1990 dollars" that compared
reading methods and of the superior performance of direct instruction.w
He talks about different methods, then focuses on child-centered ap-
proaches to reading instruction.

"When we don't use research and we don't know how to provide
services that make a difference, we're going to let the child figure it out,"
Carnine explains. "This will change, but it will only change with leader-
ship from people such as yourselves that help education become a per-
formance-oriented culture, because it will not change from within. The
incentives are not there. And the know-how is not there."

He talks about one method that works. The unnamed program must
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be DISTAR, with which he is closely associated.
"Now, fortunately, there was one approach included in this massive

study that was very structured, very intensive, and very academically ori-
ented, and there were very strong and very positive results."

He talks about the results. He talks about children in first, second,
and third grade with low IOs and the gains they made. Then he says that
the scores for kids with high IOs also went up.

"We actually don't want to close the learning gap," Carnine explains.
"Don't get caught on closing the learning gap or you'll create problems
for public education."

"What happened as a basis of this research? Well there were reason-
ably sized projects in Chicago, Houston, Dallas, San Diego, New York
City. But you know what happened? Structured teaching fell out of fa-
vor. All programs were closed down."

He tells the pre-summit what happened. He says in California a lan-
guage arts specialist taught a child with Down Syndrome to read. He
explained that a curriculum specialist listened to her read.

"And you know what her response was?"Carnine asks. "The curricu-
lum specialist said, 'Yeah, but you taught her how to read.' That's fright-
ening. That's right."

"Now, there are three things that I think are very important to keep
in mind. These are all points that you need to help educators do. First,
get it straight. What works? What do we know about effective instruc-
tion? The inspiring part of this meeting is you didn't bring in educa-
tional innovators. That's why I'm happy to be here. You brought in people
who can deliver results. That's the new message. That's the new cul-
ture."

"Do not underestimate the difficulties of getting things to work on a
broad scale. And, finally, keep it straight. You have to set up a safeguard
to prevent the educational establishment from wiping out effective pro-
grams and replacing them with new fads, such as happened 20 years ago
after the release of the data I described."

"Unfortunately, there's no other field where we do such important
work and there are absolutely no safeguards or controls."

This is a point on which Carnine and I agree, even if tangentially.
"There needs to be ways in which the profession figures out what it

knows and acts on that knowledge. One thing that most people usually
don't realize is that, unlike other professions, teachers cannot be sued
for malpractice. And the reason for that is that the courts have ruled that
educators don't know anything. That's true. There's no tort claim.

"We've got to recognize that in education it's not simply a won't-do
problem. A lot of times it's a can't-do problem. These schools really don't
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know how to fix themselves. They need help. You've got to give them
help that will work. We can't send in any more fads."

He talks about state assessment in Texas.
"Now, here's two pieces of advice. If you want to level the playing

field on TAAS. They're not easy to do. First you don't test grade-mates,
you test age-mates. Then all advantages of retaining kids to inflate scores
are gone.

"Second, you multiply the school score by the percent of kids who
took the test. Very simple. Very controversial. But what it does, it ex-
cludes all advantages for retaining kids and it excludes all advantages for
exempting kids."

He talks about report cards.
"The report card I'm recommending for California is quite simple.

You get the scores for your kids, and right above it you get the scores for
an average of 15 percent of the highest scores in the state."

He talks about high-performing schools.
"Again, if you look at modern management, the idea is not to pun-

ish the employees. The idea is to make those employees as productive,
as profitable as they can be.

"Now many educators will object to this notion of copying high-
performing schools, but let me tell you an example. Let's say I'm run-
ning down the concourse to get a plane. I'm almost late, and I drop. The
next thing I know, I wake up and I'm in the operating room and the
heart surgeon is there and he's going to open up my heart. And he says,
'I'm not a typical surgeon. I do not copy the open-heart surgery pro-
cesses that have been validated hundreds and hundreds of times. I am
creative. I am going to do something new with you.'

"The hallmark of a profession is knowing when and what to copy.
That's it," Carnine says, having made his case. "I want things very rou-
tine, professional and routine."

He discusses his credentials.
"My training was not as an educator. I was trained as an experimen-

tal psychologist."
He talks about England. Russia. Strategies of infiltration and sub-

version.
"You have to be very careful in terms of the people you appoint and

make sure that they are going to share and value this new culture of
results-oriented.

"Just be aware that there is an understandable struggle about what
shall prevail in education and what the rules shall be, and that was the
choice I had to make either change the rules or get out of the business.

"I appreciate the opportunity to be here today because you have the
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influence and the intelligence to understand the need to change the
rules and do something about it, and I hope that I can be part of that
process. Thank you."

Presentations from three educators followed, but they were not in-
cluded in the transcript of the pre-surnmit meeting. No explanation is
provided of why their presentations were excluded. We can only surmise
the reason.

Miller sums up.
"I'd like the group to know that we didn't, let's say, cherry-pick the

experts to lean one way or the other. We did look for research or substan-
tial backing for people's opinions or concepts, in other words, that there
was scientific, quantitative or research backing for their opinions. That's
why we ended up with the folks we had.

"The encouraging part is we know what needs to be done," Miller
tells the group. "The discouraging part is that our school system seems
to resist proven practices and ignores the lack of achievement. Most en-
ergies are not directed toward improvement. So that's a big problem.

"Challenges that we can hear out of this meeting today is that it's
important to build awareness and acceptance. The Governor's initiative
seems to be going well, but it's very important that we keep momentum.

"Any of us that have worked in the area of changing education, edu-
cation reform, whatever you want to call it, know that entrenched inter-
ests make that difficult. So we need to move to a research-based, ac-
countability-driven system. That's the way to do it.

"We have to reorient. We have to help reorient a large number of
educators who are poorly informed about reading skills development."

Teaching reading has become the task
of the United States' conservative generals
and their subaltern intellectuals
Gramsci writes about a certain type of "intellectuals" whose fortunes are
linked to industry. He calls them "subaltern" officers in the army" who
carry out the plans of the "industrial general staff." He says "some intel-
lectuals become more and more identified with the industrial general
staff," and that sometimes the intellectuals reach a point where they
think "they are the State." Grarnsci writes that when this happens there
can be "important consequences" and "unpleasant complications" for
those who live in the State.

It's as if Gramsci had just visited Texas.
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Teaching children to read has always been a part of the struggle for
democracy, a human rights issue. But recently teaching reading has be-
come the task of the United States' right-wing generals, such as those in
Governor Bush's Business Council, and their subaltern intellectuals, who,
together with the publishers of basal reading programs, are exercising
power through constituting alliances and winning consent for their he-
gemonic project.

First, speaking for Governor Bush as a member of his "general staff,"
Miller establishes his political authority. "The Governor said, 'If the ex-
isting programs don't work, get another program,' he tells the pre-sum-
mit. Then he expresses his concern for the erosion of the national lit-
eracy rates from 97 percent in 1950 to less than 80 percent today. Untrue,
but a good spin.'2 Moses, another member of the governor's general staff,
establishes that there is also a local problem. "The fact of the matter is
that we are not doing very well." Kress, a member of the lower echelon,
but still in a position of considerable authority, elaborates, "We found,
for example, all over our district, principals who simply were not paying
attention to their mission." He talks of schools without the diagnostic
tools to "help youngsters grow," or for "accountability to take place," or
for the general staff to know that teachers "are performing."

Kress talks about holding teachers accountable. The teachers in the
hegemonic project are, as Giroux puts it, "the clerks." They are low-paid
paper-pushers who "know nothing" according to Carnine, and are "vari-
ables" to be "reduced" according to Foorman. But they must nonethe-
less be held accountable, according to Kress, who states, "It's going to
take all of us, as adults and business leaders across Texas, saying, 'this is
our mission,' working with our school districts, making this kind of change
take place." From this perspective, teachers are not even adults, because
it's the "adults" who are going to make the changes and hold the teach-
ers accountable. So the teachers will be damned if they do and damned
if they don't. If children don't have high reading scores when the gener-
als test them, it will be the teachers' fault. If the children score well, then
it will be in spite of the teachers, because the generals and their subal-
terns have controlled "teacher effects" and reduced them to a "know-
nothing variable."

The subaltern intellectuals then make sure of the teachers' compli-
ance in this impossible situation by stating categorically and with abso-
lute authority that the artificial programs that they are promoting are
supported by the indisputable findings of the "true scientific method."
In her presentation, Osborn, as a subaltern intellectual, supports the
generals by disparaging and distorting more democratic approaches to
reading instruction. Then with a one-two punch she KOs more holistic
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approaches by comparing them with learning to read by colors and with
reading in a hot or cold room.

The way is then clear for her to introduce her own "scientific" ver-
sion of how children should be taught to read. "We know something
from research and from the science of reading," she says. "We have in-
formation. We have evidence." By using "science," Osborn fulfills her
role as subaltern, while at the same time she ensures that the links with
the publishers of basal reading programs are maintained as she high-
lights the four-times-a-day language arts use of Reading Mastery, the read-
ing program of which she is an author. Foorman then adds to the "sci-
ence" by talking about "deficits," "lags," "controlling factors," and

effects," before she plugs Open Court, the program that Adams,
her "good friend," co-authored.

In case there is any dissent, the subaltern intellectual who talks as if
he is the state proclaims the new culture. Carnine tells the generals on
the Business Council that they have to "get it straight" and "keep it
straight." He reminds them that "He actually don't want to close the
learning gap." He talks of the "new culture" of "people who can deliver
results." He says that's the "new message," and he cautions the generals
about educators' "strategies of infiltration," "subversion," and the "un-
derstandable struggle about what shall prevail." Carnine cautions the
generals as he expounds the virtues of the "new culture of results."

"Just be aware that there is an understandable struggle about what
shall prevail in education and what the rules shall be," he says, as he
deftly invalidates all other approaches to reading instruction and pro-
motes his own commercial program. Ingratiatingly, he talks about the
intelligence of the generals in understanding "the need to change the
rules," and presents himself as a willing candidate to assist them in mak-
ing the necessary changes.

Osborn, Foorman, and Carnine are or have worked as consultants
for the state of Texas. However, I've been told that their actual job posi-
tions are being "kept anonymous."

Conflicts of interest and ethical problems involved
in researchers publishing findings which support
commercial programs that provide financial incentives

Make no mistake about it, for many researchers, teaching children to
read is a way of making money, a lucrative business, a commercial en-
terprise. This is fine as long as we know of their affiliations with publish-
ers when we evaluate their research findings. It doesn't necessarily mean
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that their findings are tainted, but this possibility exists, and educators
who read and perhaps use their research findings should be able to make
that judgernent for themselves. Public disclosure is of critical impor-
tance so that research can be reviewed for possible bias, because the
financial incentives, which can be enormous, create the potential for
serious conflicts of interest.

I suspect that there are very few teachers or members of the general
public who are aware of just how much money can be at stake. To give
you an example, several years ago a well-known literacy researcher and
whole language pedagogist was offered $250,000 to work for a basal pub-
lisher. The researcher refused, but as you can imagine, with children in
college putting the telephone receiver down was not an easy thing to do.

In years past I've also received calls from publishers of basals, but
I've always said no, and no money has ever been mentioned. However,
last year I received a call from the Early Childhood Division of Scholas-
tic inviting me to be a guest at their annual advisory board meeting in
New York, and as I have been impressed with Scholastic's publication of
children's books and by their early childhood magazines, I agreed to go.
Unfortunately, it wasn't until I visited the exhibits at the International
Reading Association's Annual Convention that I realized that Scholastic
is now the publisher of a basal reading program, and also that the com-
pany is heavily invested in the publication of synthetic materials to sys-
tematically train children in phonemic awareness. My first impulse was
to cancel my participation in the meeting, but I decided to go and share
my concerns at the meeting about the research on phonemic awareness
and to explain why the research is extremely problematic. This I did;
however, for ethical reasons, I declined the $3,000 honorarium for my
attendance at the meeting. Those at Scholastic who had invited me to
participate in the advisory board meeting did not question my decision.
They expressed their willingness to work with me to choose books to be
paid for with this money to send to Letta Mashishi in South Africa for
the parenting center she is trying to establish for families living in Soweto,
and to Red River Parish in Louisiana, where the conditions of the schools
in which children are educated are, as you will read later in this book,
worse than you will find in any other supposedly "enlightened" industri-
alized nation.

I want to emphasize that, just as I would defend any researcher's
right to work with a basal publisher, I would also defend the right of
basal publishers to produce these commercial programs. Similarly, I hope
researchers and publishers alike will defend my right to dispute the re-
search findings, to raise objections to the manner in which the research
was conducted, to question the role of basal publishers, to point out the
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possible conflicts of interest and ethical problems involved in research-
ers making claims and publishing findings which support commercial
programs in which they or their colleagues have financial interest, and
to caution people about making inaccurate references to the indefensi-
bly flawed research findings of some of the studies on phonemic aware-
ness.

If research on reading is to be fairly evaluated, full public disclosure
is essential. In the financial community, public disclosure is a legal re-
quirement, and investment bankers and major brokerage houses have to
disclose their vested interests when making recommendations, or their
licences would be revoked. Similarly, news organizations such as Time
and Newsweek routinely disclose their parent companies' vested inter-
ests when the company might stand to gain from the publicity resulting
from an article in one of their newsmagazines. If medical researchers
are funded by pharmaceutical companies, then professional ethics de-
mand that such funding be disclosed when the research findings are
published in the New England Journal of Medicine or the Journal of the
American Medical Association. The Reading Research Quarterly has no
such requirement, and unfortunately the same standards of professional
ethics do not apply.i3 In fact, in the past, editors of the journal have also
been paid by publishing companies for their work as basal authors.

Now that we are out of the quagmire of the pre-summit meeting of
Governor Bush's Business Council in Texas, let's pull together the vari-
ous threads of the arguments that I've presented. If you recall, Grossen
writes that the usual nature of research in education is to present un-
tested hypotheses as proved theories, but that in a true scientific para-
digm, theories are tested by doing everything to try to prove the theory
incorrect. The same applies to scientific arguments. Perhaps the events
taking place in Texas are anomalous, and maybe there is no hegemonic
project. After we've visited the state legislature in North Carolina, where
I'll develop the arguments further, I'll let you decide. But first let's tie
some of the loose ends together.
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In which we have an

"If-they-say-it's-so-it-must-be-so"

attitude toward

experimental research

We began in the exhibits hall with basal publishers luring teachers with
their colorful packaging and unfounded scientific claims for their syn-
thetic phonemic awareness programs. "Research shows that 1 1 to 15
hours of training in phonemic awareness is the key to reading success,"
states a Scholastic pamphlet. At Open Court, the salesperson insists. that
"the program is based on the latest scientific research." Who can argue
with science?

Unfortunately, many teachers and researchers are still intimidated
by the results of an experiment.' We have an "if-they-say-it's-so-it-must-
be-so" attitude toward experimental research. Mention a Spearman-
Brown split-half reliability or a correlation with p < 0.01 and we all shut
up. We don't even balk when Bill Honig in California praises Barbara
Foorman's research and says, "It's like in science when you get a theory
and you have evidence to back it up and the results are what you pre-
dicted, you know you have something." We don't challenge California's
Reading Advisory when they reference Stanovich and state that "Re-
search has shown repeatedly that phonemic awareness is a powerful pre-
dictor of success in learning to read." We might vent our frustration when
Winick tells us that "Whe rules of engagement are clear" and that "well-
defined experiments are expected," but we are cowed-down when he
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talks about the National Institute of Child Health and Human Develop-
ment. After all, NICHD is a government-funded agency, so doesn't that
ensure its integrity? From what we've seen so far, apparently not, but it
does establish the Institute as some sort of authority.

When Reid Lyon makes ad hominem attacks stating that "education
professors may themselves not be fully prepared in their understanding
of reading development and reading disorders and that the information
passed on to their students is equally limited and fragmentary in theory,
content, and application," there is no response in Education Week from
either professors of education or their students. Instead, we argue phi-
losophy rather than science, even when we are goaded with claims that
we have no research, that we have no science, and that our pedagogies,
as Osborn states, are "romantic." Someone needs to plainly point out
that NICHD is a "scientific institution" that is waging a political cam-
paign to undermine decades of scientific research on young children
learning to read and write, and which is trying to impose its own "true
scientific model," which in reality supports the ideologically extreme
views of right-wing conservatives.

In the first section of Spin Doctors, I responded to these attacks by
criticizing the research on phonemic awareness from the perspective of
a holistic pedagogy based on a theoretical foundation of practical intel-
ligence and everyday cognition. Here are the major criticisms I presented:

1. Phonemic awareness experimentation rests on the assumption
of cultural and social uniformity.

2. There are no children in the phonemic awareness studies, only
labels, aggregates, and measures.

3. In phonemic awareness research, there is a complete separation
of children's everyday worlds from their performance on certain
isolated cognitive tasks.

4. In phonemic awareness research, the form of written language
is separated from the meaningful interpretation of the text.

5. Phonemic awareness research is based on the false assumption
that children's early cognitive functions work from abstract
exercises to meaningful activity.

6. In phonemic awareness research, the tests given to children
provide measures which are of no value outside of the testing
situation.

7. In phonemic awareness research, there is an underlying as-
sumption that there will be a transfer of learning from isolated
exercises to reading texts.
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8. The direct application of experimental research on phonemic
awareness to classroom situations changes the relationships that
exist between teachers and children.

Thirty years of observing human behavior has convinced me that
human learning is socially formed and culturally transmitted. Watching
very young children as they begin to establish themselves as readers and
writers has provided me with countless opportunities to observe their
moves back and forth between function and form, meaning and abstrac-
tion. For young children, reading and writing are social activities and
their interest in the forms of written language is always purposeful. The
research on phonemic awareness flies in the face of such observations,
and flouts the research of some of this century's greatest educational
pedagogists and social theorists.

To accept the notion that human learning moves from abstraction
to meaning in this case from mapping the smallest units of sound onto
the smallest units of print, to blending pseudowords, to reading words in
a controlled vocabularywe would have to disregard the work ofVygotsky
and Piaget. None of the research on practical intelligence and everyday
cognition would make sense. Lave, Rogoff, and Scribner would all find
their theories maligned, just as Goodman's theories have been maligned
and denigrated because he's a more visible target. We could fill pages
with the names of researchers whose work would have to be tossed out.
Make a list. Write down some of the names of researchers whose work
has informed your teaching. If Dyson is at the top of your list, you'll have
to cross her out. The pedagogical implications of the "new" theories of
phonemic awareness dismiss everything but studies of phonemic aware-
ness research and the findings of other reductionist experimental studies
that push reading theories into progressively narrower areas of expand-
ing complexity.

So what is this research that uses the "true scientific method"? In
the second chapter of Spin Doctors, I traced some of the most influen-
tial studies back to Stanovich. Taking "Matthew Effects in Reading" as
the foundational study, I worked back into the literature to review the
key studies that are referenced, and although it's tedious I urge you to do
the same. What I concluded was that studies were selectively and mis-
leadingly cited out of context to support the arguments (1) that phono-
logical awareness stands out as the most potent predictor of ease of ini-
tial reading acquisition, and (2) that explicit training in phonemic
awareness is the key to reading success.

Although I reviewed and critiqued a number of the studies refer-
enced by Stanovich, I also focused on the study by Olofsson and Lundberg
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because Stanovich stated that their results were "most convincing," and
because of the forthright way in which these researchers presented their
findings. Olofsson and Lundberg included their own critique. They talked
about "great variances" and "ceiling effects." They were cautious and
there was no talk of causal relationships. But Stanovich was not so cau-
tious. In "Matthew Effects in Reading" he writes of reciprocal causality
without actually ever establishing causality. Even in his references to his
own work, he neglects to tell the reader that he and his colleagues dis-
carded data and used statistical procedures that are highly questionable
when applied to the types of data he generates through his experiments
on children. Caveats apply but are not mentioned.

Of course, none of this would be of any consequence except that the
article has become a foundational reference on which many phonemic
awareness studies rest, and was referenced by Adams in her government
report. Adams relied heavily on the work of Stanovich, and as Beginning
to Read was picked up by conservative state governments across the coun-
try, so was the work of Stanovich. NICHD also relies heavily on
Stanovich, and his research is part of the foundation for the Foorman
studies. Defy gravity for a moment and imagine a house of cards; turn it
upside down in your mind so that the broad base is on the top. At the
bottom are just a couple of cards precariously leaning against each other
holding up the entire stack. Now pull out one of the cards and watch as
the whole house shudders and shakes and then caves in. If A cites B . . .

if B is Stanovich and the "Matthew Effects in Reading"?
The house that Foorman and her colleagues built was already fall-

ing down when they began their research on early interventions for chil-
dren with reading problems. In their proposal they began with a Stanovich
assumption that "measurement of phonological awareness is central to
the prediction of growth in reading and spelling as well as achievement
outcomes" (p. 57). These early intervention studies are a prime example
of the reductionist experimental studies that push reading theories into
progressively narrower areas of expanding complexity. As Foorman her-
self said at the pre-summit meeting, the study was "hopelessly complex,"
and dealing with all the data gave her a headache.

In the papers I've read by Foorman and her colleagues which de-
scribe the early intervention studies, culture is a risk factor, race is an
issue, and dialect is ignored. Children with "limited English proficiency"
were included in the study. There is a presumption of "reading deficits"
which are reminiscent of the "linguistic-cognitive deficits" that Riessman
spoke out against in the 1960s and early 1970s. And now, just as then, it
is African American children who are most at risk of being ascribed these
researchers' deficits.
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Children were defined by Foorman and her colleagues as "reading
disabled" if they scored below the 25th percentile on the word identifi-
cation and word attack subtests of the Woodcock-Johnson Revised, and
if they were also at least 15 standard score points lower in intelligence
tests scores on the WISC-R. Without actually naming the test, Lyon
refers to the WJ-R as "a measure reported to have excellent construct
validity by the National Academy of Sciences."' The scientific truth is
that the test is arcane, an embarrassment to the field of special educa-
tion, and is kept under wraps to preserve the power of the testers, the WJ-
R's mystique, or maybe just the commercial worth of the test.

Wiggins writes, "Any use of power and its limits involves moral ques-
tions and moral consequences, and testers have extraordinary and often
unilateral power."' He states, "Each school district ought to, at the very
least, state the permissible uses of such morally problematic practices as
test security, scoring on a curve, the use of nonarticulated and generic
tests. . .

Keeping the Woodcock-Johnson off limits to teachers, parents, and
children is a political act. Stating that an age equivalent is K.7 means
nothing unless the test from which the grade was derived is open to
consideration, and compared with other forms of documentation. Go
into the special education department at your local elementary school,
and ask if you can review the WJ-R, and if you're allowed, check out
subtests 22 and 31. To be ascribed a reading disability in the Foorman
studies only takes the mispronunciation of a few pseudowords. It would
be a joke if the test wasn't used so indiscriminately, and if children's lives
weren't so adversely affected by the results.

I won't go into the rigamarole of the statistical procedures again, but
I do want to remind you of Olofsson and Lundberg, whose study I dis-
cussed in my critique of the research of Stanovich. Olofsson and
Lundberg cautioned us that "we must consider the effects of violating
the assumptions about normally distributed scores and homogenous er-
ror variances. Distributional violations have generally small effects but
unequal variances in combination with unequal group sizes may seri-
ously affect the statistical significance tests." In the Foorman studies there
were racial subgroups with as few as five children. Even if we ignore the
issues of assumption of normal distributions and the inappropriate use
of interval scales, even the most liberal interpreter of the use of paramet-
ric statistical procedures in the field of education must be concerned
about conducting statistical analyses and reaching "significant" conclu-
sions using such small groups of children. If you are, speak out!

Perhaps it is somewhat ironic that in the end, the most damning
criticisms of these early intervention studies have come not from me but
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from Foorman herself when she spoke at the pre-summit meeting. At
the Houston pre-summit she gives a definition of whole language but
then admits, "I don't know what it means." This would seem to be a bit
of a problem when her research involves comparing reading methods.
She also admits that the whole language "control group" was "actually
the lowest SES group," and that it "wasn't a good control." She tells the
participants at the summit that "there are very large teacher variability in
these studies," but in her analysis of the data she does not take into con-
sideration any teacher effects. Foorman also relates how Open Court
came to be used as the commercial program of choice in the early inter-
vention studies, and from her acknowledgments on the synthesis paper
there seems to be little doubt that the publishers of Open Court pro-
vided both training and materials.

But most importantly, our concerns about these studies must be for
the children and their families. Their rights were violated, and I urge the
educational community to address the very serious issues that are raised
by this sort of experimental research.

Just as "Matthew Effects in Reading" has, the Foorman studies have
become the foundation for state interventions into the ways in which
children are taught to read and write. In Chapter 5 on the politics of
spin doctoring, I used the work of Gramsci and Giroux to introduce this
state intervention as a hegemonic project. I then used the work of
Fairclough to demonstrate through my discussion of the pre-summit in
Texas (1) how state governments, researchers, and publishers exercise
power through constituting alliances, (2) how they work together to per-
suade and win the cooperation of teachers, and (3) how coercion is used
when resistance to the hegemonic project is expected. At stake are power
and privilege and commercial profits. Vast sums of money are changing
hands as systematic, explicit phonics becomes the lucrative prize. But at
what cost to young children who are learning to read? To their families?
To their teachers? These are the questions I want to address in my dis-
cussion of changes that are in the process of being made, as I write, in
North Carolina which are the result of Senate Bill 1139 that was ratified
in 1995 by the General Assembly.
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In which the kindergarten

children in North Carolina are

no longer expected to

t-r-y-te-r-ead-and-wfite

"This is unbelievable!" says the note from the educator who sent me the
documentation from North Carolina.

In the package was a memo dated November 26, 1996, from Michael
Frye, Chief Consultant for the North Carolina State Department of
Public Instruction. "In response to Senate Bill 1139, the Program Com-
mittee of the State Board of Education has been evaluating ways to make
phonics more explicit in the North Carolina Standard Course of Study/
Teacher Handbook for English Language Arts," Frye writes. "Please feel
free to collaborate with your colleagues as you react to the draft."

Included with the draft was a copy of the Senate Bill. Under "School
Based Management and Accountability," Section 8 is of particular inter-
est. Here's the gist.

"Section 8.1. The State Board of Education shall develop a compre-
hensive plan to improve reading achievement in the public schools. . . .

The plan shall be based on reading instructional practices for which
there is strong evidence of effectiveness in existing empirical scientific
research studies on reading development. . . .

"Section 8.2. . . . The General Assembly believes that the first, es-
sential step in the complex process of learning to read is the accurate
pronunciation of written words and that phonics, which is the knowl-
edge of relationships of the symbols of the written language and the
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sounds of the spoken language, is the most reliable approach to arriving
at the accurate pronunciation of a printed word. Therefore, these pro-
grams shall include early and systematic phonics instruction. . . .

"Section 8.3. In order to reflect changes . . . that include early and
systematic phonics instruction, the State Board of Education, in col-
laboration with the Board of Governors of the University of North Caro-
lina and the North Carolina Association of Independent Colleges and
Universities, shall review, evaluate, and revise current teacher certifica-
tion standards and teacher education programs within the institutions of
higher education that provide coursework in reading instruction.

"Section 8.4. Local boards of education are encouraged to review
and revise existing board policies, local curricula, and programs of pro-
fessional development in order to reflect changes to the standard course
of study and to emphasize balanced, integrated, and effective programs
of reading instruction that include early and systematic phonics instruc-
tion."

Educators in universities tell me that the current fetish for phonics
will only last a couple of years. Some say five years; others say it will blow
over and we must continue with our own literacy research, stay out of
the fray, and "show by example" how effective holistic pedagogies can
be. Teachers and administrators are perhaps more realistic.

"We've gone back twenty years and it's going to take another twenty
years just to regain some of the ground we've lost," one superintendent
of schools tells me. "Once a program comes into a school it takes years.
A whole generation of children will suffer through this."

The superintendent is correct that the effects of the changes taking
place in state legislatures are and will be far-reaching. Innocuous as Sec-
tion 8 might seem, these are systemic changes, a massive lurch to the right
that will have far-reaching consequences as we enter the twenty-first
century, not only for how young children are taught to read and write but
also for our democratic way of life. This is the argument that I am going
to make in the next few pages of Spin Doctors. See if you agree.

Let's begin by asking why the North Carolina General Assembly
decided to make phonics more explicit and revise the Standard Course
of Study and Teacher Handbook for English Language Arts. Our subal-
tern intellectuals are about to reappear. The document on "Recommen-
dations for Changes to Reflect Research"' states as follows:

"Reid Lyon, Marilyn Adams, and others have consulted extensively
with the state of California in the development of their documents. The
'Guide to the California Reading Initiative: Definitions and Research
Findings, Legislation and Funding Sources' (1996) and the document,
'Implementing the Components of the California Reading Initiative: A
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Blueprint for Teachers of Early Reading Intervention' (November, 1996)
reflect these changes. The state of North Carolina would be well ad-
vised to work from these documents" (p. 8). Clearly, Lyon and Adams
are exerting serious influence on state governments in the United States,
both directly through consultation and indirectly through the research
that they promote, Lyon through NICHD and Adams through Begin-
ning to Read.

A few years ago, while Bill Honig was still the Superintendent of
Schools for the state of California, I spent a day in Sacramento at the
State Department of Education. This was before Honig found phonics,
and at that time he was gung-ho to revolutionize special education. Shirley
Thornton, who at that time was the Director of Public Education and a
strong activist for racial equality, convened the meeting. Over the past
few years there had been a series of lawsuits in California challenging
the use of IQ tests with African American children, and I was there to
talk about student advocacy and instructional assessment. There were
several lawyers representing the State Department of Education who
seemed to be keeping close tabs on what was said at the meeting, and it
was from these lawyers that I first began to understand the influence of
powerful mega-states such as California and Texas on other states in the
nation.

Educational decision-making in California affects the decision-mak-
ing process in Texas and New York. It's an extension of if-A-cites-B, then,
like lemmings, C and D follow; and once again we have to ask what
happens if A or B were mistaken in the direction they had taken?

I have often thought about the meeting in California as I've reviewed
the documents that have been sent to me from California and Texas
often via other states. Clearly, events taking place in California and Texas
are shaping how children are taught to read and write in the rest of the
nation. If North Carolina has the documentation from California, then
it seems reasonable to assume that so do the other fifty states. Similarly,
what is happening in Texas is also affecting other states. We know that in
California, Honig is promoting the Foorman studies, and that in Massa-
chusetts, Silber has sent every superintendent of schools in the state a
copy of the document Grossen wrote on NICHD which is based, in
part, on Foorman's work. All politics are local, so the saying goes, per-
haps more so than any of us realize.

In North Carolina, at least three researchers-who-are-also-authors-
of- commercial-reading-programs made presentations to the State Board
Reading Committee in response to Senate Bill 1139, including Bonnie
Grossen and Marilyn Adams. As you will recall, Grossen wrote the syn-
thesis of 30 years of NICHD research which Lyon has stated is a largely
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accurate portrayal of NICHD research.' Like Carnine, she is also associ-
ated with Reading Mastery, a reinvention of DISTAR published by Mc-
Graw-Hill, who also publish Open Court, for which Adams is an author.

In the Summary of Research Findings for Senate Bill 1139, Grossen
and Adams are named as "nationally recognized experts" and their in-
fluence on the document is clearly evident in the statements that are
made about educational research.

"Empirical scientific research refers to experimental and quasi-ex-
perimental designs (where variables are manipulated and their effects
upon variables observed) as well as other forms of quantitative research
(which systematically analyzes data) and qualitative research (which
appropriately and systematically analyzes descriptions and interpreta-
tions that are in narrative rather than in numerical form)."3

At first glance this seems to be a more inclusive statement than the
statement in the document on NICHD written by Grossen. But then
comes the slight of hand.

"Empirical scientific research in education should conform to the
evaluation standards of the Joint Committee of Standards for Educa-
tional Evaluation. The more control that the research design has, the
more confidence one can have in the results of the research. Research
should:

"Be comprehensive and thorough"
No problem.
"Test different theories against each other "
Difficult. Most qualitative studies of early literacy development, cer-

tainly ethnographic studies, are not testing theories against each other
but are building theories based on disciplined and systematic observa-
tions of young children learning to read and write. Many studies are
comparative but not in the sense of testing one "reading theory"often
a code for a "commercial reading method"against another. Compari-
sons might be made between children growing up in very different so-
cial situations.

For example, a comparative analysis of the literacy practices of the
families in Family Literacy and Growing Up Literate found that there
were many similarities between the kinds of literacy practices in the
children's homes, but there were also differences. The children in the
African American families were critically affected by the political and
economic circumstances of their everyday lives. Neither the children
nor their parents had access to the literacies of power. In school, chil-
dren were "skilled and drilled," and the literacy practices that were deeply
embedded in their homes and communities were not recognized. Their
parents were similarly cut off. Even when Paula got an associate degree
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in computer science, she could not find a job, and Jerry, who had edu-
cated himself, try as he might, work as hard as he could, always struggled
to support his family. In the end Jerry died trying to make sure that his
family survived.

"Be longitudinal in order to look at variables over time"
Qualitative research on early literacy development is often longitu-

dinal, but researchers are not usually "looking at variables." Very often,
they are observing children and the qualitative transformations that take
place as young children learn to read and write.

Maria has been Andrew's classroom teacher for two years, and dur-
ing that time she has kept detailed notes on his literacy development.
The following excerpt is from her notes for October, November, and
December.

"Andrew uses print in many ways," Maria writes. "He has submitted
weekend news about something he has done, written notes to me, made
signs, 'Do Not toch! AndreW,' recorded information in his computer
log, and he continues to write in his journal."

"Andrew continues to bring his work to me when he has finished,"
Maria writes in February. "I now wait and look to him to begin the con-
versation. He starts with 'I made a book' or 'Want me to read it to you?"

Later in Andrew's second-grade year, Maria chose to focus on him
when she met with an extended student advocacy group of teachers that
meets on a regular basis in the school in which she teaches. Maria chose
to focus on Andrew because of his shyness and because of his early his-
tory in another school, where he was regarded, according to the special
education records, as "slow." Based upon their consideration of the in-
formation that Maria had collected, the extended student advocacy group
helped her formulate instructional strategies that she could use to sup-
port Andrew's academic and social development.

In Andrew's third-grade year, Maria focused on documenting the
ways in which Andrew uses different symbol systems. She focused on
Andrew's development of problem-solving strategies, the important role
of literacy technologies in his reading and writing development, his de-
veloping understanding of story structure, his writing of narrative de-
scriptions, and his development of conventional spelling patterns.

The documentation over time of Andrew's early literacy develop-
ment is disciplined and systematic and provides Maria with the detailed
information that she needs to develop small instructional interventions
to support Andrew's continuing development as a reader and a writer. In
classrooms such as Maria's where the pedagogy is emancipatory,
children's literacy learning is continually documented, and in ethno-
graphic studies of children's early literacy development researchers can
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spend many years in one classroom, but in both situations the focus is
on children and not on artificially defined reductionist variables.'

"Have controlled variables"
Let me be more explicit. Attempting to control variables in human

learning is arcane, an anathema, a throwback to behaviorism and to re-
ductionism.

"And be capable of being replicated"
Think back to the phonemic awareness studies that I've described in

Spin Doctors. Each study, although "carefully controlled" with so-called
"replicable variables," was anomalous. Qualitative studies are based on
the assumption that no two events, however "controlled," can ever be
replicated. We cannot relive experiences. A teacher might teach two
classes of children the same lesson but she is changed by the experience
of teaching the first group of children. The second time she teaches the
lesson, even if she is using a basal and just reading a script, she will read
it differently and the children will respond in different ways. It's later in
the day; she is tired; the children are hungry; there are announcements
coming over the loudspeaker that interrupt the lesson; a child gets up
and leaves for a pull-out session.

Drive a car along the same route every day and the road conditions
are always different, the driver is different, a headache, a fight with a
spouse, an overdue payment, a new boss at work. Routines are always
subject to variance, and they are never replicable. Patterns can be de-
tected, but exactly how events will happen cannot be predicted. There
are unforeseeable occurrences, and life is mercurial and often capri-
cious. Follow a recipe, measure all the ingredients, but the dish never
tastes quite the same. Make love at the same time, in the same place, in
the same way . . . and there will always be something new about the
experience. Whether in a scientific experiment or in some mundane
everyday event, life can never be duplicated. Even though our lives are
filled with routines and rituals, culturally patterned and socially system-
atized, the details of human experience cannot be copied, cloned, re-
produced, or replicated.

Findings with a high degree of replicability
are considered incontrovertible

In North Carolina School Improvement Program in Beginning Reading:
Recommendations to Reflect Research, the document which is based on
the recommendations presented by the experts, what counts as research
is more explicitly stated.
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"Research to support the claim that one teaching approach is better
than another must compare the recommended approach with the other.
Research that does not compare cannot be used to support a teaching
recommendation. Therefore, only reading research where one approach
was compared with another (intervention research) were included in
the following review of research" (p. 8).

In "the true scientific model," Grossen seems to echo through the
text, "findings with a high degree of replicability are finally considered
incontrovertible."'

"Theories must drive hypotheses to be tested." Lyon seems to be
between the lines. "The measurements used to test the hypotheses must
meet established standards of reliability."'

Take another look at the list I asked you to make of researchers whose
studies have affected your teaching. Scratch out all those who do not try
to pit one theory against another, or attempt to control and replicate
human behavior, or use highly questionable tests to artificially measure
children's "ability" at some narrowly defined task. Now make a second
list of the scientific theoretical orientations that have informed your peda-
gogy. Some of these theories might be mutually supportive while others
might be contradictory, but as they rub against each other each one of
them might have deepened your understandings of how young children
learn to read and write. Check each theory. Does it conform to the "true
scientific method?" Cross out connectionism, which Jim Gee defines
very differently than Adams in Beginning to Read.' Then draw a long
line through critical pedagogy, cultural model theories, discourse analy-
sis, ethnomethodology, ethnography, evolutionary approaches to mind
and behavior, feminist theory, modern sociological studies, narrative stud-
ies, new literacy studies, semiotics, sociohistorical psychology, and situ-
ated cognition.8

"All these movements were, or have been used as, reactions against
the behaviorism of the early part of this century and the 'cognitive revo-
lution' of the sixties and seventies that replaced behaviorism, both of
which privileged the individual mind." Again it's Gee, this time discuss-
ing the historical foundation of Lyon's true scientific method. "Both
behaviorism and cognitivism saw 'higher order thinking' and 'intelligence'
as primarily the manipulation of 'information' ('facts') using general
(logical') rules and principles. Fact and 'logic,' not affect, society, and
culture, were emphasized. The digital computer stood as the great meta-
phor for what thought was: 'information processing' (and computers pro-
cess information based on its form/structure, not its meaning)."9

These sociocultural theories are all used by researchers to inform
our understandings of children's early literacy development. For example,
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situated cognition is another way of describing the research on practical
intelligence and everyday cognition that I presented at the beginning of
this book. But, as Gee makes clear, none of these theoretical orienta-
tions and ways of doing science support the in-the-head reductionist "true
scientific method" promoted by NICHD and adopted by state govern-
ments as the only research on which to base teaching young children to
read. Thus, social theories have been systematically discredited and dis-
counted. Whatever the theory, so goes the spin, unless it is true to the
scientific method then it simply isn't science.

What a coup! Decades of research, three-quarters of a century of
scientific investigation, have been discredited and rejected. I think we
should be concerned about this, and so should North Carolina and the
other states which have participated in this dissolution of scientific knowl-
edge.

"Begin teaching phonemic awareness directly at an early age, pre-
school, kindergarten, and first grade," the North Carolina School Im-
provement Program in Beginning Reading recommends under the sub-
heading, "Brief Synthesis of Relevant Findings from Intervention
Research."

The document then provides examples of phonological awareness
tasks that were published by Stanovich in 1994, and which also appear
in Grossen's position paper, 30 Years of NICHD Research.

"What word would be left if the /k/ sound were taken away from
cat?" Stanovich asks, presenting his "phoneme deletion" task. "What is
the first sound in rose?" he asks for his "sound isolation" task. "What
sounds do you hear in 'hot'?" "Is there a /k/ in bike?"

Then come the "Technical Notes," which read as if one of our sub-
altern intellectuals wrote them.

Technical Notes: Teach phonemic awareness directly.

The rationale?
"Recent research on phonemic awareness has found the following

types of tasks to have a positive effect on reading acquisition and spell-
ing: rhyming, auditorily discriminating sounds that are different, blend-
ing spoken sounds into words, word-to-word matching, isolating sounds
in words, counting phonemes, segmenting spoken words into sounds,
[and] deleting sounds from words."

Among the references given is one to Foorman and her colleagues.
"In a study by Foorrnan, et al., (in press), 260 children were randomly
assigned," you know the spin, "[c]hildren in the revised curriculum made
significant gains in phonemic awareness over the year" (p. 9).
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What many educators might not know is that this technical note is
taken directly from McGraw-Hill's SRA Mastery Learning program that
we all know as DISTAR. In the Mastery Learning Program Overview
Guide it states on page 4 "Technical notes: Teach phonemic awareness
explicitly," making it clearly evident that there is a strong connection
between this commercial reading program and North Carolina's new
state standards.

Technical Notes: Each letter-sound correspondence must be taught
explicitly.

Explanation?
"Phonemic awareness alone is not sufficient for many children. Ex-

plicit instruction in common letter-sound correspondences is also nec-
essary."

Both Beginning to Read by Adams and "Matthew Effects in Reading"
by Stanovich are referenced to support this proposition. Then, further
down the page, North Carolina relies on Carnine to support the state-
ment that "Whe majority of studies find that explicit phonics achieve
better results than implicit phonics."

Again, this technical note is taken directly from SRA Mastery Learn-
ing. On page 6 of the Program Overview Guide, it states, "Technical
notes: Each letter-sound correspondence should be taught explicitly."

Technical Notes: Select high-frequency letter-sound relationships and
sequence them carefully.

There is another reference to Carnine. "The rules used to sequence the
introduction of letter-sound correspondences have been evaluated in
comparative research by Carnine" (p. 10). Examples follow of "the most
frequent, highly regular sound-symbol relationships." These include ay
as in haul, ou as in cloud, w "woo" as in well, and y "yee" as in
yuk.

SRA Mastery Learning? The language is identical. "Technical notes:
Select high-frequency letter-sound relationships and sequence them
carefully."

Technical Notes: Pupils should be taught how to blend sounds together
into words.

Again, Carnine appears among the references. North Carolina states
that Carnine reported "teaching letter-sound correspondences and sound-
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ing out resulted in students correctly identifying more unfamiliar words
than when students were trained on a whole-word strategy."

And again the technical note is lifted directly from SRA Mastery
Learning. On page 10 of the guide: "Technical notes: Pupils should be
taught how to blend sounds together into words."

Technical Notes: Use code-based material rather than reading materials
that require pupils to use context to figure out words, such as authentic
or predictable texts.

Foorman is quoted to support this statement, with a 1995 reference that
is not in the bibliography. It states in the document that "Foorman com-
mented, 'Thus, to the extent that meaning-oriented programs include
instruction in phonic principles, there is little opportunity to practice
applying these principles in connected reading."

An interesting comment from a researcher who admitted at the pre-
summit in Texas that she doesn't know what whole language means.

Carnine and his colleagues are also quoted: "Pupils who learn to
read with a systematic, explicit phonics approach are able to use context
to figure out new vocabulary words just as readily as pupils taught in a
meaning-emphasis program."'

SRA Mastery Learning says it this way: "Technical notes: Use code-
based readers rather than reading material that requires pupils to use
context to figure out words."

Technical Notes: Build accuracy and fluency with daily performance
measures, goals, and decision rules for making instructional changes.

Test the children every day. What else can I say?
SRA Mastery Learning: "Technical notes: Build accuracy and flu-

ency with daily performance measures, goals, and decision rules for
making instructional changes."

Technical Notes: Every oral reading error should be corrected.

This technical note is almost a sound bite, slipped in without fanfare
and accompanied by only a short narrative and one meager reference to
a 1988 four-page article by Darlene Pony and Kathleen McCoy." But
the effects are far-reaching. In the section on assessment, miscue analy-
sis is summarily discredited.

"[Miscue analysis will not meet professional standards for techni-
cal adequacy because it is not reliable."
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Unadulterated propaganda. A four-page paper by Pany and McCoy
does not wipe out the findings of the almost six hundred scientific stud-
ies that specifically focus on miscue analysis which have been conducted
in the last thirty years.0 In the article the authors state that the study
focuses on "corrective feedback."

Sixteen third-grade students, twelve males and four females, in six
schools participated in the study. All of the students were labeled learn-
ing disabled. There were three treatment conditions: (1) total feedback;
(2) meaning change feedback; and (3) no feedback.

"For students with learning disabilities," Pany and McCoy conclude,
"provision of corrective feedback appears to be an effective teaching prac-
tice to enhance both word accuracy and comprehension" (p. 550). Then
they state, "Although three passages were used in all treatment condi-
tions, results of this study may not generalize to reading materials of
different lengths or levels of difficulty. All passages in these experiments
were relatively short (300 word). Passage difficulty was purposefully se-
lected to produce a 10% word recognition error rate to allow opportuni-
ties for feedback. Feedback effects on passages that result in much lower
or higher error rates could be quite different."

"As always," Pany and McCoy write in their concluding paragraph,
urge teachers to routinely assess the effects of any individual instruc-

tional procedure on individual students to validate effectiveness in con-
ditions that most certainly will differ from experimental conditions" (p.
550).

With all due respect to Pany and McCoy, their four-page study pales
in significance when it is stacked up against the scientific evidence that
has been gained from the miscue research. Their study is insufficient to
refute the findings of more than a thousand studies in which miscue
research has been an integral component of much larger scientific
projects. I have been studying miscue analysis for the last five years, and
I would conservatively estimate that the scientific evidence to support
the use of miscue analysis amounts to more than 50,000 hours of re-
searchers documenting children reading real books.

These are not studies of isolated pseudowords, and bits of children
are never thrown away. Miscue analysis gives teachers the opportunity to
consider the sociocultural histories of children. Miscue provide insights
into the evolutionary processes of mind and behavior, and challenges
assumptions of cultural and social uniformity. Miscue does not separate
children from their everyday worlds. The forms of the written languages
that children use are not separated from their meaningful interpretation
of the text. Children are not expected to contend with senseless abstrac-
tions. Reading is always a meaningful activity.
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The information that miscue provides to both teachers and children
is immediately useful and does not assume a transfer of learning from
isolated task to reading textsbecause there are no isolated tasks. Finally,
and this is especially the case for retrospective miscue analysis, miscue
builds on the relationships that exist between teachers and children,
and provides teachers with a disciplined and systematic way of docu-
menting young children's early literacy development.

The kicker, of course, is that this technical note is also taken directly
from SRA Learning Mastery. The guide states on page 13, "Technical
notes: Every oral reading error should be corrected."

Technical Notes: The most effective way to prevent reading problems is
to change the regular classroom program to include explicit, systematic
instruction in phonics using decodable text.

This final technical note brings us back to Foorman.
"Foorman's research indicates that to prevent reading problems the

first thing to do is to replace whole language with explicit, systematic
phonics in the classroom. When children do fall behind at these early
stages, more intensive work may be necessary."

There is no reference.

The crossing out is no longer hypothetical

What effect will the researchers' technical notes have on teachers' in-
structional practices in North Carolina? The crossing out is no longer
hypothetical. It appears in two of the documents. The first is the docu-
ment from which I've just been quoting: North Carolina School Improve-
ment Program in Beginning Reading: Recommendations for Changes to
Reflect Research, and the second is the actual edited version of the North
Carolina Standard Course of Study/Teacher Handbook for English Lan-
guage Arts. The section of the "Standards" to which I will be referring is
the "Strands in the English Arts Curriculum."

So how are teachers supposed to teach reading? Let's first take a look
at the section of "Recommendations for Changes to Reflect Research,"
which focuses on how teachers should be trained.

"In order for teachers to bring children to achieve the standards,
they need to be trained in the important learning steps leading to the
achievement of the standard and in the instructional methods that are
most likely to help them achieve the standards set by the state."
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Somewhat convoluted but I think we get the message. Let's take a
look at what teachers are actually supposed to do.

Emphasize the importance of developing phonemic awareness in
preschool, K, and Is' grade.

We got that.

Develop the graphophonic cueing system beginning in K and finishing
at the end of grade 1 using explicit, systematic instruction in highly
regular sound-symbol relationships and provide practice applying this
knowledge to reading connected, decodable text.

I can imagine some teachers and teacher educators thinking to them-
selves, "Okay, that's not so bad. Half an hour of skill and drill and we're
back to predictable books and authentic texts."

Forget it.
"Integration of the graphophonic cueing system with the syntactic

and semantic cueing systems is impossible if initial texts the children are
expected to read use 'predictable' or 'authentic' text."

Wake up! A revolution is taking place, a book-burning of incredible
proportions. The books leap and dance like roasting birds, their wings
ablaze with red and yellow feathers.'3 Get rid of your text-sets. Purge
your personal libraries. Throw out
'ramie DOacla, Marjoi ie Flack, Mein Fux, ELId Jiik KCcItJ, Ai ..uld

If a book isn't decodable you11 IVP

can't use it and children can't read it.
Censorship anyone?
"Using predictable or authentic text results in phonics becoming an

isolated activity having no relevance to reading connected text. It is im-
possible to integrate the graphophonic cueing system into reading if any
material other than decodable text is used for the children's initial read-
ing practice. Decodable text can be used for both reading and spelling
dictation."

Like Patrick in Learning Denied, in North Carolina children will
now only be allowed to read "Dot and Tom ran to Al. Tom is not mad at
Al. Dot is not mad at Al. Is Al bad?"4

Delete all references to the use of prediction and guessing to recognize
words.

You can't do this without throwing out almost a century of scientific
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research, including evolutionary approaches to mind and behavior and
the more recent research in modern sociological studies, new literacy
studies, semiotics, sociohistorical psychology, and studies in practical in-
telligence and everyday cognition.

"While prediction is a valuable comprehension skill, it does not work
for word recognition," the document states. The supporting evidence is
provided by Stanovich and Stanovich.'5

"[R]esearch shows that predicting the next word is not a very suc-
cessful strategy (the documented success rates range from .10 to .39 and
most of the words successfully predicted are simple function words such
as 'of,' 'that,' 'if,' 'the,' and so on.)"

If A cites B. There is no evidence, only counterevidence.
"Predicting and guessing are behaviors that describe poor

comprehenders, not good comprehenders."
Spin, doctor, spin.
"Good comprehenders rely extensively on the graphophonic cue-

ing system to read."
Go back to Chapter 3. To the "incontrovertible finding" that of the

three cueing systems frequently mentioned in reading (semantic, syn-
tactic, and graphophonemic cues), the semantic and syntactic cueing
systems seem to play a minor role. I can find no evidence to support this
finding.

"Predictable text leads children to rely on syntactic/semantic cue-
ing systems to an extent that does not transfer to authentic text."

Again, Chapter 3. To the "incontrovertible finding" that only
decodable text provides children the opportunity to practice their new
knowledge of sound-letter relationships. Again, there is no evidence for
this finding.

"Predictable texts create a false strategy for reading and undermine
the development and use of the graphophonic cueing system in reading
and ultimately lead to the behavior characteristic of poor, not good,
comprehenders."

Someone needs to ask: who wrote this document for North Caro-
lina? Then there are other questions. Is the North Carolina Senate aware
that the "Recommendations for Changes to Reflect the Research" are
filled with false assumptions and erroneous presuppositions? Does the
Senate know that the research on which they are relying is seriously
flawed, that the data are confounded, and that the results of the statisti-
cal procedures provide no scientific evidence on how young children
learn to read or write? Do they know? Do they care? Or, do they have
another agenda? Hegemonic, perhaps?

I am going to switch documents for a moment to quote from the
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"Strands in the English Language Arts Curriculum," in particular to the
section that deals with reading, so that you can get an idea of the impact
of North Carolina's new mandates. As you will see, Yetta Goodman,
Dorothy Watson, and Carolyn Burke are quite literally crossed out, and
underlined words are added to the text (see Figures 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3).

Semantic
(meaning) Cues

Does it make
sense?

A

_N

Syntactic
(grammar) Cues
Does it sound

tight? like
language?

441.
Graphophonic (phonics)

Cues
Does it look/sound

right?

Figure 8.1. Holistic Model of Reading Instruction (Goodman, Watson, and
B u rke, 198 7) .

fierlistie-Modcl of Reading IrbliuLtion
A Comprehensive Approach to Reading Instruction

A Comprehensive Approach to Reading Instruction
can be depicted as three

interacting spheres. These spheres represent the graphophonic, syntac-
tic, and semantic cueing systems. If meaning is to be constructed all
cueing systems are employed simultaneously in a social context

P. . ;

a

Strbskill-Mottel

t+rtantimptions
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ICJI/l/113C3, UILIS follo*ing a lest leach kst model.

Figure 8.2. Subskills Model of Reading Instruction (Goodman, Watson, and
Burke, 1987)
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Figure 8.3. Skills Model of Reading Instruction (Goodman, Watson, and
Burke, 1987)

If Goodman, Watson, and Burke were on your list of researchers
who have affected your pedagogical practices, but whose research is no
longer acceptable, you were correct to draw a line through their names.
In the hegemonic project there is no place for them. Their work is too
democratic. They will not acquiesce. They are too astute for that. Their
research has actually been crossed out, because their theories are not
reductionist, because they do not practice the "true scientific method,"
because they do not use artificial measures to test children, because they
believe that reading is something more than pseudowords on the Wood-
cock-Johnson, because their reading theories build on the work of re-
searchers who have also been wiped out.

Let's return to the "Recommendations for Changes to Reflect the
Research." In "Appendix C: Benchmarks," the reader is told to delete
the words in italics and parentheses and add the bold-faced words.

"Delete the second section, 'Reading Strategies: Uses one or more
of the following strategies as appropriate to construct meaning from text.'
Replace the it [sic] with the section entitled 'Benchmarks for Kindergar-
ten.'
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"Kindergarten children (rectlize) should learn that print conveys
meaning (and the y byte ead arid write) by listening to stories the teacher
reads."

Then "Characteristics of a Reader. Pe ree;9es self a., a etaderand-writer
is also crossed out. If you are wondering why North Carolina does not
want children to perceive themselves as readers and writers, in a few
pages you will find out.

The "Benchmarks" for kindergarten follow. There are two.

I. By the end of kindergarten, children will demonstrate 90% competence
in phonemic awareness tasks.

The teacher is then told that "Whe following types of tasks represent
measures of phonemic awareness."

"Phoneme deletion: What word would be left if the /k/ sound were
taken away from cat?" I'm sure I don't have to remind you who wrote
that. "What is the first sound in rose?" The phoneme awareness tasks are
presented in a neat little box. "How many sounds do you hear in the
word cake?" And at the bottom is the usual reference to Stanovich.

2. By the end of kindergarten, children will know 35 (actual number is
optional) sound-symbol relationships, be able to read single words com-
posed of these sounds, and read connected phrases and sentences com-
posed of the same sounds with 95% accuracy.

In the section on assessment which accompanies the benchmarks,
teachers are told that for kindergarten they should delete "Reads own
dictated stories, pretend reads predictable pattern books, and reads envi-
ronmental print."

First grade also has two benchmarks, but first some text is crossed
out and some bold text has been added.

"First graders
learn about a wide range of texts . . . . They should expect the text to
make sense (

should continue to

ersr) They should continue learning the graphophonic cueing system
until they have learned all the fundamental sound-symbol relation-
ships. They should be able to blend these sounds in words as they
read single words or pseudowords. They should be provided opportu-
nity to practice these skills in connected, decodable text.

Here are the benchmarks:
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1. By the end of grade 1, children will read pseudowords and single words
composed of these highly regular sound-symbol relationships.

The sound-symbol relationships in the experts' draft are then restated.
Remember u as in haul, ou as in cloud, w "woo" as in well, and y
"yee" as in yuk.

2. By the end of grade 1, children will read novel (unpracticed) text that is
at least 85% decodable with 98% accuracy at 60 wpm and answer simple
questions about the text with 90% accuracy.

In the North Carolina documents from which I've been quoting,
kindergarten children no longer t, y to read aad w,;te. A child is not ex-
pected to rcive self a., a I eclelel and 1411 ;ter. Children do not join in the
el; a; as ;n pirdictable books. They do not tedd 014,17 dictated stoic.), or

pretead tu lead predictcrbietattertr kraryks7 In first grade they are not ex-
pected to waut tu read, listen to, aad talk about narrative picture books,
poems, short chapter books, and short informational and practical mate-
rials. Children are not expected to take I isks when readiag aad talk about
thentsebe6 arrraderv They are no longer expected (allowed?) to respond
personally to student-authored texts. If we jump to grade 3, we find that
North Carolina no longer expects their students to prediet-brtsed-em-se=

.yutaL,t;,.., thd ia/jltufiItuit. Lue3. They are no longer required
to
gi aphophoa;c etie iadepoidently. Children do not have to ,edd u), dud

tu chuuk pre-dirtium crrcl-rlarifr inectiting7 In fourth grade they are
not supposed to

Are you growing increasingly uneasy? Even positivists who disagree
with everything I've written so far should be a little apprehensive. This
was supposed to be about beginning reading, a few highly questionabk
kindergarten and first-grade studies on phonemic awareness, not reading
in third and fourth grade. Where are the findings of the "true scientific
method" to support the radical pork-barrel changes that are being man-
dated by the North Carolina Senate? When did the subaltern intellectu-
als and their generals decide that our children should stop thinking?
Why doesn't North Carolina want children who are confident and inde-
pendent? Be careful. We are deep inside the hegemonic project and all
the lights just went out. If you reach out make sure you know who takes
your hand.

"The instructional models used in wealthy schools are likely to be
too weak to serve the needs of low SES schools," North Carolina pro-
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nounces. On the first page of the "Recommendations for Changes to
Reflect Research" is the following statement: "Previous research would
lead us to predict that more intensive instructional models will be re-
quired to bring the performance of children in schools serving low SES
communities to read at the same standards achieved in wealthier
schools."17

Keep your arms by your side, and think it through.
Adams was one of the nationally known experts who testified in North

Carolina. "Other children enter school with next to no relevant knowl-
edge about print," Adams explains in Beginning to Read. "Relative to
their well-prepared peers, these children are likely to have less interest
in these lessons and less appreciation of their point."

"We must therefore expect their learning to be slower and their pa-
tience to be slimmer. At the same time, however, mastery of the symbol-
sound relations will require more study for these children." Again I'm
quoting Adams. "After all, some of them may still be having difficulty
discriminating the letter shapes; their entering level of phonological
awareness will be relatively low; and so, too, will their prior knowledge
of letter-sound relationships.

"Much of the content of these lessons will be new for these children
in detail and concept. As a consequence, it will be more confusing and
harder to consolidate. Finally, in order for all necessary symbol-sound
pairs to be learned well, each must be allowed sufficient practice and
opportunity for evaluation." You know it's Adams. "The implication, in
short, is that the teaching of individual letter-sound correspondences
cannot proceed quickly for these children. It must be spread out over
time" (pp. 240-41).

We're back at the meeting of the Program Committee of the State
Board of Education in North Carolina, and we know that Adams relies
heavily on Stanovich for her opinion on beginning to read. Grossen is
also at the meeting, and she quotes Stanovich extensively in the docu-
ment 30 Years of NICHD Research. Both researchers rely on "Matthew
Effects in Reading," and the article is specifically referenced in the North
Carolina "Recommendations for Changes to Reflect Research."

"Less healthy organisms grow up in impoverished environments,"
Stanovich states in his International Reading Association award-winning
research. "Biologically unlucky individuals are provided with inferior
social and educational environments, and the winners of the biological
lottery are provided better environments."

"But of course a child of above-average ability is much more likely
to reside in a school with a 'concentration of pupils with good cognitive
performance," Stanovich writes, referencing Jencks. "Such a child is an
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advantaged organism because of the superior environment and geno-
type provided by the child's parents.

"The parents, similarly environmentally and genetically advantaged,
are more likely to reside in a community which provides the 'concentra-
tion of pupils' that via the independent effects of school composition,
will bootstrap the child to further educational advantages.

"Conversely, disadvantaged children are most often exposed to infe-
rior ability composition in the schools that they attend. Thus, these chil-
dren are the victims of a particularly perverse 'double whammy" (p.
383).

"Some of these effects will result from passive organism-environ-
ment correlations: Biologically disadvantaged children must learn in
instructional environments (composed of teachers, schools, parents, etc.)
that are inferior to those experienced by advantaged children."

If we use the "passive organism" language to rephrase the statement
made in the North Carolina "Recommendations for Changes to Reflect
Research," we would come up with something like this:

The instructional models used (;it wealthy in the superior
school environments of biologically advantaged children with supe-
rior genotype parents are likely to be (trier-Freak) too richly endowed to
(serve th. .1) provide the appropriate phonemic awareness skill and
drill instruction (of low SES for less healthy, environmentally
and genetically disadvantaged children, whose parents and teachers
are inferior and who attend inferior schools.

Add Grossen to the mix. With her she brings Foorman and her
racially divided experiments and her "significant ethnicity contrasts,"
which get reinterpreted by Grossen in the 30 Years of NICHD Research
and spun out into Islignificantly more African American children have
lower levels of phonemic awareness and respond significantly better to
direct instruction in phonemic awareness than other ethnic groups" (p.
16).

Then the coup de gras comes when Grossen states that there is "strong
evidence for genetic etiology of reading disabilities with deficits in pho-
nemic awareness reflecting the greatest degree of heritability. There is also
genetic evidence for degrees of heritability for letter processing" (p. 17).

Power, privilege, racism, and hegemony. We had better tread care-
fully. How easy it would be for us to contribute unknowingly to the he-
gemonic project as the MIT linguistics have done, probably inadvert-
ently.'8 In the field of education there are many bitter struggles, and any
one of us could unwittingly find ourselves co-opted into inadvertently
providing support for statements such as those made by the North Caro-
lina Senate.
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We must learn to be vulnerable enough
to allow our world to turn upside down

In recent years there has been a backlash against holistic pedagogies in
urban schools, and as Gee recently pointed out there are some forms of
holistic practice that educators in inner cities refer to as "urban vio-
lence."19 This makes sense to me. Interpretations of holistic pedagogies
which do not take into account the social and cultural lives of children
and that are insensitive to the adverse economic and political circum-
stances in which they are forced to live are extremely problematic. But
Lisa Delpit, who writes of the cultures of power, would be the first to
state that the alternative is not skill and drill in low-level skills.

"I run a great risk in writing this," Delpit tells us, with revealing
honesty and obvious concern, "the risk that my purpose will be misun-
derstood, the risk that those who subject black and other minority chil-
dren to day after day of isolated, meaningless, drilled 'subskills' will think
themselves vindicated." She is sharp: "That is not the point. Were this
another paper I would explain what I mean by 'skills' useful and us-
able knowledge which contributes to a student's ability to communicate
effectively in standard, generally acceptable literary forms.""

"I suggest that students must be taught the codes needed to partici-
pate fully in the mainstream of American life," Delpit states more ex-
plicitly in an article that she wrote two years later, "not by being forced
to attend to hollow, inane, decontextualized subskills, but rather within
the context of meaningful communicative endeavors; that they must be
allowed the resource of the teacher's expert knowledge, while being
helped to acknowledge their own 'expertness' as well; and that even while
students are assisted in learning the culture of power, they must also be
helped to learn about the arbitrariness of those codes and about the power
relationships they represent."21

"Let there be no doubt," states Delpit, again from the first article, "a
'skilled' minority person who is not also capable of critical analysis be-
comes the trainable, low-level functionary of dominant society, simply
the grease that keeps the institutions which orchestrate his or her op-
pression running smoothly. ",22

"And finally," Delpit writes, "we must learn to be vulnerable enough
to allow our world to turn upside down in order to allow the realities of
others to edge themselves into our consciousness. In other words, we
must become ethnographers in the true sense."

Certainly that has happened to me. Ieshea . . . Tanya . . . Jerry . . .

Shauna . . . Gary.. . . so many families have touched my life; Patrick . . .

Nicola . . . so many children and teachers in schools are in my heart as
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well as in my head; Cindy.. . . Sam . . . Laurie . . . Kathryn . . . so many
members of communities have shared their lives with me. They have
affected me personally, my feelings, values, and expectations. They have
influenced my thinking, the way I position myself as a researcher, and
the risks I am willing to take.
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In which I become

the documentation

on which I build

my case

As you read this text I'm sure you realize that my response to the re-
search articles and official documents that I have critiqued is also deeply
personal. Like Ieshea, and Jerry, Patrick, Nicola, Cindy, and Sam, when
I was young the pejorative "passive organism" could also have been and
in a way was ascribed to me.

Are you smiling? You know from my writing that I am anything but
"passive." Last year I was told that someone at a conference said I write
with a spray can. Sounds like theoretically grounded graffiti.' I like that.
I continually try to nudge the boundaries of social science research, ex-
ploring emancipatory systems of meaning, to take my literacy studies in
new directions, and sometimes, as in Toxic Literacies, I try to push my
readers out of their comfort zone and over the edge by disembedding the
ideologies of social, cultural, and political practices to uncover the hid-
den assumptions that shape our perceptions. To me the ascription of
passivity is a racist activity, and however confrontational my writing, how-
ever bitter the clash, I have no alternative but to voice my objection,
even if in doing so some may find my analysis objectionable. Again I say,
neither I nor any of the people with whom I have worked are "passive
organisms." None of us are apathetic or acquiescent, none of us are lazy,
lifeless, or listless, none of us are subdued, submissive, or nonresistant,
and none of us are biologically disadvantaged or genetically inferior.
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In "Facing Myself: The Struggle for Authentic Pedagogy," Michael
O'Loughlin writes, "In graduate school in the 1980s the message from
most of my professors . . . was to deny myself and my roots. Use the
passive voice when writing, I was told. Avoid personal language and an-
ecdotes. Don't use Irish spellings of English words because they are dis-
tracting to readers who are used to American English. Be scientific! Be
rational! Don't be emotional! Don't be angry! Don't show your passions!
Be detached. . . . Be invisible. . . . My journey beyond those crippling
messages has been slow and tortuous, a teetering walk between my de-
sire to offer caring and enabling experiences to my students, and a some-
times paralyzing fear of self-disclosure and loss of control" (p. 49).2

"Understanding my autobiography is key to understanding my teach-
ing," O'Loughlin goes on to explain. "In teaching, I necessarily teach
myself. How else but through engaging my life story can my students or
I make sense of my deep belief in the possibility of education as a ve-
hicle of personal transformation and social change?" (p. 49).

Situating our own lives within our teaching, research, and writing,
learning to be vulnerable enough to allow our world to be turned upside
down and inside out, creates new understandings of the ways in which
we teach, do research, and write.' Not only my research but my life is
wrapped up in Spin Doctors. But understanding my life history not only
provides you with a more in-depth understanding of why I am willing to
risk being severely censured by the proponents of the "true scientific
method"; it also provides you with counterevidence. I am documenta-
tion, as Jenny DeGroat taught me; I am the data on which I build my
case.4 So let me switch hats for a moment from social theorist, ethnogra-
pher, pedagogist, and social activist to become an informant, and to share
with you the experience of a lower-working-class child whose personal
story is relevant to the issues of power, privilege, racism, and hegemony
which are at the very center of the critical analysis I am presenting in
this book.

A couple of weeks ago, while I was looking in one of my mother's
cupboards for some wrapping paper to wrap up a birthday present, I
found my father's "Soldier's Release Book."

"Before enlisted worked as a rubber worker for 4 years and wishes to
go back to this job," his testimonial states. "Has been employed for 6
years as a miner since being in this unit has been generally employed on
construction work and has shown himself to be an excellent man and a
good worker."

My father was born in Wales, and like my mother he grew up in a
segregated coal mining community. When he was fourteen, he was given
a pick and a shovel and he joined his father and older brother "down the
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mine," and the pittance he was paid to dig coal was kept by the colliery
to help pay off the money his family owed in rent, for even with his
father and brother working down the mine they were unable to keep up
with the payments.5

"You'd have a coal-mandril which was very light and very sharp with
a longthe blade was like a stiletto. You had a shovel, of course, and
then you had an axe, a seven-pound axe which was kept like a lance,"
George Evans writes, quoting a miner in From the Mouths of Men. "It
could be quite a painful affair. You'd work until the rock would be a kind
of plastic layer on youwhere the skin had been taken off. And it would
get stiff like as if you'd baked it in claytill you put it into the bath in the
night; and it would start to burn."

When my father was twenty, he left Wales and went to Birmingham
and got a job in Dunlop's tire factory. He swapped one hell for another,
and instead of digging coal he worked with molten rubber. The war
started, and he spent six years building bridges in North Africa, which
he said was easier than working on the coalface in Wales. After the war
he went back to Dunlop's and more rubber. I was born in 1947. My
birth was registered, but I never had a birth certificate. It was not until I
needed one to apply for permanent residency in the United States that I
learned my mother had not obtained one for me. She looked troubled
when she told me that my father had been working as a "plumber's mate,"
and she didn't want that on my birth certificate. I think my mother would
have been quite happy if "coal miner" could have been written on my
birth certificate, even though she did not wafit my father to go back
down the mines. In Wales, the families of coal miners treated them with
immense respect because of the dangerous work that they did. "Hell on
earth" they called it. But a plumber's mate? I don't think my mother
could find any dignity in that.

By the time I was born, my father was trying to find another way to
make a living, and when I was one year old he left my mother and me
and went to London to train for a job with the Royal Society of Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Animals. He received a small stipend while he was
training, and every week he sent as much money as he could back to my
mother. My mother managed the best she could, but by Wednesday we
often ran out of food, and if the letter didn't come by Thursday we had
nothing to eat. Many times she has told me of taking me for a walk one
Thursday because we were hungry and she was trying to pass the time
away while she waited for the letter that she hoped would come on Fri-
day, and there by the side of the road she found half a crown and she
picked it up and took me straight to a fish and chip shop to eat. Her eyes
still look troubled when she talks about having no food, and they always
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light up when she gets to the part of the story where she found the half
crown and we got to eat.

I was three when we moved to Kent and my father became an RSPCA
inspector. Just after we arrived, Lady Richie, who was the chair of the
local branch of the RSPCA and a benefactor of the society, visited our
house to meet my mother. Lady Richie told my mother that my name
was too much for a little girl, and she said she thought I should be called
"Denny." So from that clay on that was what my mother and father called
me. It didn't matter that I had been given my grandmother's favorite
name or that my mother had promised that she would give the name to
her first daughter. Lady Richie had power and privilege and my father
was a probationer in the RSPCA. What is perhaps surprising is that I
never questioned how I got my name until I was at a conference and we
were asked to introduce ourselves by giving the history of our names. My
parents treated Lady Richie with great respect and deference, and even
today I don't think my mother realizes that Lady Richie had no right to
change my name.

Because we are Welsh, music was important. My father had played
the tuba in the brass band in his village in Wales and once went with the
band to the Crystal Palace in London to take part in a national competi-
tion. I was four when he bought an old piano for me to play. I was read-
ing music before I went to school, and I took my first music exam before
I could read orthographic texts. There were at least sixty children in my
kindergarten class. We were the "infants," and our classroom was bulg-
ing with babies born just after the war. I only spent one semester in the
entry-level class, because there were too many children coming into the
school and I quickly got moved up. We were "streamed," A, B, C, and D.
I was always in the "A" class, and in exams when our teacher told us of
our relative positions, I was usually somewhere in the top half of the
class. But none of this was important to me. My parents told me to be "a
good girl" at school, they visited my classroom once a year on "open
day," and as long as I didn't "get into trouble" they were happy with me.

At home our lives revolved around the RSPCA and the adventures
we had taking care of sick animals. I truly had an idyllic childhood. It
wasn't until I was ten and I failed the 11+ exam that I realized the signifi-
cance of the tests we had been made to take. Out of 120 children only
four children were accepted at the grammar school. The rest of us were
told that we had to attend the secondary modern school. Even though I
spent all my summers in a Welsh coal-mining village where families
lived in abject poverty, and even though my parents were extremely poor,
this was the first time I am aware of personally suffering from the social
injustice of the British class system. I remember thinking that the situa-
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tion was totally unfair, and while many of my friends accepted this re-
jection of their intelligence, I did not. I resisted the designation of "fail-
ure" which we all wore like the badge on our school uniforms.' Rebel-
lion for me was working hard at school. But that was not easy, because as
second-class students we received second-class instruction.

In the secondary school I attended we were "tracked"; the "A" stu-
dents were not encouraged to associate with the "B" students, and the
"D" students were totally alien and alienated. We kept our distance and
regarded them as if their brains were different. Of course, we learned
that from our teachers. They were often derogatory in a "compassion-
ate" sort of way about the "D" children. But they were also derogatory
about us, and even in the "A" class we knew that we were different too,
otherwise we would have been at the grammar school.

The "A" children at the secondary school did learn French. Our
geography teacher had minored in French, which was the only reason
we had French lessons, actually French grammar. I remember him tell-
ing us that if we had gone to the grammar school we would have learned
to speak French and we would also have taken Latin, but as we were not
bright enough for that we were learning French to help us understand
English grammar. What was the point of that? French was one of the
few classes in which I never worked. Who wants to memorize a few
French verbs if we were never going to be able to speak the language?
None of us worked. Which I suppose just went to prove what our teach-
ers already knew, that students in the secondary school were not capable
of learning French like students in the grammar school.

No one took chemistry or physics, and the girls were not allowed to
take mathematics. The girls weren't supposed to be good at "maths," so
we took arithmetic, and while the boys were spending long hours study-
ing maths we took needlework and domestic science instead. In the end-
of-term exams our relative class position in each subject was recorded
and appeared on our report cards in blue pen except for the student who
came "first." Then the I was written with a red pen and surrounded by a
red circle. I collected red-penned circles industriously and I was always
"top," but I don't think I was obnoxious about it. I never considered
myself any brighter than my friends; the only difference was that I worked
and they did not. Besides, as our teachers often told us, even though we
were in the "A" class at the secondary modern school, we would not
have been able to do the work that the "C" students did at the grammar
school.

We learned that the intelligence of grammar school students was of
mythical proportions, and we really did come to believe that their brains
were miraculously different. Of course, most of us had no way of know-
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ing. The class differences meant that we hardly ever spoke to each other,
let alone played together. In the five years I was at the secondary modern
school, I never said more than "hello" to a grammar school student,
except for a few occasions at Sunday school, and that quickly came to an
end. When I was about twelve, I took an exam in Bible studies at the
church I was attending. Several grammar school students were in my
study group, but they rarely spoke to me. Of course I studied, and when
the exam results were announced they said there had to be a mistake,
because I couldn't possibly have got "higher marks" than they did. I
stopped going to church shortly after that, I didn't want to deal with their
hostility, but I left with a new revelation. The brains of grammar school
students were no different than the brains of secondary modern school
students, even though, like our teachers, they thought they were, and
that gave me a perverse kind of pleasure.

At thirteen most of my friends had given up. They were all working-
class children and they knew the limitations of their possibilities. A good
job for a boy was working for the government-run electric company.
There were no good jobs for girls, unless you count working in a bakery.
One of my friends kept a calendar in her desk, and for several years she
crossed off each day as she marked time until she reached the school-
leaving age of fifteen. She left at the end of the term in which she cel-
ebrated her fifteenth birthday, and I remember trying to persuade her to
at least finish the year. I could see her life monotonously stretching out
before her, and I was insistent that she was throwing away the only op-
portunity she had for a better life.' But I think she regarded me as some-
thing of an oddity. Some boys worked at school because they didn't want
to do manual labor, but girls just didn't work at school, and even my
teachers seemed to find my behavior peculiar. On one occasion the ge-
ography teacher tried to account for my high grades. In front of me he
explained to the class that my exam results had nothing to do with intel-
ligence. He said I had "a good memory," that was all. My friends used to
remind me of that when I got more than my fair share of red circles, and
I didn't mind, because while I was determined to prove my teachers
wrong, I didn't want my friends to think that I was "different."

When I was thirteen, my father visited the school to talk with the
headmaster about something to do with the RSPCA. When he came
home, he told my mother that the headmaster had said I was "doing very
well in school." My father said that the headmaster had explained that if
I was a boy he would have recommended that I be transferred to the
grammar school, but as I was a girl he didn't think it would make any
difference. I can see my parents standing in the kitchen, my father so
proud that I was doing well, my mother smiling; neither of them was
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aware that for me this pronouncement was extremely problematic. I was
angry with my dad for several weeks, but as I thought about his conversa-
tion with the headmaster I rationalized the situation. Somehow being
denied the opportunity because I was a girl was less objectionable than
being denied the opportunity because I wasn't intelligent.

Later that year the mathematics teacher asked me if I would be in-
terested in taking "maths" with the boys. He had taught at the school for
thirty years, and this was the first time he had invited a girl to participate
in one of his mathematics classes. I said I would like to take maths but I
didn't think I would be allowed to give up needlework or domestic sci-
ence. He said he didn't think that would be a problem, so I agreed, but
he had underestimated how objectionable this arrangement would be
to the needlework and domestic science teachers, who petitioned the
headmaster to keep me in their classes. But the mathematics teacher
was determined, and although it took him over a year, the headmaster
did finally agree. Even then there were continual difficulties. I "missed"
domestic science one term and then needlework the next term, and both
teachers made life difficult for me. I have vivid memories of the needle-
work teacher storming into the prefabricated hut where we had maths
and the mathematics teacher taking her outside as they argued, quite
volubly, about whether I should be in maths or needlework for that par-
ticular lesson.

By the time I entered the class, the boys had been studying math-
ematics for three years, and while they were not rude to me, they made
it perfectly clear that I had no business in "their" class. I was in their
territory and I had no alternative but to prove my right to be there, which
I did in the exams at the end of the first term by collecting another red
circle. After that my presence seemed less problematic, and mathemat-
ics became my favorite class. I enjoyed working with the boys, the joking
and the camaraderie, and I didn't even mind when the 0 level math-
ematics prize went to a boy even though I had a higher score in the
national exams. I made do with the biology prize, if a little begrudg-
ingly.

However, I did mind when I transferred to the grammar school at
the age of sixteen, and the two boys who transferred with me were al-
lowed to take mathematics and I was not. On the first day, after the first
assembly, we went up on the stage and introduced ourselves to the head-
master, who nodded and looked at his list and told us what subjects we
would be allowed to take at A level. He told me I could take English,
geography, and biology. I told him I wanted to take mathematics. I had
hoped that I would be allowed to take physics and chemistry at 0 level
and take an extra year so that I would have three A levels in the sciences.
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The headmaster shook his head. On the first day at grammar school he
effectively ended my chances of attending any English university. You
needed three A levels in the sciences or three A levels in the arts. You
couldn't mix them. All that work and it ended right there on the stage
one hour after I had entered the school.

I had always been interested in becoming a teacher, and I did man-
age to get accepted at a teachers' training college even though the woman
who took over as headmistress called me into her office to tell me not to
apply because the college wouldn't accept me. I remember taking my
acceptance letter to her office. She was gracious, but she obviously didn't
agree with the decision. She would have been much happier if I had
decided to become a secretary.

Several years later, while I was in college, I visited the town in which
I went to school, and a young woman came up to me and said she wanted
to thank me. She said that because I had "done well" in mathematics
she was going to be allowed to study maths "with the boys." She said she
hoped to transfer to the grammar school when she was sixteen and that
she wanted to go to college.

It was the first time I realized that I was struggling for others as well
as myself. What I accomplished mattered for this other young woman
who wanted to change the circumstances of her working-class life. All
she needed was the opportunity, a reason to believe in herself, and some-
one like the mathematics teacher who believed in me. I was the first girl
in my school to go to college and probably the only girl to get two Master's
degrees and a doctorate. My husband, whose mother worked in a cotton
mill, was the first boy to pass the 11+ in his primary school in twenty
years. He grew up in public housing, and he says his friends deliberately
failed the 11+. Both his parents were upset when he went to the gram-
mar school, and they went to see the headmaster to voice their objection
when he was accepted at university. They wanted him to stay at home
and learn a trade like other young men and live in the community.

"University isn't for the likes of us," they said, both angry and per-
plexed.

The hegemonic project. This summer, while we were in London, a
taxi driver made a similar statement to my husband. Working-class fami-
lies in the "United Kingdom" were arewell taught of their inferior-
ity.

"Just as I was seeking to recover my roots I entered an academic
community where everybody appeared to masquerade as upper class,"
O'Loughlin writes. "Was I the only professor of working-class origin?
Why was it taboo to speak your mind? Why did people seem uncomfort-
able when I raised issues of poverty, equity and racial justice?"'
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We have to stop hiding our life histories. Never has there been a
time this century when our voices are needed so urgently.

When eminent researchers with power and privilege write of "above
average children" as "advantaged organisms because of the superior en-
vironment and genotype provided by the child's parents," and of "bio-
logically disadvantaged children" who are "less healthy organisms" who

up in impoverished environments," we have to respond as scien-
tists, but we also have to respond personally, to be angry, as O'Loughlin
encourages us, and to show our passions . . . whatever the risk.

When NICHD, a government-financed institute, funds research such
as the Foorman studies which separates children by their race and
ethnicity, and finds that African American children have lower levels of
phonemic awareness and that "deficits in phonological processing are
heritable,"9 we have no alternative but to deconstruct the research and
expose the political nature of the "scientific" data.

And when states like California and Texas use these studies to justify
a radical shift in the ways in which children are taught to read, we have
to ask why the changes are taking place. North Carolina provides the
clearest evidence that in the United States, politicians are intent on tak-
ing over public schools to create separate educational systems for chil-
dren who live in affluent, mostly white communities and children who
live in lower socioeconomic communities.

England has a long history of separate systems for rich and poor
children. The class system ensures that upper-class children "posh
kids" go to privateparadoxically known as public schools.1° Middle-
class children, predominantly white, who will enter "the professions,"
go to grammar schools, which were supposed to be abolished over thirty
years ago but are still in existence today. In the Sunday Times, which
reports on the national ranking of both public and private schools, gram-
mar schools are described as "[Ole elite of the state system" which "pro-
vide a quality of education which rivals that offered by the most expen-
sive private schools in the country" (p. 3). The report gives the
examination results for the top ranked of these elite state schools and
reports on the competition to attend them.

"Over-subscribed, taking top 112 pupils who pass 11-plus examina-
tion and name the school as their first choice," the report states for the
top-ranked school.

"Substantially over-subscribed with five applicants per place," the
report states for the school that ranked second (p. 4).

"Hugely over-subscribed: 850 applications for 93 places."
"More than six applicants per place."
"Nine applicants per place."
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"Ten applications for each of 120 places."
"Takes top 10% of ability range. The facilities include 12 laborato-

ries and workshops for science and technology, two computer suites,
drama studio, music suite, a ceramics room, library, two large gyrnnasi-
urns, courts and playing fields."

Needless to say, there are very few working-class children and chil-
dren of color who attend these schools.

"He's got an athletic scholarship," a mother tells me, talking about
her seven-year-old son, "but we can't afford the uniform or all the equip-
ment. And his brother and sister, they won't be able to go, if we can't
afford the uniform we certainly can't afford the fees."

Her children will go to comprehensive schools, working-class insti-
tutions which prepare children for their place in life, and while some of
these institutions are ranked alongside grammar schools, most are much
more utilitarian with few opportunities for students to compete with the
students of either the elite private schools of the upper class or the gram-
mar schools of the upper-middle professional class.

For many years, even though they remained in existence, there was
little talk of grammar schools; the focus was on the comprehensive schools
which had replaced the grammar and secondary schools in inner cities
and working-class communities. The rhetoric was of equity if not equal-
ity, and other noble ideals. So it was interesting to observe a couple of
weeks ago that no one seemed to take any notice when the new conser-
vative Labour Party announced that the hegemonic monolith to
England's self-aggrandizing class-ridden society was in favor once again."

"LABOUR BACKS ELITE PUPILS," Patrick O'Flynn writes for the
Express,'2 a working-class newspaper. "The cleverest children will be
creamed off to sit exams ahead of their peers." "Streaming," "tracking,"
"whole class teaching," and "rote learning" are the terms that are used.

"Government to have its hand in every school," Lucy Ward writes in
the Independent,'' whose readers are predominantly middle class. "The
Government and local authorities will get unprecedented powers to drive
out failure in schools under proposals in a White Paper aimed at lever-
ing up national educational standards." Then later in the article, "Min-
isters were quick to stress that new responsibilities for authorities in moni-
toring and enforcing standards did not detract from the schools' watchdog,
Ofsted, which will continue to inspect schools."

"In every cry of every Man," William Blake wrote in his poem "Lon-
don," "In every Infant's cry of fear,/In every voice, in every ban,/The
mind-forg'd manacles I hear."
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In which we are told that

in America we are all equal.

Are we or aren't we?

111-111-1111

In the United States we would all denounce the social selectivity of
England's class system if we thought there was even the remotest chance
that such a system would be adopted here. After all, we are all equal
here. We do believe, don't we, that American society is built on the ide-
als of equality and opportunity? Regardless of where we come from, how-
ever poor our families, whatever our ethnicity, if we work hard, every-
body gets a chance. We do believe that, don't we? Don't we?

In Savage Inequalities, Jonathan Kozol makes it clear that this is the
question we "don't want to ask."'

"According to our textbook rhetoric," Kozol writes, "Americans ab-
hor the notion of a social order in which economic privilege and politi-
cal power are determined by hereditary class. Officially, we have a more
enlightened goal in sight: namely, a society in which a family's wealth
has no relation to the probability of future educational attainment and
the wealth and station it affords. By this standard, education offered to
poor children should be at least as good as that which is provided to the
children of the upper-middle class" (p. 207).

"All our children ought to be allowed a stake in the enormous rich-
ness of America," Kozol writes at the end of his book. "Whether they
were born to poor white Appalachians or to wealthy Texans, to poor
black people in the Bronx or to rich people in Manhasset or Winnetka,
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they are all quite wonderful and innocent when they are small. We soil
them needlessly" (p. 233).2

Power, privilege, racism, and hegemony. In the United States the
rhetoric is more carefully constructed. We find other reasons for the
disparities. In North Carolina "instructional models" for children in
"wealthy schools" are described as "too weak" for low SES children.
Politicians, with the assistance of their subaltern intellectuals, have come
up with ways to convince the educational community and members of
the public that poor children learn differently than rich children and
that some of them need more intensive methods of instruction. They
have accomplished this aim by using the fundamentally flawed research
of scientists who have found "cognitive deficits" in children by totally
disregarding the highly problematic social and economic circumstances
in which they are forced to live their everyday lives.

Let me be even more explicit about what has happened within the
scientific community that studies reading. There is no doubt that a small
cadre of researchers, many of whom are in the payment of basal publish-
ing companies and who are working closely with state governments, have
conducted a campaign for public opinion in which the information pro-
vided to the public has been manipulated to such an extent that it is
nothing more than spin doctoring. In the process, many educators, both
university professors and classroom teachers, have been bullied and si-
lenced if they have expressed different points of view. As you will find
out when we reach California, their research teaching practices are vili-
fied, and any protests that they might make are described with self-righ-
teous indignation as unwarranted ad hominem attacks lacking any sci-
entific justification. The arrogance of power creates a paranoia that
equates all criticism with disloyalty, and so educators who do not sup-
port the positivistic, in-the-head reductionist findings of the "true scien-
tific method" are vilified.

The irony, of course, is that the war that is being fought in the schools
in the United States has nothing to do with improving reading instruc-
tion. If that were the case, then politicians would be concerned about
the conditions in which many children receive a public education. In
Texas, where the struggle for equalization of funding began in 1968 with
Rodriguez v. San Antonio and continued more recently in 1989 with
Edgewood ISD v. Kirby, Carol Ascher writes that the differences in school
spending remain extremely high.'

Ascher writes in a discussion of efficiency, equity, and local control
in the state, "In 1985-1986, the wealthiest district in Texas had over
$14,000,000 of assessed valuation per child, while the poorest district
had only $20,000," which as Ascher points out is "a ratio of 700 to 1" (p. 4).
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"Even in the 100 wealthiest districts, property wealth is 20 times
greater than in the 100 poorest districts," Ascher continues. "And in the
two neighboring districts," which were represented in Edgewood ISD v.
Kirby, "per pupil wealth in Edgewood is $39,000, compared to $570,000
in Alamo Heights." 4

"Because of the vast differences in property values, wealthy districts
have characteristically raised much more for their students' education
even while taxing themselves at a far lower rate," Ascher explains. "For
example, because Alamo Heights, one of the 12 school districts in San
Antonio, has so much property wealth, its residents pay taxes at the low-
est rate in the county and still generate the highest revenue of any of the
San Antonio school districts."5

"During the past years of controversy, wealthy districts in Texas have
often argued that poorer districts should be 'leveled up' to their standard
of spending," Ascher states in a discussion of strategies to equalize re-
sources among districts. "Yet the per annum cost of bringing all school
systems in Texas to the level of the highest spending district would be
approximately four times the annual operating budget of the entire state
government."6

"Some hope of change was briefly awakened in the fall of 1989,"
Jonathan Kozol writes in Savage Inequalities, "when front-page head-
lines in the New York Times and other leading papers heralded the news
that the school funding system in the state of Texas had been found
unconstitutional under state law."

"In a nine-to-zero decision," Kozo] writes, "the state supreme court,
citing what it termed 'glaring disparities' in spending between wealthy
and poor districts, said that the funding system was in violation of the
passage in the Texas constitution that required Texas to maintain an
education system for 'the general diffusion of knowledge' in the state."

"The court's decision summarized some of the most extreme ineq-
uities," Kozol writes. "District spending ranged from $2,112 to $19,333.
The richest district drew on property wealth of $14 million for each stu-
dent while the poorest district drew on property worth only $20,000 for
each student."

"Let there be no misunderstanding," the court said. "A remedy is
long overdue" (p. 225).

But Kozol is skeptical. "Predictions were heard that, after legislative
red tape and political delays, a revised state formula would be devel-
oped," he writes, with resignation. "The court would look it over, voice
some doubts, but finally accept it as a reasonable effort" (p. 227).

"It is now the spring of 1991," Kozol continues. "A year and a half
has passed since these events took place. The Texas legislature has at
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last, and with much rhetoric about what many legislators call 'a Robin
Hood approach,' enacted a new equalizing formula but left a number of
loop-holes that perpetuate the fiscal edge enjoyed by very wealthy dis-
tricts. Plaintiffs' attorneys are guarded in their expectations. If the expe-
rience of other states holds true in Texas, there will be a series of delays
and challenges and, doubtless, further litigation. The implementation
of the newest plan, in any case, will not be immediate. Twenty-three
years after Demetrio Rodriguez went to court, the children of the poor-
est people in the state of Texas still are waiting for an equal chance at
education" (p. 229).

We are back to the hegemonic project, and the perpetuation of the
myth of universal education and of equal opportunity. The United States
has never had any intention of educating all its children. If you are poor,
if your name is Rodriguez, if you are of African descent, you already
know that. For the most part, the American education system ensures
that the poor children and children of color become what Delpit calls
"the trainable, low-level functionaries."' They are fodder for subaltern
intellectuals.

If you are well-off and born with opportunity, you might not agree.
But let me present my argument and then you decide if I made the
statement erroneously. I want to take you to Louisiana, to the Missis-
sippi Delta, to visit some school children who live there, and then to
Washington, D.C., to a share with you the testimony of educational re-
searchers before the Committee on Education and the Workforce of the
United States House of Representatives, and then finally to California,
which is where we began our journey. Then see if you disagree.

But before we go to Louisiana, let's consider some political realities
that directly affect public education across the country and have par-
ticular relevance for how children are taught to read. For those with
power and privilege, American schools face two major demographic dif-
ficulties, the first being the declining revenues available for public edu-
cation, and the second the substantial increases in the numbers of "mi-
nority" children receiving public education.

"Texas was experiencing a 20 percent increase in the number of
school children," Ascher states, writing of the 1980s, "with Hispanic stu-
dents comprising the largest, and African American students the sec-
ond-largest, increase. Moreover, a similar growth in the number of stu-
dents, largely caused by minority population growth, has been projected
for the 1990s. Thus, an aging white population with fewer children has
seen itself as paying for a growing minority population."8

In California, where "minorities" are now the majority, 25 percent
of the population are new immigrants and the first language of most of
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these new immigrants is Spanish. The backlash in California against
immigration is frequently discussed by politicians on Sunday morning
TV shows, and national attention was given to the implications of Propo-
sition 187 and more recently on the abandonment of affirmative action
in California colleges and universities. In California, as in Texas, an af-
fluent, aging white population is increasingly disgruntled at the thought
of paying for the education of a rapidly increasing poor minority popula-
tion.

Texas, California, Florida, North Carolina what's the difference?
States across the nation have rapidly increasing poor and minority popu-
lations and tremendous inequities in the funding of public schools, and
politicians who wish to stay in public office have no interest in equaliz-
ing resources between poor and rich schools. The problem is that they
have to look as if they are doing something while maintaining the status
quo. So what better way than to pronounce the educational programs in
wealthy schools "too weak" for poor children and children of color? There
are certainly enough researchers who are willing to support them by
stating that some poor children and children of color have biological or
genetic difficulties learning to read or that they learn to read "differ-
ently." Publishers can also be counted on to supply "more intensive in-
structional" basals which are much cheaper than equalizing the educa-
tional disparities which exist between rich and poor schools. The press
then recycles the spin and the government appears to be actively ad-
dressing the inequities.

But as Gee points out, there are other reasons for the lack of interest
in providing an adequate education for poor children and children of
color. There is no place for them in society except in McDonald's-type
service industries.

"The New Capitalism is the product of massive global and techno-
logical changes that made competition global and hyper-intense," Gee
writes. "Under these conditions, businesses need to out-compete their
competition by producing the highest quality product or service as quickly
as possible at the lowest price. This means, in turn, no 'fat,' no excess: no
person, practice, or thing that does not directly 'add value' to the final
service or product."9

"The highest and most important form of knowledge and skill in the
new capitalism is what I will call sociotechnical designing," Gee explains;
"that is designing products and services so that they create or 'speak to'
specific consumer identities and values."0 Gee calls these "niches" and
he gives a list: "designing better ways to organize the production and
delivery of products and services; designing ways to shape consumer iden-
tities and values through advertising and marketing; and designing ways
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to transform products and markets based on consumer identities and
values. All this design work is heavily social and contextual and semiotic,"
Gee concludes, "that is, it often involves manipulating symbols of iden-
tity."

In another presentation Gee states that in the New Capitalism there
will be a two-fifthsthree-fifths split. Only two-fifths of the workforce will
find a "niche." So what happens to the other three-fifths? It's another
indication that the United States is in the process of building a two-tier
public education system." Paradoxically, at a time when the federal and
state governments are providing vast sums of money to bring advanced
science and technology into schools, and when there is an emphasis on
highly contextualized problem solving and creative thinking and what
Gee calls "cutting edge pedagogies," federal and state agencies are also
providing financial support for research which mandates low-level lit-
eracy skills.

But this is too abstract for me. I want to describe the inequities.
Whatever challenges I faced as a child are nothing compared with the
challenges many children face today in the United States. Kozo] has
tried to raise our consciousness, but few of us have come to grips with
the deprivations that poor children and children of color experience on
a daily basis when they go to school.
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11

In which we find the desks

and chairs are broken

and the toilets

don't work

I want you to meet some of the three-fifths of our children who will get
the skill and drill and who have no science and technology in their
schools. Come with me to Louisiana where children are left to fester in
the Delta heat.'

"Court rejects lawsuit to force more funding for schools," Doug Myers
announces in the Baton Rouge State Times/Morning Advocate. It's Sat-
urday, March 8, 1997, and Myers tells his readers that "A state appeals
court Friday threw out a lawsuit filed by 31 school districts and the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union to force the state to pump more money into
Louisiana's 1,400 public schools."'

The defendants in the case are the Governor of Louisiana, Murphy
J. "Mike" Foster, the Legislature of the State of Louisiana, the Louisiana
Board of Elementary and Secondary Education (BESE), and the State
Superintendent of Education.

"A panel of the 1st Circuit Court of Appeal voted 3-2 to grant the
state's motion for summary judgement," Myers tells his readers, "mean-
ing it ruled in the state's favor to dismiss the lawsuit without a trial."

Myers quotes Lewis Unglesby, the lead counsel for the state. "The
winning of the case does not diminish the desire of the governor, the
Legislature, state Superintendent of Education Cecil Picard, and BESE
to finding solutions to the problems that this case has pointed out,"
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Unglesby declares. "It's just how we're going to do it that we're fighting
over."

Governor Mike. Foster is quoted in a prepared statement. "The duty
to provide adequate funding for K-12 (kindergarten-12th grade) educa-
tion falls within the responsibility of the governor, the Legislature, and
the Board of Elementary and Secondary Educationnot the courts."

Martha Kegal, a staff council for the Louisiana ACLU, is also quoted
as stating that the appalling conditions in many of Louisiana's public
schools are "the direct result of the state's failure to comply with its con-
stitutional duty to supply local school boards with adequate funding."

"Many children are going to schools so poorly funded that the chil-
dren don't have pencils, paper, and textbooks," Kegal relayed by Myers.
"The buildings are so badly in need of repair that roofs are falling down,
ceilings are leaking, and walls are crumbling."

"The schools catch on fire because of old and faulty wiring. Desks
and chairs are broken, playground equipment is broken or nonexistent.
The bathrooms are unusable." Again it's Kegal via Myers.

On the same day, in the New Orleans Times-Picayune, Governor
Foster is quoted by staff and wire reports as stating, "I made it clear at the
outset that this lawsuit was the wrong way to try to take care of the educa-
tional needs of this state."

The ACLU disagreed and an appeal has been made to the Louisi-
ana Supreme Court. The following statements are from the ACLU's
Application for Supervisory Writs of Certiorari and Review.'

"The applicants seek the 'minimum foundation of education' that
the children of Louisiana are promised by this State's Constitution," the
lawyers, representing the Louisiana schoolchildren and their parents,
the Orleans Parish School Board, and fourteen plaintiff-intervenor school
districts, write in the statement of the case. "Their lawsuit, filed in 1992,
contends that the State has failed to provide a constitutionally sufficient
education, as required by Article VIII, Section 1, 13(A) and 13( B) of the
Louisiana Constitution, and, as a direct result, the schoolchildren in
East Feliciana, Madison, Orleans, Pointe Coupee, Red River, and St.
Helena parishes are denied their right to an adequate education."'

"In this case, applicants desire," the lawyers write, "a declaration
that Article VIII of the Louisiana Constitution grants every child in this
state the right to receive an adequate education and imposes an affirma-
tive duty on the State to provide funds sufficient to ensure that such an
education is provided." In addition, the lawyers state that the applicants
desire "a declaration that the State has failed to carry out that constitu-
tional mandate in at least the six parishes where applicants attend public
school" (p. 3).
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"The State's contention that the judiciary should be precluded from
interpreting the Louisiana Constitution to determine the duties and limits
it imposes upon the State with respect to education is inconsistent with
the fundamental principle of judicial review and is insupportable as a
matter of law," the lawyers argue, in a response to the First Circuit Court
of Appeal's dismissal of the case without a trial and a presentation of the
facts. Categorically, they state, "The judicial branch unquestionably has
both the power and the duty to determine whether the legislature has
acted within its constitutional authority."

"At no point in this action has the State attempted to deny the exist-
ence of the deplorable conditions," the lawyers assert, "[the] severely
dilapidated facilities, outdated and insufficient textbooks and materials,
uncertified teachers and unsatisfactory student performance." And then
they emphasize that these conditions "plainly evidence that the educa-
tion provided by the State falls short of any conceivable standard of ad-
equacy" (pp. 5-6).

The facts in the Louisiana Supreme Court writ are presented in the
original 1992 Charlet Plaintiff's Petition for a Declaratory Judgement.
The applicants and defendants are the same. What follows are excerpts
from statements taken verbatim from this original document.5 Let's pick
it up at the point at which the discussion is about school funding and the
local support for education.

"The State's inadequate support for the provision of even a mini-
mum foundation of education means that the parishes must rely heavily
on local revenues to fund their public school systems," the lawyers repre-
senting the plaintiffs write. "Local parishes contribute over one billion
dollars annually to the cost of public education. Local revenues are prin-
cipally derived from property and sales taxes. In virtually every parish,
the local contribution must far exceed the revenues that can be gener-
ated by the constitutionally-mandated five mill property tax in order for
schools to attempt to meet the minimum standards of adequacy that the
State has established."

"Many parishes are unable to raise sufficient local funds to insure a
minimum foundation of education for their students," the lawyers stress.
"Although taxpayers in parishes with small tax bases generally are taxed
at higher rates than taxpayers in wealthier parishes, the poorer parishes
nevertheless generate substantially less local revenue. Even some par-
ishes with large tax bases are unable to raise sufficient local funds, be-
cause of the considerable needs of their children and their schools. As a
result, these parishes do not have sufficient resources to provide their
schoolchildren with the minimum foundation of education that the
Constitution mandates. Neither can they provide an education compa-
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rable to that offered by some of their wealthier neighbors" (pp. 16-17).
"State support for public education in Louisiana is not only inad-

equate, it is also inequitable," the lawyers write, shifting their focus from
inadequacies to inequities. "It fails to provide greater funds to those par-
ishes which are least capable of raising local revenues to support educa-
tion or to those whose students have the greatest educational needs" (pp.
17-18).

"Overall, state education funding has virtually no equalizing effect.
A recent study commissioned by BESE concluded that in 1987-88, the
MFP6 formula provided an average of $1,348 per student to the wealthi-
est parishes and $1,384, only thirty-six dollars more, to the poorest par-
ishes. In fact, when other sources of state funding were included, the
study found that the wealthiest parishes actually received more state funds
per student, $1,819 to $1,796" (p. 19).7

Methodically the lawyers present the resulting deficiencies in the
schools in the poor parishes that they represent, and they contrast these
deficiencies with the minimum standards required for public education
as set forth in The Louisiana Handbook for School Administrators.

Standard 2.008.00: The learning environment shall be conducive
to the educational and overall well-being of students.

Standard 2.065.00: The school site and building shall include ap-
propriate physical facilities and custodial services to meet the needs of
the educational program and to safeguard the health and safety of the
pupils.

Standard 2.065.01: Sufficient classroom, laboratory, shop, office, stor-
age, and meeting room space shall be provided for the number of stu-
dents served and the activities conducted in assigned places.

Standard 2.065.02: Adequate facilities shall be provided for special-
ized services such as food, guidance, library, and physical education.

Standard 2.065.09: Sufficient comfort in school facilities shall be
provided through adequate ventilation, cooling, heating, and lighting.

"The MFP provides no money to parish school districts for school
construction or for adapting existing facilities to meet changing needs of
the student population," the lawyers state as they stress that none of these
standards are met. "The MFP also provides no money for essential class-
room furniture, such as desks and chairs" (p. 21).

"Children attend schools that are old, badly maintained, in need of
immediate repair, and unsuited to fulfilling their educational mission.
Many of the schools do not even comply with fire, health, and safety
codes." The lawyers follow these general statements with specific ex-
amples.
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"Clinton Middle School is the oldest school in East Feliciana Par-
ish. It has suffered from a major fire, and is now in terrible, rundown
condition. The student restrooms are located outside the main building
in a small brick enclosure. In heavy rains, the restrooms flood and the
plumbing backs up. In fact, flooding is a problem throughout the school.
On occasion, the administration has had to close the school due to flood-
ing.

"The school cafeteria is too small for the student population, neces-
sitating five lunch periods. The roof in the cafeteria leaks. Because of
the inadequate restroom facilities, students must wash their hands at a
long water trough in the middle of the cafeteria before lunch.

"In Madison Parish, Tallulah High School, constructed in 1928, does
not have central air-conditioning and the school system has no funds for
window units. In order to air-condition their classrooms, some teachers
have used their own money to buy window unit air-conditioners and to
pay for rewiring their classrooms. This building still relies on the origi-
nal steam boiler heating system, which is prone to breaking down.

"In the science labs at Tallulah High School, the old water pipes are
clogged with sediment and corrosion products, so there is no water avail-
able for experiments. The roof leaks in classrooms, in the cafeteria, and
in the library. When it rains, water drips through these holes onto the
tables in the library. Some shelves in the library are not sturdy enough to
hold the books. The gymnasium does not have working showers and the
drains in the bathrooms are often clogged" (p. 23).

"Tallulah Elementary School in Madison Parish uses eight tempo-
rary buildings, none of which has bathrooms. Inside the school, the bath-
rooms are unsanitary and in a state of disrepair because there is no money
to repair them. The health inspector has issued warnings about the inad-
equate number of restroom facilities. As a result, students are now as-
signed to go to the bathroom at certain times.

"The cafeteria at Tallulah Elementary School is so small that the
school must schedule its first lunch period at 10:00 a.m. As a result,
teachers request that parents provide their children with afternoon snacks,
because the children often become hungry before the school day ends.

"Wright Elementary School has sewage back-up problems. There
are exposed pipes in the classrooms. There is asbestos in the building
that needs to be removed. The school does not have a gymnasium or an
auditorium. There are no facilities for physical education during the
rainy season which runs from November through March.

"The Thomastown School has exposed pipes and heating ducts in
classrooms and bathrooms. The roof leaks in several rooms throughout
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the building. The cafeteria's ventilation system is inadequate; as a result,
the cafeteria becomes far too hot during warm weather. The cafeteria
has holes in the ceilings and walls and a number of floor tiles are miss-
ing.

"The majority of students in Orleans Parish attend schools in build-
ings that were built before 1940. Out of 123 schools, only two comply
fully with all applicable health, safety and fire codes. The city fire chief
recently cited fifteen elementary schools for 'serious' fire code violations
and insisted on expedited corrections. As of 1989, over one hundred
school buildings required immediate asbestos removal.

"Seventy-one Orleans Parish schools are overcrowded. Three hun-
dred and ninety-one classes of students are taught in temporary class-
rooms. Students in 234 other classes must try to learn in halls, closets,
and similar inappropriate spaces. Due to space shortages, classes have
been held in stairwells and in restrooms" (p. 25).

"At least forty-three New Orleans schools have become infested with
Formosan termites, which cause considerable damage to the structures.
They are much more difficult and expensive to control than normal
termites. One school, Abrams Elementary, has been ordered closed due
to extensive termite damage that the school system cannot afford to re-
pair.

"When this school year began, Orleans Parish had no desks for more
than 2,000 students. Students had to stand during class or sit on the
floor.

"At Upper Pointe Coupee Elementary School one wing of the school
is unsafe and had to be closed down. There are leaks in the gymnasium
and the floor is in need of repair. Throughout the school, bathrooms are
in terrible condition. They suffer from leaks and inadequate drainage.
As a result, floors in the bathrooms are often wet. Many of the stalls have
no doors. Because the school was originally a high school, the toilets are
too large for the younger children.

"Throughout Pointe Coupee Parish, student desks are old and in
bad condition. One kindergarten class at Upper Pointe Coupee Elemen-
tary has no desks, so students must sit on the floor.

"Most of the school buildings in Red River Parish were projects of
the federal Works Progress Administration, built during the 1930s and
1940s.

"Bathroom facilities at Coushatta Elementary are old and inadequate.
The main building has only one bathroom for boys and one for girls.
These bathrooms have seven to nine stalls in each and must serve the
needs of almost 500 students. The trailers have no running water or bath-
room facilities, so the children must walk to the main building to go to
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the bathroom, without the benefit of a covered walkway to protect them
in inclement weather.

"Water damage at Coushatta Elementary has caused plaster to peel
from the walls in the stairwells. The radiators are old and often leak.
Some leak so badly that moisture drips down the walls of the classroom
beneath the leaking radiator. A leaking radiator also leaves puddles of
hot water on the floor, causing damage and presenting a threat to the
children.

"Coushatta High School is old and decaying. A number of class-
room roofs leak and walls are crumbling. The floor in the gymnasium
has partly buckled. Heating is a major problem in the main building.
Many restrooms are unsanitary, have broken plumbing, and are missing
stall doors. In the gymnasium locker rooms only two toilets and no showers
are in working order.

"Even though Coushatta High School serves more than three hun-
dred students, there is only one small classroom equipped for laboratory
experiments. No more than fifteen to seventeen students can use the
laboratory classroom at the same time. The science teachers must coor-
dinate to schedule its use.

"Martin High School is a kindergarten through twelfth-grade school
with over 350 students, yet it has only one restroom for the girls and one
restroom for boys, with four commodes in each. The school has no sepa-
rate facilities for the elementary and high school students, so five-year-
olds must share the bathroom with high school seniors.

"The cafeteria at Martin is made of wood and at one time was in-
fested with termites. The termites have been exterminated, but the dam-
age is extensive and visible. The gymnasium at Martin is threatening to
collapse.

"The middle school in St. Helena Parish is only twenty-seven years
old, but the building has not been maintained properly. The fire mar-
shal had to condemn two rooms. The library, located in the former shop
area, floods when it rains.

"The middle school does not have enough bathrooms and the show-
ers in the gymnasium do not work. Because of the lack of bathrooms,
some of the boys use the showers to relieve themselves.

"The elementary school building was built in the 1940s. It is grossly
overcrowded. Before consolidation, the school never had a student popu-
lation over four hundred. St. Helena Central Elementary School now
has over eight hundred students. Kindergarten classes must double up
in a single room with forty-five to fifty students.

"The elementary school cafeteria is in a converted gymnasium; there
are exposed wires on the walls. Children must sit in the center of many
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classrooms on rainy days, because water pours in through the walls. Rats
have chewed holes through some of the temporary classrooms.

"The bathrooms in the elementary school are in decrepit condition.
On a recent visit, the toilets were filthy and did not flush properly. The
doors to the stalls were broken and there were holes in the walls. Light
bulbs were missing and pools of leaking water had collected on the floor.
A bad stench pervaded the room."

In an affidavit signed December 11, 1996, Richard Fossey, who
teaches at Louisiana State University, swears that he observed "unsafe
conditions" in many of the schools. The affidavit states that he observed
"that guard rails had been constructed inside the classrooms of Hall
Summit School in Red River Parish to prevent badly decayed window
casings from falling on and injuring students."

Fossey also observed the "unsanitary conditions" at many of the school
facilities. In the affidavit Fossey states that the bathrooms in some schools
are "grossly unsanitary, lacking privacy doors, soap, hot water, and toilet
paper," and that "the gym showers at a number of schools were dilapi-
dated and vile."

The schools violate every state standard which focuses on the edu-
cational environment and the well-being of students. Cross out Stan-
dard 2.008.00, the conditions in which children are supposed to learn
violate the health and safety regulations. Strike out Standard 2.065.01,
students are being taught in bathrooms, kindergarten children are learn-
ing to read standing up. Draw a heavy line through Standard 2.065.02,
lunch starts at ten and children wash their hands in a communal trough;
the libraries are grossly inadequate and in some schools there are very
few books. Another line, Standard 2.065.09, the ventilation and cooling
are totally inadequate to cope with the water-saturated air and oppres-
sive heat of the Mississippi Delta.

But none of these facts are new to us; few if any of us can claim that
we do not know of the deplorable conditions in which many poor chil-
dren and children of color are schooled. Kozol made sure of that when
he wrote Savage Inequalities.

Go and look into a toilet here if you would like to
know what life is like for students in this city

"In East St Louis," Kozol writes, "as in every city that I visit, I am forced
to ask myself if what I've seen may be atypical. One would like to think
that this might be the case in East St. Louis, but it would not be the
truth."
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"Go and look into a toilet here if you would like to know what life is
like for students in this city," a student named Christopher tells Kozol
when he visits his school in East St. Louis.

"Before I leave, I do as Christopher asked," Kozol writes, "and enter
a boy's bathroom. Four of the six toilets do not work. The toilet stalls,
which are eaten away by red and brown corrosion, have no doors. The
toilets have no seats. One has a rotted wooden stump. There are no
paper towels and no soap. Near the door there is a loop of wire with an
empty toilet-paper roll" (p. 36).

"Critics," Kozol argues effectively, "also willfully ignore the health
conditions and the psychological disarray of children growing up in burnt-
out housing, playing on contaminated land, and walking past acres of
smoldering garbage on their way to school."

"In view of the extraordinary miseries of life for children in the dis-
trict, East St. Louis should be spending far more than is spent in wealthy
suburbs," Kozol argues. "As things stand, the city spends approximately
half as much each year on every pupil as the state's top-spending dis-
tricts" (pp. 37, 38).

"So there is, in fact, no exit for these children," Kozol writes at the
end of the chapter. "East St. Louis will likely be left as it is for a good
many years to come; a scar of sorts, an ugly metaphor of filth and overspill
and chemical effusions, a place for blacks to live and die within, a place
for other people to avoid when they are heading for St. Louis" (p. 39).

The schools in Louisiana will also be left. The difficulties that the
schools face are politically organized and systemic, and the miseries of
the children's lives are endemic, given to them because of their "place"
of birth. Power, privilege, racism, and hegemony; some children are
poisoned by this caustic mix, the drug of choice of politics. The Charlet
Plaintiff's Petition for a Declaratory Judgement was filed on March 24,
1992. Governor "Mike" Foster, and the Louisiana State Legislature, and
the State Department of Education, the co-defendants in the case, were
made aware at that time if they didn't know beforethat the condi-
tions in the schools violate state and federal health and safety regula-
tions. For at least five years they've known that children attend crum-
bling and decaying schools with vile, foul-smelling bathrooms, and that
they stand in their classrooms because their desks are falling apart and
they have no place to sit. But on March 7, 1997, the state appeals court
threw out the lawsuit.

In the Charlet Plaintiff's Petition for a Declaratory Judgement, which
attached to the Louisiana Supreme Court writ, the ACLU lawyers focus
next on the availability of textbooks. They begin by stating that the Loui-
siana Constitution requires that the Legislature "appropriate sufficient
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funds to supply all schoolchildren in the state with free school books
necessary for instruction and learning." The lawyers also note that the
Legislature passed a law in 1991 requiring BESE "to promulgate a regu-
lation to ensure that all public school students are able to take books
used to teach reading home with them after school and on weekends."

They add to the constitutional requirements and state law the stan-
dards as they are set forth in the Louisiana Handbook for School Admin-
istrators.

Standard 1.070.03: Each school system shall make a formal adop-
tion of textbooks within 12 months from the date of their approval by the
State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education (BESE).

Standard 2.070.02: Each school shall provide textbook materials for
each student and shall have proper procedures for selection, storage,
and preservation of textbooks.

Once again the lawyers make it clear that the money available is
totally inadequate to fulfill the requirements of the Louisiana State Leg-
islature and BESE. "The current MFP formula allots each parish school
district only twenty-seven dollars per student for the purchase of text-
books, library books, and school supplies." They emphasize that "Whe
twenty-seven dollars supplied by the MFP is not enough for parish school
systems to purchase new textbooks adopted by BESE, even if those dol-
lars are used to purchase only textbooks, to the exclusion of library books
or school supplies." The lawyers then provide "just a few examples" of
the textbook problems that have resulted from the unavailability of suffi-
cient funds.

"Schools throughout East Feliciana Parish must rely on out-of-date
books. At Clinton Middle School, one set of math textbooks was thir-
teen years old. Only last year, the school had replaced science textbooks
that predicted that man would someday go to the moon. Other text-
books were so old they were literally falling apart. Clinton High School
students are using a World History text copyrighted in 1966 and, at
Clinton Elementary, some books date from 1978.

"At several schools, students must make do with a 'class set' of text
books, which are left behind in the classroom for use by students in
other periods. 'Homework' must be done during class time.

"To cope with budgetary shortfalls, the East Feliciana school system
has obtained some used textbooks for free that had been retired by East
Baton Rouge Parish. Also, students are required to pay for workbooks.

"Madison Parish has overspent its textbook allocation by several thou-
sand dollars, but still cannot provide all books mandated by BESE.

"Some students at Tallulah High have no textbooks in certain sub-
jects and some classes share textbooks because the parish cannot afford
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to purchase an entire series; some of the textbooks that students do have
are in terrible condition.

"At the Thomastown School and Tallulah High, English teachers
are unable to provide their students with novels. Ninth- and tenth-grade
students at the Thomastown School also do not have math workbooks.

"At McCall Junior High School in Madison Parish, there is a con-
§tant shortage of textbooks. The shortage is so acute that students in the
same algebra class were using two sets of textbooks, one of which was
nearly two decades old.

"In the environmental science classes at McCall Senior High, 85
students must share only 29 books."

"Many courses in Orleans Parish must be taught with outdated text-
books or with none at all. For example, the vocational education books
used in the parish were copyrighted 1975.

"Apart from a few outdated middle-school Spanish books, the Or-
leans Parish Public Schools have no foreign language textbooks at all.
Teachers must teach everything off the chalkboard and this substantially
limits their ability to assign meaningful homework in these foreign lan-
guage courses.

"The twenty-seven dollars provided by the MFP falls far short of
meeting Orleans Parish's textbook needs. This year, the state curricu-
lum development cycle required local school districts to adopt new texts
in mathematics, music, foreign languages, business, distributive educa-
tion, and home economics. Orleans Parish could only afford to adopt
new mathematics books with its MFP money.

"Although Red River Parish expends its entire twenty-seven dollar
state allotment, plus some local funds, on textbooks, school administra-
tors do not have sufficient funds to provide all prescribed textbooks to
the students. Either classes do not have enough textbooks for the num-
ber of students in the class, or the textbooks are outdated and in poor
condition.

"Currently, Martin High School's seventh-grade social studies class
is using a textbook edition copyrighted in 1968. It thus fails to inform
students about the last twenty-four years of United States history. The
books are so old that pages are missing in almost all of the volumes.
Because Red River Parish could not afford to buy new books on the
State adoption list, the school administration had to order additional
outdated books so that students would at least have books that they could
read and use.

"The earth science book in use at Coushatta High School dates from
about 1972 and is written at a fifth-grade level. Another math book has
not been updated since 1978. At least one English class last year did not
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have any textbooks at all.
"Coushatta High School was able to buy some new algebra books

last year, but Martin was not. Therefore, Coushatta High School gave
Martin its old algebra books so that Martin would have enough books
for its students. Martin, in turn, shared some of its excess books that
Coushatta was lacking. However, like the social studies books, these text-
books are old and missing pages."

Once again I question whether the United States
is interested in educating all its children

Submitted with the 1997 Louisiana Supreme Court writ are excerpts
from the deposition of Jay Frank Norris, Director of the Bureau of Spe-
cial Projects that is responsible for the adoption of textbooks and materi-
als in instruction for the schools of Louisiana.

The Louisiana Constitution requires that the Legislature "appropri-
ate sufficient funds to supply all schoolchildren in the state with free
school books necessary for instruction and learning." But Norris, who is
in charge of textbooks, doesn't know if the children have books.

The Legislature passed a law in 1991 requiring BESE "to promul-
gate a regulation to ensure that all public school students are able to
take books used to teach reading home with them after school and on
weekends." Norris testifies that children in the plaintiff's schools do not
take books home because of the philosophy of the teacher, because they
don't want them to have book bags, because the schools want to elimi-
nate lockers.

"Have you ever heard of a situation within any given system, where
for the same grade level," Mr. Shields, the lawyer who is examining Norris
asks, "two or more different copyrights, I'm using that term as you used it
earlier, in a given subject, are used?"

"I don't know specifically, no, of any schools," Norris answers. "I
don't know specifically of that. In the same school, in the same grade?"

Norris doesn't know, doesn't have an opinion. He is in charge of
textbooks, but he knows nothing about whether or not children have
access to them. Presumably this is the official position of the Louisiana
State Department of Education. The Governor and the State Legisla-
ture don't give any indication that they want to know. I've heard people
say what you don't know can't hurt you, and once again I question whether
the United States is interested in educating all its children.

Strike out Stdrieldrd 1.070.03. The school districts represented in
the Louisiana Supreme Court writ cannot afford to fully participate in
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the formal adoption of textbooks within the date of their approval by the
State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education (BESE). But what
little money they have you can be sure will be spent on basal readers and
other textbooks. Whatever money there is the publisher will take, and
whatever else the children need they will be forced to go without. In
Orleans Parish the entire allotment is spent on the purchase of basal
texts. Cross out Standard 2.070.02. There is no money to follow the
proper procedure" and nowhere to "store and preserve" the books.

School libraries are a luxury that children have to do without.
The lawyers move on to essential instructional materials and they

point out that the Louisiana Constitution and Revised Statutes guaran-
tee more than adequate textbooks and obligate the Governor and the
State Legislature, together with the State Department of Education, to
ensure that every child in Louisiana has the "appropriate materials of
instruction to further their education." Excerpts from just a few of the
relevant standards in the Louisiana Handbook for School Administra-
tors, including the standards for libraries and media, are presented be-
low.

Standard 1.070.00: Instruction shall be supported with adequate and
appropriate instructional materials, equipment, and available commu-
nity resources.

Standard 2.070.01: Instructional materials and equipment shall be
in a good state of repair, and provisions shall be made to replace out-
dated instructional materials and worn out equipment.

Standard 2.0701.06: Each school shall have library or media ser-
vices appropriate to the instructional levels and exceptionalities of its
students.

Standard 2.0701.01: The library shall be the major instructional re-
source center of the school and shall offer varied services and activities
for students.

Standard 2.071.04: Each school shall have in its library center a
collection of print and non-print media and equipment in sufficient
number and quality to meet instructional needs of teachers and students.

The lawyers state again that there are no monies for either instruc-
tional materials or library books. What money the schools have is spent
on textbooks.

"The MFP provides no other funds for instructional materials or
equipment," they write. "Neither does it provide any funds for school
librarians."

"As a result of inadequate funding, schools in the plaintiffs' parishes,
and throughout the State, lack essential instructional materials, equip-
ment and supplies," the lawyers state. Then they focus on what is left
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once the publishers have taken whatever money the schools get. "Be-
cause virtually the entire twenty-seven dollar MFP allotment must be
spent on textbooks, many of the schools in the plaintiffs' parishes cannot
afford to buy basic school supplies, library books and other instructional
materials necessary for a minimum foundation of education."

"In many cases, teachers have to spend their own money to pur-
chase supplies that the school should be providing," the lawyers empha-
size. "Schools are certainly not able to afford computers and up-to-date
audio-visual equipment. Library resources are outdated and inadequate.
The following are just a few examples of the consequences of inadequate
funding.

"Instructional equipment and materials are in short supply in East
Feliciana Parish. Teachers receive no funds to purchase instructional
supplies. At Clinton High, teachers had to buy their own paper in order
to give tests. The school cannot afford the materials needed to conduct
science experiments. Students in one recent chemistry class went through
an entire year without a single experiment. A recent biology class was
only able to perform dissections because the biology teacher went out
and caught the frogs himself.

"Madison Parish lacks critical instructional materials, equipment and
supplies. The inadequate science laboratories are symptomatic of the
problem. The Tallulah High School science laboratories do not have
properly working water and gas outlets. The venting in the laboratories
is insufficient for some of the required experiments. Poor sink drainage
prevents students from using sections of the laboratory. The school lacks
laboratory equipment, such as chemicals, microscopes, and beakers.

"Tallulah Elementary School is lacking instructional materials.
Teachers often have to pay for materials out of their own pockets be-
cause most parents cannot afford to buy them. One teacher spent $1,200
of her own money for supplemental materials last year. Through Febru-
ary of this year she has spent $500. In fact, the school is so short of funds
that when the cafeteria ran out of paper supplies and straws in the middle
of the school year, there was no money available to restock them.

"In Orleans Parish, the twenty-seven dollar MFP allotment is used
primarily for the purchase of basal texts in required courses, to the vir-
tual exclusion of all other covered items.

"As a result, most Orleans Parish schools have virtually no supple-
mentary teaching materials, such as globes, maps, audio-visual equip-
ment. In fact, at many schools, teachers go out and spend their own
money to buy more basic school supplies like ditto paper, pencils, and
chalk.

"Science laboratory facilities and equipment are virtually nonexist-
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ent in many Orleans Parish middle and high schools. Many science teach-
ers are forced to spend their own money to buy equipment and supplies
to demonstrate science experiments. Science laboratories in fifteen of
New Orleans' seventeen high schools do not meet safety requireinents.

"Red River Parish is unable to provide any funds for instructional
materials and supplies. Maps, globes, workbooks, pencils, pens, glue,
and any other supplies needed for the classroom are often purchased by
teachers with their own money. On other occasions, the teachers give
parents a list of materials to purchase for their child. However, if some
families cannot afford the materials, either the teacher will be forced to
buy them or the child will have to do without.

"The science laboratories in Red River Parish schools are all badly
antiquated and some lack necessary safety equipment. As a result, sci-
ence classes perform few or no scientific experiments, an essential part
of the science curriculum.

"Coushatta Elementary School has no library. According to State
guidelines, a school the size of Coushatta Elementary should have a
full-time librarian and a clerk, but the school cannot afford either.

"At St. Helena Central High School, the three science rooms are
not equipped for laboratory experiments. The school's portable biology
laboratory does not work. There are no other facilities for student experi-
ments. There is very little equipment, mainly some graduated cylinders,
some measuring tools, and a few microscopes.

"In the middle school, only three of thirteen computers are func-
tioning. . . . There are only two overhead projectors in the school for
over six hundred students and only one of them works properly. There
are no film strip machines.

"Other basic equipment is also missing. Some of the social studies
classes do not have maps or globes. The physical education department
has no equipment. There are not even mats in the gymnasium. The
school has too few desks and many of these are broken. The health class
has no desks at all; the students must stand up for the duration of the
instructional period.

"St. Helena Central Elementary School lacks overhead projectors,
record players and filmstrip machines. It has only two televisions with
VCRs for over 800 students. The elementary school library has fewer
than two books per student. The school cannot afford enough instruc-
tional supplies. Teachers are allocated only two pieces of chalk each
semester."

If these descriptions are trueand there is no reason to believe that
they are notthen the Governor of the State of Louisiana, the State
Legislature, and the State Department of Education are in violation of
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the Louisiana Constitution and Revised Statutes which guarantee that
more than adequate textbooks and the appropriate materials of instruc-
tion be provided to every child living in the state.

Cross out Standdid 1.070.00. Put a line through Stdnddid 2.070.01,
all the children have are instructional materials that are obsolete and
equipment that is worn out and broken. Scribble through Standard
2.0701.60, the idea that every school should have a school library is noth-
ing more than a cruel joke, the stacks are empty except for a few dog-
eared out-of-date texts. Continue to scribble, through Stdnddrd 2.0701.01,
and Starrddrd 2.071.01, as well as Stancfa-rd 2.071.08, Stdridald
2.00701.02, Stdndaid 2.071.03, Standard 2.071.05, and Stantl-a-rel
1.07700.00, the criteria for these standards have not been met and the
Governor and the Louisiana State Legislature don't seem to be inclined
to meet them.

Let's return to the deposition of Norris to see what a spin he is in.
Once again it's Shields who is examining him.

"Have you ever visited, for instance, a classroom that had a map or a
globe that was out of date according to the politics which had occurred
after that globe or map was made?" Shields asks.

"No," Norris replies.
"Have you ever visited a math classroom that had an insufficient

number or insufficient type of other instructional materials to use for
that?"

"No."
"Have you ever visited a classroom, a science classroom, that had an

insufficient number or an out-of-date type of equipment?"

"You know that these three types of things which I have just men-
tioned do exist today in Louisiana classrooms, don't you?"

"I don't have personal knowledge."
"Have you heard?"
"I've heard probably in passing that that probably exists."
"You certainly wouldn't doubt that there were maps and globes out

there that had the USSR on there?"
"Probably, yes, there are."
"Do you think that there are maps and globes that have the Belgian

Congo and Rhodesia on them still in use?"
"I object to these questions!" Mr. Hrdlicka, who represents the Gov-

ernor and the Louisiana State Legislature, interjects. "He testified he
doesn't have any personal experience."

"You don't have any reason to doubt that?" Shields persists.
"I doubt a lot of stuff," Norris replies, spun out and wrung out. "But
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I don't have any opinion one way or the other."
Let's move on. Norris is a quintessential official in a hegemonic dis-

play of non-committal.
The lawyers discuss teachers. They quote the state law that requires

all public school teachers to be certified to teach the subjects and grades
in which they.offer instruction, and then they focus on the standards in
the handbook for administrators.

Standard 1.016.00: To be legally eligible for teaching, administra-
tive, supervisory, or other professional services in the schools of this State,
personnel shall hold a valid Louisiana certificate, appropriate to the ser-
vices rendered.

Then they refer to the Louisiana Standards for State Certification of
School Personnel and the requirements for certification, including the
requirements of the college curriculum.

"Parishes that are unable to hire sufficient numbers of teachers with
regular certifications are permitted," the lawyers note, "under certain
circumstances, to hire teachers with temporary certificates." They de-
fine a temporary certificate as a bachelor's degree and a passing score on
the National Teachers Examination (NTE), but inadequate teacher edu-
cation.

The lawyers discuss the hiring procedures and the payment of teach-
ers. In Louisiana a teacher with a bachelor's degree and no experience is
paid $14,631, and a teacher with a doctorate and twenty-five years of
experience is paid $26,020.8

They note that parishes use local funds to supplement teachers' sala-
ries and that the supplements that wealthier parishes pay exacerbate the
difficulties of poorer parishes in attracting qualified teachers and that
the MFP provides no funds for teacher inservice training or other staff
development programs.

"As a result of inadequate funding, many students attending public
schools in the plaintiffs' parishes, and throughout the State, are not taught
by fully certified teachers.

"Many of the best teachers leave for more attractive jobs in neigh-
boring parishes. As a result, underfunded school districts must hire many
uncertified or provisionally certified teachers.

"Overall, the public schools of Louisiana currently employ more
than 5,800 teachers who are not fully certified in the subjects they teach.
Over 2,000 of these teachers are uncertified.

The lawyers then provide "a few examples of the deficiencies" from
which I have taken the following excerpts.

"Because of low salaries East Feliciana cannot fill its teaching posi-
tions with certified teachers.
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"Madison Parish faces serious financial barriers in attracting certi-
fied teachers. Generally, in Madison Parish, the teachers move on to
Monroe or Vicksburg, Mississippi, in order to earn higher salaries.

"Orleans Parish has difficulty attracting and retaining qualified teach-
ers. Many teachers leave the Orleans Parish Public Schools for positions
in nearby jurisdictions, resulting in high teacher. turnover. The parish
had to hire approximately nine hundred new teachers last year.

"More than nine percent of all elementary and secondary school
classes in Orleans Parish this school year are taught by teachers who are
not fully certified. One of every six non-certified teachers in the state
teaches in Orleans Parish.

"Point Coupee Parish employs only the number of teachers autho-
rized and compensated by MFP or through other outside funds. The
parish cannot afford to hire any additional teachers with local funds.

"In Red River Parish, the school system used to provide a small local
supplement to the state salary schedule, averaging $800 per year. Now it
cannot afford to pay any.

"Out of approximately one hundred teachers in the parish, thirty-
three have not passed the National Teachers Examination and are
uncertified. An additional ten to twelve teachers either do not have a
degree in education or are teaching out of their area, and thus have only
temporary certification.

"There are only three certified teachers of mathematics in Red River
Parish and only two certified science teachers. Martin High School has
no certified teachers in either subject.

Twenty-nine of St. Helena Parish's 113 teachers are uncertified, over
25 percent. Another five have only temporary certification. The prob-
lems are even more severe in particular subject areas. For example, St.
Helena Central High School has only one certified science teacher.

Attached to the Louisiana Supreme Court writ is the affidavit of
Judith Greer, which was notarized on December 11, 1996. Greer works
as the Personnel Coordinator for the New Orleans Public School Sys-
tem in its Personnel Department. During the 1996-1997 school year,
the New Orleans School Board hired 242 uncertified teachers and 456
teachers on temporary teaching assignments outside the field of certifi-
cation. The parish employs a total of 4,400 classroom teachers.

With Greer's affidavit is the 1995 ranking of the uncertified teachers
in Louisiana schools which was compiled by the Baton Rouge Advocate.
Red River Parish is at the top of the list with 50.7 percent of the teachers
in the parish uncertified. Madison Parish is next with 28.2 percent, and
St. Helena Parish follows with 28.0 percent. East Feliciana Parish comes
next with 25.2 percent.9
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However serious the difficulties caused by the shortage of certified
teachers, it is important that we do not denigrate the uncertified teach-
ers who are working in the schools. Throughout the original 1992 Charlet
Petition for Declaratory Judgement, there are references to the teachers
and to the fact that many of them spend substantial amounts of their
own money to buy books and materials for their students.

We cannot assume that the teachers in these schools do not take
extraordinary measures to provide whatever opportunities they can to
support their students' learning.

"Have you ever heard of situations," Shields asks Norris at his depo-
sition, "where teachers or other administrators at a given school in a
given school system used their own money to pay for ancillary or supple-
mentary curriculum materials?"

"I don't have specific knowledge in terms of a school, a teacher, or a
system. But I hear that they do that," Norris replies.

"Have you ever visited a classroom in any school?" Shields asks.
"Yes," Norris states.
"Which classroom and which school, please?"
"I visited Caddo Parish, Calcasieu Parish, Orleans Parish. There is

probably others. Those are the ones that come out."
"What was the purpose of your visiting the classrooms in those par-

ishes?"
"The supervisor wanted me to see some of the things that were hap-

pening in the classrooms with the instructional materials."
"The textbook supervisors?"
"Yes."
"What was happening in those classrooms?"
"Well, some of them had developed computer labs, alternative, non-

traditional-type programs."
"So they were showing you what they were proud of, in other words?"
"Yes."
"Not what was wrong?"
Norris says,"Right."
Given the conditions in the schools, the lack of textbooks and in-

structional materials, it isn't very difficult to guess what is meant by an
alternative, non-traditional-type computer lab and computer program.

"Schools are certainly not able to afford computers and up-to-date
audio-visual equipment," the lawyers state in the 1992 Charlet Petition.

In St. Helena Central Middle School only three of thirteen com-
puters are functioning, and there are over 600 students. In discussing
the curriculum, the lawyers for the plaintiffs present as a matter of fact
that many schools must teach their students computer literacy without
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access to a working computer. So, don't underestimate the teachers in
Louisiana.

There is no doubt that the children represented in the Louisiana
Supreme Court writ are politically and economically disadvantaged and
actively discriminated against, but their teachers are not inferior. Most
Ph.Ds, whatever their "scientific knowledge," would be lost in the class-
rooms of New Orleans. No, given the extraordinary hardships that both
teachers and children are forced to endure, the efforts of the teachers
cannot be overestimated, but neither can the impact of their intellectual
and moral abandonment by the state, by the academic community, and
by the United States.

1 7 6
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In which we ask:

Do you think America

likes children?

"Welcome to America!" a woman's voice on the telephone says when I
try to help Tanya find a place to live. I am working in Newark with
Cathé Dorsey Gaines studying the lives of poor, urban, African Ameri-
can children and their families. Tanya has been told to get out of the
abandoned building in which she has made a home for herself and her
two young children. I am in a panic and Cathé smiles sadly at rne and
shakes her head. But, I am still naive enough to think that there must be
some official agency that will help Tanya find an apartment, a room,
some place, any place where she and her two children can live.

"Welcome to America!" the woman says, again, then she laughs and
says, "Nobody cares about poor people here!"

Not true; of course we care. We care enough to spend millions of
dollars on phonemic awareness research to alleviate the problem. We
care enough to talk at conferences about our research. We care enough
to write books, to get tenure, to win awards, to become intellectuals who
are known for their erudition, to get lost in our own abstractions and the
rigamarole of academia, to become caught up in our own importance,
and in protecting our turf. Of course we care.

"Of course I care," I say, in a conversation with myself. "But not
enough," I answer back, disgusted with myself. Whether you call the
children in New Orleans "passive organisms" who are "biologically dis-
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advantaged" or whether you protest the use of these terms and the impli-
cations of the language, it is still an academic exercise. We are still talk-
ing to ourselves. It won't make a difference to the kids that we pass by on
Canal Street when the International Reading Association holds its an-
nual convention in New Orleans.

"Do you think America likes children?" Jonathan Kozol recounts
that Mrs. Washington asks him, in Amazing Grace. They are sitting to-
gether in her kitchen after they have eaten dinner.'

"What do you think?" Kozol turns her question around and sends it
back to her.

"I don't think so," Mrs. Washington replies, and she hands Kozol a
clipping she had saved.

"The story," Kozol tells his readers, "which is from Newsday, is about
an abandoned steel plant that is going to be used this fall as a school
building. The factory, which is next to a cemetery and beside a pipehne
that carries 'combustible fuel,' is in an area, according to the Board of
Education engineer, that 'appears to be a dumping ground' for 'tires,
rugs and parts of bodies.' Because of unexpected overcrowding, some
500 children will be forced to go to school there."

"In the margin, next to a sentence that says the site of the building is
'a haven' for rats," Kozol notes that Mrs. Washington has written, "this is
the rock-bottom. So what else is new?"

Mrs. Washington gives Kozol a second clipping that she had saved
for him. He writes that the clipping "describes a school in which an-
other group of children will be having classes in a bathroom next to the
urinals."

"That ain't new either," Mrs. Washington tells Kozol as he folds up
the clipping and puts it in his pocket.

We have to become more critical, not only of others but also of our-
selves. We cannot be immune to self-scrutiny. Willingly or unwillingly,
whatever our scientific orientation or political persuasion, we are all a
part of the hegemonic project. We are part of the spin. We get caught up
in philosophical debates and argue about the "true scientific method,"
while children in every stateNew Orleans, Louisiana; San Antonio,
Texas; East Los Angeles, California; East St. Louis, Missouri; Chicago,
Illinois; Newark, New Jersey; Cincinnati, Ohio; the Bronx, New York
fight for the right to be intelligent, either in school or in their own way
on the streets, sometimes violently, with hostility, as their lives are slowly
diminished through publicly sanctioned human rights violations that
few public officials are willing to admit.

"I won't defend it any more," Cecil Picard, the Louisiana State Su-
perintendent of Public Schools, is quoted as saying in the Times-Pica-
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yune, on March 11, 1997, after the state appeals court threw out the
lawsuit to force the Governor of Louisiana and the State Legislature to
provide Louisiana children living in poverty with a public education. "I
won't defend a system that isn't working," Picard said, in an unprec-
edented statement by a public official.'

We have got to find new ways to respond, to write back, to increase
our activity, to become activists, to advocate, with spray cans if neces-
sary. We have got to resist.

"And so politicians acting correctly," my son writes in a poem, "dangle
the child over the garbage can and cut the strings."'

Children who are poor and children of color who attend schools in
poor urban and rural communities have been officially abandoned, and
many of them are psychologically abused and emotionally battered when
they go to school. Read Kozol's Savage Inequalities and Amazing Grace,
request the Louisiana Supreme Court writ from the ACLU, and then
tell me that in the United States we educate all our children. Tell me
I'm wrong. Tell me that children are not psychologically abused and
emotionally battered by the conditions of their schooling and that their
academic lives are not discarded state by state.

How can we expect children to learn to read and write and become
scholars in schools where there are no working toilets? Try going to the
toilet in a room full of shit, and if this suggestion offends you, try to
imagine how offensive it must be to the young child who has no other
choice but to use the bathroom. Imagine that it is your daughter. How
would you feel if nobody cared enough about her to provide her with
clean facilities that have toilets that flush, and wash basins with clean
running water, and soap to wash and paper towels to dry her hands?
Does it make a difference that the little girl is someone else's child?
Does it matter that it is someone else's son who is forced to turn the
shower into a urinal? How can children learn when we think so little of
them? When we treat them so despicably?

How do we expect children to learn to read and write when there
are guard rails in their classrooms to stop the window casings from fall-
ing on top of them? How do we expect children to learn to read and
write when there are holes in the ceiling of their classroom and the rain
is coming in? How do we expect children to learn to read and write
when their desks are falling apart and they have no chairs on which to
sit? How do we expect children to learn to read and write when there are
not enough books for them to read? When their books are out of date?
When there is not enough paper for them to write? When they are treated
as if they are less than human? When animals are treated better than
children? Tell me. How do we expect them to learn?
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Stand up. Don't sit. Write a story. Read a book. Wash your hands in
a trough. Eat your lunch at ten o'clock. Turn off the air conditioner or
the heat. Sit on the floor and try and complete a phonics worksheet.
Now tell me about your self-worth. Ask the children in Red River Parish
in Louisiana what society thinks about them. They know. I knew. Even
though the conditions of my childhood were far less extreme, I knew
that I was not supposed to be intelligent, that menial work was what
society had planned for me.

"It all comes of being poor, you see," my cousin, who still lives in the
four-room house in Wales in which she was born, tells me this summer,
when I talk with her on the telephone. "Like the third world, we were.
And people are still getting sick."

"Poverty, not a lack of ambition, precludes them," another of my
cousins writes about children in South Wales who want to go to the
grammar school.

"Biologically disadvantaged children must learn in instructional
environments (composed of teachers, schools, parents etc.), that are in-
ferior to those experienced by advantaged children." 4

Remember Stanovich? Are you willing to accept that the two thou-
sand children who don't have chairs in Orleans Parish are biologically
disadvantaged if they have difficulty learning to read? Take the children
with you as you travel back through the pages and read again what
Stanovich has to say. Then read Grossen and her statement based on
NICHD research that significantly more African American children have
lower levels of phonemic awareness.

Make your way to Texas and ask yourself what does it really mean
when Foorman writes, "What these significant ethnicity contrasts mean,
is that associated with the gains demonstrated by synthetic phonics when
compared with the other two reading interventions was lower perfor-
mance of minorities relative to Whites"?

Travel on to North Carolina and bring your own interpretation of
what the state means when it argues that the instructional models used
with children in wealthy schools are likely to be too weak to serve the
needs of children in low SES schools. Ask the children from Louisiana
what difference it would make if their classrooms were light and airy and
filled with books and computers for them to use. Ask them what differ-
ence it would make if their schools had libraries and clean bathrooms
and safe places to play. Would it make any difference? What do you
think they would say?

Now come with me to Washington, D.C., where we are going to
stop for the Hearing on Literacy and Why Children Can't Read held by
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the Conunittee of Education and the Workforce of the House of Repre-
sentatives. Then we'll travel on to California, our final destination, and
there, at last, we'll expose the hegemonic project and how it works.
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In which we consider if we are

comfortable mandating reading programs

based on neuroimaging research and

genetic studies of reading disabilities

At the Hearing on Literacy which took place on Thursday, July 10, 1997,
Rich Long, representative for the International Reading Association and
the National Council of Teachers of English, says Reid Lyon "really
moved the debate." Long explains to me that Lyon's phonemic aware-
ness research is "the real stuff" and that the committee was impressed by
what he had to say. But then he tells me Lyon mixes rigorous work with
less scientific data. Long tells me that while he does not question the
phonemic awareness research of NICHD, he does have reservations about
Lyon's research on teachers.

"Not all of his conclusions are based on the same kind of data," he
says.

I ask him if I can quote him and he agrees. I tell him I have serious
reservations about NICHD's phonemic awareness research, but he glosses
over what I say and tells me that he is the president of his local PTA.

"The government is just reflecting my PTA," he says.
Knowing that he lives in an affluent community, I smile to myself,

and agree. Once again he tells me what an effect the presentation Lyon
made had on the committee, and then agrees to overnight the presenta-
tions of the experts to me.

Richard Venesky, Catherine Snow, Bob Slavin, and Vivian Gadsden,
who are all college professors, spoke, and I urge you to send for their
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presentations. But here in Spin Doctors I'm going to focus on Lyon's
presentation before heading to California to a meeting of the Education
Committee of the State Assembly, which is where our story ends.

Lyon's presentation is well written, and to anyone who has not stud-
ied the research his arguments are convincing.

"The psychological, social, and economic consequences of reading
failure are legion," Lyon states. "It is for this reason that NICHD consid-
ers reading failure to reflect not only an educational problem, but a sig-
nificant public health problem as well."

Lyon talks about NICHD and the research of the institution on the
critical environmental, experiential, cognitive, genetic, neurobiological,
and instructional conditions that foster strong reading development and
the risk factors that predispose youngsters to reading failure.

Speaking of "alarming trends," Lyon uses NAEP to his own advan-
tage, and in ways which contradict statements made by Venesky.' Lyon
tells the committee, "These data underscore the fact that reading failure
is a serious national problem and can not simply be attributed to pov-
erty, immigration, or learning English as a second language."

Are you thinking about the children in Louisiana or the children in
Kozol's books Amazing Grace and Savage Inequalities? Are you also be-
ginning to question whether the war that is taking place is really about
teaching children to read? As you study the experimental research on
phonemic awareness and examine the official documentation from state
legislatures and state departments of education, are you also concerned
about the frequency with which poverty is discounted, and the focus
shifted to genetic etiology?

Lyon talks about the ease with which the brains of some children
process information that allows them to link the discrete sounds C/A/T
with the word cat. He then asserts that "in many children that skill is
only learned with difficulty."

"Does this mean that children who have difficulty understanding
that spoken words are composed of discrete individual sounds that can
be linked to letters suffer from brain dysfunction or damage?" he asks
the committee. "Not at all. It simply means that the neural systems that
perceive' the phonemes in our language are less efficient in these chil-
dren than in other children."

"In some cases," Lyon states, "our NICHD studies have taught us
that the phonological differences we see in good and poor readers have
a genetic basis, although it is important to note that genetic influences in
reading can be modified significanfly by environmental factors" (p. 5).

"Children raised in poverty, youngsters with limited proficiency in
English, children with speech and hearing impairments, and children
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from homes where the parent's reading levels are low are clearly at in-
creased risk of reading failure" (p. 8).

This begins to sound like a sociopolitical argument, but Lyon quickly
moves back inside children's heads and blames them for their deficien-
cies.

"[R]ecent research has been able to identify and replicate findings
which point to at least four factors that hinder reading development
among children irrespective of their environmental, socioeconomic, eth-
nic, and biological factors," Lyon states categorically, wiping out the ef-
fects of learning in classrooms where children's desks are falling apart
and they do not have enough chairs to sit on, where there are no corn-
puters and the only books that they have are old and torn through years
of use.

"These four factors include deficits in phoneme awareness and de-
veloping the alphabetic principle, deficits in acquiring reading compre-
hension strategies and applying them to the reading of text, deficits in
developing and maintaining the motivation to learn to read, and limita-
tions in effectively preparing teachers"(p. 8).

"In fact," Lyon states, narrowing his focus two paragraphs later, "dif-
ficulties in decoding and word recognition are at the core of most read-
ing difficulties."'

"In contrast to good readers who understand that segmented units of
speech can be linked to letters and letter patterns," Lyon states defini-
tively, "poor readers have substantial difficulty in developing this 'alpha-
betic principle.' The culprit appears to be a deficit in phoneme aware-
ness," which he defines for the committee as "the understanding that
words are made up of sound segments called phonemes."

"Difficulties in developing phoneme awareness can have genetic
and neurobiological origins or can be attributable to a lack of exposure
to language patterns and usage during infancy and the preschool years.
The end result is the same, however. Children who lack phoneme aware-
ness have difficulties linking speech sounds to letters," Lyon explains,
"their decoding skills are labored and weak, resulting in extremely slow
reading. As mentioned, this labored access to print renders comprehen-
sion nearly impossible. Thus the purpose for reading is nullified because
the children are often too dysfluent to make sense out of what they read"
(P. 9).

Lyon moved the committee, Long said. This is unfortunate, as the
research on phonemic awareness does not support Lyon's proposition
that phonemic awareness is the primary area in which children with
reading difficulties differ from other children.

In an article entitled "NICHD Research Program in Learning Dis-
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abilities," which Lyon gave to the members of the House of Representa-
tives Committee in Washington, along with the written version of his
speech, Lyon and Duane Alexander discuss how the research of NICHD
differs from other research on learning disabilities. "Studies were typi-
cally conducted on biased samples, obviously leading to biased results,"
Lyon and Alexander state. My response to this statement is that the stud-
ies conducted by NICHD are also conducted on biased samples, and
the results of the institutes' studies are equally biased.

Lyon and Alexander then talk about haphazard research strategies
which lead to "predictable difficulties in replicating and generalizing
research findings." Based on my analysis of Foorman's research, it is clear
that NICHD suffers from the same inherent difficulties, and that the
problems the institution faces undermine any statements that Lyon makes
about phonemic awareness and how young children learn to read.

Let me be specific about the serious inadequacies of Foorman's re-
search. In addition to the fact that, from a sociocultural perspective, the
research has no scientific merit, the research is also defective from the
perspective of empirical, experimental science. Her methodology is criti-
cally flawed. To be even more explicit, the statistical modeling of indi-
vidual growth rates, the statistical methods, the statistical assumptions,
and the statistical analyses are variously dubious, unverifiable, false, or
inappropriate, as well as simplistic and biased. The numerous defects in
her study and the resulting statistical uncertainties make any correla-
tions and conclusions that she presents little more than complicated
guesses based upon the biases with which she began the research.

In addition, Lyon must also address the added difficulties that in
other studies funded by NICHD, the arguments are tautological and
misleading. Furthermore, other independent research is selectively and
misleadingly reported out of context to support the argument that pho-
nemic awareness training must take place explicitly.

IfA cites B . . .

Indeed, Lyon's own work suffers from the same difficulties. In a re-
search article that Lyon wrote with Vinita Chhabra on the current state
of science, which was also given to the members of the committee in
Washington, Lyon and Chhabra list the NICHD research sites and in-
clude in the list the University of Houston.

"The comprehensive multidisciplinary longitudinal investigations
undertaken at these sites," they state, noting the exclusion of NICHD's
animal studies at Beth Israel, "have obtained converging data indicating
that deficits in phonological processing reflect a core cognitive deficit in
reading disability; that illuminate the neurobiological and genetic un-
derpinnings of phonological deficits; that provide a map of the develop-
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mental trajectory of reading disability; and that show, for the first time,
how different treatments can alter the course of the disorder" (p. 4).

Spin doctors, spin.
"Data derived from a number of well-designed studies indicates that

reading disability typically reflects insufficient phonological processing
abilities," Lyon and Chhabra state, referencing among others Adams
and Stanovich (p. 4). "[A] number of well-designed longitudinal treat-
ment or intervention studies have been conducted," Lyon and Chhabra
write, and among the citations is a reference to Foorman's research.4
"The data from these studies indicates that children with phonologi-
cally based reading disability require treatment programs composed of
direct and explicit instruction in phonemic awareness combined with
instruction to develop sound-symbol relationships via synthetic phonics
instructional methods" (p. 6).

When does the spin stop and the lying begin?
Lyon and his colleagues at NICHD are building theories of how

children read based on their study of pathology. They write of cormorbid-
ity and co-morbidity, decreased activation of the left temporoparietal
and superior temporal cortex, autosomal dominant transmission, effects
of major genetic loci on the transmission of phonological deficits and
subsequent reading problems.'

At the University of Colorado, NICHD supports research to eluci-
date "the genetic aspects of reading development and disorders."6

At Johns Hopkins Research Center, NICHD researchers are explor-
ing "the genetic and neurobiological underpinnings of both disorders of
attention and language-based reading disorders."

At the University of Washington, the NICHD researchers are en-
gaged in "a range of basic neurobiological and genetic studies."

At the Children's Hospital in Boston, NICHD researchers from
Harvard are "testing hypotheses related to temporal processing and read-
ing development and disorders. In addition, functional MRI studies are
being conducted with both normal reading children and youngsters with
reading difficulties to better understand the neural basis of language and
reading behaviors."

At Beth Israel Hospital, NICHD researchers, also from Harvard, are
conducting studies "devoted specifically to identifying neuroanatomical
and neurophysiological models of reading disorders."

In the Bowman Gray Reading Research Project, NICHD research-
ers are studying "the linguistic basis of reading development and disor-
ders and the genetic and neurobiological correlates of reading develop-
ment and difficulties."

Researchers for NICHD are engaged in studies which focus on "chil-
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dren at risk of reading failure" at Florida State University, the University
of Texas Medical Center (that's Foorman and her co-researchers), and
Georgia State University.

In NICHD's Washington, D.C., Early Reading Intervention Project,
Lyon has brought together Adams, Carnine, and Foorman to use com-
mercial reading to "better understand which components of reading in-
struction are most beneficial for well-defined children at different stages
of reading development."

At Syracuse University, NICHD researchers are using neuroimaging
to study children who are considered at-risk for reading failure. They are
"studied first with neuroimaging technology and then reading interven-
tion is initiated. Neuroimaging is repeated during and after intervention
trials."

Put a child in a gantry, the mind-forg'd manacles of modern sci-
ence, and take pictures to determine which areas of his brain become
engorged with blood as he is told to read the words that are flashed on a
TV screen.

"Deficits in phonological processing appear to be heritable, as shown
in both behavioral and molecular genetic studies," Lyon and Alexander
state. "Likewise, language-based reading disabilities are highly related to
significant differences in neural processing" (p. 15). Lyon and Alexander
also argue that, "Mt is important for us to know how neurophysiological
and neuroanatomical differences are related to genetic factors and to
environmental influences" (p. 15).

In a paper published in the New England Journal of Medicine, Sally
Shaywitz, whose research is supported by NICHD, echoes Lyon and
Alexander in presenting as science a view of phonologic deficits as the
primary cause of reading difficulties.

"A range of neurobiologic investigations using post-mortem brain
specimens, brain morphometry, functional brain imaging, and electro-
physiology suggests that there are differences in the temporo-parieto-
occipital brain regions between people with dyslexia and those who are
not reading-impaired," Shaywitz writes. Later, in a tautological argument,
she states, "Whe application of what has been learned about the acquisi-
tion of reading and the availability of tests of phonologic skills now make
it possible, first, to identify children with dyslexia even before they fail in
reading, and then, to provide appropriate early interventions" (pp. 307,
309).

Lyon, Alexander, and Shaywitz remind me of something Stephen J.
Gould said about science being a socially conditioned enterprise filled
with bias. But the point is this: even if you forget my analysis of the
empirical research; if you put aside my social and economic arguments,
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do you think children should be taught to read based on NICHD's defi-
cit-driven analysis of cormorbidity and co-morbidity? Are you comfort-
able mandating state-by-state reading programs based on neuroimaging
research and genetic studies of reading disabilities?

Where is the research on how children become literate? How they
use written language? How they learn about written language?' Where
are the longitudinal studies, the years of systematic observations, of young
children who are learning to read? Program evaluation studies don't
count. Where are the longitudinal studies of children's writing? Where
are the descriptions of the sociohistorical evolution of children's grapho-
phonemic awareness? Where is the research on reading which informs
us of the ways in which children cope with the inherent ambiguity in
even the simplest of English texts? Where are the studies of the develop-
ment of such important concepts as the spaces between words? Punc-
tuation? Spelling? The research on children's early lexico-grammatical
knowledge? Where are the studies which help us understand how even
very young children use print, as Nicola did, to cope with the difficulties
that they experience in their everyday lives?

As you will see when we reach our next destination, these studies
are officially censured, politically embargoed; to put it bluntly, they are
banned. Decades of scientific documentation have been replaced by
isolationist, in vacuo theories of the neurophysiological and neuroana-
tomical differences related to genetic factors which, it is claimed, deter-
mine whether or not young children will have difficulties learning to
read replaced by, in other words, the research of NICHD.

1 8
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In which California

politically reinvents

how young children

learn to read

111-111-111

At last we have reached California to witness the end of social science,
the death of emergent literacy research, and burial of all approaches to
scientific inquiry that do not conform to the "true scientific method."
Forget the free and open debate of the issues, forget civil rights, forget
civil liberties, forget democracy.

In Toxic Literacies I wrote about the ways in which the lives of men
and women who live in poverty are reinvented in official texts. I wrote
about how Cindy, who was chronically abused as a child, was reinvented
by the criminal justice system in the official documentation that con-
trolled her life. About how Sam, who was homeless, had his story rewrit-
ten in the paperwork of the state and local welfare agencies. How Laurie,
who was a mother with three young children, was harassed by social
agencies, denied adequate medical treatment for the cancer from which
she was suffering, and eventually died. How Kathryn, who was homeless
and pregnant, was vilified by those in authority and then totally recon-
structed in the documentation that framed her life.

The official texts and the political rhetoric that I deconstructed in
Toxic Literacies are in many ways similar to the political rhetoric of offi-
cial texts that I have encountered in Spin Doctors. Professors in universi-
ties, teachers in schools, and even children in kindergarten and first-
grade classrooms have all been vilified and their lives reconstructed in
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official texts. The paper trail makes it clear that the scientific study of
reading is being politically reinvented, but for reasons that go far beyond
teaching young children to read.

In her Nobel lecture, Toni Morrison writes of oppressive language.
"It is the language that drinks blood," she states, "laps vulnerabilities,
tucl6 its fascist boots under crinolines of respectability and patriotism as
it moves relentlessly towards the bottom line and the bottomed-out mind."

"The official text cannot tolerate new ideas. It represents truth," I
write back to Morrison in Toxic Literacies. "Or so we are led to believe.
We are enculturated into the dominant ideology."

Power, privilege, racism, and hegemony.
"Official language smitheried to sanction ignorance and preserve

privilege is a suit of armor, polished to shocking glitter, a husk from
which the knight departed long ago," Morrison writes, calling official
language "dumb," "predatory," and "sentimental."

"Dumb," I write back, "because it is ideological. In real terms, in
the reality of people's everyday lives it is i/-logical. 'Predatory,' because it
preys on people. Official texts are self-perpetuating, self-originating, patho-
logical in construction, people-violating, bureaucrat-generating, and open
to corruption. 'Sentimental,' because we believe that the worn-out texts
that control our lives represent the core values of society."

"Oppressive language does more than represent violence, it is vio-
lence; does more than represent the limits of knowledge; it limits knowl-
edge," Morrison writes. "Whether it is obscuring state language or the
faux language of mindless media; whether it is the proud but calcified
language of the academy or the commodity-driven language of science;
whether it is the malign language of law-without-ethics, or language
designed for the estrangement of minorities, hiding its racist plunder in
its literary cheek it must be rejected, altered, exposed."

"Question," I write in Toxic Literacies, "but we don't question. We
acquiesce. We are insignificant. We believe that official texts are 'fac-
tual.' When in 'fact' such texts are political constructions that do not
represent reality. They are no one's actuality."

Prepare yourself. We are going to attend the Informational Hearing
of the Education Committee of the California State Assembly that took
place on May 8, 1996. It is a pivotal meeting in the takeover of public
education in the United States. You will witness the violence of official
rhetoric, and the hegemonic project will be exposed when the "domi-
nant groups," as Norman Fairclough describes them, exercise their power
through constituting alliances and by integrating rather than just domi-
nating subordinate groups. Together, Gramsci's generals with their sub-
altern intellectuals, and the various like-minded factions who attend the
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meeting will try to kill science as many of us know it. Researchers will be
maligned and teachers discredited. Children's books will banned and
children's writing denigrated.

Even the lies have been distorted

As there are no counterarguments or alternative positions allowed at the
meeting, before we go in, let's stop and read what Gary Ravani, presi-
dent of the Petaluma Federation of Teachers, writes in an article pub-
lished on Sunday, June 22, 1997, in the Press Democrat.

"[T]he public needs to realize that when it comes to public educa-
tion," Ravani writes, "it has been bombarded with apocryphal hyperbole
to the point where even the lies have been distorted."

"The point is, if we base our reform efforts on faulty assumptions,"
Ravani says, "we are unlikely to be successful." Ravani then debunks the
myths about public schools. The first myth is that "Le]verybody knows
that compared to other countries U.S. kids are basically 'illiterate!"

"The International Association for Evaluation of Educational
Achievement," Ravani states, "in a study released last summer, looked at
reading comprehension of fourth- and ninth-graders in 32 developed
nations. Students in the United States ranked second in the world on
this test. In fact top U.S. readersabove the 90th percentile were the
best in the world."

"The average American student today can read, write, and solve
problems better than ever," Ravani then writes, quoting a study done in
1995 by the Rand Corporation. Ravani focuses on the next myth,
"[e]verybody knows that California schools rank near the bottom in na-
tional assessments of reading," which, he states, is based on the results of
the National Assessment of Educational Progress.

"There is an element of truth buried here that is very significant, but
not in the way that is commonly discussed," Ravani explains, as he brings
to the attention of his readers the findings of a study, known as the Cali-
fornia K-12 Report Card, conducted by the nonpartisan Legislative
Analyst's Office.

"[B]ased on 1992 data," Ravani states that the study "shows a shock-
ing 150-point gap," which he emphasizes is nearly 10 grade levels, "be-
tween the NAEP scores of high-achieving suburban students and low-
achieving urban students."

"According to the director of the education unit in the analyst's of-
fice," Ravani hits home, "the data suggest a very divided student popula-
tion in California. On average, California's students score somewhat lower
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than the comparison states. Much of that difference, however, stems
from the relatively low scores of California's low performing students
and students from low-income urban areas."

"News flash to the officials and groups at the state level," Ravani
again, as he debunks the myth that the problem lies with the curriculum.
"It's not the curriculum's fault," he argues, as if the curriculum that has
been so demonized has suddenly come alive. "The fault lies with the
decades of underfunding of the schools, huge class sizes the latest class
size reduction has moved us from 50th of 50 states to 49th and the
systematic dismantling of the social safety net, leaving schools trying to
deal with the consequences of children living in conditions of grinding
poverty."

"The absolute number and percentage of school-age children in
poverty has increased dramatically in California," Steve Krashen states.
"California ranks 41st out of 50 in terms of the percentage of children
living in poverty, and there was a 25 percent increase from 1989 to 1993
in the number of children in poverty in California. The NAEP reported
that California ranks near the bottom of the country in the percentage of
homes with more than 25 books."

In California, as in other states, poverty is politically organized and
inequities are officially sanctioned.

"California children experience amazing disparities in their print
environments," Krashen writes in another article. "The average child in
Beverly Hills has more age-appropriate books at home than the average
child in Watts and Compton has in his or her classroom library," Krashen
writes, citing Smith et al., 1997. "Privileged children," he continues,
"also.have far better school libraries, and greater access to bookstores."2

"Beyond the quality oflibrary collections themselves," Krashen con-
tinues, "additional barriers deprive children of the rich reading they need
to develop literacy. While students in low-poverty schools usually have
relatively open access to school libraries, children in high-poverty schools
often face severely restricted access to the few services their school li-
braries offer. Some schools even bar children from taking library books
out of the building, despite the print-poor environment many of these
children face at home. Affluent schools place no such restrictions on
their students" (p. 20).3

In Education Week's "Quality Counts: A Report Card On the Con-
dition of Public Education in the 50 States," there is a short article by
Lyn Olson on race and demography.' "Quality Counts," she states, "fo-
cuses on what states can do to raise the achievement of all students."
"Stress the word all," Olson says, and she refers to a report published by
the Education Trust. "The fact that progress in minority achievement
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has stopped at a time when minorities comprise a growing portion of the
student population should sound a wake-up call to the whole country."

"[VV]e have constructed an educational system so full of inequities,"
says Olson, again quoting from the Education Trust report, "that it actu-
ally exacerbates the challenges of race and poverty, rather than amelio-
rates them. Simply put, we take students who have less to begin with
and give them less in school, too."

In "The Report Card on California" published by Education Week,
California gets a D for equity, a D for school climate, and a D- for ad-
equacy. Only the teachers get a B-, which is ironic as it is the teachers
who are being blamed for California's educational difficulties. "A once
world-class system is now third-rate," the Report Card states in a cryptic
commentary. "Can it be rebuilt? State has enormous resources with prob-
lems to match. Pays a high price for rule by referendum." Then the final
comment: "Pace-setting reforms derailed by politics and conservative
resistance."

Let's go into the meeting and observe the derailment by California's
conservative right of any attempts by teachers to support the literacy de-
velopment of the diverse student population which attends California's
public schools. But before we go in, let there be no doubt that what
happens in this room will critically affect what happens in public educa-
tion across the nation. What you will read is of necessity a much-short-
ened version of the ten-hour hearing, which I have annotated and pre-
sented with counterarguments.5

The cycle of the locusts: the meeting of the Education
Committee of the California Assembly, May 8,1996

The hearing takes place in a small room which quickly fills up with the
people who are going to testify, the reading "experts," the officials from
the state government, and the representatives of the far right. There are
too many people. Overflow rooms have been set up, and relegated to
these rooms are the teachers who have come, some hoping to testify, to
speak of their personal experiences as teachers of reading and to present
an alternative view of reading pedagogy. But there will be no debate or
discussion. Unreceptive to interrogation, only the proponents of explicit
systematic phonics get to speak.

"Politics moves the game to a whole new level," P. David Pearson
writes in the Council Chronicle; "Indeed, it may change it to a whole
new game."'

The members of the Education Committee take their places. Steve
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Baldwin, the chair of the committee and a former aide to Newt Gingrich,
opens the meeting.

"Today is the day of the teacher," Baldwin begins, "and I would like
to take time to acknowledge the vital role that teachers play in our soci-
ety and culture. They are one of our most valuable resources." Paradoxi-
cally, during the meeting teachers will be portrayed as know-nothings
who are out to hurt kids. Baldwin smiles and claps and the audience
claps with him, then they lift their crinolines and pull on their boots.

"I think everyone here is in agreement that there is a reading crisis
in California," Baldwin states. "The last few years have revealed test scores,
declining test scores, to the point that we are now considered last in the
country."

"The legislature has intervened on behalf of California's children to
try to curb this alarming rate of failure," Baldwin says, lapping the vul-
nerabilities of those who listen to him speak.

"Last year AB 170 by D. D. Alpert and AB 1504 by John Burton, also
known as the ABC legislation, passed unanimously in the House and
were signed by the governor," Baldwin continues reading from a pre-
pared script. "These bills collectively mandated a return to phonics, a
return to, to, urn books that emphasize spelling."

"Also last year the State Board of Education and the State Superin-
tendent adopted a Reading Task Force report which recommends direct
and organized instruction in phonemic awareness and systematic ex-
plicit phonics instruction." Baldwin looks at Ruth McKenna who is rep-
resenting Delaine Easton, California's Superintendent of Schools. "I
understand that the Department of Education is now in the process of
preparing a Program Advisory which will directly influence how the dis-
tricts carry out the Task Force recommendations." It is not a question.
He is not asking; he is telling. He continues without stopping, "In addi-
tion, the governor has set aside over 100 million dollars in his budget
proposal to help improve reading instruction."

"I am also carrying legislation AB 3075, co-authored by Assembly-
man Willard Murray, that would give the commission on teacher
credentialing greater authority in establishing standards for schools of
education as they develop their reading courses for prospective teachers.

"The committee chose to call this, hearing to assess the status of the
state's implementation of AB 1707 and AB 15048 and to assess the imple-
mentation of the recommendations of the Reading Task Force as they
relate to phonics.

"It is the opinion of this committee that the research is very sound
and overwhelming and that phonics is a superior system of instruction,
and it's already clear that the intent of the legislature and all the different
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agencies involved in education that we head back in that direction,"
Baldwin states.

Wait a minute. What research are you referring to? Who reviewed
the research for the committee? Were any contrary opinions considered?
Explain what you mean by "sound and overwhelming." Are you talking
about the research of NICHD? The studies of Foorman? If so, you'd
better stop the meeting now.

"So what we are trying to establish here today is how do we go back,
returning to direct systematic instruction, and phonics, and what needs
to be done to accelerate this process." Baldwin gets apocalyptic. "I don't
think we can afford to have another generation of children who are un-
able to read."

The word system is an automatic
unconscious rapid process

Baldwin introduces Bill Honig, the former Superintendent of Public
Instruction. The last time I saw Honig was at the State Department of
Education in Sacramento, at the meeting on special education that I
mentioned earlier in the book. Late in the morning Honig came into
the meeting. I remember Honig as tall and angular, a pale, stone-faced,
authoritative figure. All conversation stopped, and some of the partici-
pants in the meeting looked down at the table. Honig was a general
then, and everyone was deferential. He spoke briefly, issued directives,
and then left, but it took several minutes before everyone relaxed enough
to continue the meeting.

At the May 8 hearing, Honig is no longer a general. Instead he has
assumed the role of a subaltern intellectual, even though many would
argue that he has no particular expertise in reading. He is deferential
and at times almost obsequious as he makes his presentation to the Edu-
cation Committee.

"Thank you Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, members
of the State Board." Honig holds up two pieces of paper and summarizes
a book he has written which, he says, "backs up what the chairman was
saying."

Honig talks about "a convergence of both research and best prac-
tice" on how young children should be taught to read. He says, "We
have a good theory and we have evidence that backs it up," as he begins
to lay out the official reconstruction of how young children learn to read.

Show us your evidence. Let us review your data. Don't talk as if it is
a fait accompli. There are many educational researchers and classroom
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teachers who disagree with the "theories" and "evidence" you are about
to describe.9

"[O]nce again some folks are overstating, exaggerating, and maybe
even creating evidence to support the effectiveness of code-oriented, or
phonics, materials and methods," Richard Allington writes in a com-
mentary in Reading Today. "[T]here is no convergence in the research
indicating just how school programs might best foster development of
such strategies and what types of phonics instruction, of what intensity,
over what duration will produce the largest number of children who
read well and willingly."

"But this lack of evidence seems not to much matter to many propo-
nents of a pro-phonics agenda," Allington states, and then as an aside he
writes, "and I include here some researchers, publishers, legislators, lob-
byists, journalists, and others."

"Lobbyists' materials, state education agency documents, product
advertisements, legislative testimonies,.and other materials, have recently
begun to contain a set of strikingly similar assertions about phonics teach-
ing and learning," Allington writes, which he describes as "assertions
that are simply distortions of the available research even though often
couched in terms such as 'scientifically rigorous research."

Honig talks about the 1986 framework and says he takes "some per-
sonal responsibility" as he was superintendent at the time. He rambles
disjointedly through what sounds like a confessional, at times appearing
conscience-stricken, and at other times defensive and unapologetic.

"Okay," Honig says, switching gears. "I'm going to spend my time
talking about what it is we mean specifically when we say systematic
explicit phonics and why that is important and what the theory is and
why that makes sense and why that has been backed up by evidence."

"Number one. When you look at a good proficient reader, what do
they actually do?" he asks, engaging the committee in his presentation,
"And it turns out a good reader gets reading from two places." He has his
elbows on the table and his fists are clenched. He moves one fist as he
says, "They get it from the word. " He moves his other fist, "And they get
it from the passage." He drops his passage fist and moves his word fist.
"The word system is an automatic," Honig searches for the politically
correct definition. "Urn, er," he hesitates, "automatic," he moves his fist,
"um," he's forgotten the definition.

"[U]nconscious and rapid process," Honig writes in an article en-
titled "Reading the Right Way" in the School Administrator.

Honig improvises, "quick, immediate, effortless system in a good
reader."

"You don't think about the words you're reading," Honig explains.
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"And they have good evidence from computer eye research now and
several other major inquiries and it turns out that a good reader will look
at the word and scan the letters and the patterns of letters, basically that
starts retrieval in the mind."

Again, show us your data. Does the reader look at the word or scan
the letters? Which? How does this start the retrieval in the mind? In the
seventies this approach to reading was called "informational processing
approaches to cognition." The research was simplistic and yet overly
complicated, a meaningless robotic that displayed all the trappings of
science but in the end was shown to be fundamentally flawed.

Honig points a finger at the side of his head, "And that letter pops
into consciousness. If you can't do that automatically, if you are not au-
tomatic with a word, you basically don't have enough mental energy to
think about what you're reading."1°

Honig waves his hands in the air and points his word finger at the
committee. "They now know what it takes to become automatic," he
says, giving his newly revised, conservative learning theory. "Number
one. You have to read the word successfully a bunch of times, sort of like
your phone number till it gets automatic."

Wait! What do you mean you have to read the word successfully a
bunch of times till it gets automatic? Isn't this what used to be called
"whole word"? I thought we were talking about phonemic awareness
and systematic explicit phonics. I thought once you learned the sounds
you just decode the word. Which is it? This is important. What you say
makes a difference to how California's children are taught to read. Please,
be more specific.

"When you first read it," Honig states, "you have to encode, you
have to store it in your mind with the letters and the letter patterns, and
the sounds, and that's a key point, if you try to look at the letters without
the sounds, without phonology, it doesn't work, you can never find it."

Your theory must take into consideration special situations. If sounds
are so important, how does a deaf child learn to read?"

Honig talks rapidly. "If you store it by the first letter only, you're not
going to find it quickly enough. If you store it by all the letters and pat-
terns like horse and house, you will never find it if you don't get the
whole word."

Let's be quite clear. There is not a shred of scientific evidence to
support Honig's description of how young children learn to read. At the
end of the second chapter I quoted Oliver Sacks, who says the brain is
not a library, nor a granary, nor a computer.

Sacks also says, "There is no snapshot of how things are. Whatever
comes into the mind always comes in a new context and in some sense
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colored by the present. This doesn't mean that it is distorted but it is
against any mechanical reproduction."2

"So the secret is," Honig states, "can a youngster learn the technique
of looking at a word, seeing the letters, generate the sounds from that
word, and then put that together and say 'oh, that word is cake?" Ac-
cording to Honig it's a piece of cake. "If they can do that, they are going
to learn to read; if they can't do that, they are not going to read."

Honig speaks directly to the committee. "And that's where you are
going to have to make a decision," he says. "Early in first grade there are
simple diagnostics which you are going to hear about, decoding tests,
assessments that teachers can give that don't take much time," he tells
the committee, but no such tests are ever presented at this hearing, "and
if you get 19 out of 20 on these simple things right, like v-i-m or b-i-m,
sometimes they're real words, sometimes they're not, you can read those,
it means you have the idea of the alphabetic system, how print matches
sound. If you can't you're going to have major problems, and the reason
we're having problems is that a large number of kids are not taught it,
and are not checked on it, and get through the system."

If less than half of the words in the English language are spelled
phonetically, how do children learn to read all the other words?

Honig says Reid Lyon will talk about the importance of phonemic
awareness. "It's crucial," Honig states. "It's probably one of the major
findings in the last ten years that they found over and over again. Many
of our youngsters do not have, just are wired just a little bit differently,
essentially, on hearing sounds."

I don't think anyone would contest that phonemic awareness is im-
portant, but many educational researchers and classroom teachers would
take exception to the statement that some children do not have phone-
mic awareness because they are "wired just a little bit differently." There
is no scientific evidence to support this proposition. Empirically it has
no validity, no replicability. If this is what we call science at the end of
the twentieth century, then the social science journals should indeed be
empty.

Honig's arms are in the air, and he waves his hands on either side of
his head. "On the natural," he says. "They cannot hear let's say the ssss
in sat, sss, they can't hear the sss sound properly without some interven-
tions. Luckily, it's about one out of six kids."

Show us your data! If children are not aware of the sounds of lan-
guage how do they learn to speak?

"Luckily with the proper interventions and with about twenty hours,
err, excuse me, about fourteen hours, twenty minutes a day for a third of
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the year, you can get 90 percent of those kids up to where they can learn
the phonics."

Baldwin said, "The research is very sound and overwhelming," but
this is a joke. Is this the information that colleges of education are sup-
posed to give to teachers?'3

"We used to think some kids couldn't learn phonics and therefore
we didn't teach it and it turns out we haven't prepared them properly
early on so kindergarten is a crucial place to find out who's getting it and
who's not."

Honig says that "special ed youngsters may take two years because
they may not need to read the word twelve or fourteen times, but may
need to practice the word fifty times or a hundred times." He talks about
grouping for skills. "That's not tracking," he says, "that's grouping for
skills."

It's tracking, and some kids in the lowest groups will be skilled and
drilled and never get to read because they are turned off by the mindless-
ness of all that skill and drill.

He moves on to "implementation" and California's master plan.
"Number one: the message has to be clear from the State Board,

from the Department, from the Legislature, from the Governor, from
the educators. This is what we want. I think we are very close to that. A
lot of hard work has gone into fashioning a message like that and there is
that potential.

"Two: the training that's out there and both in the universities and
in the school districts has to reflect this. The governor's budget reflects
that, but there's a lot of sponsored training that has a different message. A
guess message, or a skip message. These eclectic messages or, the state-
ment, is that they can learn to read this way or learn to read this way. You
don't learn to walk or ski or read in different ways. If you don't know
phonics, and you're not automatic with words, and you don't know how
to tackle a new word, if you haven't figured that out, you're going to be
relegated to being a weak reader. Every kid has to learn that."

So there you have it. There is only one way to learn to read. Honig
goes on to describe the way in which he was taught to ski and then says
he never became a good skier. If children are only taught one way to
learn to read, will they ever become good readers? Honig says there is no
compromise.

In Reading Today, Allington calls the assertion that direct systematic
phonics is the only way to go "unscientific."

"There is suddenly much ado about the need to ensure that 'direct,
systematic, and sequential' phonics instruction is offered," says Allington.
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"Often, 'incidental, opportunistic' phonics instruction is contrasted nega-
tively against the 'scientific' assertions for 'direct, systematic, and sequen-
tial' phonics."

"The problem," Allington explains, "is that the available studies of
exemplary teachers portray powerful phonics instruction that is 'direct
and opportunistic." Then he states as an aside that this approach to phon-
ics instruction may also seem to be "systematic and sequential," before
asking, "[Nut exactly what sort of 'direct, systematic, and sequential' phon-
ics instruction does the research endorse? Simply said, there is no con-
vergence of research on just what sort of phonics instruction should be
offered."

Honig talks in the same disorganized way for a while about special
education and then about the materials that have been put into place.

"Fifthly," Honig says after a few rambling statements about special
education and materials, "I think each district has got to take on the
responsibility, and school, and teacher, to make sure that they thoroughly
look at their programs, to make sure this comprehensive approach is in
place, and that they have read and connected to this research that you're
about to hear. It's very powerful stuff. I think it backs up this consensus
position. It shouldn't be a right or left or moderate."

"Mr. Honig, thank you very much for your testimony," Baldwin says
when Honig finishes speaking. "What is your opinion as to why some of
the more militant advocates of whole language refuse to, um, acknowl-
edge the massive amount of research demonstrating that phonics is a
superior form of teaching?"

Phonics don't teach, teachers do, and you haven't presented them
with any scientific evidence that demonstrates that explicit, systematic,
explicit phonics is a superior form of instruction. However, many teach-
ers do have counterevidence.

"He had all this backlog of phonics papers in his folder," Marge
Knox says in a published interview that follows her ethnographic study
of a boy called Tom who couldn't read when he came to her class. "When
he started to read, it was not through phonics, he used many different
strategies."

"You were dealing with meaningful texts?" I ask.
"His only success with reading, initially, did not come from knowing

sounds," Knox explains. "It came from a book that he really wanted to
read. And if we helped him, he wouldn't want to bother with the sounds.
He wanted to read the book."

She talks about California. "I just can't believe what's happening,"
she says. "I just can't."

"What is it," Baldwin asks, "120 separate studies now that validate
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phonics? And yet it seems that the more research we have on it, the
more willing they are to fight us. And I get the sense that large elements
in the educational establishment are going to fight us all the way, err,
when it comes to implementing phonics."

Name the studies. I don't know of any research that shows that sys-
tematic explicit phonics is a superior form of instruction. But I do know
of studies which show that direct instruction programs can have a del-
eterious effect on young children's sociomoral development. I do know
of studies which show that direct instruction increases the stress factors
in young children's lives. And, I do know of research which shows that
direct instruction alone cannot enable young children who are economi-
cally disadvantaged to catch up academically with children who attend
rich schools in affluent communities."

Baldwin talks of "plots" and of "conspiracy theories" and he jokes
that Honig must be the leader of the Christian Right. The room is filled
with laughter, and then Baldwin says, "I mean some of these plots and
conspiracies that are being disseminated by our tax dollars against phon-
ics are beyond belief."

The reality is that teachers, who are just trying to teach children to
read, have been under assault for years by well-organized conservative
right-wing ideologues and fundamentalist Christian organizations. Visit
their Web sites. Take a look at the literature of the Eagle Forum and read
the Blumenfeld Education Letter. The rhetoric is hateful, and there is
talk of the devil. The National Right to Read Foundation refer to them-
selves as "reading reform activists," and the rhetoric of literature pro-
duced by the organization is confrontational. See if you can find the
right-wing Web sites that are particular to your state.

"Nothing short of parental revolt will stop what is happening," the
organization known as the Arizona Parents for Traditional Education
writes in the documents I pulled off the Web. "If we win, we will have
successfully stopped an insidious plan for the hearts and minds of our
children. If we lose, we will be plunged into a nightmare of plummeting
test scores, privacy invasive tests, politically correct, culturally diverse
curriculum and children who will not be able to read or write."

The reading resources on this Web site include references to articles
which are described as "More whole language bunkr, "Extremist edu-
cational reform. LUNACYr, "Whole language: An explanation of what
it is and why we don't want it in our schools." The language is aggres-
sive, there is talk of "major insanity," and teachers are referred to as the
"thugs" of the National Education Association. One section has the head-
ing "ANTI-AMERICAN, EXTREME LEFT WING, AND ANTI-FAM-
ILY ORGANIZATIONS." These organizations are described as "orga-
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nizations whose agenda destroys our country." There are links to the
Eagle Forum homepage and the list of reading resources includes
Grossen's synthesis of NICHD research 30 Years of NICHD Research:
What We Know About How Children Learn to Read. Under the listing of
another article by Grossen entitled "What Does It Mean to be a Re-
search-Based Profession?" is a listing of a "Proclamation for the Separa-
tion of School and State.""

"In a pluralistic society, we must undo government compulsion in
school funding and attendance," the proclamation states, "By my signa-
ture below I proclaim publically that I favor the Separation of School
and State."

Conspiracy? No. Hegemony.
Hegemony in which the hegemonic project takes on the form of a

labyrinth in which there are many different factions and organizations
that exercise power by not only forming alliances by integrating, but also
by dominating subordinate groups.

"Everyone is jumping ship," a teacher tells me in California. "I think
they're scared."

Labyrinthian hegemony builds on the description of the different
kinds of labyrinth described by Umberto Eco in his essay on the writing
of The Name of the Rose. Eco writes of traditional labyrinths, the kind
that do not let you get lost but where the Minotaur in the center lies in
wait.'6

"Terror is born, if it is born, from the fact that you do not know
where you will arrive or what the Minotaur will do" (p. 524).

At the end of the twentieth century, the Minotaur is the end of civil
liberties, education dictated by the state, and the belief that some poor
children who are Black or Hispanic learn differently than some rich
children who are European American. But the hegemonic labyrinth is
more than a Minotaur lurking at the center of the maze. The last laby-
rinth described by Eco "is so constructed that every path can be con-
nected with every other one."

"It has no center, no periphery, no exit, because it is potentially infi-
nite," Eco writes, then later explains, "it can be structured but is never
structured definitively" (p. 526).

"I don't know how to explain it," a teacher from Texas says to me.
"It's like an ant hill with lots of narrow twisting tunnels, and if you go
down one tunnel all you find are more tunnels, and you have this feel-
ing that you don't know what's really going on but it's dark and danger-
ous in there."

"Let's forget about the paranoia," Honig says. "Let's forget about the
politics of it. Let's just look to the facts and I think there is enough evi-
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dence here that if people will just open their minds. I'm really not in the
position to judge why they do crazy things. Part of it is resistance. Be-
cause people have to change their minds. Because I believed one thing
and now I have to change my mind. I would have sworn a year ago that
I skimmed when I read, and I start being confronted with this research
which says, no, computers show you look at every word, virtually every
word and you don't skip."17

How do we forget politics when you tell us we have to change our
minds? That there is only one way to think? That we are crazy if we
disagree?

"Educators are going to have to be open enough to look at the facts,"
Honig continues. "There is some very strong research on these issues.
You could say twenty years ago, yes, you could substitute context or mean-
ing to decode a word and that would work. They didn't have the details
of it, now they know that only works 10 percent of the time and that's not
a good strategy to teach kids if you are going to get an automatic fast
strategy, it's a second-rate strategy that will mean they are slow readers
for the rest of their lives."

There is absolutely no evidence that demonstrates that context is
not important when young children are learning to read. Even the most
extremist anti-context experimentalist makes that clear. Tom Nicholson,
who seems to have spent most of his academic career trying unsuccess-
fully to undermine the findings of Ken Goodman's 1965 study on con-
text, makes that clear. Nicholson asks if the use of context leads to read-
ing failure in an article entitled "The Case Against Context."

"In other words," Nicholson writes at the end of the article, "reli-
ance on context can have a positive effect on learning to read if, in the
process, children learn to decode. However, if learning to decode does
not happen, then children will not learn to read" (p. 103).18

More compelling evidence that counters Honig's testimony comes
from the many ethnographic studies that have taken place in the last
thirty years which provide fine-tuned systematic observations of young
children learning to read. For example, Nadeen Ruiz conducted an eth-
nographic investigation of children who had been identified as language-
learning-disabled and who were bilingual. As in the study conducted by
Foorman, the basal of choice was Open Court. Ruiz found that in the
use of this program there were certain textual features that were associ-
ated with communicative breakdowns and problems with literacy tasks.'9

Ruiz found that the tightly scripted lexical and syntactic restraints
and the phonological and grammatical accuracy had a negative effect
on the children's ability to produce meaningful interpretations of the
Open Court materials that they were using. She presents lessons based
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on Open Court which illustrate the difficulties the children were expe-
riencing and then draws some conclusions.

"Children," Ruiz writes, "learn the primacy of the written word, es-
pecially as it arises from curricular materials. Their own words and the
meaning that they wish to express are secondary to the form and mean-
ing of the materials. Only when their own words and meanings coincide
with the latter are their verbal and written responses accepted."

"This view [of reading] stresses the importance of linguistic form
over meaning," Ruiz goes on to state. "Linguistic forms become the ob-
ject in these lessons. They are broken clown, separated from contexts
with real communicative intent. They are practiced until the children's
'bad' or deficient language habits become 'good' language habits."

Ruiz provides the following example of a student's difficulty com-
prehending, or decoding, meaning from restricted lexical and syntactic
sets. The teacher is using Open Court.

"Nelly struggles first to decode then comprehend a sentence written
on the board by Mrs. Dixon," Ruiz writes. The sentence is: My wife flies.

"My wife?" Nelly reads, as if asking if that is correct, "Smiles."
"Nelly," Mrs. Dixon says. "Look at that."
Nelly doesn't say anything for twelve seconds.
"I?" Nelly asks.
"Mhrn?"
"Flies?" Nelly reads. "Flies?"
"Flies," Mrs. Dixon says. "Mhm."
"My wife," Nelly speaks softly, "haves?"
"No."
"My? My wife?" Nelly tries, "Flies."
"My wife flies," Mrs. Dixon says, "good." She starts to say, "We had

never seen"
"Flies?" Hector says.
"that sentence," Mrs Dixon finishes what she was going to say.
"Flies?" Nelly says again.
"I don't know," Mrs. Dixon says, "how could my wife fly?"
"Lies," Nelly says. "Lies. She lies."
"When she manages to read 'flies' correctly," Ruiz writes, "Nelly

immediately tries to change the sentence to make more sense to her."
She then explains, "Contextualizing, or making meaning of such skel-
etal and vague texts are difficult for all children, but much more so for
children whose background experiences are quite different from those
supposed by text developers' children whose experiences include family
members that use air transportation as a matter of course."

"I think that part of it is they have not examined some of the state-
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ments they are making," Honig continues, and he gives as an example
the statement "You don't need to read words." He says it just doesn't
check out and then adds, "For some reason they have a problem with
the power of words."

"Have you signed up to be on a team for our annual school-commu-
nity celebration of words and spelling?" the notice reads from a school
where there are no basals, and where synthetic phonemic awareness and
phonics programs are never used.

"This is how 'Spell Your Heart Out!' will work. Classrooms, parents,
neighborhoods, community groups and organizations will each create
their own teams of 4-5 individuals to participate in the Spell-A-Thon.
Every student and staff member will be involved. Each team will present
itself before a pair of judges who will give the team 25 words to spell.
Students' words will be derived from their classroom work and adults'
words will be taken from a variety of resources, including lists of the
most frequently misspelled words.2°

"Recognizing that many adults are self-conscious about their spell-
ing skills, we'd like to emphasize that one does not need to be a profi-
cient speller in order to participate. Unlike a spelling bee, individuals
will not be singled out to spell words. All spellings will be by decision of
the team. There are many ways to contribute to a team, so we hope all
the members of your group will consider joining us. We want this to be
a fun experience for everyone. Towards that end we invite teams to cre-
ate for themselves, if they choose, a logo, a costume, anything to capture
the spirit of the event and the pleasure of using and studying words."

One year, among the names of teams were "CONSONANTIN-
OPLE," "LETTERMANIA," "SOUTH SPELLOPIA," "SPELLICAN
ISLANDS," and "UNITED SPELLING STATES."

"The performance will end," a spell-a-gram announces another year,
"when the FAIRY GODMOTHER does her final little speech and pro-
claims: "They spelled happily ever after."

It is precisely because teachers care about words that they are resis-
tant to political mandates to teach systematic explicit phonics. Words
are lost in meaningless exercises. Language is lost. It's the California
Education Committee and the hearing presenters who have a problem
with the power of words. They are powerful. Children love them.

"One berry. Two berry. Pick me a blueberry," children read in Bruce
Degen's Jambeny. 21

"I've got two fat little piggies," children read in Audrey and Don
Wood's Piggies. "Two smart little piggies, two long little piggies, two silly
little piggies, and two wee little piggies."22

But these books will no longer be available to many children. Little
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books with beautiful language are not politically acceptable; instead,
children will have to read "Dad sat," in John Shefelbine's dumbed-down,
word-deadening, monotonous, decodable books. "Dad and Sam sat and
sat."

Honig is still talking about why those whom Baldwin labels "mili-
tant advocates" have a problem with the power of words. "You are going
to have to ask them," Honig tells the committee, sounding perplexed.
"Part of where they go off is that they will discount and discredit, they
will discredit scientific evidence," he says. "In other words to them teach-
ing is an art, it's a theory, its an ideology, don't confuse me with evidence
or facts."

There isn't any scientific evidence to discount. What you count as
science is just political reconstruction of how young children learn to
read. The language of science has been officially co-opted, but that doesn't
make it science.

"There is a sucker born every minute," Allington writes, and then as
if responding to Honig, "[t]his is my assertion, and it is unscientific but
long-lived in American folklore. It is based on the premise that Ameri-
cans are often easily misled into parting with their money."

"I will suggest," he continues, "that evidence for this assertion may
be gathered in various legislative venues, school district board meeting
rooms, and editorial offices. All it seems to take is for someone to tout
the message, and lots of folks can be convinced that 'research says . .

even when research says nothing of the sort. Perhaps this means that all
of us should be more concerned with developing critical readers rather
than just focusing on developing rapid decoders" (p. 15).

Honig likens educators to doctors bleeding patients a hundred years
ago. He continues his talk disjointedly, as if he is rapidly decoding. He
says educators are "stubbornly ignoring evidence and theory that now
makes sense."

"This makes sense, it proves out," he says and then, sounding like a
party pamphlet, he urges the committee, "if you don't adopt it, to me
then you're basically hurting kids. Large numbers of youngsters are be-
ing hurt by the failure to adapt to this knowledge quickly enough to
change what is going on in classrooms."

"We've wasted a year in this state even after this report came out
because we didn't act quickly enough," Honig continues, "and we didn't
get the word out fast enough, and there is still training going on with tax
dollars, as you said, that has got the wrong message at these early grades
and that's got to be stopped."

Forget about living in a democracy. If you are a teacher in Califor-
nia, there is only one official way in which you are allowed to teach. If
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you are a parent, there is only one politically correct way in which your
child can learn. Local control has been given up for the mind-bending,
mind-shaping, central control of the state.

Bruce Thompson, an assemblyman and committee member, talks
about his anger at the educational establishment.

"Mr. Honig, you need to understand that I am furious over our edu-
cation system," he says, staring venomously at Honig. "I am going to try
to hold back my anger towards you because you were at the helm when
all this nonsense was going on."

"I can appreciate your position, sir," Honig says, his demeanor ac-
knowledging that he has been censured.

"I'm glad you've found religion, as Mr. Baldwin would say," Th-
ompson tells Honig, "because we have been ridiculed as conservatives
for many years by you and your colleagues and even the current superin-
tendent." He says educators who he refers to as "educats" respond as if
If we don't know what we are talking about."

Honig is contrite when he answers and tries to separate himself from
other educators. Then he talks about Adams's book and calls it "the Bible"
as if to make sure that the committee knows that he has found religion,
and that he believes that there is only one true scientific method and
only one way to teach children to read."

The language interactions of inner-city children are nil.
They've never even heard these sound systems

Baldwin introduces Lyon as the NICHD Director of Research Programs
in Learning Disabilities, Language Disorders, and Disorders of Atten-
tion.

"Because I was cross-trained," Lyon explains, "I am a neurobiologist
and a neurophysiologist as well as someone who has expertise in lan-
guage and reading, I was recruited by the NIH which is the biomedical
research arm to develop a research program in this area so that we could
understand issues about child development and how they learn, as well
as the genetics and neurobiology."

In the biographical sketch that accompanied his testimony to the House
of Representatives Committee on Education and the Workforce, Lyon de-
scribes himself as a "research psychologist" with a doctorate "with concen-
trations in neuropsychology and special education." The tide page of his
doctoral dissertation states that he fulfilled the requirements for the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy in Pupil Personnel Services from the Department
of Special Education at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque.24
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"So would it be accurate to say that you are probably the lead person
in the federal government when it comes to research on reading issues,"
Baldwin asks, as if in a courtroom establishing the unimpeachable ex-
pertise of his star witness.

Lyon does not acknowledge that there are other prominent reading
experts and specialists working for the government. He smiles, "By way
of the time I spend in it, maybe more than my knowledge but yes."

"Great! Great!" Baldwin is ecstatic with the credentials of his wit-
ness.

"Last week I was speaking with Senator Hatfield's committee," Lyon
states, demonstrating that he is indeed the main man, "the Senate Ap-
propriations Committee, and they are aware of the work that California
is doing. And looking at this particular question, I think at the national
level, I think there are many people who are impressed by a state that is
willing to look at research issues to guide policy, sometimes it's the other
way around."

Lyon gives the history of NICHD's research on reading. He says the
tf compelling issue" was "what is it that goes wrong when kids do not
learn to read?"

"Of all of the academic skills that kids bring to bear in school, if you
don't learn to read you simply don't make it in life." He talks quickly, as
if it is a speech he has made many times before. He is fluent, and some
might describe his presentation as slick. "And at the same time if you
don't learn to read, and we follow youngsters over time who do not learn
to read well, a substantial proportion of them don't finish school, a sub-
stantial proportion of these kids get into trouble with the juvenile justice
system or in prisons later on, a substantial number of our young female
students are unwed mothers and that seems to be related to the lack of
success in school and so forth."

Political rhetoric, not scientific fact. Lyon should read Harvey Graff.
Even though we struggle for universal literacy, there are still inequities.
I have worked with young people who "drop out" of school, with young
men and women who "get into trouble" with the juvenile justice sys-
tern, and with some who have gone to jail. I have helped "unwed moth-
ers" find places to live, and I have tutored them" as they have studied for
a GED. I have worked with men and women suffering from drug addic-
tion, and I have worked with men and women who are homeless, and
every last one of them knew how to read."

"VVho is served by this seamless rhetoric of dropouts as losers?"
Michelle Fine asks in her book Framing Dropouts. "What is obscured
by a portrayal of dropouts as deficient in a fair system?" Then on the next
page, challenging the fairness of the educational system in the United
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States, she writes, "The issue of who is officially in and out, who is the
dropout, will surely be retained as a metaphor for a system constantly
negotiating inclusion and exclusion. This is the fetish of public educa-
tion."

Many of the men and women with whom I worked in Growing Up
Literate had "dropped out" of high school, but all of them could read
and write, and some of them were highly literate. Some of them had
taken college courses, and some of them had degrees. Their poverty was
caused by racism and prejudice, by the lack of access to advanced edu-
cation, and the denial of economic opportunity, and not illiteracy.

"It's hard finding people who will really help you without exploitin'
you," says Jerry, who had read more books than many university profes-
sors, and, in fact, had manyliteracies. "Without really exploitin' you and
using you," he tells us, a few months before he died of poverty and ne-
glect, leaving behind him the two young children who were the center
of his existence. "And I'm tired of being used. I'm tired of it." Jerry gets
up. "I'm sorry. Book is closed. I'm sorry. The book is closed."

In Toxic Literacies I wrote about Cindy, who dropped out of school
and who is a heroin addict. But she is a reader and a writer, and for years
she kept a journal as she tried to overcome her addiction.

"Drugs overpower you," she writes. "I've grown up using drugs to
survive. I don't know how to live without them. I was so depressed last
night I wanted to die. If I had a gun I would have blown my head off just
to be at peace. Or, if I had enough pills to die I would have. No one can
imagine what I've been going through. No one. It's so much pain."

"Why does anyone try to commit suicide?" she asks in her journal.
"Well I can answer that. Why should anyone live through a life of hell
and torment? They say change, well if you are right-handed for twenty
years try to write with your left hand. You always go back. I really tried. I
just go back. I'm set in my ways. I go through hell every day wondering
am I going to make it through another day."

"Among the papers that Kathryn keeps in her briefcase is a play that
she wrote in 1982," I write in Toxic Literacies. "At the top of the first page
is a circled A and beneath it is written 'Well-done."

Kathryn is a poet and she writes every day. "Your little face comes to
pass over the pages of my mindthe smile of someone young, seeking
knowledge, trying to ease the pain." She tries to get help but is continu-
ally turned away.

"She knows that she is in a double bind," I write. "She is criticized
for being on welfare but the system has no intention of helping her find
a job or go to college. It is all a sham. There is no way outit was never
intended that there should be."
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Most of the men and women with whom I have worked would like
to "get a better education." Many of them are, indeed, "undereducated,"
and some of them I have helped to obtain a GED.

One of the men with whom I worked, who had been incarcerated
and had been a hard-core addict for over twenty-nine years, had dropped
out of school in seventh grade. I helped him get a GED and then go on
to college to get an associate degree. I met him several years later and we
shared some memories of working together. He had worked as a com-
munity researcher in the storefront literacy center that I established in a
small northeastern city." He used to joke that he got his Ph.D. before he
got his GED.

"Do you know Oliver Sacks?" he asked me. "Have you read Awaken-
ings?"

"And seen the movie," I said as I nodded my head.
"That's how I feel," he said, "about working on the project with you."

He laughed. "It was like you gave me L-DOPA and I woke up."
I knew things weren't going well, but stupidly I said, "But you have

your degree."
"I'm in a coma," he said, with a look of pain etched on his face. "For

a short while I woke up, but now I'm back where I started. I'm still just a
convicted felon and a drug addict. Nobody cares that I've got a degree.""

Someone should tell Lyon that he can't use "dropouts" and preg-
nant teenagers as a justification for his deficit-driven experimental stud-
ies of how young children learn to read.

Lyon talks about research and once again discredits the work that is
done by the educational community. Science is defined the way he de-
fined it in Washington, deficiently, and reading is parsimoniously noth-
ing more than the automatic, accurate decoding of words.

Alan Flurkey, in a doctoral dissertation of rare erudition, knocks out
the cornerstone of Lyon's "research" by deconstructing the notion of
"fluency" and presenting it as a flawed metaphor."

"Why," Flurkey asks, "has a segment of the field of reading embraced
the notion that one of the most complex of all human acts can be ex-
plained in terms of the rapid matching of visual input to internal tem-
plates?"

Flurkey responds to the question that he has posed by the math-
ematical modeling of the time relationships in children's authentic oral
reading.

"[W]hat counts as science?" Flurkey asks at the end of the disserta-
tion in which he challenges empiricists such as Lyon as he discusses the
nature of science and scientific research.

"Many researchers in the field subscribe to a narrow view. In this
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view, scientific research is equated with empiricism and knowledge de-
rived from careful experimentation is prized. Among those who hold to
this narrow view, knowledge derived by other means is discounted."
Flurkey is assertive. "But I argue for a broader view. Ultimately, science
is what scientists do. If science was confined to experimental research,
then Darwin's studies as he voyaged on the Beagle would not be recog-
nized as science. Nor would be Einstein's ruminations when he emerged
from three days in his upstairs study to remark to his wife, 'I have a
marvelous idea.' In a broader view, science proceeds in a cycle of obser-
vation, theory generation, hypothesis refinement, testing, more observa-
tion, theory refinement and so on. Sometimes serendipity plays a part
and sometimes it is just hard work" (p. 417).

Lyon is talking about funding. "The annual budget for NICHD read-
ing research is 14 million dollars," Lyon tells Baldwin and the Educa-
tion committee, "and since 1983 the cummulative budget looking at
these issues that I will talk to you about today is 104 million dollars that
has gone into this work.""

"What does a human being have to do to be able to read?" Lyon
asks, as if NICHD was the first organization to ask that question. He
talks for a while, as he did in Washington, about disabled readers, and he
makes references to Honig's presentation, supporting what Honig said
and expanding on the reading disabilities that NICHD has ascribed to
young children.

"So the children we are looking at, that we study in the main, that
have reading difficulties in our country, at each of the twelve sites, that
certainly replicate one another, are first of all slow, labored decoders
and word recognizers, and in the words of Jeannie Chall, years ago, they
are youngsters that bark at the print."

"Their reading is halting and hesitant and nonautomatic and it's
extremely effortful," he says. "And in fact the research evidence repli-
cates well on this point, that if you are a slow, labored reader in reading
single words on a page, the chances are about 98 percent of the time
that you are not going to get a thing out of what you've read."

"The theory of reading as rapid and accurate word identification
can't be supported," (p. 398) Flurkey states in his study, which included
some children who Lyon would consider "slow, labored readers," but
who in fact comprehended what they had read.

"Of course," Flurkey writes, "the failure of reading-as-word-identifi-
cation to explain either the production of miscues or the phenomenon
of reading rate variability stems from two assumptions. The first is that
instead of treating the text as language, it treats text as a sequence of
items, each with equal value. The second assumption is that instead of
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viewing the reader as a thoughtful and tentative maker of meaning, it
views the reader as an automatic processor of text. In this view, the non-
proficient reader is a faulty processor" (p. 392).

"Clearly one simple straightforward finding that the research repli-
cates on," Lyon states, "and one critical condition that has to be in place
to be a good hefty reader is that you've got to automatically and fluently
and accurately read words."

In studies such as Flurkey's of children reading authentic texts, this
"finding" simply does not replicate, and even in experimental studies in
which reading is defined as rapid and accurate word identification, there
are in fact no empirically acceptable replications.

Lyon talks of the conditions for reading.
"Again what are the conditions?" he asks, engaging the committee.

"Fast accurate decoding of single words. If children have difficulties do-
ing that, what is it in their system that predisposes them to be a lousy
reader, to bark at this print?"

I have worked with many children who have been in intensive pro-
grams of explicit systematic phonics who try to decode every word. They
are Lyon's "lousy readers." It is as if they have been taught the purpose of
every muscle in their legs and to walk they have to consciously control
each individual muscle involved in walking. Like Tom, who Marge Knox
wrote about, sometimes it takes years for these children to develop other
important strategies that they need as well as an understanding of grapho-
phonemic relationships in order to read connected text and become
readers."

"Mr. Honig talked about an issue, a language issue called phono-
logical or phonemic awareness," Lyon states, "and Dr. Foorman will
address this to some degree, and there's some technical issues associated
with this, and I don't want to belabor or bore you with it. But to learn to
read the English language, to learn to read words quickly and accurately,
you have to understand that words have sounds to them, that words are
actually made up of teeny sounds, because all of you on the panel know
that whenever you come across a word you've never seen before what
you do is chop that word into pieces, and bring sound to each of those
pieces."

Think for a moment. Do you always break words you haven't read
before into their constituent sounds? Are you conscious of the process?
If you were reading a page-turning novel, might you possibly just skip
the odd unknown word? Or would you visualize the word and get some
idea of what it means from the way it is used in the text? Is it possible that
you would only "sound-out" the word if you wanted to use it to tell a
friend about the book? Have you ever run around trying to find some-
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one to help you pronounce a word that you have read for years but now
you have to use it in an oral presentation and you don't want to make a
fool of yourself? Have you ever heard someone say "para-didge-um" in-
stead of paradigm? Or, hear someone, as I did at an airport, tell her
friend that she read in a book something about a para-digm. "I can't
remember," she said, "if it was about one clime or two dimes." Reflect on
your own reading process. Does Lyon's description of the process fit?

"And the only way you can bring sound to each of those pieces, is in
fact to know that words are made up of sound," Lyon explains, "so pho-
nological awareness or phonemic awareness which, by the way, is not
phonics, is not phonics." He gives a definition, "It's the auditory issue
that allows us to speak the English language, to understand that words
are made up of tiny sound pieces. And the hard thing is that a lot of kids
who do not learn to read don't understand, for example, that the word
cat has three sounds to it kuh-ah-tuh, but they don't know that, why,
because something in the nervous system doesn't apprehend or parse
those sounds out of running speech. In fact, none of us in this room,
none of us that speak the English language, hear the sounds in words. If
I say the word cat to a normal reader, the normal reader doesn't hear
three sounds, it's the brain that hears it, because nature has given us this
linguistic ability when we talk to be able to jumble all the sounds to-
gether."

Lyon is beginning to sound a bit like Honig.
"For example, if I say the word cat out loud, the minute I start to say

cat and I say kuh, the ah, and tuh fold up into the kuh sound. If it didn't
we would be here until Christmas, and I would be going kuh-ah-tuh,
and so forth, and so on. So even good readers have language coming by
the ear in large pulses of sound, not teeny sounds, and the brain's job is
to recover these sounds, and a lot of these kids' brains can recover these
sounds, but a lot can't, and don't do it well, and a lot of our research is
trying to figure that out. A lot of our research is neurobiological," and
then he overstates his case. "And all of the children we study, or the
majority of them, have brain images taken so we can understand what's
moving there.""

"If I can interrupt you," Baldwin leans forward and looks intently at
Lyon. "Exactly how are you able to track a child's neurology as they go
through different reading processes? What kind of equipment exactly
are you using to do this with?"

"It's expensive equipment, I'll tell you that," Lyon responds with a
laugh. "What we use with children has to be noninvasive with respect to
looking at the nervous system. There are some ways you can look at the
brain by injecting a radioactive isotope and allowing it to flow to the
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brain and then taking pictures. Let me give you a picture of what it looks
like. When your brain is working to perform a behavior, it requires more
blood, because blood brings glucose and oxygen, so when you're per-
forming behaviors, and you are interested in which areas of the brain
that are responsible for those behaviors, you'll see those areas being in-
undated, if you will, or engorged with greater degrees of blood volume
and blood flow. The task is to figure out how to track that blood flow
without sticking something radioactive in the system. So we have devel-
oped ways whereby we use the physics of blood flow very noninvasively.
We can ask kids to read or write or spell or sing or listen and we can
actually track those regions of the brain that are activated to do that.
They're generally in a large gantry, and inside the gantry is a TV screen,
and we ask them to read the words, or try to read the words that come
up, or we can pump sound to them, and so forth and so on. And the
point is, that it's now getting, it's easy to do, it's extremely complex to
figure out how to design the work, and so forth, but we have nice replica-
tion on the fact that lousy readers, these slow, labored readers who are
having difficulties getting the print off the page, because not understand-
ing that the sounds exist in words, show us a different neurophysiologi-
cal signature in the brain and it is highly replicable."

"Lousy readers . . . show us a different neurophysiological signature
in the brain and it is highly replicable." This is quite an extraordinarily
definitive statement, at a time when many researchers of neuroscience
are still trying to figure out how memory works.

"The obstacle to our thinking about this process," Steven Rose, the
internationally recognized neurobiologist, explains in The Making of
Memory: From Molecules to Mind, "lies in our reliance on technologi-
cal metaphors of office management as if thinking about biological
memory." The argument that Rose makes is in many ways similar to the
argument made by Flurkey.

"Our imagination is dominated by computers and filing systems,"
Rose complains. "Memories become items of 'information' to be 'stored,'
'classified,' brought out of store on demand and later refiled. Thinking
about memory in this way, instead of in terms of human or biological
meaning, has come as a result of the marriage of the neurobiologist's
enthusiasm for hebbian synaptic models and the 'bottom-up' school of
neural modelling" (p. 316-17)."

"Whilst the information-processing metaphor dominates the language
and thinking of much of present-day neurosciencetypified by the mani-
festo for a theoretically committed reductionist 'computational neuro-
science' by philosophers like Patricia Churchland such enthusiasm is not
universally shared, even within neuroscience, still much less outside it."
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Clearly, there are many questions that need to be asked about the
scientific evidence on the different neurophysiological signatures in the
brains of the children that Lyon calls "lousy readers." But whatever ques-
tions we ask are overshadowed by the questions that Lyon raises himself
about neuroimaging research that he presents in his testimony to the
California Assembly Education Committee.

A year after the May 8, 1996, hearing in California, Gerry Coles
sent an e-mail to Lyon to ask him for his appraisal of Grossen's synthesis
of thirty years of NICHD research. In the copy of the Grossen paper that
was sent by Silber to every school superintendent in the state of Massa-
chusetts, and that was later circulated in California by the State Depart-
ment of Education, Grossen writes that "modern neuroimaging tech-
nology" has "identified a unique signature on the brain scans of persons
with reading problems." Grossen goes on to state that "Whese unique
brain scans seem to reflect an inability to work with phonemes in the
language." In his response to Coles, which was officially circulated
throughout the State of California by Alice Furry of the Comprehensive
Reading Leadership Center of the Sacramento County Office of Edu-
cation, Lyon is supportive of Grossen's synthesis of NICHD research
except for her interpretation of the neuroimaging research.

"I think that her comment regarding the state of the science in our
neuroimaging studies is premature," Lyon tells Coles. "I have attempted
to provide the field with information regarding the difficulties we face in
conducting and interpreting neuroimaging data," Lyon says, and he notes
that he has sent two books to Coles that focus on the difficulties. He
then continues by stating, "No statement about neurological correlates
should be trusted unless there is an extraordinarily precise description of
WHO is being studied. Again, if differences in neural activation patterns
between well-defined good and not so good readers are replicated, I would
venture that the relationship only holds for some children and not oth-
ers common sense." He adds, "I, for one, am constantly at odds with
those who wish to overinterpret very basic findings from neuroimaging
studies until the replications are in."

Read again the testimony of Lyon to the committee about this re-
search and its replication.

"And the point is, that it's now getting, it's easy to do, it's extremely
complex to figure out how to design the work, and so forth, but we have
nice replication on the fact that lousy readers, these slow, labored read-
ers who are having difficulties getting the print off the page, because of
not understanding that the sounds exist in words, show us a different
neurophysiological signature in the brain and it is highly replicable."

"When I discuss our neuroimaging data," he tells Coles in the offi-
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cially circulated e-mail, "either in person or in my writings, I try very
hard to be extremely cautious and indicate where my analysis represents
speculation, but I probably fall down a bit at times in this regard."34

Ask yourself if you consider the testimony of Lyon to the California
State Assembly Education Committee just "spin doctoring," or did he,
quite literally, and possibly deliberately, provide false information? Ei-
ther way, the contradictory statements he has made have serious impli-
cations for the scientific veracity of the research generated by NICHD,
for the ways in which it is being reported, and for its legitimacy as the
"scientific" basis of how young children are taught to read.

After Lyon finishes his testimony, Brooks Firestone, a member of
the Education Committee, asks him about the role of family. Lyon says,
"when children are in utero you might want to talk with them a little
bit," and there are chuckles from the committee.

"The issue is again," Lyon responds more seriously, "there are a num-
ber of ways to come to these reading difficulties, and because our samples
are mirrors or mosaics of the population, we look at every type, we look
at every type of child that comes into this world, or his or her representa-
tive. You can come to be a lousy reader in a number of ways. You can
come to reading and be lousy from a white middle-class, upper-middle-
class home, where your parents talked to you in utero, where they did
grocery lists, where they did magnetic letters, where they did Dr. Seuss,
and in fact we have a lot of children who come to us who still cannot
read. There is a genetic predisposition in that regard that bumps the
physiology that produces the poor reader."

"On the other hand, we look at a lot of kids in inner cities who
haven't even seen a book by the time they come to kindergarten, and
you give them one and they hold it upside down and the wrong way,"
Lyon says. "The language interactions that they've had at home are nil.
They've never even heard these sound systems. Are they lousy readers?
A lot of them are. Are they genetically predisposed? Some of them are,
making that combination a tough one to treat. But you can come to be a
lousy reader in this country because you're predisposed for it. It's some-
thing you trade wise. Or you can be non-exposed to the language foun-
dation that we've been talking about. That puts you at high risk what the
heck it is, the job is in reading and applying sounds to print."

Lyon stops me in my tracks and I keep replaying the tape in the
hope that I've misunderstood what he just said about inner-city kids.

"The language interactions that they've had at home are nil," Lyon
said, in his official presentation to the Education Committee of the Cali-
fornia State Assembly. "They've never even heard these sound systems. Are
they lousy readers? A lot of them are. Are they genetically predisposed?
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Some of them are, making that combination a tough one to treat."
Forget science, forget objectivity, forget replicability. The man that

the federal government has provided 104 million dollars of taxpayers'
money to study how young children learn to read has just made what
sounds to me like a racist statement, and no one at the hearing has said
a word.

"Be angry," O'Loughlin encourages, "Show your passions!"
The statement that Lyon made sickens me, and I keep wondering

why members of the California State Assembly, some of whom repre-
sent parents and children who live in inner-city poverty, do not express
their concern.

When Fuzzy Zoeller made a racially derogatory comment about
Tiger Woods, it was front-page news, and it was replayed endlessly on
CNN Headline News. The golfer lost his contract for a professional en-
dorsement, and he had to make a public apology. But when a powerful,
government-funded scientist makes a racist statement, there is no one
around to rush to the defense of the children of Compton and Watts,
and the scientist does not lose his endorsement from the federal govern-
ment. Instead, he becomes even more powerful and his research, which
is racially indefensible, becomes even more "scientifically" acceptable
to those who want to change the way in which young children learn to
read especially the children in our inner cities.

"Like many children I have come to know in the South Bronx,"
Kozol writes in Amazing Grace, "Jeremiah and his friends do not speak
during our meeting in the jargon that some middle-class Americans iden-
tify with inner-city kids. There's no obscenity in their speech, nor are
there any of those flip code-phrases that are almost always placed within
the mouths of poor black children in the moviesa style of speech, I
sometimes think, that may be exagerated by the media to lend a height-
ened sense of 'differentness' to children in the ghetto" (p. 134).

"Imposed language disadvantages are accompanied by imposed cul-
tural disadvantages," Ken Goodman wrote in the early 1970s when he
was at Wayne State. "Materials and lessons often are built around expe-
riences not common in the urban culture of the learners. Urban chil-
dren, however poor, are not deprived of experience" (p. 69).

Lyon should take note. Perhaps we should just play him a few CDs
so he can hear the sound systems of the language that we have inherited
from those who have been systematically and disproportionately denied
the opportunity of formal education. Maybe we should all listen to the
sound of Duke Ellington, Scott Joplin, W. C. Handy, Louis Armstrong,
Charlie Parker, Bessie Smith, Dizzy Gillespie, John Coltrane, Otis
Redding, John Lee Hooker, Pee Wee Crayton, Memphis Slim. Without
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the sounds of African Americans, there would be no jazz, no blues, no
soul, no rock 'n' roll, no funk, no rock fusion. I wouldn't be able to listen
to Herbie Hancock play "Watermelon Man" as I sit writing this book. I
wouldn't be able to attend Hancock's 1+1 concert in which Hancock
played with Wayne Shorter.

"Herbie wrote this first tune when he was in Head Start," Shorter
tells the audience, as he looks at Herbie, who shakes his head and laughs.

At the concert Hancock and Shorter play for two hours straight, and
I close my eyes and I listen to them play and get lost in the music, and I
wonder what each of them hears as they play. Hancock's piano and
Shorter's clarinet become one as they blend together and communicate
with each other using sound systems that I have never even heard before
and in which my language interactions are nil.

"I was struck by the idea of each composition as a story, not a
soundtrack per se, but more like the movie itser Hancock is quoted as
saying about the recording 1+1 he has just made with Shorter. "Wayne
described it later as the notes being the actors," Hancock continues. "We
kind of planted this idea in our heads and then forgot about it. But the
album did come out as though the pieces are miniature stories."

Without artists like Hancock and Shorter, American culture as we
know it would cease to exist. We would be deprived of the music and
lyrics that define us, White as well as Black, and our lives would be
phonemically flat. But I'm not just talking historically; without children
who have grown up in inner cities there would be no hip-hop, there
would be no rap.

'Common' who was formerly known as 'Common Sense,' in my
opinion as well as many others, is one of the most well spoken lyricists in
Hip Hop today," writes Brandon Ward, a young performance poet, who
I telephoned to ask for help. He had read sections of Spin Doctors when
he was staying with my family a few weeks ago, including Lyon's nega-
tive comments about inner-city kids, so when I telephoned he quickly
sent me a fax with hip-hop lyrics and some personal notes.

"Common actually was born and raised three blocks from where I
grew up on the South side of Chicago," Ward writes. "I chose this quote
because many people don't realize that hip-hop isn't all sex, money, and
violence. There are responsible artists out there who use their talent and
popularity to spread a message. In this quote from the song, 'Retrospect
for Life,' Common addresses the issue of abortion in a 'conversation'
with his unborn [aborted] child. It's from the album One Day It'll All
Make Sense."

"The next song 'Pain' is on the album No Way Out," Ward writes.
"Sean 'Puffy' Combs is the owner of Bad Boys Entertainment, and pro-
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ducer and friend of Christopher 'Notorious B.I.G.' Wallace who was
gunned down in Los Angeles earlier this year." Ward has transcribed the
lyrics for me, and he writes, "This quote is a good example of how not all
young black males are completely desensitized to the senseless violence
that plagues our society."

"In 1993 hip-hop saw a great change," he tells me. "Jazz and poetry,
which I believe to be the essence of hip-hop, suddenly started becoming
more prominent in the art form. A trio called Digable Planets' emerged
upon the scene with an album entitled Reachin' [A New Refutation of
Time and Space]." Ward continues with his narrative and lyrics, sharing
tunes that push the boundaries of our existence, that change us and
introduce us to sound systems that are new to us, and even if we don't
listen to them, our children do.

If Lyon listened to music, or heard Ward read his poetry, or read
Derrick Bell, he'd know that there are voices as well as faces at the bot-
tom of the well." Would Lyon have made such a racist statement if Bell
had been sitting in front of him in Baldwin's chair? What would have
happened if William Labov had been there? If Lisa Delpit, Fred Erickson,
Michele Foster, Catherine Dorsey-Gaines, Yetta Goodman, bell hooks,
John Ogbu, Luis Moll, or Robert Rueda were on the committee? If
Stanley Aronowitz, Anne Haas Dyson, Lily Wong Fillmore, Vivian
Gadsden, Ken Goodman, Jim Gee, Jeanne Henry, Dan Madigan, or
David Schaafsma were sitting in the room?

We might ask why there was no one in attendance who could re-
spond to Lyon. We might ask why Ray McDermott was not invited to
speak.

"At first, they were deprived," McDermott says, referring to children
in the sixties. "[T]hen, they were curiously different in language, skills,
attitudes, and overall culture," he states, referring to the seventies. "[A]nd
more recently, they have been understood as passively reproduced, put
through the mills of inequality, and shaped into a pap form marked only
by cross-generational failure," McDermott concludes, talking about the
period from the mid-seventies to the present.

But now we are back before the sixties, before most of us became
teachers, before many of us were born. Without language, children have
no culture, without culture they are less than human, without their hu-
manity they have no life. They are dead at an early age." The coded
framework of the hegemonic project, the reactionary semantics of "sci-
entific correctness," the ideological mapping of rich and poor has been
abandoned, and we are left with a large, thirties-era, Aryan sore.

"I wanna say I am somebody," Precious Jones says in Sapphire's first
novel Push. "I wanna say it on subway, TV, movie, LOUD. I see pink
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faces in suits look over top of my head. I watch myself disappear in their
eyes, their tesses. I talk loud but still I don't exist." Then later, Precious
Jones asks, "Why can't I see myself, feel where I end and where I be-
gin.""

"The language interactions that [inner-city kids have] had at home
are nil," Lyon said. "They've never even heard these sound systems. Are
they lousy readers? A lot of them are. Are they genetically predisposed?
Some of them are, making that combination a tough one to treat."

Perhaps Sapphire should have been at the meeting to shout "Look
at me. I use language! I hear sounds! I begin! I end! I exist!"

Willard Murray asks the last question.
"If a child comes to school speaking a different language, a language

other than English, does that affect them?"
"It depends on what the language is," Lyon responds, "some lan-

guages are pretty close to ours in terms of the sound structure. Spanish
being one. Probably, here's, I think, a finding replicated-wise that I am
comfortable sharing with you. If you just look at dialect whether that
dialect is a function of a second language or the dialect is a function of a
regional dialect, that dialect is going to get in the way of learning to read
when the child has a phonemic sound difference and when the teach-
ing method is very broad and not explicit as is whole language."

Lyon gets in a "replicated-wise," but he's evasive and vague.
"Let me give you an example. In Winston-Salem, North Carolina,

we're following the population there which is 51 percent African Ameri-
can. Now quite a few of those youngsters have dialectical differences.
We study some kids in Georgia whether they're Caucasian or African
American with dialectical differences. The only time we see those dia-
lectical differences interfering with learning to read is when they are
combined with this sound system difficulty, and the teaching is too broad
to go after the kids, not enough phonics, not enough phonemic aware-
ness, so these interactions come together ."

Murray interrupts. "But speaking Spanish would not be a handicap?"
Lyon jumps back in. "Not in and of itself, and the reason I can be

clear on that is that we have a lot of people, second- , first- , excuse me,
second-language speakers who do learn to read English quite well. We
have a lot of kids who are dialectically different whether or not they're
Hispanic or from Georgia or from whatever," there is laughter at the
back of the room, "and they learn to read quite well."

Lyon should read the work of Tomas Enguidanos, Richard Figueroa,
Margie Gallego, Eminda Garcia, Kris Gutierrez, Norma Lopez-Reyna,
Luis Moll, Pedro Pedrasa, Klaudia Rivera, Robert Rueda, Elvira Sousa
Lima, Henry Trueba. He might have begun by talking about the impor-
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tance of knowing a child's place of birth and, if the child was born in
another country, how old the child was on arrival in the United States.
He might have focused on the importance of understanding the lan-
guage background of the child, if Spanish is spoken in the home or if
there is dual (L I +L2) proficiency at home. But Lyon fudges his answer.
He forgets the importance of basing his answers on the "scientific evi-
dence" and equates speaking a dialect with speaking a language other
than English.

Whatever. Who cares. A phoneme is a phoneme. Second-language
speakers do learn to read English quite well, so they can't have any diffi-
culty reading phonetically.

In Mrs. Dixon's class her Spanish-speaking children are struggling
to learn to read in English using Open Court.

"Working together," Ruiz writes, "the two features of fixed lexical
sets and restriction of syntactic form set up a way of using language that
is difficult for many of Mrs. Dixon's students. In essence, the children in
this context are asked to make meaning given a limited set of grammati-
cal and lexical tools. The process entails the teacher first giving the form
in which the students' response is to be fashioned, and then asking them
to construct meaning using that form. Many of the children's struggles
with language emerge when these features co-occur."

Victor, who works with Mrs. Dixon at the same time as Nelly, is
trying to formulate a sentence using "mine."

"Urn, I'll say," Victor begins, "That's is my recorder."
"No," Mrs. Dixon says. "The word is mine, Victor."
"Look at mine," Nelly volunteers.
Mrs. Dixon ignores Nelly's suggestion. She focuses on Victor. "Can't

say, 'That is my," she tells him. Then, "Nelly," she says, "hold your feet
still."

"That book is mine?" Victor asks.
"That book is mine, sure," Mrs. Dixon says, accepting Victor's an-

swer. "That book is mine. Uh-huh."
Ruiz writes, "At the end of this lesson Mrs. Dixon attempts to pro-

tect Victor from similar problems with the seatwork task she will assign
writing sentences with their reading words."

"The words in 3 and 4," Mrs. Dixon explains, "you need to write
sentences for." She makes sure she has his attention, "Victor, you be
careful," she says, "with words like 'sneeze' and 'please,' that you don't
use 'he' with these words, or 'she.' Okay?"

"Using 'sneeze' with 'he' results in the ungrammatical 'He sneeze,"
Ruiz explains. "In this lesson and others revolving around reading words,
it is not an option to add an 's' to (make) 'sneezes% the word is 'sneeze'
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and that is the word form that must be used in the sentence." Ruiz then
says, "As it happens, I collected Victor's sentences the following week
and found that he had written 'He's sneeze."

Lyon should read the research of Norma Lopez-Reyna, who con-
ducted a longitudinal study which she has published in an article en-
titled "The Importance of Meaningful Contexts in Bilingual Special
Education: Moving to Whole Language.""

"Children not only need to receive comprehensible input in their
native language," Lopez-Reyna writes, "they must also be engaged in
activities that require them to perform at higher cognitive levels. With-
out comprehensible language or assistance to link their prior knowledge
to new knowledge, it is unlikely that these children will learn or be able
to recall the lesson's content on the following day. It is even more un-
likely that higher level thinking will occur. The active participation of
the students and high level of first-language dialogue in the whole lan-
guage setting we observed support the importance of meaningful first-
language experiences" (p. 128).

"But speaking Spanish would not be a handicap?" Murray asks.
"Not in and of itself, and the reason I can be clear on that is that we

have a lot of people, second- , first- , excuse me, second-language speak-
ers who do learn to read English quite well. We have a lot of kids who
are dialectically different whether or not they're Hispanic or from Geor-
gia or from whatever, and they learn to read quite well."

Lyon tells the Education Committee of the California Assembly what
he thinks they want to hear. What he says is neither reliable nor repli-
cable. When he talks in San Francisco to administrators, who have chil-
dren who speak many languages in their schools, he expresses a different
opinion.

"What we do know about ESL youngsters," he tells the administra-
tors, "and we don't know much." He refers to a professor at UCLA, then
he states, "Kids who learn to read in their native language probably do
better moving to the English language than to pushing them to English
initially. We have fallen down dramatically in terms of understanding
the conditions that need to be in place for a couple of languages like
Spanish. We haven't studied them well enough. It's taken us a long time
to figure out the English part of it. And all I can do is to apologize for
you."

"The NIH is only just now in Texas moving to Spanish-speaking,
Hispanic kids in trying to figure that out," Lyon tells the administrators,
"so I think it is going to be cleverly done. I think the research says that
kids, at least at early ages, learn if they have an alphabetic language, like
Spanish, learn that quite are better able to learn in their native lan-
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guage before they move to English."
The meeting with the San Francisco administrators takes place in

August, 1997, well over a year after Lyon testifies before the Education
Committee of the California Assembly. But this is not the information
that he provides in his "whatever" testimony.

As Lyon sits down, Douglas Carnine, whom you met in Texas, ac-
knowledges him and tells him his presentation was "great."

You've got to ask yourself, is this a
curriculum disability we're creating?

Baldwin introduces Barbara Foorman.
"She is going to use the hearing here to present some new research,"

Baldwin announces to the Education Committee.
A year later he will write to the San Diego School Board, presum-

ably referring to Foorman's NICHD research on systematic, explicit
phonics instruction. "The approach has also been vindicated," Baldwin
will erroneously state, "by the recent results of a ten-million-dollar fed-
eral study that determined that a child's brain responds most favorably to
a systematic phonics approach."

"I don't know that it has been presented anywhere else," Baldwin
tells those attending the hearing. "Is that right, doctor?"

"That's correct," Foorman responds, even though she already pre-
sented most of the data in April at the pre-summit meeting in Texas.

Foorman stands near an overhead projector and starts her presenta-
tion without using a microphone. Baldwin encourages her to use the
mike. There is some confusion over the handouts which she has left
outside the room, but once that is sorted out, and members of the corn-
mittee have copies of her graphs and charts, she begins her presentation.

She tells the committee that the study has been picked up in the
press and will be discussed on TV with Dan Rather later in the week.

"We are doing these intervention projects in Houston," Foorman
states, "in a school district of about 38,000 that's about 20 percent Asian,
25 percent African American, 25 percent Hispanic, and 30 percent
White."39

This might be true, but it gives a false impression. According to one
of Foorman's own overheads, there were 375 children who actually par-
ticipated in the study, 209 first graders and 166 second graders, and in
fact 57.9 percent of the children were African American."

"I'm going to talk about spelling," Foorman states. "The children
read or spelled words on a word list, and these words are matched for
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consistency and frequency, and they're words the children hadn't been
exposed to in their reading list. And these are very good measures of the
single-word decoding that is highly predictive of children's reading suc-
cess."

I probably don't have to say it again, but there is no scientific evi-
dence to support the contention that single-word decoding is highly pre-
dictive of children's reading success. In Foorman's case, as we have al-
ready seen, it is a totally useless measure, because she equates reading
words on a list matched for consistency and frequency with "reading."
As Flurkey points out, reading is not merely "decoding" a list of words.

"In certain types of rationalistic/experimental research," Flurkey
writes, "researchers record readers' responses," which he refers to as an
output constraint, "to the identification of words in a list," which he
calls an input constraint, "and then call the act 'reading.' From a linguis-
tic perspective, this represents a reduction in information. We don't know
how readers respond to 'untreated' texts and we don't know what their
full range of responses to the word list might be" (p. 410).

Foorman talks about phonological processing. "And an interesting
comment is that I teach a course in assessment at the University of Hous-
ton, and the people in my course work on my project and we have a
number of adults each year that we dismiss," she hesitates, gives a little
laugh and rephrases what she has just said, "or we remediate, because
they cannot do these tasks. It's very important to appreciate that we as
adults focus on meaning and we don't stop and think about the structure
of our language."

If adults focus on meaning and don't stop to think about the struc-
ture of the language, then why would we expect children to learn any
differently?

Foorman talks about the different treatments and the kinds of les-
sons the children received in her Houston study. Using the overhead
projector, she makes a product-endorsing presentation of the Open Court
first- and second-grade curriculum as she talks about her direct instruc-
tion treatment group.

"Use of Open Court's 1995 Collections for Young Scholars,"
Foorman has written on the direct instruction transparency. The first
thirty lessons are listed as phonemic awareness activities, followed by
phonics with forty-two sound/spellings being introduced at the rate of
one a day, and then until lesson 30 thereafter sound/spellings are intro-
duced at a slower pace.

"Is phonemics the adjective form of phonics?" Willard Murray asks.
"No. No," Foorman responds. She smiles and looks surprised at the

question.
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"What is it the adjective form of?"
"Phonemic?"
"Yes."
"Phoneme," Foorman says, perhaps realizing for the first time how

little the members of the Education Committee understand about pho-
nemic awareness or what Foorman is talking about. "Phoneme is the
minimal unit of sound in the speech stream."

"just out of curiosity, what is the adjective form of phonics?"
"Phonic is the term a lot of people use," she says, still smiling and

looking a little bemused. "A phonic rule or sometimes you'll hear phon-
ics rules."

Sounds like a political statement. "Phonics Rules!" In California it
is a political statement.

Foorman talks about teacher training and then gets to her data. But
she does not mention the great teacher variability of which she spoke a
month before at the Texas pre-surnmit meeting.

"Okay. What happened here?" She puts a graph on the overhead
projector. "This is a graph of the growth in word reading for the children
who never got tutorials," she says. "They were on the wait list. These
were children who were in the bottom third of their class. The children
who got tutorials were in the bottom 20 percent. But this was the group
between 20 percent and 30 percent. The top line is Open Court or di-
rect instruction group, the next line is embedded phonics, then our whole
language group that we trained, and then finally the district control un-
seen whole language."

Do you remember how Foorman described the "control group"
the children in the "unseen" whole language group at the pre-summit
meeting in Texas?

"There are two groups of whole language," she said at the pre-sum-
mit meeting. "There's the group that we saw and we trained, and then
there's a control group from the district that was actually the lowest SES
group, which isn't a good control group."

Foorman focuses on the "growth in predicted word reading."
"The top line is the Open Court or direct instruction group," she

explains, "the next line is embedded phonics, and next the whole lan-
guage group that we trained, and finally the district control unseen whole
language group."

"This is a significant difference in growth," she says, pointing to the
rising diagonal line that she has drawn for Open Court, then pointing at
the bottom two lines which do not rise much above the horizontal, "which
is the rate of acceleration and the outcome in April," she explains, "be-
tween the direct instruction group and the two whole language groups."
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She points at the line just below Open Court. "This difference with
the embedded phonics is not significant," she says dismissively.

Taken at face value, the fact that Foorman's presentation indicates
there is no significant difference between the performance of the em-
bedded phonics and the direct instructional group is significant. At a
time when the California Assembly is insisting that reading instruction
must be "research based" and that teachers must be trained to teach
explicit, systematic phonics, the lack of significant difference between
the two phonics groups is significant.

New laws have been passed based on Foorman's research finding
that children who receive explicit phonics instruction "outperform" chil-
dren who receive embedded phonics instruction, and educators provid-
ing inservice workshops for teachers will have to be certified and submit
the content of their programs to the California State Board of Education
to ensure that the phonics is explicit and systematic.

"I picked away at the sequential issue until he finally admitted that
they don't want any teachers to be trained to teach phonics in context,"
an educator who gives inservice workshops says about a telephone con-
versation she had with an official of the state government. "We discussed
sequential and ad hoc and embedded."

"So what if I want to teach teachers to teach phonics explicitly and
systematically in the context of meaningful literature?" she asks the offi-
cial. "Will I be blacklisted?"

"You won't be certified," the state official tells her, before he abruptly
ends the conversation.

"I know I'm going to be blacklisted," she says, "there is no way they
are going to certify me."'

Foorman changes the graph on the overhead.
"This graph looks almost identical," Foorman comments, "for the

children who were, urn, who had no intervention, it's the same ordered
effects, same findings, these are the children." She has been talking about
the wrong graph. The second graph went with the first part of her pre-
sentation. "Excuse me, the first graph I showed you were the bottom 20
percent, these are the children between the 21st and 30th percentile,
who never got a tutorial because they were not as bad off."

Foorman carries on, one graph is much like the other; intervention,
no intervention, what's the difference?

"This is the same result in terms of the direct instruction outper-
forming the whole language groups," she says. "This is growth in word
reading on our word list. The results are identical in growth of phono-
logical awareness, the ability to blend sounds in the speech stream and
analyze sounds in the speech stream. The results are also identical with
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spelling. These growth-curve analyses are very complex analyses. I'm
showing you the mean line for the group. I have the growth curves for all
375 children."

The straight-line graphs that Foorman presents to the Education
Committee show the scores on her "word reading test," but the relation-
ship between scores on this test and actual reading ability is neither de-
fined nor explained. There are no children represented. The graphs are
nothing more than some meaningless statistical average.

Foorman presents these two straight-line graphs, which are labeled
"Growth in Predicted Word Reading by Curriculum," as if they repre-
sent actual scores on her word reading test, glossing over the term "pre-
dicted" in the figure titles. "Predicted" refers to the fact that on each
graph, the four straight lines, one for each curriculum group, are some
kind of average of the measured improvements on her "word reading
test" over the course of a year for all of the children in each group.

In other words, each of the four lines is the "average" result for all
the first- and second-grade children in each group-109 for Open Court,
108 for the Embedded Phonics and Whole Language, and 48 for the
"Control Group." So this type of presentation collapses all 48 to 109
children in the group into one "average" child, so that individual differ-
ences in scores, and the possible reasons for such differences, are simply
lost or discarded.42

In Figure 14.1, just one of Foorman's four straight linesthe one
for the Open Court groupis shown. In addition, the figure shows the
mean scores for the first and second graders in the Open Court group.
The figure underscores the fact that Foorman's straight line not only
fails to reflect the mean scores of either the first- or second-grade chil-
dren in the Open Court group, but also provides no information about
the wide range of test scores actually measured.

Foorman's straight-line research tells us nothing about individual
children's scores, and nothing about the range of scores on the test for
the first- and second-grade children in each group. In fact, the data pre-
sented by Foorman show that the spread of scores around the "average"
line is significant. For example, for the April scores, while the "average"
scores for the intervention group were 16, 11, 9, and 7 for the Open
Court, Whole Language, Embedded Phonics, and Control groups re-
spectively, the range of scores for all four groups was at least from 2.5 to
25.4' This type of important information is simply removed from
Foorman's charts, and is not discussed.

It is highly unlikely that the four "average" data points in October,
December, February, and April would lie exactly on the four lines for
the four curriculum groups, and no explanation is offered for this seem-
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Figure 14.1: Growth in word reading for the Open Court/Direct Instruction
group showing mean scores for first and second grades not shown by Foorman's
straight-line graph. Foorman's straight line is supposed to predict the growth in
word reading for each one of the 109 first- and second-grade children.

ingly artificial result. Foorman changes the transparency.
"The most alarming picture of all of this," she sighs audibly, "is that

this is a histogram of the growth estimates, and it is meant to really show
you that in the unseen control group of whole language, the embedded
phonics group, and the seen whole language group, the bunching of
growth estimates around zero is very noticeable."

The histograms are on different scales, which accentuates the differ-
ences between the four groups, and the terminology Foorman has cho-
sen to use "density" and "word reading slope" makes the "findings"
she presents totally incomprehensible.

"The majority of the children are not growing at all in the classroom
even with a year of instruction," Foorman says. "The direct instruction
growth estimates are almost normally distributed, just what you'd expect."

"A child who comes into the direct instruction group has the oppor-
tunity to grow," she says, "that's not the case in these other groups, to the
same extent. That's an alarming picture. You'd expect to see improve-
ment, and when you don't see improvement you've got to ask yourself is
this a curriculum disability that we are creating?"44

It's a good question. Let's return to Nelly, whom you first met when
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Honig made his presentation, learning to read using Open Court. Ruiz
tells us that Mrs. Dixon is going to work with Nelly and Victor and that
she has written words from an Open Court lesson on the board:

I'll fry the seal
We'll fly the meat
I sees me

Ruiz explains that Mrs. Dixon first provides the example "I'll fly."
She then asks Nelly and Victor to write sentences. There are a series of
interactions between Nelly and Mrs. Dixon.

"Tell me what you're doing," Mrs. Dixon says.
When Nelly doesn't answer, Mrs. Dixon shows her how to start with

the left column. Nelly erases her last sentences. She writes, "We'll the
seal." Mrs. Dixon asks her to read the first word. Nelly guesses."wagon"
and "lamp." Mrs. Dixon tells her to stop guessing.

"Wag" Nelly begins.
"Get wagon out of your mind," Mrs. Dixon says, snapping her fin-

gers. "Okay?"
"We'll," Nelly reads.
There are other similar interactions, and then Mrs. Dixon notices

that the children have not used "the meat" or "fry."
"She asks for a sentence with these words," Ruiz writes, "and Nelly

excitedly suggests 'fry the egg' and TB fry eggs."
But Mrs. Dixon rejects these sentences.
"I'll fry eggs," Nelly says.
"No," Mrs. Dixon says, "use one of the words that are here."

'Kay," Nelly says, and then does not say anything for eight seconds.
"Fry the eggs?" She asks, trying again.

"I don't see eggs here," Mrs. Dixon says, and then she is silent for
four seconds. "Nelly," she says, snapping her fingers in Nelly's face, "get
eggs out of your mind."

Victor goes to speak, but Mrs. Dixon continues.
"Nelly," she says. "I fry, what?"
"Eggs," Nelly says again.
"Nelly."
"The meat," Nelly says.
"The meat," Mrs. Dixon says. "Okay."
At the end of the lesson, Mrs. Dixon tries to explain to the children

how learning, to read works.
"This is how we can use, in sentences, the words that we've already

had, in reading," she says. "In our reading book, okay? So, we usually
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don't need to look for words that we don't know how to spell. We can
just use all the words, the pages we've already had in our reading lessons,
and use them to make the sentences 'cause you already know how to
spell all those words."45

I think about ethical hearings. I try to imagine what it would mean
for a child to experience "zero growth" in reading over the period of a
whole year. I spend a day going through the biographic profiles of the
children whose literacy development we documented when I worked
with teachers on the Biographic Literacy Profiles Project. I have file
cabinets filled with their systematic observations of the young children
in their classrooms. I look for profiles of the most vulnerable children.
One of the teachers with whom I worked had a classroom in which
there was almost total inclusion, and even the most medically fragile
children were welcome members in her classroom. I read her notes of
their early literacy behaviors, and there isn't a single child in her room
that had "zero growth" and, in fact, I still don't know what "zero growth"
means.

But remember Nicola? I think Nicola would have demonstrated "zero
growth" if Foorman had got the chance to test her with her artificial
"word reading" tests. But it wouldn't mean anything. Her biographic
literacy configuration was highly complex, and the progress that she made
during her kindergarten year was truly remarkable. Her teacher, Sharron,
shared her progress with us throughout the year, and teachers who had
never met her came to know her through Sharron's fine-tuned observa-
tions and detailed notes. At the end of the year, Nicola had made so
much progress that some of the teachers cried.

In all my files, on all those children, in all those years, I do not have
a single file on a child whose literacy configuration did not become
more complexly structured and whose reading did not become more
effective and efficient during the period of an academic year. There are
hundreds of thousands of children in our schools who, like Nicola, would
not score very well on Foorman's word lists, but who have complex bio-
graphic literacy profiles and who are already successfully reading or do
become successful readers with the help of knowledgeable teachers who
know how to support their learning.

"Dr. Foorman," it's Baldwin, sounding irritated. "Which graph is
which? I can't tell from the handout."

"OC, sorry, on the top right stands for Open Court," Foorman tells
Baldwin, plugging the publishing company and adding to her ethical
difficulties.

"That's Open Court, okay," Baldwin writes it down, as representa-
tives of the SRA/McGraw-Hill, who must be somewhere in the room,
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rub their hands appreciatively, if only metaphorically.
"CT stands for control," Foorman continues, "which is the district's

whole language. This is the standard curriculum. This is a whole lan-
guage district, this is curriculum as usual, the way they train their teach-
ers. The embedded phonics on the bottom left, EP, embedded phonics,
is the phonics in context, and then the bottom right is the whole lan-
guage group that we trained."

"The main message of this," Foorman concludes after discussing
the histogram, "is that there is very little growth in any of these programs
except for the direct instruction group in the upper-right-hand corner."

Murray asks what the axis measures.
"Density is a measure of relative frequency along the vertical axis

along the right; WR is word reading slope," Foorman says, even though
she must know that her explanation is incomprehensible to the commit-
tee. "The slope is the estimate of growth rate improvement across the
year inactually it's the number of words on our word list across a year's
time."

"I also have these graphs on a metric that is a little bit easier," she
says, sounding a little apologetic, "but I don't have them all on one page.
This is sort of a default vertical and horizontal axis, but it gives you the
main message of this is that there is very little growth in any of these
programs except for the direct instruction group in the upper-right-hand
corner."

This stuff is complicated. Let's see if we can unravel some of it. First,
according to one of her overheads, Foorman and her co-researchers used
an "experimental word list" where "words were checked for frequency
and consistency and for representativeness of orthographic domain" as
one measure of "growth." We don't know and we aren't told if this is an
experimental word list developed specifically for Foorman's project. We
know nothing about these words except that there were fifty which were
presented one at a time on 4 x 6 flash cards to "assess changes in reading
skills."46 There are no norms or other points of reference.

Second, in the histograms of the "Word Reading (WR) Slope" that
Foorman presents to the Education Committee of the California As-
sembly, the vertical scales are labeled "density." But density is not de-
fined, and Foorman is unable to explain what it means to the commit-
tee. Moreover, the vertical "density" scales on the four graphs are different
0 to 0.02 for Open Court, 0 to 0.06 for Embedded Phonics and for the
"Control," and 0 to 0.04 for Whole Language. For these reasons direct
comparisons between the four groups are difficult if not impossible to
make.

Third, the histograms using Foorman's "different metric" use a ver-
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tical axis labeled "percent of group." The histogram bars for the Open
Court group only add up to about 85 percent, whereas the other two
histograms both add up to 100 percent. The 85-percent total implies
that the scores of approximately sixteen children from the 109 in the
Open Court group were not included in the histogram presentation.
VVe don't know and aren't told what the test results were for these sixteen
children, so we don't know how they would affect the bistogram results
for the Open Court group.47

Fourth, the two sets of histograms present "WR Slope" and "Words
per School Year," which presumably both refer to the same result, namely
the slope of the straight line fitted to the word-reading raw score data
versus time for each individual child. We don't know and aren't told
how well the data for each child are represented by straight lines through-
out the year. Since this is highly unlikely, it is impossible to tell how
accurately the histograms reflect the actual data for each child in the
four study groups.

Fifth, Foorman doesn't say if the histograms include data for both
the first and second graders in the study, but the available reports of this
study show that the second graders received an accelerated program of
first-grade Open Court materials for six months, followed by the second-
grade Open Court materials for six months. Although we don't know
and aren't told what the relationship is between the "word reading" test
and the Open Court training, it's perhaps not surprising that this group
scored well on Foorman's "word reading" test but not on the Formal
Reading Inventory Test.

"What is the axis?" Murray asks again, as if he is trying to figure out
what on earth she is talking about. "What are these measures?" he asks,
sounding exasperated.

"These are density," Foorman tries again but ends up just repeating
herself. "Density is a measure of relative frequency along the vertical
axis. Along the right, WR, is word reading slope. The slope is the esti-
mate of growth rate improvement across the year in, err, actually, it's a
number of words on our word list across a year's time."

"Barbara," Lyon interjects, "can I just mention as an NIH project,
Open Court, as a methodology, is not being endorsed. Open Court is a
methodology that contains those conditions that we were talking about.
I want to make that clear."

A year later, in August 1997, Lyon will make a presentation in San
Francisco to school administrators.

"Guess what transparency he used," a teacher asks me in a letter.
"The one showing that 'phonics alone' was the most effective reading
program."
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"By the end of the day, several S. F. schools had called the central
office asking to change their literacy materials over to Open Court," she
writes. "The featured reading program in his presentation.""

"Right," Foorman responds to Lyon at the hearing. "In fact next year
we hope to look at a number of different direct instruction programs,"
she says, but then she continues her unabashed advertisement for Open
Court.

"Let me mention one other thing that follows up on Dr. Lyon's point,"
she says to the Education Committee. "We took the growth in phono-
logical progress across the year, and the growth in word reading that I
showed you a minute ago with this graph, and we put the phonological
growth into this growth in word reading as a covariate, because they are
both measured four times across the year, at the same time point."

"And it explains the treatment effect, suggesting that the reason that
this particular direct instruction program is effective is that it encour-
ages growth in phonological awareness," Foorman states, as if on-cam-
era to plug Coke but not Pepsi.

"That's enormously important," she says, "another direct instruction
program may not have that same component part. And that needs to be
studied. In fact I would suggest that what we need to do is look at cur-
riculum in terms of the components that research shows help children
learn to read. And there also needs to be objective evaluation of these
curricula to see if indeed children are learning to read."

An excellent idea which, as Foorman reveals with the next transpar-
ency, is highly problematic for her Open Court treatment group.

"Finally," Foorman changes the transparency to an overhead that is
not in the package of handouts which she has given the committee, "the
standardized achievement results at the end of the year. The Woodcock-
Johnson, the Basic Reading is a decoding measure. The Broad Reading
is a comprehension measure, but the passages are really just sentences,
so we also include the Formal Reading Inventory, which is a text mea-
sure. "749

Foorman points at the Formal Reading Inventory which is at the
bottom of the transparency. "You'll see on the text measure that they're
all almost at floor." She wants to get to the word reading scores and so
she speaks disrnissively, "although even here the direct instruction group
is doing better than the whole language group, but it is not significant
because it interacts with whether they get the tutorial. You need to be an
autornatized decoder "

Wait! Let's take a look at the scores on the Formal Reading Inventory
(Figure 14.2):
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Approximate Percentile Rankings of Mean Scores on the FRI

OC/DI EP WL SC

"seen" "unseen"

No Tutorial 17% 22% 6% 10%

Tutorial 10% 11% 10% 13%

Figure 14.2

How would you interpret these scores? On the Formal Reading In-
ventory, for the children who received no tutorials, the embedded phon-
ics group received the highest ranking of mean scores. The children in
the "seen" whole language group that Foorman and her colleagues
trained did the poorest, but since Foorman herself admitted she knows
nothing about whole language, we can only imagine the kind of instruc-
tion these children received.

Whatever misgivings we might have about the "seen" whole lan-
guage group are compounded when we see that the "unseen" children,
the very poorest children in the district who received no special materi-
als and whose whole language teachers received no special training or
support throughout the year, actually had higher scores whether or not
they had tutorials than the Foorman trained "seen" whole language chil-
dren.

But what is particularly remarkable is that the children in the "un-
seen" whole language group, the lowest of the lowest socioeconomic
children who were in the bottom twentieth percentile and who received
Title 1 tutorials, actually scored higher on the Formal Reading Inven-
tory than the children in Foorman's Open Court group who had tutori-
als. Foorman herself at the Texas pre-summit stated that implementing
the Open Court curriculum cost $100,000, but in the final analysis, at
the end of the year, the children in her study who received Open Court
instruction in explicit systematic phonics were not reading connected
text any better than the poorest of the poor children in the district, the
44unseen" children who received no extra help, like the invisible chil-
dren in Kozol's books.

"You need to be an automatized decoder before you can read long
passages of texts," Foorman states, dismissing the most significant find-
ing of her study, "so this is a common finding with our very early read-
ers."

I telephone a teacher who worked with me on the Biographic Lit-
eracy Profiles Project. I have called her several times as I have been
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writing Spin Doctors, so she is prepared for unexpected and often in-
comprehensible questions.

"How many children in your school can't read connected texts at
the end of first grade?" I ask.

She is silent and I wait.
"What do you mean?" she asks. "What else would they be reading?"
"Words on lists," I say. "Decoding? Blending?"
She laughs, dismissing my suggestion, and says she is trying to think

of any children in her school in the last few years who were not reading
books at the end of their first-grade year. She names one child with whom
we both worked in 1991 and 1992 who had considerable difficulty read-
ing connected text at the end of first grade. Then we talk for a while
about the books that the young children in her school are reading, and
she tells me that while they use many predictable books, they are trying
to find more books that reflect the speech patterns of young children.

I telephone a teacher in California, with whom I have spoken a few
times on the telephone as I have collected documentation for this book,
and I ask her the same question.

"How many children in your school can't read connected texts at
the end of first grade?"

"What kind of texts?" she asks, sounding puzzled.
"Stories," I say, "little books."
"They all are," she says, still sounding unsure of the question.
I explain why I am asking.
"The way we teach everybody in kindergarten and first grade has

predictable books," she says. "By the end of first grade they can all read
the simple stories in predictable books. Some of the books are really
simple, but there isn't anybody who isn't reading connected text." She is
aware of the research that is being foisted on teachers in California, and
her voice rises. "How can you learn to read without reading connected
text?" she asks, and then she tells me it is becoming more difficult to buy
predictable books because they can no longer be bought with state funds.
"It's become very difficult to get the books we need," she says. "They've
been replaced by those dumb decodable books."

When I hang up the telephone, I rewind the videotape and play
again Foorman's explanation of the low scores on the Formal Reading
Inventory.

"You need to be an automatized decoder before you can read long
passages of texts," Foorman says, "so this is a common finding with our
very early readers."

What she has said is anathema to me. I think about Patrick, who was
supposed to be learning-disabled. Let me share with you what I wrote in
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Learning Denied about the books he read at the end of his first-grade
year.

"In July 1987, Patrick read Ask Mr. Bear by Marjorie Flack. When
he finished the book, he was smiling. He asked me to drive him home to
tell his mother how well he had read the book.

"That summer we also read Funnybones by Janet and Allan Ahlberg,
Little Bear by Else Holmelund Minarik, and The Little Red Hen retold
by Margot Zemach. Patrick found a copy of Old Mother West Wind, by
Thornton W. Burgess, in my office. He struggled to read the story and
then asked if he could take the book home. My husband, David, re-
corded some of the stories, and Patrick read a few of the tales.

"On one occasion, we visited the town library, and Patrick chose ten
books that he would like to read. One of them was Emmett's Pig by Mary
Stolz. The next time Patrick visited my home, he brought Emmett's Pig
with him. He sat at the table and talked about the book.

"You read all that yourself?"
"Yes."
"To yourself, or to your mom and dad?"
"To myself."
"That's terrific. So you've been doing some silent reading. Put the

book on the table so I can see it too, and you can pull your chair up a bit.
So this book iswhat's it called? Emmett's Pig? Okay. Where are you
going to start? Do you want to tell me the story so far?"

Patrick turned back to the beginning of the book. "I want to read it.
Okay. I want to read this book until I can read it so well that" he pauses,
"that I can read it so well that I can read it any time that I want."

"I think that's terrific."
Patrick turned the pages. "I read it until there and I said, 'Should I

keep going or not?'and I said, 'Okay, I'll go.' But I read it until there and
then started to read here."

Patrick read. After a few pages he stopped. "Now this is a real tough
page," he said.

"That's a lot of words, Patrick!"
"I want to read it."
"You can do it."
"I can read until here," he said, turning the pages. "I'm going to read

this whole book!" (p. 42).
I can imagine that some of you might think that Patrick's reading

has no relevance to the presentation that Foorman is making, but it is
highly relevant. Patrick was reading. He enjoyed books. The summer at
the end of his disastrous first-grade year was a celebration. But when he
went back to school in the fall at the beginning of his second-grade year,
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he was referred by his teacher. Let's pick up what happened as it appears
in Learning Denied.

"On September 25, 1987, the referral was written. The reason for
the referral was given as follows:

'Lack of phonetic attack skills:
can not sound out the appropriate letter sounds and blend together to

form a word.
Patrick therefore can not read ["phonetically" is inserted in the text]

which further leads [sic] that he cannot comprehend what he is reading.
Patrick can comprehend what is read to him.

Patrick is placed in the lowest reading group however his group is
now up to a new level. Patrick is not able to keep up in this new level."

Patrick did indeed have difficulty reading "phonetically." He had
received intensive instruction in DISTAR in first grade, and his reading
had become slow and labored and extremely effortful. It was only when
he moderated his overreliance on decoding and expanded his repertoire
of reading strategies to include all of the cueing systems available to him
that he was able to learn to read.

"On the decoding measure," Foorman tells the committee, "the di-
rect instruction children are at the 44th percentile; that's close to na-
tional average. These children started the year all of them at the same
low level. There were no differences in their reading level at the begin-
ning of the year, importantly. And they were also at the rock-bottom
lowest level of reading at the beginning of the year. So the 44th percen-
tile on basic and 46th percentile on broad reading are impressive gains."

Once again Foorman equates decoding words on the Woodcock-
Johnson with reading. In fact the scores are arcane and meaningless, but
not the way Foorman presents them to the committee.

"To get children up to close to national average with a program is
very exciting news," she says, "and it suggests to me that prevention in
first grade is what we ought to be about." Then she adds, "We also have
some evidence that we can create a curricular disability by poor instruc-
tion and we need to do something about that."

Foorman has just made a product endorsement that is scientifically
indefensible and ethically reprehensible. She has stated categorically
that she knows nothing about whole language, and she makes it clear
that she hasn't a clue about other progressive pedagogies, including the
emancipatory pedagogy which evolved from the work the teachers did
who participated with me in the Biographic Literacy Profiles Project.5°
For Foorman to suggest that teachers who do not endorse commercially
packaged reductionist approaches to beginning reading like Open Court
create a "curricular disability" by poor instruction is an unwarranted
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and insupportable indictment of thousands of teachers who are highly
trained, dedicated professionals who care deeply about the children they
teach. Foorman has no knowledge of either their work or their success in
teaching children to read. Parenthetically, it would seem that neither
does the Education Committee of the California State Assembly.

To accept Foorman's statement we would have to ignore the high
achievement of many schools in the United States that have a clearly
articulated holistic philosophy, and whose teachers base instruction on
their systematic observations of the children that they teach, and not on
generic, scripted, cookbook lesson plans which do not take into account
the ways in which reading and writing are situated socially, culturally,
economically, and politically in the lives of the young children who are
learning to read.

Let me give you an example.
The principal in one of the schools in the Biographic Literacy Pro-

files Project has been following the progress of his students for over sev-
enteen years. Quietly, without national attention, without commercial
programs, and without explicit synthetic instruction in phonics or pho-
nemic awareness, the teachers and children have produced results which
put into perspective the findings of the Foorman studies. Like many
schools in the United States, in the school in which the principal has
been monitoring the progress of his children, the pedagogy is socially
and culturally responsive, children's everyday lives are not separated from
the reading and writing activities in which they participate, they are not
forced to learn unnecessary abstractions, and the relationships between
teachers and children are warm and respectful.

When the principal began monitoring the progress of his students,
he focused on tracking how many students who attended his elementary
school went on to complete four years in high school. Between 1985
and 1990, 98 percent of his students who attended six different regional
high schools graduated with their high school diplomas, and only 2 per-
cent of his students dropped out of school. What is more remarkable is
that for the students who attended his school for five years or more, there
were no dropouts, and 100 percent of the students graduated from high
school.

At the beginning of the 1990s, as pressure increased both nationally
and locally to move away from more holistic pedagogies to reductionist
skill and drill instructional approaches, the principal felt that it was nec-
essary to report on the academic successes of his students. In the 1993
94 school year, his school spent $3,824 per pupil, and financially they
were at the bottom of the school state rankings. 96 percent of the schools
in the state had more money to spend on each pupil than he had to
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spend on the pupils in his school. But despite this lack of resources and
without the use of any commercial reading programs or skill and drill
exercises in phonics or phonemic awareness, his school performed well
above the state average on the third-grade standardized tests in language
arts and mathematics (see Figure 14.3)."

In addition, in 1995, 59 percent of his school's graduates who were
then freshmen in high school were on the honor roll, as compared with
only 44 percent of freshmen students who came from the surrounding
elementary schools (see Figure 14.4).

Finally, in a comparison of the ranking of high school seniors at five
of the six high schools, students who had attended his school outper-
formed students who were high school seniors and who had attended
the surrounding elementary schools (see Figure 14.5).

The principal and the teachers at the school have developed a clearly
articulated school philosophy and curriculum. As the documentation
that Foorman presents to the California Committee focuses on spelling,
and as many policymakers have difficulty conceptualizing a school cur-
riculum without commercial programs, let me share with you the Word
Study Guide from the school to which I have been referring. First the
philosophy:

1. Learning to spell is important because it enables writers to
communicate with clarity and effectiveness so that readers may
reconstruct the meaning in a written message.

2. Learning to spell is a developmental process with predictable
stages through which children progress, moving from simple to
more complex understandings of written language.

3. Learning to spell involves the effective use of multiple strate-
gies.

4. Learning to spell is a multi-sensory process that involves visual,
auditory, and kinesthetic/tactile mechanisms that individuals
employ when they see, hear, and write language.

5. Learning to spell is a process of understanding increasingly
more complex concepts of pattern, structure, and meaning, and
goes beyond simple rote memorization.

6. Learning to spell is a holistic, not a linear or decontextualized
process.

7. Learning to spell should focus on the meaning relations of
words rather than merely on their sounds in speech.

8. Learning to spell cannot be separated from either reading or
writing and should not be taught in isolation from these pro-
cesses.
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The Objectives of the Word Study Guide are as follows:

1. To help the faculty, students, and parents to understand the
natural stages of developmental spelling.

2. To create in students an awareness of the importance of spelling
as a component of effective written communication.

3. To emphasize the connections between writing and spelling.
4. To help students learn to spell in a variety of ways and to use

different strategies so that they can approach new words with
confidence.

5. To encourage students to develop a "spelling conscience"an
awareness of misspelled words and a sense of responsibility for
their own spelling.

6. To develop in students a sense of the regularities and irregulari-
ties of English spelling.

7. To present opportunities for students to acquire a spelling
vocabulary of high-frequency and content-related words.

8. To promote the study of words and word relationships.
9. To serve as a resource for activities and techniques that help

meet the spelling needs of individual students.

The fetish for explicit systematic phonics seems somewhat absurd
when it is compared with the philosophy, goals, and instructional prac-
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tices of a principal and teachers whose holistic pedagogy creates oppor-
tunities for every child to be successful in school.

Kerry Mazzoni, a member of the Education Committee, asks
Foorman about the cost of the direct instruction program which she
claims is so successful. Foorman talks about basal reading programs and
then focuses on a Mary Kay presentation of what is included in Open
Court.

"You get materials that practice the principles that are being taught,"
she tells Mazzoni. "In the case of this program they also have some cards
that you can put around the room that actually have the spelling sounds
on them."

"Reading is one area in the curriculum where education meets poli-
tics and money," Miles Myers, former Executive Director of NCTE, is
quoted as saying in an article by Joan Montgomery Halford, which ap-
peared in an Infobrief from ASCD." "The publishers have everything in
the world riding on this," Myers states. "There's lots of money here."

"Large states, including California and Texas, drive the reading text-
book market in the United States and beyond," Halford writes as if in a
conversation with Myers. "And the nature of the education field is such
that many leading education researchers have some connection, either
through endorsement or authorship, to commercial materials."

"The FDA makes certain its pharmaceutical review teams don't have
commercial interests in the drugs being reviewed," Myers says. "This
doesn't happen in the textbook area. People aren't even required to state
conflict of interest" (p. 7).

"What about staff development?" Mazzoni asks Foorman.
"Well, staff development is going to be expensive up front," Foorman

says. "Teachers need to be trained in the context of materials, I feel."
"I do workshops with teachers in the summer, and you've got to go

back in with them in the fall because they've forgotten it," Foorman
explains, giving her "dumbed-down" version of classroom teachers. "And
it needs to be in the context of what I am going to do tomorrow for my
lesson. So it has to be staff development and not just a quick inservice
training, so it has to be thought about as information in the summer and
then monitoring a teacher in the classroom and following her through
enough so that she is on her own."

At this point in the hearing there is a shift away from the subaltern
intellectuals to the corps of engineers. The ground work is done. An
explanation of the right-wing coup by Honig, a presentation of "scien-
tific" deception by Lyon, and an official endorsement of a lucrative com-
mercial enterprise by Foorman.

"You have to encode," Honig states, "you have to store it in your
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mind with the letters and the letter patterns, and the sounds," in a politi-
cal reinvention of how young children learn to read. "If you try to look at
the letters without the sounds, without phonology it doesn't work, you
can never find it."

"Lousy readers," Lyon tells the committee as he fabricates the evi-
dence, "show us a different neurophysiological signature in the brain
and it is highly replicable."

"A child who comes into the direct instruction group has the oppor-
tunity to grow," Foorman states, in support of Open Court, "that's not
the case in these other groups, to the same extent. That's an alarming
picture. You'd expect to see improvement, and when you don't see im-
provement, you've got to ask yourself is this a curriculum disability that
we are creating."

Without any critical questioning of the "expert witnesses," without
listening to any counterarguments or disputation, without allowing any
presentation of opposing evidence or contrasting viewpoints, without
allowing for any rebuttal, willfully ignoring or in willful ignorance of the
last thirty years of scientific documentation on how young children learn
to read, the Education Committee of the California Assembly moves
the hearing to the implementation of their master plan by the chief tac-
ticians in California's hegemonic corps of engineers.

The key words: systematic, explicit phonics
instruction, phonemic awareness, sound-
symbol relationships, and decoding

"I'm Bill Furry with the Office of Child Development and Education,"
Furry states without waiting for an introduction from Baldwin. Furry,
who is listed as being from the "Governor's Office," creates a context for
his testimony by making clear to the committee that Governor Wilson is
a powerful player in the labyrinth. "Let me just say as a preface, to estab-
lish the premises here, that the governor's proposal is research based and
it's based on the research conducted and reported by Reid Lyon and
Marilyn Adams and Barbara Foorman and many others."

"The Governor's proposal addresses such things as what needs to be
included in staff development for practicing teachers, what school board
members should be aware of, what teacher candidates should know and
what teacher-training institutions should include in their credential pro-
grams," Furry tells the committee. "So we have proposals in all of these
areas and in each of our proposals there is a key set of language, and
these are the key words that are in these proposals. And the key words
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are: Systematic, Explicit Phonics Instruction; Phonemic Awareness;
Sound-Symbol Relationships; Decoding; Word Attack Skills; Spelling
Instruction; Diagnosis of Reading Deficiencies; Research on How Chil-
dren Learn to Read; Research on How Proficient Readers Read; Rela-
tionships between Reading, Writing, and Spelling; Planning and Deliv-
ery of Appropriate Reading Instruction Based on Assessment and
Evaluation; and Pupil Independent Reading of Good Books and Its Re-
lationship to Improved Reading Performance."

Furry talks about staff development and what teacher candidates
need to know. Then he moves on to what teacher-training institutions
need to include. The strategic plan is carefully thought out and reflects
Honig's overview.

"Things we have not invested in are additional library books, use of
technology, reduction of class size, the hiring of tutors and so forth and
so on," Furry informs the committee, dismissing some of the major ineq-
uities and social injustices in California schools."

"The cornerstone of this whole proposal is the 146 million dollars to
provide every pupil in K-3 with a full set of core reading materials; we
think this costs eighty dollars per pupil," Furry states. "The reading ma-
terials drive the curriculum in the classroom. They drive what teachers
do. They get into the classroom on Monday morning the first day of the
school year, they open the book, and that's where they start from."

One of the cornerstones of the hegemonic project is the hundreds
of millions of dollars state-approved publishers stand to gain from the
biggest textbook scam of this century. Think about this: $146 million in
California; a similar amount in Texas, plus the rest of the states, and you
have the biggest textbook deal of the century.

No publisher who pays any attention at all, and they all
pay attention, could have developed materials for this
adoption and not been aware that there needed to be
explicit, systematic phonics

Jerry Treadway is the next speaker. Treadway teaches at San Diego State
University, and because he often presents with Marilyn Adams, some
teachers with whom I have spoken also associate him with Open Court.
Treadway says he became a member of the curriculum commission early
in 1993. He talks of the blue-ribbon panel from the curriculum com-
mission that looked at reading.

"Basically we have three roles," Treadway tells the committee. "The
first is to establish frameworks, and remember we are an advisory group
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to the State Board so everything that we do goes to the State Board for
final adoption, so we develop and we recommend to the State Board."

"Basically what we do is to develop frameworks," he explains, "and
from those we develop what we call evaluation criteria. That evaluation
criteria goes two places. First it goes to the publishers, and the publish-
ers use that, and that's the basis on which they develop materials. And it
also goes to the evaluators. It is the evaluation criteria by which the pub-
lishers' materials are later judged."

"There is a thirty-month gap between the time that the evaluation
criteria is developed and the time of the adoption, that gives the publish-
ers time to develop materials." Treadway makes clear the tremendous
power of the blue-ribbon panel. Hundreds of millions of dollars in text-
book sales depend on the recommendations of the panel. The panel
quite literally has the power to change how children are taught to read,
not only in California but in every state where basals are purchased and
used.

"In 1993 we developed new evaluation criteria, and based on the
blue-ribbon panel and some other things we changed the criteria to put
in more explicit systematic phonics," he tells the committee. "We talked
about skills in context and explicit, systematic phonics. And we also ex-
tended the framework, had said phonics should be taught in K-2, but
we have so many students entering into the system after grade 2, we
asked that the publishers, for this adoption, develop phonic and direct
skills instruction through grade 8."

We are told reading instruction must be research based. Where is
the research to support phonics instruction through grade 8?

"That went to the publishers, then the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Delaine Eastin, and the Board sent a letter to the publishers
May 11, 1995, that reinforced phonics as being very important, and then
the Reading Task Force in the summer of 1995 also reinforced that that
would happen."

This is like ETS giving the test questions and the criteria for scoring
the test to candidates and then having them take the test.

"No publisher who pays any attention at all, and they all pay atten-
tion," Treadway states, "could have developed materials for this adop-
tion and not been aware that there needed to be explicit, systematic phon-
ics. And as we peruse the programs, we think that there will be many
programs like that for school districts."

Treadway seems pleased with the publishers' texts, but he sounds
concerned that there might not be enough decodable texts and says that
publishers have included "greater and lesser amounts in terms of what
we call decodeable texts."
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"We'll just have to see how that shakes out," he says. "Basically we
think the materials that will be going to the schools will be a vast im-
provement over what was there."

Treadway talks about developing the new framework and making
sure it has a solid research base. "When this group comes to write this
project or this framework, they will not have the freedom that most frame-
work committees have," Treadway states, exposing the underbelly of the
hegemonic project. "They will be constrained by the language of the
Task Force report, and they will be constrained by the language of the
Advisory, and they will be constrained by the ABC laws." He adds, "So
this will be a different type of framework than we have had in the past."

The hegemonic project is "ruthless in its policing duties," "unrecep-
tive to interrogation," "sanctioned to preserve ignorance and preserve
privilege," and "limits knowledge" "as it moves relentlessly towards the
bottom line and the bottomed-out mind.""

I would recommend that you also adopt
legislation that will require the schools
of education teach explicit phonics

Jerry Hume, who is a member of the California State Board of Educa-
tion, also speaks. "The Advisory that comes out will be a good advisory,"
Hume states. "It will reflect the Department, the CTC, the Reading
Task Force, and very gratefully experts in the field. We have Doug Carnine
here in the audience; we have Jerry Treadway, John Shefelbine, Marilyn
Adams. We are most fortunate to be able to have them developing and
making sure that the advisory is right and signing off on the advisory that
it is right, so I feel very fortunate there."

Hume talks about the ABC bills and says it "helped us a lot."
"I would recommend that you also adopt legislation which will re-

quire the schools of education teach explicit phonics because that is not
happening right now." Hume tells the committee, "There is nothing
like a unanimous bill by the legislature signed by the governor to cause
something to happen."

"We've got legislation on that," Baldwin tells Hume.
"Would the Department of Education oppose legislation to do what

this man is suggesting, to require the teaching of explicit direct phon-
ics?" Howard Kaloogian, another member of the Education Commit-
tee, asks Ruth McKenna, Chief Deputy Superintendent for the Depart-
ment of Education, who is at the hearing to represent Delaine Eastin,
the noticeably absent California Superintendent of Schools.
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"You already have that legislation in the ABC bills," McKenna tells
Kaloogian.

"And do you oppose that?" Kaloogian asks McKenna, making sure
the troops are lined up.

"No," McKenna is quick. "We have never opposed the ABC bills."
"No," Hume interjects, "I was talking about in the schools of educa-

tion, that's where I want it to be taught."
"Schools of education?" Brooks Firestone says, as if it is a question.
"Schools of education," Hume reiterates.
"Teaching colleges," Baldwin clarifies, sounding like the White Rab-

bit who is late.
"Teaching colleges, in other words," Firestone states, as if he had

just thought of it himself, "and the Department wouldn't oppose that
either?"

"No. We are working closely with the CTC and the Governor's of-
fice," McKenna responds. "You'll notice in the Reading Task Force re-
port it does recommend a significant change in teacher preparation.""

If you don't figure out a way to institutionalize the
findings of experimental research, what's being
built today will be wiped out in five to seven years

After almost eight hours of testimony to the Education Committee, and
after the labyrinthians have constructed every path so it is connected to
every other path, Carnine testifies. But Carnine makes it clear that the
Minotaur is real and that the labyrinth has no center, no periphery, no
exit, that it can never be structured definitively, and that it is potentially
infinite.

"I'm Douglas Carnine. I appreciate the opportunity to be able to
comment." Carnine focuses his attention on the Committee. "The sense
we're getting today is that there has been a mistake and that it's an anomaly
and everything is in line to fix it up." He pauses, "I wish it were true."

"The research on beginning reading in the late eighties indicated
that the language arts framework would create many reading failures,"
Carnine states. "I testified to that to the state board in the late 1980s, and
I am going to make a new prediction today."

He leans back in his chair and looks at the Education Committee,
and then he comes forward and speaks into the microphone.

"If you don't figure out a way to institutionalize the findings of ex-
perimental research, what's being built today will be wiped out in five to
seven years, " Carnine stares intently at the Education Committee. "The
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battle between phonics and whole language has not happened once,
and it's not new. It's been going back and forth for years and years and
years, and unless there is some way that a bipartisan effort can really find
out what the research says, because we are hearing different versions of
research from nearly every presenter, you are going to have a very diffi-
cult time in seven or eight years, when another group comes back, when
phonics is out of fashion, and tells you, 'we have a new answer and the
research supports it."

"Education does not use research knowledge," Camine moves back
and forth in his chair, and he repeats what he said at the pre-summit
meeting of Governor Bush's Texas Business Council. "In fact the courts
have ruled that education is not a profession because teachers don't know
anything. Teachers cannot be sued for malpractice because they don't
know anything."

Carnine talks about California's test scores and then tells phonics
stories. He sighs and clasps his hands in front of him and tells the com-
mittee about "the second-grade girl who asked to be labeled mentally
retarded so she could get into a special ed. room that would teach her to
read. The principals who went around and took all the phonics materi-
als and burned them to make sure they would never be used again. The
principal who begged and screamed at a teacher because she refused to
pretend to use whole language when the superintendent was going to
visit."

"In summary," Carnine says, without presenting any research and as
if he is near the end of his testimony, "there are many important re-
search studies, what I've said so far, about beginning reading, including
a billion-dollar Follow Through Study that was conducted almost twenty
years ago.

"Now, I hope this will be seen as a bipartisan issue. The Governor's
plan is trying to put money into dealing with this. You're hearing a lot of
ideas and things that may be done. I hope that people will recognize
that this is a critical bipartisan issue and whatever is needed to bring
things to bear so that it will work will be done," his voice deepens, "be-
cause I am telling you, the cycles in reading, it's like the curse of the
locusts. They come and go every seven years. I'm not kidding. I wish I
were."

"I'm going to give you one example of the implications for this,"
Carnine continues. "If you look at teacher education, you've got to have
a knowledge base, that's the core of teacher education, that's the core of
professional development, that is the core of the instructional materials
that you adopt in the state of California. You're on the verge of an adop-
tion right now. My prediction is that you are going to exclude some of
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the most effective programs that are available. That's my prediction."56
"If you do not establish a knowledge base you can trust," Carnine

continues, "and act from that, and institutionalize policy based on that,
we will continue in the pendulum swings that we have experienced.
You will not be here, you will all be term-limited out, and I won't be
here because I'm sure if it happens again in California, I won't set foot
in the state. But there is a great likelihood that this will all be revisited on
the children of California and their families."

"So I'm urging you that while you're hearing good words about what's
happening, I think it was well stated by the previous person who said
'The motto is that phonics is in." Carnine speaks directly into the micro-
phone. "The motto."

"If you can't turn this into action where teachers learn how to teach,
where higher ed. people really learn how to teach in ways in which
students are going to benefit. If you deal on the level of rhetoric you will
get results accordingly."

"I really hope that you can set the standard for the country." Again
Carnine looks intently at the committee, "Because if you don't have
knowledge to make decisions, what's left other than fads?"

At the back of the room, the crinolines clap.
"I see you have a fan club here," Baldwin says to Carnine.
Firestone asks him about Reading Recovery.
Carnine answers negatively and then he seizes the opportunity.
"This is why you need somebody you can trust to put this together,"

he says, "because my definition of educational research is anything that's
ever been said or heard. Everybody in education who has a new idea
will tell you it's research based. You can count on it."

The irony that this is exactly what Honig, Lyon, Foorman, and oth-
ers have just done apparently escapes Carnine.

"And you have to find somebody you can trust." He talks about an
advisory of doctors and engineers and then again states that the legisla-
ture needs "somebody they can trust."

"It doesn't have to be a lot of money, but if you don't have this how
do you know?" Carnine says, as if interviewing for the job.

Murray asks about the research on Whole language and phonics.
"The research that I have looked at is very consistent, and has been

given in great detail by Bill Honig, and Barbara Foorman, and Reid
Lyon, that what they have portrayed is my understanding of what the
research shows." Carnine tells Murray and then he adds, "Completely."

All that has been presented is a couple of charts from Foorman's
preliminary study and Honig and Lyon talking in generalities and stat-
ing that the research replicates nicely.
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"This is research just recently," Murray states. "What did it say in
the past? Where did we get this whole language from?"

"I think," Carnine replies, "there is a strong element in education
and there has been for a long time that education should be fun and
easy and natural."

"For teachers or for students?" Murray asks.
"Both," Carnine says. "There's been a lot of additional research in

the last five years. Barbara's research just in the last year is extremely
important. But it points in the same direction as research that existed
ten, fifteen years ago. We're just learning more."

"So why did they push ahead with it?" Murray continues with his
questions.

"Because people who make policy decisions are deceived," Carnine
tells Murray. "Because people come in and say they have a new theory
and it's research based, and people like yourselves assume that what they
are saying is true, and you believe them and you give money and judi-
cial or legislative sanction to it." Again he leans forward, "That's why.
But ultimately, you're responsible. It's your responsibility to get trustwor-
thy information."

"Are there certain kids with either learning disabilities or reading
disabilities who work best with contextual approach in learning to read
than kids with phonics," Tom Woods, who is also on the committee,
asks, "or is phonics the way to teach in a ubiquitous fashion?"

"In my opinion," Carnine does not hesitate, "it's the way to teach in
an ubiquitous fashion."

There is some discussion about the issue and then Carnine adds his
weight to Foorman's attack on teachers who don't buy into their ubiqui-
tous, explicit, systematic phonics approach to beginning to read.

"Barbara Foorman's data showed earlier there are so many students
who are curriculum disabled," Carnine states. "And what that means is
we teach them so poorly that we turn them into illiterates, that until we,
on a wide scale, teach students properly, we won't know if there is a very,
very tiny fraction that some other approach might work. We have such a
huge problem created by professional failure that we can't even begin to
answer your question, which is a legitimate one.

"There is so much failure that we create in schools, we can't get to
the point of those individuals who have truly unique needs and may
need to be treated in different ways."

I talk with Brian Husby, who trained in Oregon to teach DISTAR."
"It became very clear to me in the work that I have done," Husby

says, "and certainly in the direct instruction schools I taught in that the
model of power is that I have it, you don't. I'll decide when you have it
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and you will do exactly what I say, exactly what I say."
"To the letter," I interject.
"To the letter," Husby replies with a smile. "Literally."
"We had to memorize scripts and we had to do check-outs before we

went in to teach," Husby says, talking about his experience many years
ago of teaching DISTAR. "The summer school was for kids who weren't
reading for whatever reason, who weren't reading at grade level, what-
ever that meant. And that was determined based on the Woodcock-
Johnson. That was it. That was the test of choice." He raises his eyebrows
and pulls a face. "Then folks were in my class taking data every day, and
I would have to verify how I followed the script. If I deviated from the
script then I had to go back and rehearse and demonstrate competence."

"I remember being at a presentation with Ziggy [Engelmann] one
time and him saying that he could teach an ape to teach," again Husby
smiles. "Teaching was a series of stimulus-response bonds, and you didn't
leave it to chance. It was absolutely Skinnerian."

"Why were your scripts checked?" I ask.
"I was being checked because the theory is if you have a consistent

stimulus, then you're going to get a consistent response," Husby explains.
"And so if I was consistent in this, then the students would have a high
rate of success in their response. If I was inconsistent, it's based on be-
havioral theory, you manipulate the antecedent, well you go back, fix
the script, and then you'll get the response."

"I was supposed to simultaneously take data on the number of cor-
rect responses that kids made versus the kind of errors they made and
then do an error analysis and then do fix-ups." Husby laughs, reminding
me what happened that morning when he modeled a DISTAR stimu-
his-response sequence for some students. "You know this morning when
one of the students said, 'Well my students wouldn't sit still'? I just wanted
to laugh. You had no choice. You had no choice. And I remember this,
you know it is kind of like working in an institution twenty years ago, and
you say 'I was really sorry that I did that electric shock therapy,' and this
is exactly the same kind of thing." Husby shakes his head. "Some of my
kids were truly hyperactive, not like the in-vogue ADHD kids now, but
they really couldn't sit still. And a kid was allowed four movements and
when he had passed four movements it was 'Stand up!"Sit down!"Look
at me!"Touch your nose!"This is letter A!"VVhat's this?' 'A.' I mean it
was like this." He bangs his hand on the table four times. "It was based
on really sound behavioral theory. Any time a child went off task you did
a change-up, now. You moved from a motor skill to an auditory skill,
visual skill, verbal skill."

"I kept saying 'when will kids play?"Kids don't play at school."But
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isn't play child's work?' 'No. Kids need to learn that this is about stimu-
lus control." He looks serious. "I kept thinking to myself, there is a whole
child here, there is so much more to learning."

1 say to Husby that it is difficult for me to figure out Carnine's per-
spective.

"From Doug's perspective," he says, "I would bet from a behaviorist's
perspective, when I look through those glasses and those lenses, what
he's saying makes absolute sense. Absolute sense. Of course, you wouldn't
recognize something that wasn't replicable. You would have to have the
right number, if you come from that core behaviorist perspective."

"Doug," it's Hume of the State School Board, "would it be possible
for you to give a brief synopsis of Project Follow Through and direct
instruction and the implications of that for California at this time?"

"The Follow Through Study in 1990 dollars cost about a billion
dollars," Carnine states, as he did in Texas at the pre-summit meeting,
"and it involved 167 school districts across the United States. And one of
the things it did that was critical was the data was collected by indepen-
dent outside agencies and analyzed by independent outside agencies.
What you'll see in most of the reports about educational achievement
from different approaches today is that the advocates collect the data so
you have a bias problem."

Again it is ironic that it escapes Carnine that this is exactly what
Honig, Lyon, and Foorman have just done.

"At that time, which was almost twenty years ago, it compared a
whole language approach," Carnine states categorically, despite the fact
that whole language was not one of the pedagogical approaches in the
study, "It compared all the approaches that have been promulgated and
spread like wildfire throughout California and the United States."

"And twenty years ago it found out that with disadvantaged students
these programs were a total failure."

What Carnine tells the committee is, in fact, not true.
"Not only were they a total failure in academics, you found that

students in those programs had a significantly lower self-esteem because
they had been mis-educated."

Not true. Carnine is in the labyrinth, in a spin.
"You found that the parents of students in a direct instruction pro-

gram, you go out and do parents' interviews, these parents felt that their
kids were getting a good education, not the parents in these other pro-
grams, so everywhere you turn academics, self-esteem, parental percep-
tion, it was the same story."

Not true again. Get the documentation. Check it out. Do lies count
as spin doctoring?
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Let's begin by giving credit. W. Ray Rhine in Making Schools More
Effective: New Directions from Follow Through states, "If the intent of
Follow Through had been to improve children's achievement test scores
on the Metropolitan Achievement Test, the results of the national longi-
tudinal evaluation would have established unequivocally that the Di-
rect Instruction Model and Behavior Analysis Model were the `winners"
(p. 304)."

Rhine then goes on to state that increasing test scores on the MAT
was not a priority for many of the program sponsors participating in Project
Follow Through, and that in fact there were "many winners." This is
especially important because the purpose of Project Follow Through
was, as Rhine states, "to identify educational approaches that 'work best'
with low-income children and their families" (p. 304).

In Making Schools More Effective, Rhine presents five of the win-
ning pedagogical models, and I am going to focus on two of them here
to underscore the problems with Carnine's testimony to the California
Education Committee, and to also shed light on some of the problems
inherent in direct instruction approaches to early reading instruction.

The first is the Bank Street Model, which builds on the work of
Lucy Sprague Mitchell, and which is a developmental-interactional
approach which Elizabeth Gilkeson, Lorraine Smithberg, and Garda
Bowman together with Rhine define in terms of goals for children."

"The primary goal for children is to help them develop into adults
who can maintain and enhance a free, democratic society," the authors
write. "Thus, it is essential in the early years of schooling to establish the
foundations that enable individuals to become confident, inventive, re-
sponsive, and productive human beings who can both adapt to and shape
their society in meaningful ways. Such individuals possess a mastery of
academic skills, but even more importantly, they are competent in the
following broad intellectual, affective, social, and physical areas."

"Intellectual competence," Gilkeson and her colleagues state, "in-
cludes developing interest and ability in inquiry, investigation, and prob-
lem solving; increasing capacity to employ rational and logical processes
for organizing meaning; achieving mastery of academic skills in read-
ing, writing, mathematics, and communication; using imagination and
symbols to express thought and feelings."

"Affective competence," they state, "includes developing self-aware-
ness and self-esteem as a person and as a learner; acquiring knowledge
about and identification with one's own cultural heritage; actively par-
ticipating in one's own learning process; demonstrating ego strength to
cope with emotional stress; and responding to the beauty of life in its
artistic, aesthetic interpretation.
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"Social competence includes communicating effectively with one's
peers; empathizing and becoming involved with individuals of different
social, economic, ethnic, religious, and age groups; interacting with oth-
ers in the spirit of understanding, respect, trust, and cooperation; grow-
ing in awareness of and ability to enact ethical values in day-to-day liv-
ing.

"Physical competence includes becoming aware of one's physical
strengths and needs; demonstrating sequential development of motor
skills in age-appropriate activities; and experiencing pleasure in exercis-
ing one's physical capabilities as a living person" (p. 225).

In the Direct Instruction Model, no goals for children are presented.
Instead, Wesley Becker, Siegfried Engelmann, Douglas Carnine, and
W. Ray Rhine focus on "empirical behavior theory."

"The designers of the Direct Instruction Model followed behavioral
principles in three major areas of development," these authors explain.
"First, they used techniques such as prompts, fades, corrections, discrimi-
nation training, and chaining verbal responses in constructing the
DISTAR programs. Second, behavioral principles were employed in
developing teaching procedures for eliciting and maintaining students'
attention, securing their responses, dispensing reinforcers, and so forth.
Third, those individuals who designed the model were guided by behav-
ioral principles in activities and organizing classrooms and prescribing
management procedures for regulating the verbal behavior of teachers
and students, monitoring students' academic progress, and using praise
and other reinforcers to encourage students to acquire desirable behav-
iors" (p. 99).

The authors state that in the DISTAR reading program the teacher
focuses first on decoding and then comprehension.

"Students learn decoding skills by advancing through the following
program steps: (a) reading individual sounds; (b) blending those sounds
into words; (c) reading regular sound words; (d) reading common ir-
regular words (e.g., is, said, was); (e) reading sentences; (f) reading ir-
regular word families (e.g., hop-hope, bit-bite, rat-rate, hopping-hoping,
and so forth); and (g) reading less common irregular words" (p. 108).

"The printed instructions in each DISTAR program indicate exactly
what the teacher will say and do during classroom instruction," the au-
thors explain, calling this a "scripted presentation" (p. 111).

In Forces for Change in the Primary Schools, Walter Hodges and ten
other authors analyze the findings of Project Follow Through and make
recommendations based on their findings."

"Instructional models alone cannot and should not be expected to
enable economically disadvantaged children to catch up with more
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advantaged peers," the authors write in italic, and then they discuss such
critical variables as housing, access to jobs, and family income.

It's the unconnected tunnel in the Education Committee's direct
instruction master plan. Clearly the authoritarian, scripted, behavioral
modification approach of DISTAR, the direct instruction model that
Carnine tells the committee about, did have immediate effects on test
scores as is demonstrated by the findings of Project Follow Through. But
what are the long-term effects?

Do children develop interests and abilities that enable them to par-
ticipate in intellectual inquiries? Participate in scientific investigations?
Academic problem solving? Use their imagination and use symbols to
express thoughts and feelings? Are there lasting differences and benefits
for children who participate in classrooms based on models such as the
one developed by Bank Street? Or other models that participated in
Project Follow Through, such as High/Scope, which seeks "to develop a
broad range of skills in conceptual problem solving and interpersonal
communication that are essential to successful living in school and later
in adult life"?''

Rheta DeVries, Halcyon Reese-Learned, and Pamela Morgan con-
ducted an exploratory study to describe the sociomoral atmosphere in
three kindergarten classrooms, using DISTAR (DI), Constructivist
(CON), and Eclectic (ECL) programs. This research raises serious ques-
tions about the long-term effects of direct instruction programs such as
DISTAR on the lives of young children. Don't forget as you read the find-
ings of this study that Open Court is also a direct instruction program.

"The results of this study cannot be generalized to all DI and CON
classrooms," DeVries, Reese-Learned, and Morgan state in the first of
two articles which focus on the research. "However, the results suggest
that we must seriously consider the possibility that heavily academic,
teacher-centered programs may hinder children's development of inter-
personal understanding and their broader social-cognitive and moral
development."

"In light of the fact that no differences are found between DI and
CON groups on school achievement tests by third grade," the research-
ers add, "it seems legitimate to suggest that temporary benefits of au-
thoritarian DI programs not only cannot be justified but must be criti-
cized because of possible damage to children's sociomoral
development.""

In the companion article, DeVries, John Haney, and Betty Zan fo-
cus on a microanalytic analysis of the teachers' interactions with chil-
dren in the three classrooms.

"The children in the direct-instruction classroom experience an al-
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most totally unilateral relationship with the teacher," De Vries and her
colleagues state. Then they explain that the children "experience school
as a place where the teacher acts to control them according to her de-
sires and expresses little consideration for their feelings."

"This leaves little opportunity for shared experiences or for construc-
tion of higher-level negotiation strategies," these authors write.

"The DI teacher's interactions reflect a predominant authoritarian
focus on regulating children's behavior," they explain. "The single cat-
egory most frequently used by the DI teacher was Level 1 Demanding,
unilaterally commanding without giving explanation or reason" (p. 463).

It comes as no surprise that the problems of direct instruction are
compounded in studies which explore the frequency of stress behaviors
in young children. Diane Burts, Craig Hart, Rosalind Charlesworth, and
Lisa Kirk highlight the problem in a study that explores the differences
in stress behaviors in classrooms with developmentally appropriate and
inappropriate instructional practices.63

"For organizational purposes and ease of use," these researchers write,
"the stress behaviors were grouped into four major categories labeled
passive, self-with-self, self-with-others, and self-with-object.

"Examples of passive stress included behaviors such as daydream-
ing, withdrawing, and ignoring friendly overtures from adults/children.
Self-with-self stress included behaviors such as mouth manipulation (e.g.,
grinding teeth, fingernail biting), ear pulling, and rocking. Behaviors
such as physical hostility/fights, stutters, and nervous inappropriate laugh-
ter were included under self-with-others stress. The category labeled self-
with-object stress included playing with toy/object at inappropriate time/
way, pencil tapping, and destroys worksheet/workbook page" (p. 413).

Noting that the study is an initial step in early childhood classroom
stress research, the researchers state that children "in the more develop-
mentally inappropriate classroom exhibited significantly more stress
behaviors than children in the more developmentally appropriate class-
room."

"Initial support has been obtained documenting that developmen-
tally inappropriate educational programs," which Burt and her colleagues
describe as emphasizing the use of workbooks, ditto sheets, and whole
group instruction, "are potentially harmful to young children." They
add, "Such a program produced significantly more stress behaviors in
kindergarten children than did a more developmentally appropriate pro-
gram" (p. 419).

In a follow-up study Burt and her colleagues replicated the findings
with a sample of 204 kindergarten children, and they also found that the
effects of developmentally inappropriate educational programs were more
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pronounced for boys and for African American children.
"Empirical evidence is mounting to support the contention that

developmentally inappropriate curricula are potentially harmful to young
children," these researchers state. "The finding of main effect for SES
and race are particularly disturbing in that children who may be more
likely to lack foundational experiences are having fewer opportunities to
build necessary skills through appropriate experiences provided in the
classroom" (p. 314).

Let's take this discussion one step further before we return to the
California hearing. As I mentioned, High/Scope was one of the educa-
tional curriculum models that was represented in Project Follow
Through. What is of interest to us is that a comparison study has been
conducted in Ypsilanti, Michigan, which has followed the preschool
children who participated in the High/Scope, Direct Instruction
(DISTAR), and Nursery School curriculum models studied in Project
Follow Through to the age of twenty-three.

In Lasting Differences, Lawrence Schweinhart and David Weikart
present the findings of the comparative study which they describe at the
beginning of the book.64

"At the outset of the study, 68 three- and four-year-old children who
were living in poverty and at risk of school failure were each randomly
assigned to one of three groups."

As you know, in the Direct Instruction model, the teacher initiates
activities and sticks to a script with clearly defined academic objectives.
In the Nursery School model, the teacher responds to the children with
the minimum of structure. And, in the High/Scope model, both the
teacher and the children initiate activities. Schweinhart and Weikart state
that the High/Scope teachers arrange the classroom and the daily rou-
tines so that children can plan, do, and review their own activities, and
so that teachers can support them as they are engaged in key learning
activities.

Schweinhart and Weikart report that "the three groups differed little
from one another on a variety of tests used in the various follow-ups
through age ten." However, when the children who participated in these
three curriculum models were fifteen years of age, Schweinhart and
Weikart conducted surveys which revealed disturbing differences between
the sociomoral development and antisocial behavior of the children in
the different groups.

"At the age-15 follow-up," Schweinhart and Wiekart write, in Last-
ing Differences, "when the measurement of outcomes was expanded
beyond intellectual and academic tests to include examining commu-
nity behavior, the Direct Instruction group reported committing signifi-
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cantly more acts of misconduct than the High/Scope group, indeed, 2
times as many" (p. xi).

Criticisms were made of the comparison study by Bereiter and
Gersten, who suggested that the interviewer knew in which curriculum
model the fifteen-year-olds had participated. Schweinhart and Weikart
state that the interviewer had no knowledge of which curriculum group
the respondents belonged to, and they make a strong case for the inter-
nal validity of the study.

For the survey that was conducted at age twenty-three, the young
men and women, most of whom still lived in and around Ypsilanti, Michi-
gan, were located and interviewed by Van Loggins, a well-known Afri-
can American resident, who had been the coach at Ypsilanti High School
when the participants in the project were attending high school. Loggins
was not informed about which curriculum group each of the partici-
pants in the preschool programs had attended.

The young men and women gave their permission for the research-
ers to obtain copies of their school, police, and social services records,
and these data, along with the interviews, were analyzed by Schweinhart
and Weikart.

"There is no variable on which the Direct Instruction group had a
statistically significant advantage over either or both of the other cur-
riculum groups," Schweinhart and Weikart report.

In fact, the Direct Instruction group had more felony arrests at age
twenty-two and over; more property-type felonies; more assaults with a
dangerous weapon; and more years of special education for emotional
impairment or disturbance than either of the other groups (see Figures
14.6 and 14.7).

"[T]he strongest conclusion from this study is that the Nursery School
group and especially the High/Scope group had significant advantages
over the Direct Instruction group at age 23," Schweinhart and Weikart
write (p. 61).

"Direct Instruction children learned that they had little control over
their lives," Schweinhart and Weikart state. "Direct Instruction during
their early childhood years did nothing to dispel the lesson that many
children living in poverty learn, that they are not in charge of their lives,
others are" (p. 66).

"Like all teacher-directed instruction, Direct Instruction places the
teacher in control of learning activities in the classroom, but Direct In-
struction is more intense and tightly scripted," Schweinhart and Weikart
stress. "For this reason, we believe that Direct Instruction techniques
should be used sparingly if at all with children who have disabilities;
while such techniques may lead to success on short-term objectives, they
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Figure 14.6

do not help children to develop a sense of control of their lives," and
then they add, "something that is especially important for children with
disabilities" (p. 67).

The possible negative impact of Direct Instruction on children's
sociomoral development needs to be seriously considered, but there is
no one at the hearing held by the California Education Committee to
address this issue or to challenge Carnine's presentation. A discussion
should also take place in which consideration is given to the long-term
academic effects of commercial, direct instruction programs such as
DISTAR and Open Court. But once again no one has been invited to
the California Hearing to discuss the issue.

Remember what Carnine said about the programs that did not use
direct instruction methods. "Not only were they a total failure in aca-
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demics," Carnine said, "you found that students in those programs had a
significantly lower self-esteem because they had been mis-educated."

On the contrary. It would appear from the scientific evidence that it
is DISTAR and other authoritarian, scripted, direct instruction programs
that mis-educate. In my discussions with educators in school districts in
which DISTAR or similar programs are currently used, they tell me that
they are concerned by the passivity of the children and by the high inci-
dence of stress-induced behaviors.

"Some of the children are rocking," an educator says. "They sit for
ninety minutes every day. They sit with their feet flat on the floor, their
arms on the desk, listening to the teacher."

"I watch their mouths," the educator explains, "some of them are
not getting it. The kids who need the most help are not getting it. They
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know all the rules but they can't use them. They can't pick up a book
and read. Their teacher said if the kids are moving anything their brains
aren't working."

An educator from another state expresses similar concern, specifi-
cally about the use of DISTAR. The educator talks about what happens
when children are "narrowed into one way of learning."

"When you walk in it sounds like everyone is on task," the educator
says, "but little Mary is climbing up the wall and another child is just
mouthing it. They are spending four-and-a-half hours every day in
DISTAR and it doesn't meet the needs of all the children."

Here are the results of the Grade 5 Stanford Achievement Test for
the district which is referred to by this second educator. The chart shows
the test data for the elementary school in which DISTAR has been used
exclusively for the last four years (see Figure 14.8). The Stanford Achieve-
ment Test scores obtained by children in the school in which DISTAR
is used exclusively do not support Carnine's testimony.

"Define Direct Instruction," Murray asks Carnine at the Hearing.
"Direct Instruction, Follow Through was, err, all the research here

on beginning reading," Carnine tells Murray, "phonemic awareness, the
explicit phonics, the blending, making sure that kids are reading pas-
sages where they are reading words that they have the phonics skills to
decode them. It also includes oral language, it includes spelling, it in-
cludes composition, so it's a broad curricular program, highly structured,
highly intensive.""

"What's the opposite of direct instruction?" Murray asks.
"It's where you kind of expect kids to figure it out on their own and

create a stimulating environment and get them excited about learning,"
Carnine responds.

"Like whole language?" Murray asks.
"Yes."
There is crinoline laughter at the back of the room.
"How powerful in teaching reading is the number of students in a

classroom as a variable?" someone asks.
Carnine leans forward.
"Follow Through Study, that cost a billion dollars, the failed ap-

proaches had quite small class sizes," he says. "They would have three
adults with twenty-five kids."

"Something like eight-to-one?"
"Yes, that's correct. I'm not saying that doesn't help, but this Follow

Through Study, from kindergarten to fourth grade, each classroom got a
hundred and eighty thousand dollars in additional money," Carnine leans
back in his chair, is still for a moment, and then he comes forward to the
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Figure 14.8. Decline of SAT scores from 1993 to 1996 in one school which used
DISTAR exclusively.

mike, "and the kids in the whole language and the whole math pro-
grams were worse than the control kids who did not get the money."

Carnine leans back and looks intently at the committee.
"Any other questions as we sit here in shock?" Baldwin asks.
More laughter.
"Any other countries adopted the whole language approach that you

know of?" Firestone asks.
"Yes, it's been prevalent in all English-speaking countries," Carnine

states, "and it runs, like I say, in the cycle of the locusts. It has in the past
and I am telling you it will in the future. I'm warning you, I really am,
I'm genuinely concerned you have the power, if you treat this seriously,
to stop that, and it's not whole language or phonics, it's faddism versus
science, make no mistake. Education is not a science."
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In Halford's article in Infobrief she quotes Carnine.
"It's very important that the education community work together on

this issue," he states. "This political divisiveness is not healthy for the
profession" (p. 6).

It's an interesting statement, given Carnine's testimony to the Cali-
fornia Committee. While the public discourse is conciliatory, "Let's work
together"; "Why are educators so hostile and uncooperative?", don't be
fooled. There is nothing conciliatory about the hegemonic project. As
you will find out at the end of our journey, Carnine has a national agenda
that is not only politically divisive but places in jeopardy some of this
country's most vulnerable children.

It's been a terrible, horrible, Sam sat, Dad sat, boot-
polishing, crinoline-clapping, no good, very bad day

John Shefelbine from the Sacramento campus of California State Uni-
versity testifies after Carnine, and somehow manages to bring some light
relief. As I stated earlier, Shefelbine writes the decodable books for Scho-
lastic which children will "read" instead of Bill Martin's Brown Beth,
l3mIct, Beth, or Chieka Chieka Booth &um. Shefelbine complains to
the committee that he was denied a position at a college because of his
views on systematic, explicit phonics, and then he speaks of the resis-
tance of teachers to his direct instruction ideas. Do you think it's be-
cause they have observed children reading
Lama Ntiiiieioff?66

I think, instead of listening to Shefelbine explain to the committee
how he has been vindicated by the legislature's new laws on systematic,
explicit phonics, it would be more appropriate to bring to the hearing
some of the children's authors whose books the California Education
Committee is determined to replace with Sam sat, Dad sat, totally artifi-
cial, linguistically restricted, theoretically indefensible, incredibly bor-
ing, decodable books.°

Join me. Add to the list books that you know young children love to
read in kindergarten and first grade when they are emergent readers.
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Agaia, Ming La Move,' the Matintaia, Mouse Soup. ThaLher Huid.

from the Uhl Lagoon. Pat Mura. Pablo's 'nee. Tana I Ieban. L;ttle El-

ril,L, Ho, (dile, No Good, Very Bad Day.
It's getting late and it has been a terrible, horrible, Sam sat, Dad sat,

boot-polishing, crinoline-clapping, no good, very bad day. Shefelbine
finishes his self-congratulatory-I-told-them-so-presentation.

State legislature, after state legislature,
after state legislature is going through
exactly the same process that you are here

Robert Sweet, the president of the National Right to Read Foundation
(NRRF), and a general from an allied camp, is one of the last speakers,
and he tells the Education Committee that for him it is ten minutes to
one in the morning, which would make it 9:50 p.m. in California. Sweet
thanks the committee for what it is doing for not only California, but the
entire nation.

"What I have heard today I hear replicated daily with hundreds and
hundreds of people, parents," Sweet tells the Education Committee.
"We're a volunteer organization, we have people in every state in the
union, and I can tell you that state legislature, after state legislature,
after state legislature is going through exactly the same process that you
are here."
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He shares some books on explicit, systematic phonics approaches to
beginning reading, but he doesn't mention that the Right to Read Foun-
dation sells an at-home phonics test to parents for $10, or that the Right
to Read Foundation has officially endorsed Open Court.

"This is a century-old problem at a minimum," Sweet says as he
holds up an old basal reader and discusses the problems that NRRF has
with the lack of phonics in commercial reading programs. He shares
some books on explicit, systematic phonics approaches to beginning read-
ing. "I would just encourage you," he tells the committee, "as you con-
sider the actual text selection of material, that you make sure, if you can,
that all of the products that teach explicit systematic phonics that are on
the market today are included."

"You're working on the framework here in California," Sweet says,
"and what you do here in California is going to affect all the states in the
union. You and Texas, I might add, are in a race for who can get the
framework in place quick enough so that the textbook companies will
follow your lead because you both buy textbooks by, you know, the mil-
lions."

"If the framework reflects what I saw in the document just passed
out here from, the State Board is going to get a copy tomorrow, tempo-
rary spelling is included," Sweet says, making clear to the committee
that the NRRF does not think the framework goes far enough. "Yes, they
say explicit, systematic phonics, but I can tell you that the way they de-
scribe it, it is one of four quote 'cueing systems."

"I hear this until I want to," he hesitates and says, "I don't want to
hear it anymore. It's a regurgitation, if you will, about the very stuff that
has been around this country for the last century."

"Now we have a very serious situation and the reason why I think it's
important," he smiles, "for us to stay as late as need be here. We are
dividing people up into those who can read and those who cannot."

Sweet talks about prisons and illiteracy.
"And I commissioned, by the way, Becoming a Nation of Readers

that my good friend Bill Honig said he didn't understand. Well, Rudolph
Flesch called me, after that publication was issued back in 1985, and
shortly before he passed away, and he told me that it was the first time
that the federal government did anything worthwhile in presenting di-
rect systematic phonics.

"In summary, I would suggest that if there is any way that our organi-
zation or myself can help in making sure that we lock this down in Cali-
fornia, that we don't go on into the twenty-first century with simply rede-
fining the thing that was at one time look and say, then became whole
word, then psycholinguistics, then whole language, and now it will be
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systematic, explicit phonics and it's all going to be the same stuff."
Sweet does not tell Baldwin or the other members of the Education

Committee that the National Right to Read Foundation is conducting
its own begemonic campaign in California.

He does not discuss the newsletters that are being distributed in
California and in every other state, but as the propaganda produced by
NRRF is so readily available it seems reasonable to assume that Baldwin
and the other committee members have read many of the documents
which are being distributed.

Sweet does not mention that a newsletter from the California Divi-
sion of NRRF on the "Principles of Reading Instruction" begins "Teach
phonemic awareness directly in kindergarten," or that it states, "these
skills do not develop naturally and must be taught directly." Nor does he
mention, as it does in this particular document, that the NRRF has con-
nected some of the tunnels in the labyrinth and is using the research
supported by Reid Lyon and NICHD to support the organization's own
right-wing agenda.

"These research findings have been distilled from $200 million in
research, conducted over thirty years," states the NRRF newsletter un-
der the principles for reading instruction, "under the direction of the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development. Applica-
tion of these findings in the classroom is critical if illiteracy in America
is to be reduced."

Sweet does not tell the California Education Committee of the Cali-
fornia House Assembly that NRRF is monitoring their activities. He
doesn't mention that one NRRF newsletter produced in Virginia alerts
school boards across the country about the new textbook adoptions that
are taking place in California.

"In the past two years, the California state legislature passed laws
that require, in grades K-3 of its public schools, reading instruction that
emphasizes 'systematic, explicit' (i.e., prearranged, well-ordered, and
direct) teaching of phonics information and of spelling," states the NRRF
newsletter. "The legislature also mandated that reading instruction pro-
grams provide children in these grades 'decodable' stories, that is, ones
that afford practice for them in decoding words by using phonics skills
that they previously taught."

Sweet does not tell the committee that NRRF has officially endorsed
Open Court.

"It is the considered judgement of the National Right to Read Foun-
dation however, that only one of the several reading instruction textbook
programs noted below, that the state board approved for use hencefor-
ward in California, satisfactorily meets the stipulations of the new read-
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ing laws of this state," the NRRF newsletter states. "That one is the pro-
gram published by Open Court."

Sweet does not tell the Education Committee that the NRRF is dis-
tributing "Briefings" which warn parents that the textbook adoptions in
California include textbooks which do not "teach phonics properly."

"The warning to parents and other concerned citizens from the cur-
rent selection of reading instruction texts is evident. Unless you con-
vince them otherwise, schools in the future likely will adopt textbooks
that do not provide children full opportunity to learn to read. This need
not be the case, however. As noted, there are approved textbooks that do
conform to the new reading instruction laws. Also, a school district may
gain permission to use its state textbook money for books not approved
by the state Board of Education."

In this briefing, the NRRF once again makes an endorsement.
"In our judgment, only one of the grades K-6 reading textbook se-

ries approved by the Board meet the new legal criteria. It is published by
Open Court."

Sweet does not tell Baldwin that NRRF is also monitoring what hap-
pens in California to make sure that the California State Department of
Education and the California State Board of Education "does its duty"
and "faithfully follows" the new state laws.

"Now you've got chapters in every single state, the National Right to
Read Foundation, and you've seen this battle in all fifty states," Baldwin
says to Sweet after he finishes speaking. "Where are we compared to
other states? Are there any states focusing on systematic, explicit phon-
ics as the main method of reading right now?"

"I would say probably Virginia," Sweet responds, "and it just so hap-
pens I served on the commission."

"The standards commission?" Baldwin asks.
"Yes."
"Great standards!" Baldwin is enthusiastic. "I saw the standards pro-

duced in Virginia. Excellent standards."
"That's one example," Sweet continues. "In Massachusetts forty lin-

guists recommended that the state framework committee go back to ex-
plicit, systematic phonics. I haven't seen the final version; I've seen a
draft of it." Sweet expresses reservations about the final version of the
document in Massachusetts, and then he says that with Foorman's influ-
ence Houston is getting explicit phonics.

If Sweet gets his way, so will the nation.
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In which California ends

local control and the

State Board of Education

leads the jihad

III-11-111

In California the new ABC laws raise serious constitutional questions
regarding issues of civil rights as well as civil liberties. Local communi-
ties no longer have the right to choose how their children learn to read.
Parents and teachers cannot work together to decide what form of in-
struction best suits the needs of individual children. Even though there
is extensive scientific evidence which demonstrates that direct instruc-
tion and intensive, explicit, systematic phonics can in fact be deleterious
to the health and well-being of many children and can have a negative
effect on their ability to learn to read, systematic, explicit phonics is now
taught ubiquitously.'

"Whole language was never mentioned in the 1987 framework,"
says Sharon Zinke, a California teacher who was denied the opportunity
to testify at the May 1996 Hearing on Reading held by the Education
Committee of the California Assembly. "Whole language was not even
happening in California. Instead, what we had were teachers scrambling
to implement the framework without any training and without the ma-
terials necessary to implement it. We were not allowed to use state money
to buy appropriate books even though the framework said that our stu-
dents should be reading trade books at their instructional and indepen-
dent level. Even though teachers spend their own personal income on
books, they do not have enough appropriate books in their classrooms so
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that students can raise their reading levels."
In one document I read, the writer states, "Just about every paper in

the state, including the LA Weekly, has done extensive articles on the
'failure of whole language' and no major education related interest group
in the state, including teachers, will go on record in support of whole
language."

"The battle now seems to be whether you are sufficiently anti-whole
language enough," the author writes. "The Wilson-dominated State
Board of Education leads the jihad, and has trashed the current Super-
intendent of Public Instruction, Delaine Eastin." The writer goes on to
state, "My guess is that reversing this near consensus is going to be pretty
difficult. This 'debate' was over two years ago. I say 'debate' because
there really was no whole language side to the controversy. No one de-
fended it."

"Can you be a critical pedagogist if you are not involved in the po-
litical process?" I ask Ken Goodman, as I try to figure out why so many
of the leading researchers in the field of literacy continue to remain
silent as emancipatory pedagogical practices are attacked and as research-
ers and teachers are denigrated.

"I don't think so," Goodman says with a smile, knowing it's a rhetori-
cal question.

"Critical pedagogy is about action," O'Loughlin says in another con-
versation.

But where are the researchers in the reading field who study emer-
gent literacy? Where are the researchers who study early literacy devel-
opment as social and cultural practice? VVhere are the sociolinguists who
study discourse analysis? Where are the researchers who participate in
teacher-research? Where are the researchers who develop cultural mod-
els of children's early literacy practices? Where are the researchers who
write of building a pedagogy of multiliteracies? How can we build
pedagogies which are sensitive to the plurality of literacies that are a part
of young children's lives if we are reduced to the word level? How can
we remain silent when we know that literacy is embedded in different
ideologies, with different political perspectives and with different politi-
cal agendas? How can we abandon the teachers with whom we have
worked for so many years and leave them to fight alone? Do we ditch
them when they are told that they must abandon their emancipatory
pedagogies? Do we desert them when they are told they must forget they
are professionals? Do we stand by, mute, when they are told they must
return to their role as technical aides and use methods of instruction
that "anaesthetize" the children they teach "and leaves them a-critical
and naïve in the face of the world"?'
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"We're Balkanized," I say. "We vie for academic recognition, tenure,
and publications, while the rights of teachers and children are taken
away from them in a right-wing political coup that is intent on destroy-
ing public education."

"It is time for language educators to enter the political fracas," P.
David Pearson writes. "Dissemination, the marketplace of ideas, and pro-
fessional support groups are conspicuously absent from the back-to-the-
basics counter-movement. The strategy of the movement is simpler and
more direct: work through legislative and policymaking bodies to man-
date the changes deemed necessary. Prey on the crisis mentality that
policymakers find so appealing as a motivation for their personal attempts
to create a better America. Most disturbing about this new game is how
ill-suited language educators seem to be at playing it. We may be skilled
at turning a phrase in our academic milieu, but we are not so skilled at
turning heads in the political fray" (p. 8).3

Drop the touchy-feely psychobabble from our schools!

On January 19, 1997, Assemblyman Steve Baldwin testifies in San
Fernando, California, at the Field Hearing held by the United States
House of Representatives Committee on Education and the Workforce.

Baldwin begins with what's not the problem.
"It is not the lack of money."
"It is not teacher quality."
"It is not for the lack of quality school facilities."
"It is not the lack of federal involvement."
"It is not because of a diverse student body."
"It is not class size."
"It is not the lack of technology."
Baldwin says the problems are with a lack of phonics and the use of

cooperative learning. He talks about math. Group methods. Inventive
spelling. The personal questions that are asked about students' families.
Questions that undermine students' values. Overregulation. Overregu-
lation? Yes, overregulation. He talks about Project Follow Through.

"We need to focus on individual accountability," Baldwin tells the
House Committee. "Drop cooperative learning and hold kids account-
able for what they do on their own. After all, that is how the real world
operates."

"Drop the touchy-feely psychobabble from our schools!" Baldwin
declares. "If a child really is in need of psychiatric help, then he should
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be referred to a psychologist or psychiatrist outside the classroom. It's
time for teachers to quit playing Freud and focus on academics!"

At the end of his speech Baldwin states, "I do condemn, and do so
publically, an educational establishment that for a generation has used
political power at the expense of parental control and continues to focus
on political matters rather than on teaching our children."

Exquisite politics! Baldwin has it down pat. He is totally political. I
don't think it's an act.'

"The law states that at least 95 percent of the allocated funds are to
be used to purchase core reading program materials," reads the notice
from the California Department of Education which focuses on AB 3482
that was sent out to elementary schools across the state. The materials
must include "phonemic awareness, systematic phonics, and spelling
patterns, accompanied by reading material that provides practice in the
lesson being taught."

In case there is any doubt, teachers are told that "systematic, explicit
phonics" refers to "an organized program where letter-sound correspon-
dences for letters and letter clusters are directly taught; blended; prac-
ticed in words, word lists, and word families; and practiced initially in
texts with a high percentage of decodable words linked to the phonics
lesson." Teachers are reminded that "Whe most effective phonics in-
struction is explicitthat is, taking care to clarify key points and prin-
ciples to students. In addition, it is systematic that is, it gradually builds
from basic elements to more subtle and complex patterns."

The 1997 California textbook adoption is the largest textbook adop-
tion that has ever occurred anywhere in the world, and in terms of dol-
lars is of enormous commercial value. Of course, as you would expect,
on the Reading/Language List adopted by the California State Board of
Education is the Open Court program, co-authored by Adams, promoted
by Foorman, and recommended by Sweet, creating a right-wing coup
d'etat of unprecedented commercial worth. But the crinolines are still
ruffled at the thought that some schools might not be willing to comply,
so they stamp their boots, threatening to audit schools and force them to
return their state money if they don't obey the law.

"There should not be some children who by the luck of the draw do
not get phonics," says Kathryn Dronenburg, a member of the State Board,
who is quoted by Daniel Weintraub, in the Orange County Register on
April 11, 1997. "I want to have this information out there," Dronenburg
declares, "so that people know that this is not a matter of opinion. It's
what the law says, and we have to follow the law."

Weintraub follows up by clarifying for the readers of the Register the
meaning of the new state laws. "For one thing," he writes, "it is now
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against the law to use state or federal funds for programs that use certain
whole language techniques. Those funds no longer can be used for pro-
grams that encourage children to use the story's context to figure out
unfamiliar words or that encourage 'inventive spelling."

"Further," Weintraub states, "the law requires not just phonics but
'explicit, systematic phonics. He then adds, "Unfamiliar words must be
sounded out, not skipped or guessed at."

Educators are in violation of California law if state or federal money
is used for children's literature instead of basal texts. If a teacher looks at
a picture with a child or rereads part of a story to help a child figure out
a word, the teacher will have performed an illegal act. For the first time
in United States history a teacher can break the law just by reading with
a child, or just by sitting with a group of children and talking with them
about the graphophonic relationships they are reinventing as they write
their own stories. If Martha and Leigh, whom you met at the beginning
of Spin Doctors, lived in California, they would be breaking the law, and
Sharron would be engaging in an illegal activity if she supported Nicola,
who learned to use her understandings of literacy to express her anger
and her grief. Although it is hard to believe, teachers have not only lost
their professional status, but can now be accused of breaking the law if
they do not embrace the cant, right-wing, political ideology which has
replaced their emancipatory pedagogies.

Baldwin makes this clear in a letter that he writes to Yvonne Larsen,
the President of the California State Board of Education, which was
circulated on the Internet. Baldwin states that he believes some schools
are in violation of the law, and he urges Larsen and the state board to
investigate. He argues that even if school districts are not using AB 3482
funds, they might still be in violation of the law because of the language
set out in the state budget which outlaws any program that "emphasizes
contextual clues in lieu of fluent decoding or systematically uses or en-
courages inventive spelling techniques in the teaching of writing."'

Nothing that we say counts because according to
them the research is in and teachers know nothing

Nervous about the consequences of their efforts to teach children to
read, teachers in the state now talk of the "phonics police," and while
some teachers hold fast to their pedagogical practices, others, frightened
by the possible consequences, are coerced and quietly acquiesce.

But don't forget the "we all agree" basis of hegemony, for while the
politicians establish a totalitarian educational regime, their subaltern
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intellectuals soothe teachers with the "findings" of their so-called "reli-
able and replicable research." At the Leadership Conference of the Cali-
fornia Reading and Literature Project which was held in Los Angeles
the last week in April 1997, Treadway uses the work of Stanovich, Adams,
and Foorman to support the proposition that phonemic awareness and
phonics must be taught explicitly.

"You do believe in phonics don't you?"'
In case there are any nonbelievers at the Leadership Conference,

Treadway provides them with documentation to ensure their indoctri-
nation. With a few carefully selected quotes he distorts the theories of
Frank Smith and Ken Goodman and portrays them both as nonbelievers.

"Smith and Goodman's theories created great interest," Treadway
writes. "Psychologists and educators began an immediate attempt to rep-
licate their studies and substantiate their claims." He then states, "[T]heir
notions about decoding and the orthographic processor were proven
wholly wrong"(p. 4).

But neither Smith nor Goodman conducted any research on the
"orthogaphic processor."

"All nonsense, of course," Goodman says when I read the paragraph
to him on the telephone. "Treadway is rewriting history and misrepre-
senting research."

Indeed, Treadway, like Lyon, Foorman, Honig, Carnine, and
Grossen, is in the business of knowledge fabrication and disinformation.
Smith has long been a synthesizer of educational research, but he has
done very little primary research, so it would be difficult for anyone to
replicate studies that he never did. As for Goodman, his two principal
antagonists are Nicholson and Stanovich. Nicholson seems to be per-
manently fixated on the only experimental study Goodman conducted
in the early sixties, a study which in fact preceded his classic research on
miscue analysis; while Stanovich, who has also consistently criticized
Goodman, has not attempted to replicate any of Goodman's studies.
Moreover, Stanovich's research practices and the conclusions of his stud-
ies have been seriously questioned in this book. But no matter, to fulfill
the objectives of the hegemonic project, the work of Smith and Goodman
must be discounted, and in print, Treadway's criticisms are authoritative
and appear to be authentic.

"They're everywhere," a teacher tells me, referring to Treadway, Lyon,
Adams, and Shefelbine, who are making presentations around the state.
"Nothing that we say counts because according to them the research is
in and teachers know nothing."

To ensure that teachers get the message, the Comprehensive Read-
ing Leadership Program [AB 3482] publishes a book of articles on be-
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ginning reading instruction which is distributed to California's county
offices of education. The project director of CRLP at the California State
Department of Eduation is Alice Furry, the wife of Bill Furry, who works
for Wilson and who testified before the Education Committee of the
State Assembly.

The first article in the collection is by Elizabeth McPike and was
published by the American Federation of Teachers. McPike begins with
Stanovich, whom she describes as "one of the world's leading reading
researchers," andyou've guessed the "Matthew Effects in Reading."
Adams follows. Writing with Maggie Bruck, Adams criticizes Goodman
for an article he published in 1967, but ignores the decades of research
on miscue analysis which he has accomplished since that date. Adams
and Bruck then attack Frank Smith for the synthesis of reading research
that he published in 1971, while at the same time they laud the research
of Stanovich and of course reference his article on "Matthew Effects in
Reading."

Adams and Bruck then provide weapons to the conservative right by
stating that there "exists an anti-research spirit within the whole lan-
guage movement." Winick grabs at this idea and Honig uses it in his
personal battle to re-establish himself as a dominant force in California
public education. "Many leaders of this movement actively discredit tra-
ditional scientific research approaches to the study of reading develop-
ment," Adams and Bruck write, and Carnine is back in the battle and
Sweet gets his day. "The movement's anti-scientific attitude forces re-
search findings into the backroom, making them socially and, thereby,
intellectually unavailable to many educators," Adams and Bruck state.
It's the message that drives Wilson, and the message that will give George
Bush Jr. the presidency if right-wing conservatives and big business have
their way.

The next paper in the collection is by Isabel Beck and Connie Juel,
and again the arguments that they present are based on "Matthew Ef-
fects in Reading" by Stanovich. Grossen follows. You can read what she
has to say on the Web pages of the far right. Next comes Stanovich with
his A-cites-B perspective on reality in which he cites Adams repeatedly.
With a plea that researchers look "at points of agreement between op-
posing positions," Stanovich lambastes the "melange" called

and states that "[t]hese ideas have unfortunately come
into education half baked and twice distorted."

Children learn to read phonetically. We'd all agree if you'd just be-
lieve like me.

Perfetti follows with references to Stanovich. Then Grossen again
with a fixed-up version of 30 Years of Research with references to Adams,
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Foorman, and five references to Stanovich, including "Matthew Effects
in Reading." The next to last article is "Skills and Other Dilemmas" by
Lisa Delpit, and its inclusion in the collection is highly problematic.
Delpit is out of the hegemonic loop. She is a strong, deeply committed
African American scholar who speaks her mind and is unlikely to be
persuaded by the "we-all-agree" mindless conformism of hegemony.

"No," Delpit tells me, when I call her to ask her if she knows her
article has been republished by the state of California. We talk for a
while, and then she says, "Well, whatever they're doing with the paper
I'm sure they're not using it to help black kids."

"I run a great risk in writing this," Delpit states in the paper that the
California State Department of Education has republished without her
permission, "the risk that my purpose will be misunderstood; the risk
that those who subject black and other minority children to day after day
of isolated, meaningless, drilled 'subskills' will think themselves vindi-
cated. That is not the point. Were this another article, I would explain
what I mean by 'skills." Delpit then gives her personal definition, "use-
ful and usable knowledge," she says, "that contributes to a student's abil-
ity to communicate effectively in standard, generally acceptable literary
forms." She continues, "And I would explain that I believe that skills are
best taught through meaningful communication, best learned in mean-
ingful contexts." She ends these thoughts by stating that black and mi-
nority students "need to be able to think critically and creatively to par-
ticipate in meaningful and potentially liberating work inside those doors"
(p. 48).

"Skills in meaningful contexts" can hardly be used to support "ex-
plicit, systematic phonics" without the use of contextual cues, but I know
Delpit will forgive me for saying that's not the point. In California where
the "minority" is the "majority," the state needs the endorsement of an
African American scholar, and with any luck her name will be enough
and few people will actually read Delpit's paper and realize that her
views are being misrepresented.

In addition to the book of readings, the Comprehensive Reading
Leadership Center sends monthly bulletins called "CRLP Trainers" out
across the state.' The May-June 1997 package contains seventeen sepa-
rate documents including: a resolution from the Maryland State PTA
Convention on phonics; an article on phonics from the Dallas Morning
News; an article entitled "The Lone Star Lesson for California" pub-
lished in the Orange County Register; a copy of The Texas Reading Ini-
tiative; and the e-mail letter from Lyon to Coles from which I quoted in
my discussion of Lyon's testimony before the Education Committee of
the California State Assembly.
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Nothing is left to chance. To ensure the hegemonic reconstruction
of how young children learn to read, CRLP also has "Tips for Parents";
a "Read All About It" video; a "2-Day Workshop" video; "2-Day Work-
shop" modules; "A Blueprint for Professional Development"; and a
"Questions and Answers Brochure."

In these packages, which are being distributed throughout the state
of California, there is no mention of the problematic statements that
Lyon made to the Education Committee of the California Assembly.
Nor is any attention paid to the contradictory statements made by Lyon
which undermine the scientific veracity of his presentation. No refer-
ence is made to the misrepresentation of data or to the numerous de-
fects in Foorrnan's research which result in statistical uncertainties that
invalidate the studies. No copies are provided of the reliable and repli-
cated research on the negative impact of direct instruction on the
sociomoral development of young children. Reports from High/Scope
on direct instruction and the high incidence of criminal activity are not
included in the package. Also missing are the negative test scores of chil-
dren who are currently in direct instruction programs which teach in-
tensive systematic, explicit phonics. And there is no mention, not even a
whisper, about the success of reading instruction in the many schools
across the country which do not include systematic, explicit phonics
instruction or use commercial reading programs. The documentation is
hegemonic. '°

"You do believe in phonics, don't you?"
"You know I do. I believe phonics should be taught ubiquitously,

you know I do."

The f-word. It's not negotiable, by the way

On May 15, 1997, the final draft of the California Framework is sent to
the members of the Literacy Team for review. The published document
is due in December. By now some of the content will be familiar to you.
In the section on phonemic awareness, the key findings of the research
are given.

"Phonemic awareness has emerged as one of the best predictors of
early reading success, and is the key to subsequent development of de-
coding skills."

Perhaps the next research finding will be less familiar.
"Children can be helped to recognize and produce phonemes in

syllables, or words through direct instruction with reference to place
(position of lips, tongue, teeth, where in the mouth etc.) and manner
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(stop, fricative, nasal, glide etc.) of articulation."
"Chu, chu, chu, is a sound that if you put your hand here," the

teacher says, in a film Lyon is showing to San Francisco administrators.
The teacher puts her fingers on hei- neck. "If you put your hand here
where your vocal cords are and your voice box you're not using it."

"Chu, chu, chu, chu," the children repeat.
"Because it is made in your mouth. There is a sound that sounds a

lot like 'chu' and that's the sound 'sh' and the reason that they sound the
same is because you put your mouth the same way to make them. But
the difference is that 'sh' sounds like a hot shower."

The teacher asks for foods beginning with /ch/.
"Cherry pie," a child says.
"Cherry pie," says the teacher.
"Jacket," says another child.
"Say it again," says the teacher.
"I don't know what that kid eats at home," Lyon jokes as he stops the

video tape and takes a moment to talk about the next segment of the
film that the administrators will see.

'Chu' is a very special sound," the teacher tells the children. "It's
not made with just one letter. It's made with two letters. Now they're
together. Two letters making one sound. Chu, chu, chu, chu. So now
we can read and say the sound."

"Chu, chu, chu, chu," the children repeat.
"When two letters come together and make one sound, that sound,

and those letters together are called a digraph. Can you say digraph?"
"Di-graph," the children repeat in a sing-song voice.
"Di' means two letters," the teacher tells them. "Graph' means some-

thing you write down, or the letters. So, two letters, digraph, one sound.
It's a very special sound, `chu; and we are going to be using it for the rest
of the day.""

"You have to be able to develop phonics," Lyon tells San Francisco's
administrators. "The f-word. It's not negotiable, by the way." 12

"A lot of these different philosophical ideas about teaching of read-
ing emerge from the arrogance of adults."

He talks about "major errors in thinking" and he says "we've known
it for a long time, but it's the arrogance and ignorance of a lot of college
of education professors, because there's no accountability by the way for
stupid ideas. There's no accountability yet."

"If you are a phonicator, then you visit Jesse Helms on Wednesday,"
Lyon says, "and if you are a whole language type, you're with Ken
Goodman in Arizona on Thursday."

"California has some guts," Lyon tells the administrators, with
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Foorman's Open Court graph on the screen behind him. "Now people
may not agree with what California has done, but California is the first
state that has said we will use research to try to drive reading practices.
Of course people are going to say, 'Whose research are you looking at?'
'What do you mean that's research?' You know all that kind of stuff.
Research has to be replicable, it has to be reliable, and it has to be hy-
pothesis-driven."

At the time of Lyon's speech, reforms are taking place in teacher
preparation for reading instruction. In the recommended revisions for
teachers' credentials, emphasis is again placed on the findings of experi-
mental research. The draft document is similar to the ones we analyzed
in North Carolina with some new text underlined and some of the exisitng
text crossed out."

"Each credential candidate participates in intensive instruction in
reading and language arts methods that is grounded in recent highly
replicated, scientifically sound research and exposed to well designed
programs that enable her/him to provide a balanced, comprehensive
program that includes explicit and meaningfully applied instruction in
reading, writing, and related language arts skills and strategies for speak-
ers of English and English language learners. frrnative-Englisirspeak=

The first commandment of politics is secure your base

Do you remember the lisf I asked you to make when we visited North
Carolina, of the researchers who have most influenced your pedagogy?
If you can find the list, you might want to add the names of a few more
researchers even though you will probably have to cross their names out.
If Jean Lave and Barbara Rogoff, whose work I referenced at the begin-
ning of Spin Doctors, were on your list, you might want to gently cross
them off, for Stanovich's preemptive strike on the "melange" of
"constructivism" only serves as a warning for what is now happening to
constructivist math, which has also come under fire from the far right.
Start another list. Write down the names of researchers who study read-
ing pathologies, who do quick-fix experimental studies, who fudge their
data, who do clinical trials for basal publishing companies, who are en-
dorsed by the National Right to Read Foundation, or by the Eagle Fo-
rum and the Heritage Foundation.

Most of the rooms in the labyrinth are now connected, but the gen-
erals and their subaltern intellectuals are determined not to leave any
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aspect of their hegemonic project to chance.
"The first commandment of politics," Madeleine Albright says, "is

secure your base.""
But teachers in California who have no political acumen are begin-

ning to understand the behind-the-scenes maneuvering of the generals
and their subaltern intellectuals, and for the first time their voices are
beginning to be heard.'6

The California Assembly must act swiftly to silence them and to
secure their base with AB 1086. Members Mazzoni, Baldwin, and
Pacheco introduce the bill to control the information that can be pre-
sented by providers of professional development in reading to elemen-
tary school teachers, creating an orthodoxy of instructional practices.

The bill states which instructional methods and topics can be pre-
sented to K-3 teachers. Phonemic awareness is an approved topic for
instruction and so is systematic, explicit phonics. In addition, providers
will be allowed to instruct teachers on how to diagnose children's ability
to decode and learn how to instruct them in word attack skills.

"Communication with the senators representing us is now more
important than ever," Margaret Moustafa writes to members of the listserv
that has been established to help teachers respond to the efforts of the
legislature to take away local control and to turn California into a fascist
state. "Please get your friends, your local superintendents, your reading
specialist friends, your teaching colleagues, and, yes, your grandparents
who live in California to fax or phone their senator opposing AB 1086."

"It is undemocratic," Moustafa writes. "It takes control away from
local school districts and communities, and is opposed by professional
organizations who represent literacy professionals." She ends with, "This
is incredibly serious."

On another listserv, Sharon Zinke interacts with Greg Geeting, who
is at the State Department of Education. Geeting likens AB 1086 to laws
such as the one regulating motorcycle helmets. If you want to ride a
motorcycle and the law states that you must wear a helmet, then you
wear a helmet. Geeting states that if providers of professional develop-
ment want to receive funds from the state, they will have to stick to the
reading instruction content specified by the law.

Zinke agrees that we benefit from some government regulation and
then fights back. "If we are to have our reading instruction rigidly cir-
cumscribed by state law, then why were the decisions about the philo-
sophical direction made without consulting experts?" Zinke asks. "Why
was the California ReadingAssociation not consulted? Why were teacher
educators not consulted? Why were reading specialists not consulted?
The criteria for teaching delineated in 1086 are the lopsided result of a
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small group of nonprofessionals and other interested parties."
"As far as I can tell, the people who were consulted were people who

have never taught reading," Zinke continues, "and people who have a
conflict of interest and are connected to publishing companies such as
DISTAR and Open Court. I have yet to find one single literacy expert
who believes in teaching children to develop a balanced way of dealing
with print who was consulted or who back the bill."

"It has come to my attention," Zinke states at the end of her re-
sponse to Geeting, "that Assemblywoman Kerry Mazzoni, author of
AB 1086, stated in a news article that local control hasn't worked, so the
state needs to intervene. My question is: who decided this? And why did
legislators not bother to get both sides of a very old story? A lot has been
learned about literacy since Rudolph Flesch, but you would never know
it from reading AB 1086."

Despite the efforts of teachers, AB 1086 is passed unanimously by
the California Assembly. It is now the law in California that any educa-
toroften master teachers who want to provide professional develop-
ment must submit all the materials that they will use to the State Board
of Education for their approval.r This encompasses all written materi-
als, including those that will be given to teachers, all videos, and all
other technology-based resources that will be used during the proposed
instruction. Applicants must also sign a statement of assurance that the
training will comply with the law. It is anti-democratic and political cen-
sorship of the very worst kind.

Here's the oath: The training provider will comply with all applicable
provisions of law, including Section 24.03 of the 1997-98 Budget Act
(Chapter 282, Statutes of 1998) which prohibits the use of the Goals 2000
funds appropriated for this training for any program that promotes or uses
reading instruction methodologies that emphasize contextual clues in lieu
of fluent decoding, or systematically uses or encourages inventive spelling
techniques in the teaching of writing.'8

"The climate of intimidation that began with the loyalty oath in
1947 remains with us," Gore Vidal writes in an article entitled "The
Last Empire" published by Vanity Fair, "even though two American
generations have been born with no particular knowledge of what the
weather was like before the great freeze and the dramatic change in our
form of government" (p. 255).

"Sharon Zinke remembers when she started teaching in California
in the 1960's," Kathleen Kennedy Manzo writes in the November 5 is-
sue of Education Week, "and was asked to swear that she was not a Corn-
rnunist. Some 30 years later, Ms. Zinke," Manzo states, "must once again
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convince state officials of her adherence to approved doctrine, or suffer
the consequences."9

"I pledge allegiance."
"Phonics rules!"
You do believe in a democracy? Don't you?
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1 Ea

In which we enter

the central chamber

of the hegemonic

labyrinth

"Deals are being cut every which way but loose," Rich Long tells me.
It's late September and I'm talking to Long on the telephone. You

remember I mentioned Long before. He's the representative for the In-
ternational Reading Association as well as the National Council of Teach-
ers of English. I am trying to get some information about events that are
taking place in Washington. I know. California was our final destina-
tion, and I had no intention of going back to Washington. But Carnine
and Hans Meeder have published an article in Education Week. They've
put the hegemonic project on the national agenda. The crinolines are
off. We have to go back to Washington. The U.S. Congress is about to
take direct control of public education.

"There is nothing new about politicians aching to stick their noses
into the management of education," Conrad Russell writes, tracing the
power struggle back in Europe as far as Pope Gregory VII and William
the Conqueror in the tenth century, "nor about their belief that because
they have received education, they know all about it" (p. 16).

"In the Army," Russell writes, "accountability stops short of opera-
tional judgements taken in the field. In medicine, it stops short of inter-
vention in clinical judgements. Universities and schools need an equiva-
lent form of protection."

But there is no protection. Teachers are vulnerabk. First at the state
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and now at the national level, teachers are being told how to teach. The
"reading wars," as they have been dubbed in the press, are not wars be-
tween teachers who "believe" in phonics or in whole language. The war
is political and ideological, a product of the new capitalism. It is racist
and hegemonic, and teachers are the foot soldiers who are supposed to
do as they are told, without rights or privilege or professional status. The
battle is for power, for control, and of course for profit. Enormous sums
of money are at stake. It is about forging alliances with groups across the
political spectrum, behind-the-scenes maneuvering, and securing domi-
nance. A profound political shift is taking place, a historic cultural shift
which has nothing, and perhaps everything, to do with how young chil-
dren are taught to read. Either way it is a threat to democracy.

"Under the show, the struggle for power," Francis Urquhart says in
To Play the King, as he looks directly into the eyes of those who watch
him, "deep down, below it all, deeper than honor, deeper than pride,
deeper than lust, and deeper than love, is the getting of it all, the seizing
and holding on, the jaws locked, biting into power and hanging on, bit-
ing and hanging on."'

Check out the connections in the labyrinth. You know who Carnine
is, but you might not have heard of Meeder. He was a staffer for the
House Committee on Education and the Workforce. Remember that
Lyon testified before the Committee in Washington, and Baldwin testi-
fied at the Field Hearing in San Fernando, California. I've been told
that Meeder is so far to the right that even the right-wing conservatives
on the House Committee had problems with him. But now he is the
president of Horizon Consulting Services, a policy-research firm in
Columbia, Maryland, and he is working with Carnine.

"Douglas Carnine and Hans Meeder have put the nation and the
education community on notice," Goodman writes in a sharp reply to
their article in Education Week, "having captured literacy education in
California, they intend to use the same blueprint to capture the nation
by taking over the America Reads initiative.

"In California," Goodman says, "Mr. Carnine and others have suc-
ceeded in convincing key decision makers that there is only one kind of
reading research. It is the kind that tests published programs on learners
and it has shown beyond a doubt that commercial programs based on
direct instruction of explicit synthetic phonics are the necessary and only
way to teach reading. Mr. Carnine's Commentary is already law in Cali-
fornia."

"It is certainly a bold push that Mr. Carnine and his co-author pro-
pose." Goodman continues, "They would hijack America Reads and all
its funding in the service of a 'research-based approach.' Then they would,
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by early 1998, have a national 'expert panel' announce a synthesis of
research knowledge about reading (direct synthetic phonics). Reid Lyon,
the head of the National Institute for Child Health and Human Devel-
opment, would become the reading czar with authority to order two
Cabinet members, the U.S. Secretaries of Education and of Health and
Human Services, to disseminate the knowledge about reading research
by imposing it on Head Start, Even Start, and Title I.

"Lest anyone think this plan is too preposterous to be taken seri-
ously," Goodman cautions at the end of his letter, "consider that two key
parts are well underway. Messrs. Carnine and Meeder know that a re-
port under the financial sponsorship of Reid Lyon, using NICHD money,
will soon be issued which has been produced by a group who largely
share the Carnine view of science and research. And the U.S. House of
Representatives Committee on Education and the Workforce, on which
Mr. Meeder formerly served as director of planning and policy develop-
ment, has been holding hearings all over the country and recently in
Washington with carefully selected testimony supporting just the view
of reading research and practice that is the keystone of the Carnine-
Meeder plan."

Goodman and I talk on the telephone. In their article, Carnine and
Meeder state that according to their plan there would be a "product
recall" of all research on reading that is "not scientifically valid" by the
narrow set of criteria that they have established.

"Consider yourself recalled," I say to Goodman.
"And you, and you," he says. "We've all been recalled."

Men in Washington make lousy lovers

"They've gotta deal," Long tells me on the telephone. "It suits the pur-
poses of the conservative right. This is a political ideological debate," he
sounds slightly disparaging, as if I don't get it, "not a professional de-
bate."

Long talks in innuendos, hints, gives me clues so veiled and deep or
trivial and superfluous that I don't know what he is talking about. I have
no doubt that he is playing with me. He talks of "good guys" and being
((on the side of the angels," but he won't name names. Nothing he says
makes sense and I have difficulty taking notes. He's gone political. He's
inside the Beltway, in the labyrinth. I ask him about Lyon, and he tells
me there's a saying that men in Washington make lousy lovers. He says
they make lousy lovers because they are in love with power. He laughs
and says Lyon has become a very powerful man.
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"He's still enjoying the prominent position he's gained," Long tells
me. He says he doesn't think Lyon has reached the point that he realizes
he's being used. "It's not about reading," he says. "Lyon suits the pur-
poses of the right. He will get a better job," Long says. "Unless he makes
a mistake. Then they will drop him and get a doctor or a judge to take
his place. His political support will slip away."

"Is anyone questioning the empirical base of the NICHD research?"
I ask. It's the second time I've asked him this question. The first time
Long told me that as president of the PTA of the district in which his
children went to school, he had given his okay for the funding of a pho-
nemic awareness program. He wasn't interested in anything I had to say
about the inherent flaws in NICHD's "reliable and replicable research."

"No," he says, as he did the first time, dismissing the possibility. He
explains that there is general agreement on the House Committee that
the NICHD research should be the basis of instruction for young chil-
dren learning to read but the big problem is how to get the research "out
there."

On October 2, I telephone Alan Farstrup, who is the executive di-
rector of the International Reading Association (IRA). I tell him that
Long was not very forthcoming with information about the upcoming
bill. Farstrup is protective. He says the "good guys" were probably the
staff members who are working with Long and that it was probably their
names that he would not divulge. He promises to send me the names of
the members of Congress who are members of the House Committee
on Education and the Workforce.

"It's a very political process," Farstrup explains, sounding resigned.
"The big issue for us is that schooling should be locally controlled."
Then he adds, "The most we expect to accomplish is to water down the
final version of the bill."

"Have you seen the bill?" I ask him.
"No," he says. "We don't seem to be able to get a hold of it."
Farstrup e-mails the list of the members of the House Education

and the Workforce Committee to me with instructions from P. David
Pearson on how to address letters to them. He also sends the "Legislative
Alert" that Long had sent out to the Board of the IRA.

Long explains that the legislation provides money to support profes-
sional development. He writes that it "defines what reading is," and "what
reading readiness is," and that all the programs that are funded "must be
based on 'reliable and replicable research."

"IRA has been and continues to be against the federal government
deciding on what must be used in classrooms," Long writes. "IRA be-
lieves that this program will reduce the ability of local educators, school-
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board leaders and others to create innovative programs to meet the unique
needs of their students."

We have become part of the book that I am writing and you are
reading. It is October 3, 1997. The House Committee on Education
and the Workforce was supposed to meet again on the 6th, but rumor
has it that the meeting has been postponed until October 8. That gives
us time. I've decided to send the Committee some of the documenta-
tion that I have gathered together in Spin Doctors.

"You're no longer writing the book," O'Loughlin laughs when I speak
to him on the telephone, "the book is writing you."

I try to get the bill, but no one has a copy. I'm stuck. Unable to write
to the House Committee and unable to write to you. Across the United
States, and particularly in Texas, California, Georgia, Indiana, Michi-
gan, Missouri, New York, and Arizona, educators are trying to respond
to the bill by calling members of the House Education and Workforce
Committee, but once again we are locked out of the process. Our one
hope is Long.

"I don't want to divert the conversation," Coles writes in an e-mail to
the listserv for California Literacy Educators (CLEers), "but I do have to
say publicly that I found his minimalist general information unsatisfac-
tory, his replies to my questions disappointing, the latest round of our
uncovering bill information that he should have provided exasperating."

I start sifting through the pages of Spin Doctors wondering what to
send. What would you send? You would participate, wouldn't you? I
spend the weekend drafting a letter.

The U.S. government's official definition
of reading creates a mindless conformism
to a single political perspective

On Monday, October 6, I receive a fax of the first twelve pages of the bill
from Karen Smith at NCTE, and I am told that the complete bill has
been mailed overnight and will arrive the following morning. The bill,
which still doesn't have a number, is being introduced by Goodling of
Pennsylvania and is referred to as the "Reading Excellence Act."

The purpose of the bill is clearly stated. "To improve the reading
skills of students and the in-service instructional practices for teachers
who teach reading, through the use of findings from reliable, replicable
research on reading, including phonics."'

The U.S. Government's proposed official definition of "READING"
is vintage Lyon. "The term reading," the House Committee on Educa-
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tion and the Workforce states, "means the process of comprehending
the meaning of written text by (A)(i) using the knowledge of the rela-
tionships between letters and sounds to accurately and fluently identify
printed words, both silently and aloud; and (ii) establishing the ability to
quickly and accurately apply decoding skills to automatically recognize
words; and (B) critical thinking about written materials based on under-
standing the meaning of the text."

So what's the problem? Who cares if the federal government defines
reading?

We live in a democracy. That's the problem. The federal govern-
ment should not be establishing official definitions of reading. What if
the federal government passed a law that created an official definition of
thinking?4 Whose thoughts would be acceptable? Anti-Semites?
Homophobics? What if it was of intelligence? Whose gifts and talents
would be recognized? European Americans who speak English?

You're in the labyrinth. In California the same arguments that were
used to pass the ABC Laws are now being used to establish laws on En-
glish Language Education for immigrant children. Take away their lan-
guage and you take away their culture. Make the connections. The bill
establishes an official orthodoxy. If my questions are making you un-
comfortable, let's take a look at the proposed U.S. government's defini-
tion of "READING READINESS."

"The term 'reading readiness," Goodling's committee states in their
Lyonized definition, "means skills that (A) build vocabulary; (B) teach
the relationships between sounds and the alphabet; and (C) increase
phonemic awareness."

What if you were the parent of a deaf child and the teacher tells you
that there is an official definition of reading readiness, and that the only
reading programs she can receive funds to use focuses on the relation-
ships between letters and sounds?

According to Carnine teaching phonics is ubiquitous, and Lyon says
the "f-word" is "non-negotiable."

What if you were Nicola's teacher and you knew she had been sexu-
ally abused and that she was using her own interpretations of written
language to express her anger and her grief? Would you make Nicola
focus on meaningless exercises in phonics when you know that these
mindless exercises will interfere with the evolution of the form of her
own primitive script? What would you do if you were observing the
progress Nicola was making and you were systematically documenting
the transformations that were taking place as she moved closer to recog-
nizable interpretations of traditional orthography? If you were teaching
her, helping her understand the graphophonemic connections she was
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making, would you stop her reading because the ways in which she was
learning the relationships between sounds and symbols violated the U.S.
government's official definition of reading readiness?

"Nicola is a special case."
Every child is a special case.
"{ Slign-using activity in children is neither simply invented nor

passed down by adults," Vygotsky states, "rather it arises from something
that is originally not a sign operation and becomes one only after a series
of qualitative transformations."

For the U.S. Government to have official definitions of reading and
reading readiness creates a mindless conformism to a single political
perspective. It forces educators into opposing camps. Many educators,
including myself, have no alternative but to resist. The bill puts us in an
untenable position. It establishes an orthodoxy which is simplistic and
ideological. It violates democratic principles of intellectual freedom and
controls scientific thought. It is positivist, mechanistic, and it officially
sanctions reductionist views on human learning, while at the same time
it subjugates the work of scholars whose research focuses on the scien-
tific study of pedagogical practices, and whose disciplined, systematic
observations of children's learning have informed our understandings of
how young children learn to read and write.

Finally, here is the U.S. government's proposed official definition of
"READING RESEARCH." "The term 'reliable, replicable research,"
Goodling writes as Lyon practices ventriloquy, "means prospective ex-
perimental, longitudinal studies that (A) include large samples of sub-
jects; (B) rely on measurements that meet established standards of reli-
ability and validity; (C) test competing theories, where multiple theories
exist; and (D) are subjected to peer review before their results are pub-
lished."

Go back to the beginning of Spin Doctors. Experimental research
on beginning to read assumes cultural uniformity; focuses on aggregates
of children; separates children's everyday lives from their performance
on isolated cognitive tasks; artificially disconnects the forms of written
language from the functional meanings of print; assumes that children's
early cognitive functions work from abstract exercises to reading as mean-
ingful activity; depends on cognitive tests that have no value outside the
testing situation; assumes the transference of learning; and totally disre-
gards the critical relationships that exist between teachers and children.

Reliable, replicable experimental research is often nothing more
than junk science. In the phonemic awareness studies that I reviewed
there are a few exceptions. The studies of Bradley and Bryant provide
useful information within a reductionist frame, and the Olofsson and
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Lundberg work, with the researchers' thoughtful discussions about the
limitations of their studies, provides an important contribution to our
understandings of phonemic awareness. I would combine this research
with the empirical studies of Burts and her colleagues on the social and
moral development of children. After that there are many researchers
and scholars who inform my pedagogy on how young children learn to
read. Among them are educational antliropologist, biographers,

kaJLc1-1catLhLI. None of their work can be used to support the pro-
grams that the U.S. Government is proposing to fund to teach young
children to read.

If the Reading Excellence Act becomes law, programs cannot be
based on the work of
David Barton, Glenda Bissex, David Blooine, Deborah Biaiidt, c1111C3

Britton, Roger Bro,vn, Carolyn Burke, Andrea Butler, Brinn Carnbouine,

Fillrnore, Michele Fostzr, Cathetine Dor.ey Gaines, Margie Gallego,
Erninda Gareia, James CCLI Clifford Geert,, Cdia GLIIIsIII, Yatd
Goodinan, Ken Goodman, Don Grave, Judith Gieen, Kris GutierreL,

Lave, I lope Jensen Leieliter, Judith Liadfors, Elvira Sousa Li Ni, mina
Lopez-Reyna, Susan Lytle, I Ierb Kohl, Ray McDermott, Dan Madigan,

WdIttr Oiig, Vivian Gussin Paley, Jean Piaget, Ralph Peter.on, Michael

Robert Rueda, David Seliaaf.ina, Bainbi Seheffeliii, Sylvia

Geneva Srnitherinan, Brian Sheet, Denny Taylor, Jan Turbill, Lev
ygo 7

Wertselr5
If the Reading Excellence Act becomes law, Carnine will get his

product recall, and the official U.S. definition of "READING RE-
SEARCH" will effectively wipe us all out. The work of the teachers in
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the Biographic Literacy Profiles Project could not be used as a basis of
programs to improve teachers' instructional practices, even though all
the schools received awards from the National Council of Teachers of
English for the work the teachers did with children who were having
difficulties learning to read. None of it will count. It will be gone. If the
bill passes, programsr will have to be built on research which experi-
ments on large numbers of anonymous children.

Russell writes that politicians need "some badly needed humility"
and I agree, but I can't help wondering to what extent the legislative
process is being manipulated by the power groups who operate behind
the scenes. Lyon is the front man whose definitions of "reading" and
l'research" are written into the bill, but who pulls his strings? Carnine?
Meeder? Sweet? And who pulls their strings? Nothing is what it seems.

Literacy is not a commodity to be bought
and sold, researched for profit, prescribed
medicinally, or doled out for punishment

The kicker for me comes when I realize that Goodling's bill also has a
strong family literacy component. I began my work in family literacy in
1977, and the concept of family literacy was introduced in my doctoral
dissertation in 1980.6 The original conceptualization of the term was
descriptive, but by 1985 it had become prescriptive and family literacy
programs became deficit-driven. The National Center for Family Lit-
eracy (NCFL), a private organization whose "national" status is self-be-
stowed, turned family literacy into a commercial enterprise, an industry
which thrives on educational inequities. Then in 1994 NCFL announced
the development of family literacy "standards and rating scales" to be
used to evaluate Even Start and Head Start and other government-funded
family literacy programs. The operative words appeared to be "intake,"
"induction," and "retention" and many educators, including myself,
became so concerned that we decided to speak out.

In response to NFCL's inappropriate development of "national" stan-
dards and rating scales, I organized an International Forum of Family
Literacy which took place in Tucson, Arizona, in October 1994. The
forum was followed by a series of conferences and seminars which brought
together university teachers with elementary school teachers and family
literacy practitioners, librarians, and policymakers. Educators from many
different countries worked together, and eventually their efforts led to
the publication of Many Families, Many Literacies: An International
Declaration of Principles.'
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Many Families includes a preamble and then seven sets of principles
which are accompanied by articles by leading scholars from the field of
family literacy as well as articles by family literacy practitioners and par-
ticipants in family literacy programs. The entire premise of the declara-
tion and principles is that "[n]o single, narrow definition of 'family lit-
eracy' can do justice to the richness and complexity of families, and the
multiple literacies, including the often unrecognized local literacies, that
are part of their everyday lives."8

"Literacy is a universal right," we state. "It is not a commodity to be
bought and sold, researched for profit, prescribed medicinally, or doled
out for punishment.

"The voices of family members are important. 'Experts' should not
speak for them, own the talk, or write family literacy programs in which
their voices are not heard.

"Literacy is not a neutral technology. The notion of 'functional lit-
eracy' is frequently artificially defined to support political and ideologi-
cal agendas.

"Literacy is often erroneously equated with intelligence, and charges
of 'illiteracy' are used to attack the poor and cultural groups who are
marginalized.

"Literacy is commercialized by those working within the dominant
ideological and political frameworks and sold in aberrant forms to fami-
lies who are often struggling to feed and clothe their children.

"Blaming the lack of literacy skills for the ills of society is a national
and international form of political propaganda. Multinational corpora-
tions profit directly when literacy is packaged and marketed both nation-
ally and internationally."

Sound familiar? We could be talking about events taking place in
Texas or California, or the House of Representatives of the United States,
or about basal publishers, such as SRA/McGraw-Hill and Reading Mas-
tery and Open Court.

"The NCFL is quite explicit about its goal of shaping public opin-
ion and public policy," Elsa Auerbach states in her article in Many Fami-
lies, Many Literacies. "It has orchestrated a sophisticated campaign of
marketing family literacy that includes tailoring its message to particular
audiences, from policy makers and funders to academics and the gen-
eral public."9

"Family literacy has become a product to be packaged, marketed,
and sold as a panacea for family and national problems," Auerbach writes,
and in a recent conversation with me, she says that she has just attended
a conference in Massachusetts and heard Sharon Darling, the president
of NCFL, extol the virtues of Goodling's new bill.
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I go back to reading the bill. I try to imagine deficit-driven family
literacy programs teaching parents to use DISTAR's stimulus-response
scripted phonics. This couldn't happen, could it? But then a few days
later I am told that in Utah family literacy programs are already using
DISTAR. It's absurd, but it is already happening.

"The model of power is that I have it. You don't." Husby says, "I'll
decide when you have it and you will do exactly what I say. Exactly what
I say."

"Stand up! Sit down! Look at me! Touch your nose!"
"This letter is 'A.' What's this?"

These narrow definitions violate basic principles
of local control and democratic decision-making

The telephone rings. A teacher who has been helping me says she just
phoned the House Committee on Education and the Workforce.

"Sweet is taking the calls," she says. "He said the bill will be marked
up by the 8th and that they hope to have it through by Columbus Day."

"He said they are using the research of NICHD and Grossen's paper
on 30 Years of Research." She is on a car phone and the line crackles. "I
asked him if they were using any other research and he said, 'no." Her
voice rises, "He said they were using the research of Reid Lyon and Bar-
bara Foorman. He said the Houston research is the only research that
holds up to scientific rigor."

The phone continues to ring, and I am told the Reading Excellence
Act now has a number. It's H.R. 2614.

I fax the draft of the letter I have written to the House Committee to
Karen Smith at NCTE. I'm nervous about sending it to Washington. It
seems such a radical step, and I'm irritated with myself for wanting some-
one to hold my hand. But Smith and Faith Schullstrom, the new execu-
tive director of NCTE, have their own battle to fight. They are working
with Jerome Harste, the incoming vice president, and NCTE leader-
ship to develop an official position statement against the bill that would
be sent to the House Committee on Education and the Workforce from
NCTE and any other professional organization that will join them. While
it is difficult for me as an individual, it must be even more difficult for
the executive boards of the professional organizations. NCTE is in un-
charted territory. Pearson is right when he says that the political game
has changed and in the end we are all inept. Academics are ill-equipped
for the new political imperatives.
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Late on Monday, October 6, Harste e-mails the document that he
has developed with Schullstrom and Smith to the National Council of
Research on Language and Literacy (NCRLL), the National Reading
Conference (NRC), and the International Reading Association (IRA).
He also sends it to the government-financed national centers for literacy
research.

"Here are the two documents that we wish to have your boards ap-
prove," Harste writes. "We need as quick a turn-around time as possible.
There is a real sense of urgency about this as it is rumored that they hope
to have everything pass this week."

The heat is on. Can these academic organizations reach consensus
within such a short period of time? What do you think? The e-mail dis-
cussion reflects the nervousness of the governing boards. While right-
wing conservative groups are highly organized and coordinated, and use
the Internet to spread their political ideology and further their national
agenda, academics, whose universities have historically remained re-
moved from any political activity, lead more insulated lives, and their
discussions on the Net are usually only relevant to other academics who
share their research interests and pedagogical concerns.

"The bill as currently written uses irresponsibly a review of research
that focused on children who were having difficulties in learning to read,"
Harste, Schullstrom, and Smith write in a draft opposition statement,
"and applies it to any and all children learning to read when, in point of
fact, a variety of data sources shows that from 70 to 80 percent of all
children are having no difficulty learning to read."

I wonder if members of the House Committee will get that these
educators are making what they consider to be appropriately veiled criti-
cisms of NICHD's research and Grossen's 30 Years synthesis paper? In
my mind, I can see Harste's exasperation as he struggles to find the word-
ing that will work for a coalition of associations, something that even
politically timid professionals would be willing to sign. I imagine the
well-chosen expletives peppering the conyersation as draft after draft is
marked up and written again.

"The bill enables the federal government," the NCTE statement of
opposition draft reads, "to determine what is 'reliable, replicable research'
and consequently which reading research gets funded, what professional
development programs get implemented, as well as what literacy pro-
grams get used and supported in our nation's schools."

"[T]hese narrow definitions violate basic principles of local control
and democratic decision making," the NCTE group writes in the open-
ing paragraph of the position statement they intend to send with their
letter to the House Committee. A draft statement is circulated and re-
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viewed by numerous volunteers, and the educators work to find an effec-
tive public voice. In the construction of this document, Goodman has
given them a head start. When Carnine and Meeder wrote an article on
the hegernonic project, Goodman not only responded directly by writ-
ing a letter which Education Week published, he also wrote a statement
which he circulated that challenges the constitutionality of federal con-
trol of how children are taught to read. While Goodman is often criti-
cized by his colleagues, friends and foe alike, for his outspoken political
rhetoric, his foresight proves invaluable as the NCTE statement adapts
the document that he has written and applies it directly to the Goodling
Reading Excellence Act:

ONE: Neither the Congress nor any federal agency should establish
a single definition of reading or research in funding criteria for preservice
or inservice teacher education and professional development programs.

WHY? Research on reading has always progressed through dialogue
and debate. Professional forums already promote the exchange of ideas
and support ongoing research. Using federal legislation to push any one
view to the exclusion of all others is unwarranted, and will do more
harm than good in proposing an agenda that may serve some children
while excluding or harming others.

TWO: Neither Congress nor any federal agency should establish a
national reading curriculum or a national reading program.

WHY? The bill includes phrases, such as "research-based programs,"
which mask favoritism toward particular, commercial reading programs
(DISTAR, Open Court). Congress should not pass laws requiring schools
or local education agencies to use any specific program or methodology.
If all children are to learn to read well, districts, schools, and teachers
need to be able to select programs that meet the needs of their students.

THREE: Neither Congress nor any federal agency should impose a
research agenda that restricts investigation to any single definition of read-
ing or any single research model.

WHY? Scientific research progresses through debate and critique,
not through federally mandating one hypothesis over another. Such an
imposition would be anti-scientific and limit what could be learned.
Assuring that all children learn to read well depends on continued open
debate in the professional research on reading.

FOUR: Neither Congress nor any federal agency should bypass tradi-
tional standards and procedures for peer review; nor should they central-
ize authority for decision making and review by putting these vital func-
tions in the hands of a single individual or extraordinary authorities.

WHY? In its draft form, the Reading Excellence Act locates deci-
sion making in the hands of specially created agencies, panels, and ap-
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pointed individuals. This select group would control funding without
going through established professional peer review.

FIVE: There should be no blacklisting or stigmatizing of individuals,
pedagogies, universities, research agencies, or instructional programs, ei-
ther directly or by establishing a single set of criteria for eligible programs
or grantees.

WHY? In several states, legislation has been introduced or passed
which singles out and even ridicules certain pedagogics, instructional
practices, or materials. These include use of predictable texts, invented
spelling, determining meaning from context, whole language methods,
all of which are implied to be unacceptable. In other cases criteria for
acceptable practice are so specific and narrowly drawn that they have
the same effect.

SIX: No federal law or program should be framed in such a way that
its effect would be to provide substantial advantage to any commercial
reading program. No person should hold an advisory position with any
agency or with Congress who could personally profit from any legislation
or regulation.

WHY? Several people who are authors of specific commercial pro-
grams are in key advisory roles to the Committee on Education and the
Workforcethe committee responsible for drafting and introducing this
bill. Some of these advisors are, in fact, on state and federal payrolls,
even though they are associated with specific commercial programs.

While NCTE, NCRLL, IRA, and NRC try to negotiate the tedious
and time-consuming bureaucratic procedures that make any kind of
collaborative decision making a laborious and long-winded process, teach-
ers are more nimble on their feet and they move quickly to respond to
H.R. 2614.

If we believe in the democratic process, if
we exercise our right to participate, then
maybe, just maybe, our voices will be heard

In California, where mathematics instruction is now also under attack,''
teachers of reading have been forced to respond to their own state
legislature's ABC bills, and they are more prepared for the battle that is
taking place in Washington, D.C. These brave teachers, who have be-
come role models for many other teachers across the country, use what
they have learned about the political process to make their way into the
corridors of power which connect with the central chamber.

They telephone and register their disapproval of the bill, and they
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fax statements and post e-mail messages to members of the House. Ru-
mor has it that some California teachers have actually managed to ob-
tain the home telephone number of Representative Good ling and that
they have been calling him at three o'clock in the morning to tell him
that there are serious problems with the bill. Needless to say it is also
rumored that Good ling is not amused at being woken up in the middle
of the night and that he has complained he is being harassed by elemen-
tary school teachers. He probably hasn't considered that from their per-
spective they are being harassed by him.

Some teachers from California go and see Representative Woolsey,
who is on the House Committee for Education and the Workforce.

"First off she said that we were her heroes, teachers that is," Kim
Suppes writes, describing their meeting with VVoolsey.

"We started to tell her our concerns with the Reading Excellence
Act," Suppes explains, "mandating one way of reading," before continu-
ing, "and she shook her head not quite agreeing that that would happen.
So we started to talk about how it would limit the research available to
teachers and how special interests would be served. She wanted to know
what special interests, so we explained about Carnine and Meeder."
Suppes continues, "We tried to explain the local control issue and how
different districts have different needs and she seemed to get that."

"Maybe we need to focus on the special interests aspect with other
representatives," Suppes suggests. "It does imply that it might not be
best for the kids when people stand to profit financially from this legisla-
tion."

In Missouri, teachers contact Representative Clay, who is also a
member of the House Committee, and they try to arrange to meet with
him. In the meantime they write him a letter which they also send to
Representative Talent.

"We are writing to urge you to oppose the Reading Excellence Act,"
the Missouri teachers write. "The acceptance of this Act would take
control of literacy curriculum and instruction, and would take research
out of the hands of teachers. It would invest the future of professional
development in literacy education in a 'panel of experts.' Douglas Carnine
and Hans Meeder argue that reading instruction must be based on 'sci-
entific research." Their definition of acceptable research excludes thou-
sands of research studies that provide insight into ways of teaching lit-
eracy effectively. They ignore important bodies of research, claiming
that any research that is not experimental with control of experimental
groups is not 'scientific."

I get on with my own letter. "Based on statements by Robert Sweet,
a staff member for the Committee," I write, "it is my understanding that
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the legislation relies heavily on the research of the National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) and, in particular,
on the reports and presentations of Dr. G. Reid Lyon, the Director of
the Institute, and the NICHD research of Dr. Barbara Foorman and her
colleagues who have carried out preliminary early reading intervention
studies in Houston, Texas."

"I have conducted a critical review and analysis of the research pro-
duced by NICHD," I continue, "and I would like to bring to your atten-
tion both the serious problems inherent in the research itself, and the
serious problems that will occur for the nation's children if NICHD's
research is used as the basis for professional development in early read-
ing instruction in schools, or if NICHD research is used as the basis for
programs to assist parents with reading activities, or to amend Even Start."

Then I present six areas of major concern, each supported by docu-
mentation from this book.

1. The NICHD research of Dr. Foorman and her colleagues is
critically flawed. The misrepresentation of data and the treat-
rnent of children in their early intervention studies raise serious
ethical questions.

2. The contradictory testimony and racist statements made by Dr.
Lyon, the Director of NICHD, have serious implications for
the scientific veracity of the research generated by NICHD.

3. NICHD research fails to take into consideration the reliable
and replicated research on the negative impact of direct instruc-
tion in reading on the sociomoral development of young
children.

4. NICHD research fails to take into consideration the reliable
and replicated research on the relationships between direct
instruction in reading and later criminal activity.

5. NICHD research fails to take into consideration the negative
effects of direct instruction in reading on young children who
are currently learning to read.

6. NICHD research fails to take into consideration the reliable
and replicated research on the success of reading instruction in
many schools across the country which does not involve system-
atic, explicit phonics or commercial reading programs.

"The preliminary draft of the 'Reading Excellence Act' states that
reading research must be both reliable and replicable," I then write. "The
NICHD research is neither reliable nor replicable, and this is particu-
larly problematic because both the definition of reading and the approach
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to reading instruction contained in the 'Reading Excellence Act' are
based on NICHD research."

"I sincerely hope that you will give serious consideration to these
and other critical issues in the development of the final version of the
bill," I state at the end of the letter. "I also hope that there will be oppor-
tunities for other voices from the educational community to be heard
who can speak to the issues that I have raised about the research of
NICHD."

It's Tuesday afternoon, October 7, and it's getting late. I've been told
that the House Committee on Education and the Workforce will now
discuss the Reading Excellence Act on October 9. David, my husband,
and I are collating the attachments and checking the letters to make
sure I've signed them. David sticks the labels on as I write them, then he
takes the first batch to our local post office, but when he gets there it is
already too late. He makes the thirty-minute drive to the central post
office. I'm at home addressing labels. We make another run to the cen-
tral post office before the overnight cut-off at eight, and then stop at El
Charro's, the oldest Mexican restaurant in Tucson.

"How did I get into this?" I ask on the way home, feeling that our
attempt to influence a committee of the United States House of Repre-
sentatives is quixotic.

"Spin Doctors was supposed to be a twenty-page paper, not a book,"
David says. "Now it's longer than Toxic Literacies. You've got to stop
writing."

"Not until we know what's happened to this bill," I answer. I keep
thinking that if enough of us are irrationally idealistic, if we believe in
the democratic process, if we exercise our right to participate, then maybe,
just maybe, our voices will be heard.

Early on October 9, Karen Smith telephones from NCTE. "The
bill's been pulled," she says.

"What does that mean?" I ask.
"It's not going to the House," Smith says. "Long telephoned. He said

the committee couldn't reach agreement."
Smith says she thinks the documents I sent helped, but I'm not so

sure. They might have stirred things up a bit, but nothing more. It would
depend on how many other educators sent letters and telephoned. Maybe
enough of us have become so politicized that we actually made a differ-
ence. I ask her about the statement from NCTE, and she says it didn't go
out.

"Did all the organizations sign?" I ask.
"Except for IRA," she says.
"I'm not surprised," I tell her. I think about the McGraw-Hill and
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Scholastic exhibits at the annual convention of IRA in Atlanta, and I am
back at the beginning of this book. Back before I read the documenta-
tion from North Carolina and before I had watched the videos of the
May 8 meeting of the California State Assembly. I can see the bright
colors and the smiling faces of the sales representatives of the basal pub-
lishers, and I think how gullible we can all be and I wonder why we
don't object.

"It's not gone," I say to Smith. "The committee will make a few
changes and the bill will be back."

The fact that H.R. 2614 has been shelved means we have time to
work out how to respond, but we all know it will be an uphill battle.
Most of us are in a quandary. We don't have access to the central cham-
bers of the labyrinth; some of us don't even know the labyrinth exists,
and many academics still want to be polite to each other. They still want
to drift along, fine-tuning grand theories, discussing right-wing alien-
ation, arguing politely, and writing theoretical papers that will take a
year to get published in some obscure academic journal. But this isn't
an exchange of ideas for the sake of intellectual debate. This is Washing-
ton, where deals are cut and trades are made. This is get down-and-dirty,
slam-bang, money-grubbing, power-frenzied, horse-trading politics.

The objective is to equate truth with power and to "dominate the
public discourse," as Donald Lazere writes, "to repeat the same strident
charges over and over again, even after they have been discredited, until
they gain credibility through saturation and intimidation.""

If battles over control are thrust upon us, we
must defend and express our expertise and work
to avert attacks on our schools and our children

What chance have academics against this assault? As if in response to
my question, I receive a copy of a thoughiful and well-written academic
paper that takes me back to North Carolina. It seems such a long time
ago that I read about what is happening in that state. But Noel Jones in
"Politics and Phonics: 'Sounding Out' the Consequences" brings it all
back.12 Too late, he writes of the "costs and consequences" of legislative
proposals and emphasizes that they are "potentially harmful to many
children."

"Many children who seem to be successful in the item learning re-
quired by these programs (i.e., learning letters and sounds) still cannot
read," Jones states. "They find the memorization of associations easy
and this becomes their habit of learning. Reading, on the other hand, is
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complex problem-solving."
"Learning to read is different from learning phonics," Jones contin-

ues. "Research seems to converge upon the notion that the complex
mental processing and the integration of information from a variety of
sources can only be acquired through the process of enOging in reading
and writing activity during which the mind is focused on the meaning of
the text."

"The proposal to focus beginning reading on intensive, systematic
phonics is a proposal to teach to children's weaknesses," Jones cautions.
"It assumes that the way to teach is to test, find out what the person does
not know, drill on those items, then retest."

Finally, Jones states, "If we truly wish to make our schools produc-
tive for all citizens we must continue to engage in discussions that ex-
tend knowledge and reexamine unproductive and unwarranted assump-
tions." Then in the last sentence he urges educators to fight back. "If
battles over control are thrust upon us, we must defend and express our
expertise and work to avert attacks on our schools and our children."

But many professors of education who made their names encourag-
ing teachers to rethink their pedagogy are still strangely silent, while
other researchers, behaviorists, not known for their holistic pedagogical
practices, stand up and shout back at their fellow experimentalists.

Show me the RESEARCH!

Back in September, before anyone had heard of the Reading Excellence
Act, Dick Allington published a commentary in Reading Today, the
newspaper published by IRA. On the right side of the page is an Alice in
Wonderland caricature of a man with his mouth wide open and above
his head he is holding up a banner on which is printed: Show me the
RESEARCH! Allington was trained as a behaviorist and he has a back-
ground in special education, so even though he has shifted over the
years and now calls himself a constructivist, I was surprised when I read
what he had written.0 I must admit his commentary made me smile; it
sounded much more like me than him. Allington is scholarly in a way
that I will never be, and I know that he has not always appreciated my
"theoretical graffiti."

"Because of abundant exaggeration and distortion of the research,"
Allington states at the end of his commentary, "the only strategy I can
recommend is that the studies cited be examined carefully for what was
really demonstrated."

Now in October, while the Council Chronicle, published by NCTE,
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alerts teachers around the country to difficulties associated with the Read-
ing Excellence Act, Reading Today does not even mention H.R. 2614.14
Instead IRA provides Foorman and her co-researchers Fletcher and
Francis with a public forum for their research.'5

But of course they don't respond to Allington's Lewis Carroll, "Show
me the RESEARCH!" Instead, they write of their "large-scale federally
funded research" and of "the danger in underselling methods of reading
instruction that, when in place, prevent reading failure."

The "results" of Foorrnan's research have been published in national
newspapers, and even Parents Magazine .'6 The documentation has been
presented to state legislatures, the federal government is about to pass
into law a bill that will change the way in which children are taught to
read in the United States, but members of the academic community
who have spent their lives studying early literacy still are not privy to the
data, and they have been consistently denied access to the evidence. It's
the ultimate spin. Children have been sentenced to explicit, systematic
phonics before the evidence has been reviewed and before the verdict is
in.

"No, no!" says NICHD. "Sentence firstverdict afterwards."I7
"Stuff and nonsense!" Allington says loudly. "The idea of having the

sentence first!"
"Hold your tongue!" says NICHD, turning purple.
"I won't!" says Allington.
"Off with his head!" NICHD shouts. Nobody moves.
"Who cares about you?" says Allington, who has grown to his full

size. "You're just a stack of unverified data!"
I leave a voice message for Allington and eventually he returns my

call. We talk about H.R. 2614, what's happening in California and Texas,
and about Lyon and NICHD. Allington has been checking references.

Smile. This is a predictable book. I can hear you saying to yourself,
"If A cites B."

Allington says Lyon's references are problematic. He talks about spe-
cific citations and of a conversation he's had with Lyon about these diffi-
culties. He says he'll send me a paper.

A couple of days later I receive a copy of the piece by Allington and
Haley Woodside-Jiron in which they question the adequacy of NICHD
research.'8 They discuss how "code-emphasis advocacy efforts" have
shifted the curriculum frameworks in California and Texas, and they
state that they have "encountered a common advocacy tool" which they
identify as the research of NICHD.

"G. Reid Lyon, the Acting Chief and Director of this NICHD pro-
gram of research, and several NICHD-supported researchers have been
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active in providing expert testimony to various policy-making bodies in
at least two states," Allington and Woodside-Jiron write, naming Califor-
nia and Texas, "and are actively disseminating the results of their re-
search to national audiences."

They focus on Lyon's A-cites-B difficulties, and give as an example a
specific reference to the use of an article by Rebecca Felton on the ef-
fects of instruction on the decoding skills of children who have phono-
logical processing problems.19

"The critical point here," as Allington and Woodside-Jiron point out,
"is that much has been said and written about the 'scientific' nature of
the NICHD research, often contrasting the experimental rigor of the
NICHD studies with the 'anecdotal' evidence found in educational re-
search journals. But the rigor of the research or the quality of the re-
searchers is not the primary question that is being examined and de-
bated."

This is true. But at least by now some of us agree that NICHD's
research is being used hegemonically to create a political mythology of
how young children learn to read. It is spin doctoring of the very worst
kind, filled with factual errors, slipshod documentation, and self-serving
circular arguments, but academics have yet to deconstruct the research
on which NICHD has built this mythology.

To address this difficulty, Allington and Woodside-Jiron decide to
test the rigor of the research, and so they get hold of some of the original
studies supported by NICHD.

"Much of this NICHD research has focused on children identified
as experiencing reading/learning difficulties," they state, "or identified
as at-risk for reading/learning difficulties. Typically, these children have
been drawn from the lowest 20-25 percent of the general student popu-
lation."

"Should findings derived from special population samples be gener-
alized to recommended instructional reforms for the larger general edu-
cation population?" Allington and Woodside-Jiron ask, as they establish
a dialogue with other educators.

"To date, this NICHD research has achieved reliable, replicable ef-
fects on developing phonemic awareness and pseudo-word reading per-
formances in children with reading difficulties," Allington and Woodside-
Jiron write. But you and I might not want to make even this small
concession to NICHD. If this statement is based on the Foorman stud-
ies, then Allington and Woodside-Jiron are too generous.

"Are the performance improvements on the targeted populations
reported in the NICHD research sufficient to warrant modifying the
general education curriculum?" Allington and Woodside-Jiron pose a
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rhetorical question to members of the academy.
"Most of the NICHD intervention research has employed an add-

on instructional design with specially designed instruction delivered by
specially trained teachers outside the general education classroom. In
many studies this instruction has been tutorial in nature."

"Can findings from such add-on instruction inform us about appro-
priate general education curriculum reforms?" they ask, as they push
academics to question.

Allington and Woodside-Jiron go on to deconstruct the labyrinthian
paper on NICHD research written by Grossen, the paper that Silber
sent to every superintendent of schools in the state of Massachusetts,
that was used in Texas, distributed in California, circulated by right-wing
groups on the Web, and according to Sweet, used by the House Com-
mittee on Education and the Workforce as the basis of the Reading Ex-
cellence Act.

It's another case of A-cites-B. Allington and Woodside-Jiron "com-
pared the recommendations in the document with the findings of the
cited research and found little evidence that the research actually of-
fered support for the specific recommendations."

"Rather few papers authored by researchers funded by NICHD were
actually cited in the document. Even fewer citations were for the pub-
lished original research reports," Allington and Woodside-Jiron conclude,
most were reviews or commentaries."

"The general education instructional recommendations offered were
overly specific and far more prescriptive than can be derived from the
findings reported in the NICHD studies," they state.

"No NICHD research addressed the important variables targeted in
four of the recommendations," Allington and Woodside-Jiron go on to
state, "and the research is inadequate to support the other three."

The deconstruction of NICHD's research and Grossen's junk sci-
ence review strikes a blow at the hegernonic mythology of Lyon's "reli-
able, replicable research." Allington and Woodside-Jiron's research re-
port, which was funded by the Office of Educational Resources and
Improvement (OERI), cracks the surface of the official ideology that has
come to dictate what counts as scientific evidence, and pushes educa-
tors into verbal revolt against the mindless conformism of Lyon's impov-
erished medical model. Educators who have spent little time on the
Internet take lessons from their right-wing counterparts on how to har-
ness the labyrinthian powers of the Web. They establish listservs and
connect them up. Post a message on one listserv and it is quickly passed
to another. We learn fast, and literally thousands of messages are written,
information is shared, views expressed, and strategies are developed by
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teachers themselves on how to respond to the United States government's
establishment of a single definition of "READING," "READING READI-
NESS," and "RELIABLE, REPLICABLE RESEARCH."

"NCTE is gearing up and getting ready to push a button to reach
several listservs including CLE," Smith posts on the Web. "This isn't
over yet, but I think we've bought some time. We all need to be working
on the Senate bill 939 as well. It openly names the NICHD research as
the bottom line for all they plan to do," Smith writes, and then adds, "at
least it doesn't try to Mask things."

"S939 is the Senate bill 'Successful Reading Research and Instruction
Act," Coles, in New York State, posts, "whose purpose is 'to establish a
National Panel on Early Reading and Effective Reading Instruction.'

"From what I've been able to figure out," Moustafa, in California,
posts, noting that S939 appears to be almost identical to H.R. 2614, "while
a bill is in committee the critical people to contact are those people on
the committee as they are the ones who are voting for or against the bill.
The objective is to keep bad bills such as this one from getting out of
committee. Hence, the people we need to get our voices to while a bill is
in committee are the committee members. If a bill gets out of commit-
tee, then we need to be working the people in the districts we live in as
well. If this reasoning is correct," Moustafa adds an aside, "and please
help me if I'm off target," as if she is working it out as she writes, "we
have to be bombarding the committee members whether they are in our
districts or not."

In response to Moustafa's posting, Dorothy Watson in Missouri posts
the names of the Senators serving on the Committee on Labor and Hu-
man Resources so that letters can be sent to the United States Senate as
well as the United States House of Representatives.

We are energized. Most of us who are fighting the bill have lost
touch with our ordinary lives. Our own research projects have been aban-
doned. We spend our days trying to get information about what's hap-
pening in Washington and around the country. We try to find out who
are the generals and what is the role of the subaltern intellectuals. We
try to figure out how the conservative think tanks are manipulating what
we think and what we believe about how young children learn to read.

"It keeps you awake at night," Harste says.
He's right. No one is getting any sleep. At 2 a.m. I'm up making

notes or reading Michael Lind's Up From Conservativism: Why the Right
is Wrong for America, Sara Diamond's Facing the Wrath: Confronting
the Right in Dangerous Times, and Cynthia Crossen's Tainted Truth:
The Manipulation of Fact in America.

Across the United States more and more teachers go home after
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school and write letters of opposition to H.R. 2614 which they send to
members of the House Committee on Education and the Workforce.
We are building momentum, participating in the political process, and
there are indications that our voices are beginning to be heard. Are we
just in time or are we too late?

The generals and their subaltern intellectuals are biting into power
and they are determined to get it all. On October 21, for the first time, I
realize that they have the ability to control the press and probably the
House of Representatives. No, I am not exaggerating, the labyrinth be-
longs to them.

Propaganda is to democracy what
violence is to totalitarianism
"It's bad," Goodman tells me on the telephone when he calls early on
the morning of October 21. The article we've all been waiting for by Jim
Collins in Time Magazine is in the October 27 issue and it is already on
newsstands. Goodman reads me sections of the article which has the
predictable title of "How Johnny Should Read."

As I listen to him, I think about Collins and the day he spent with
Ken and Yetta Goodman at the University of Arizona. I was there. I took
notes and tape-recorded the interview which lasted the whole day, and
in the evening my husband and I took Collins out to dinner as the
Goodmans were unable to take him.

In the notes I wrote during the interview I ask, "How will this guy
report on what the Goodmans tell him?" Collins makes me nervous.
He's nervous. I write that he is tall, thin, balding, and wears tortoiseshell
glasses. He is a member of the elite. He went to Exeter and wears a blue
shirt and cream pants. He sits in the corner in Ken's office looking un-
comfortable, sniffing, and frequently blowing his nose. He rarely makes
eye contact, and he is evasive when either of the Goodmans asks him a
question. As an ethnographer, what fascinates me most is that he does
not record the conversation and he makes notes only occasionally on a
small yellow lined pad.2°

Collins asks the Goodmans how they met. He wants to know about
their early lives. They answer his questions, honestly. They answer every
question and they are not evasive. Listening to them I am struck by the
differences between them and Collins. The reporter is so closed and
uptight that there are times when he appears to be positively neurotic,
and the Goodmans are so open and friendly that they too make me ner-
vous. I am concerned about what Collins will do with the information
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that the Goodmans share with him. Will he twist what they say?''
The Goodmans talk about reading instruction in the United States.

They talk about recurring themes -going back to the twenties. They fo-
cus on civil rights and their work with urban students.

"We didn't start with interventions and then do experiments," Ken
Goodman tells Collins. "We did very in-depth kinds of studies of chil-
dren reading real texts.""

"Miscue analysis is always done with complete texts," Yetta Goodman
explains, "so we can see what happens across a whole text."

The Goodmans talk about miscue research, which is the most-repli-
cated reading research that has been completed this century. They have
all their original data and make it available to researchers who want to
do miscue studies.

Yetta Goodman talks of her literacy studies with children as young
as two, three, and four. She speaks of Emilia Ferreiro, and the impor-
tance of her work, of Don Graves, and of her own writing studies with
Native American children.

"If you watch kids in real reading and writing situations, you get a
very different picture than if you just test," she tells Collins.

"How would you characterize Adams's position?" Collins asks.
"Scientific word recognition," Ken Goodman says. "The issue is what

is the unit of analysis. Is reading words the unit of analysis or whole
texts?"

The Goodmans focus on effective reading.
"The reader is as creative in reading a text as the writer is in writing

the text," Yetta Goodman explains.
They talk about reader-response theory, Louise Rosenblatt, Umberto

Eco, Bakhtin, and then shift back to Lucy Calkins and Don Graves.
Ken Goodman tells Collins that in the miscue taxonomy they iden-

tified thirty categories, or data points, for the analysis of each individual
miscue. He talks about the importance of the quality of the miscues. He
explains that miscue analysis provides teachers with an opportunity to
do their own research. Then the conversation moves on to the philoso-
phy of science.

"I can't dismiss Marilyn Adams because I don't like her work,"
Goodman explains. "I can only look at her work from the perspective of
my model."

They focus on the potential for conflict of interest when researchers
work for basal publishers and big money is involved.

"I have never had a basal publisher pay for me at a national confer-
ence," Ken Goodman says. "Whole language upset traditional patterns
of profits for publishers."
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"What's happening," Yetta Goodman says, "is that we have kids read-
ing real books."

They talk about teachers and of the attempts by politicians to try to
change the way children are taught to read.

"You cannot simply force things on teachers," Ken Goodman ex-
plains. "Teachers will resist. California is forcing teachers to change by
writing laws. It won't work. Teachers will close their doors, they will fight
back, or, most disturbingly, they will leave the profession."

Yetta talks about supporting teachers who are helping kids learn in
democratic classrooms. She talks about John Dewey and gives Collins a
brief history of progressive education in the United States.

"All kids have language, and all kids should have the opportunity to
use their language in the classroom," Ken Goodman tells Collins.

"Shouldn't we respect the knowledge of teachers?" Yetta Goodman
asks him.

"Language isn't a bag of words," Ken Goodman says.
They talk of theme cycles, inquiry-based instruction, Jerry Harste,

Carolyn Burke. Different views of language learning. Language as a tool
and not as an object of study, the functions of language, making learn-
ing as authentic as possible, social convention and invention, variant
systems and invariant systems, establishing positive views of learning,
perception, and cognitionbut none of this is reflected in the article
that Jim Collins eventually writes.

In the car park on the way to lunch, Collins says that in a good article
there have to be sides, and that he is interested in reading because it is a
case study in politics and passion. He says a story must touch the emo-
tions but he never talks about fair representation, or accuracy, or truth.

The next day I share my misgivings about Collins with Ken Goodman,
and he says the interview depressed him.

"If it's going to be negative," Goodman says, "I'd rather he left me
out."

That was six months ago.
"Collins writes that I am 'grandfatherly, with a goatee and longish

white hair," Goodman says on the telephone, "and I'm 'a charismatic
leader' and I'm the author of 'a folksy 100-page paperback' on phonics."

Goodman tells me that he has been communicating with Collins
via e-mail, and that just a couple of weeks ago Collins had written that
someone from Time would be calling him to check quotes.

"No one called," he says.
Goodman ends the conversation by telling me the joke about learn-

ing to live under water that will become so important to the struggle in
which we are all engaged."
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After speaking with Goodman I download "How Johnny Should
Read." The article is formulaic, hackneyed, and smacks of right-wing
reporting hidden beneath the crinoline of a reporter's supposed political
neutrality.

Collins writes that Goodman said, "I like people and I'm very happy
that my research confirms my prejudices."

Goodman is adamant that he never made this statement; I do not
have it in my notes; and I've listened to the five hours of audiotapes of
the meeting and I can't find it there either. I go over my notes again and
then reread what Collins wrote. Reading him makes it hard for me to
write, but I sit at my computer for most of the day even though I don't
seem to have a lot to say.

I suppose Collins could equate his conservative perspective with
objectivity and truth, but the metal toe caps on his boots are sticking out
from beneath his carefully crafted prose. He begins his article with a
politically correct horror story, follows it with a crying teacher, and then
moves in quickly to demolish Ken Goodman. True to the political rheto-
ric of our time, Yetta Goodman is conveniently left out.

Let's see if you can predict what Collins has to say.
"The counter-revolution began in 1990 with the publication of an-

other landmark book, Beginning to Read: Thinking and Learning About
Print, by Marilyn Adams, a cognitive psychologist.

"The concept that Adams brought to the fore was 'phonemic aware-
ness.' Phonemes are the smallest meaningful [sic] sounds in a language.
English has 44 phonemes that its speakers combine to make all its words.
Cat, for example, has three: 'kuh-aa-tuh.' Adams concluded that in or-
der to read, one must understand that the sounds in a word can be bro-
ken up this way."

"As the 1990s progressed, more verification of the importance of
phonemic awareness came from studies conducted by the National In-
stitute of Child Health and Human Development at the National Insti-
tutes of Health.

"Under the direction of Reid Lyon, researchers have found that prob-
lems with phonemic awareness correlate extremely closely with reading
failure. Other NICHD studies have reaffirmed the conclusions reached
by Chall and Adamsthat programs with some systematic phonics in-
struction lead to better outcomes.

"Finally, brain-imaging studies are beginning to show how poor read-
ers differ neurologically from good readers, and the indication so far is
that the former have less activity in the brain's 'phonological processor."

"Propaganda is to democracy what violence is to totalitarianism,"
Noam Chomsky writes in Manufacturing Consent. "The techniques have
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been honed to a high art, far beyond anything that Orwell dreamt of,"
he states. "[E]liminating rational critical discussion is one of the more
subtle means, though more crude techniques are also widely used and
are highly effective in protecting us from seeing what we observe, from
knowledge and understanding of the world in which we live."

Perhaps some of you are convinced that the delay in the publication
in Time of the article by Collins so that it arrives on newsstands just as
the House Committee on Education and the Workforce is about to re-
consider the Reading Excellence Act is nothing more than happen-
stance.24 But in my mailbox is the October 27 edition of Newsweek and
on the front cover is a 1950s little girl and beside her the headline "KIDS
WHO CAN'T LEARN."

Inside, "WHY ANDY COULDN'T READ" fills half a page, and
the article begins with another politically correct horror story which is
followed by the types of "learning disabilities" that afflict children: dys-
lexia, dysgraphia, dyscalculia, dyspraxia, attention deficit disorder, and
dysnomia.

"Researchers have identified four distinct steps in learning to read,"
the authors, Pat Wingert and Barbara Kantrowitz, state. "Breakdowns
anywhere in this process can explain severe reading problems. G. Reid
Lyon, acting chief of the child-development and behavior branch of the
National Institutes of Child Health and Human Development, says that
reading for all children begins with phonological awareness. Combina-
tions of just 44 phonemes produce every English word."

"A new study of 285 children in a poor neighborhood in Houston,
for example," these authors state, in a totally fabricated interpretation of
Foorman's research, "shows those who were taught the forty-four pho-
nemes first to be 10 percentage points ahead of those taught in accor-
dance with whole language theory on a reading comprehension test."

"The whole-language forces have studies of their own," Wingert and
Kantrowitz explain, with an aside about Frank Smith stating phonics
just doesn't work, "but," they continue, "as Lyon often points out, these
studies haven't been successfully replicated."

"Children who will be good readers," Lyon is quoted as saying, "just
have a knack for understanding that words are made up of different sounds
before they learn anything about the alphabet."

"The next step," Wingert and Kantrowitz explain, "is linking these
sounds with specific letters. This can be confusing," they say, "because
most letters in English and many other languages can have more
than one sound. The reading-instruction methods known as linguistics
(sound to letters) and phonics (letters to sound) focus on this part of the
process by having kids sound out words."
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"The third step, Lyon says, is for a child to become a fast reader,"
these authors continue, "to make the association between symbol and
sound virtually automatic so that the child can move on to the final step
concentrating on the meaning of words." In brackets they add, "Research-
ers around the country are testing ways to put these findings into reading
programs for all kids, not just learning-disabled children" (p. 60).

"If we do not identify children early, by the end of second grade,"
Lyon is later quoted as saying, "the majority of them will have difficulty
reading for the rest of their lives.""

Conrad Bromberg, who was blacklisted during the McCarthy era,
says that during that time the press was the "servator of the inquisition."
Bromberg says that the "free media" of today is "corrupt, absolutely."26

In the October 27, 1997, US News and World Report, Lyon is quoted
by Thomas Toch, who reviews a book by Diane McGuinness in an ar-
ticle entitled "The Reading Wars Continue." After talking about the forty-
three sounds of the English language, Toch predictably quotes Lyon.

"[R]esearch showing the importance of teaching kids the sound struc-
ture of language dates to the 1960s and some phonics programs now
reflect this, says Reid Lyon of the National Institutes of Health."

I remember that somewhere in one of Ian Fleming's early James
Bond novels, Bond says, "The first time it's happenstance, the second
time it's coincidence, and the third time it's enemy action."27

In the November issue of the Atlantic Monthly which is already on
the newsstands there is an article by Nicholas Lemann entitled "THE
READING WARS." The article focuses on California, and Lemann
refers to Honig as a "phonics zealot." Reid Lyon is, of course, referred to
in the piece. He is described as "the head of the development and be-
havior branch of the National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development."

"Reid Lyon is a nightmare figure for the whole language movement,"
Lemann writes, "because he has the means to fund large, scientifically
reputable studies of reading instruction methods, the results of which
have made him into a wholehearted and very public opponent of drop-
ping phonics."

"Propaganda is to democracy" there is nothing coincidental about
the publication of these articles just as the House Committee on Educa-
tion and the Workforce is about to consider the Reading Excellence Act.
It's a well-organized campaign, mind-numbing, and mind-dumbing.

"For those who stubbornly seek freedom," Chomsky writes, "there
can be no more urgent task than to come to understand the mecha-
nisms and practices of indoctrination."

"Brainwashing under freedom," Chomsky calls it, "to which we are
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subjected and which all too often we serve as willing or unwitting instru-
ments" (p. 29).

"See Dick Flunk," is the heading of Tyce Palmaffy's article in the
Policy Review, which is published by the ultra-conservative Heritage
Foundation. Again the article is formulaic. A political horror story about
Alexis, who is inside a National Institutes of Health reading lab. Alexis
inserts words, she skips words, she guesses, and she substitutes other words.

"Alexis is one of more than 10,000 participants in an ongoing 30-
year, $200-million study of reading disabilities by the National Institute
of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD), a division of the
NIH," Palmaffy writes, practicing a form of hyperbolic indoctrination.
"Acting NICHD Chief Reid Lyon sadly notes that her case is typical of
children who have not received proper instruction in how the sounds
heard in speech are represented by the letter symbols used in print."
Palmaffy explains that means the relationship known as phonics.

"Says Lyon, "There is no way to read if you are not very facile in the
use of phonics," he writes.

Palmaffy then attacks President Clinton and his America Reads
Challenge which, he writes, "declines to incorporate the NICHD find-
ings and recommendations." Predictably he moves to NAEP. Then a
swipe at whole language with a quote from Grossen. Then on to Adams,
who Palmaffy states is a visiting scholar at the Harvard School of Educa-
tion. He then notes that North Carolina, Texas, Georgia, Washington,
Wisconsin, Oregon, and Ohio have recently passed phonics legislation.

Palmaffy moves on to the national organizations stating that the In-
ternational Reading Association has reversed policy to "specifically" pro-
mote phonics instruction, and that the American Federation of Teach-
ers (AFT) "has come down squarely on the side of skills-based instruction
for beginners. A quick mention of the National Education Association
and Palmaffy is on to California and a broadside at Goodman. In his
primer for the legislature Palmaffy writes of Horace Mann, John Dewey,
and the forty-four speech sounds. Then Noah Webster's Blue-Black
Speller, Rudolf Flesch, and "Why Johnny Can't Read." Another go at
Goodman. This time from Lyon.

"Goodman based his ideas on a poor study whose findings were
never replicated,' says Lyon of the NIH. 'It never would have gotten
through a National Institutes of Health Review."

Palmaffy moves on to Stanovich, and Foorman, before describing
the training video that Lyon used in San Francisco. Remember chu chu
chu, cherry pie, and jacket. This is his entree to decodable texts and an-
other quote from Lyon.

"People from literature-based philosophies would freak out if they
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saw this," he writes that Lyon says. "They don't want to work with kids on
these subskills."

"Phonics is non-negotiable," he quotes Lyon as saying.
Once Palmaffy has stacked the deck, he moves in for a frontal as-

sault on the House Committee on Education and the Workforce.
"I've been here all these years and never knew there was an ongoing

project on reading at the NIH," he quotes Good ling as saying. Then he
adds, referring to the day when Lyon gave testimony, "Neither did his
colleagues, and since only 13 members of the 45 member committee
even bothered to show up to the hearing, few of them found out about
it."

"More disturbing," Palmaffy continues, making sure that Congress
gets it, "is the situation on the front lines. The people who should be
most familiar with the research education professors, teachers, and
school administratorshave routinely adopted instructional methods and
curricula heavily influenced by whole language in spite of the overwhelm-
ing body of research evidence supporting phonics.

"Reid Lyon tells of his encounter with a California teacher seeking a
doctorate in reading instruction who approached him after a lecture,"
Palmaffy continues. "Her face wet with tears, she told him that no one
had ever exposed her to phonics-based instruction."

"The majority of teachers we've talked to who have been trained
over the last 10 years have never even discussed these issues," he quotes
Lyon as saying.

Timing is everything

The generals and the subaltern intellectuals are prepared. Through the
use of the mass media they have captured the hearts and minds of the
American public. A cultural shift has taken place in the way in which
the nation believes young children learn to read. Now all that is left is to
convert Congress. It's October 22, 1997.

"The House Education and Workforce Committee will be marking
up the Reading Excellence Act, H.R. 2614, on Wednesday 10:30 a.m.,"
Long reports. "This will be an interesting markup because many Repub-
licans on the committee are not in favor of this measure," Long writes,
"and the same is true of the committee Democrats." This is encouraging
news to the many of us who oppose the bill, and it is particularly gratify-
ing to read what Long writes next. "The administration came out against
the bill because of its definitions," which, Long explains, it considered
federal intrusion, "and the voucher plan for after-school teachers."28
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"Most likely the Chairman will put a lot of pressure on enough
members to either get their votes or ask them not to show up," Long
writes. "In either event I will update you tomorrow."

"Timing is everything," Urquhart says in To Play the King, and with
the help of the press, Lyon has been used to prepare the House Com-
mittee for the bill.

Long misread the situation. Without fanfare, not with a bang, nor
with a whimper, and without even a snicker, on October 23, the Read-
ing Excellence Act, H.R. 2614, passes out of committee and is ready for
the House of Representatives to consider. There was a voice vote, so no
one is on the record.

At the time that the bill passes out of committee, Lyon posts a com-
plaint on CATENet, the listserv of the California Association of Teach-
ers of English.

"I still can not understand how the NICHD research continues to
be viewed as supportive of only phonics," Lyon writes in a plaintive re-
verse spin.29

Zinke responds sharply with a quote that could have come from
Lyon's testimony at the May 8, 1996, meeting of the California State
Assembly."

"[R]eading scientists, after three decades of well-designed and repli-
cated research, much of it supported by the National Institute of Health,'
Zinke quotes, 'have found that reading success depends on specific lin-
guistic proficiencies including awareness of speech sounds, the ability to
link speech sounds with written symbols, and the ability to read words
fluently and accurately. All this undergirds reading comprehension."

"That sounds like a view that takes one cueing system (phonics)
much more seriously than the others," Zinke writes. "In my three de-
cades of teaching young children to read, I have noticed much more
than phonics undergirding reading comprehension."

"Reid Lyon says different things to different audiences," Goodman
posts on CATENet. "To us he professes surprise that anyone thinks that
his agency is pushing phonics but he has not publically refuted Bonnie
Grossen's summary of 30 years of NICHD research which says it shows
that direct instruction systematic phonics instruction is proven to ex-
ceed all else."3'

Keep in mind you're in the begemonic labyrinth and that many dif-
ferent events are taking place. At the time that H.R. 2614 passes out of
committee and the interchange with Lyon takes place on CATENet,
Bess Altwerger, who lives and teaches in Maryland, receives an invita-
tion to a luncheon given by the Heritage Foundation.

"Speaking will be Reid Lyon," Altwerger's letter from the Heritage
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Foundation states, "chief of child development and behavior at the Na-
tional Institute of Child Health and Human Development. The NICHD
has conducted $200 million of research over 30 years showing that phon-
ics is the most effective way to teach children who do not learn to read at
home."

Illiteracy is a health risk, and anything
that poses a danger to our children's health
should undergo tough scientific scrutiny

At about the same time that Lyon gets ready to speak to the Heritage
Foundation, Governor Bush in Texas dedicates a new reading research
center (CARS) at the University of Texas Health Science Center.

"By launching this new center, this university is saying we recognize
illiteracy is a health risk," Bush declares, according to Melanie Markley
of the Houston Chronicle, "and anything that poses a danger to our
children's health should undergo tough scientific scrutiny."

"Reading researchers Barbara Foorman and associates Jack Fletcher
and David Francis will direct the center," Markley writes. "Foorman,"
she explains, "chaired a task force that recommended a new reading
curriculum for the Houston Independent School District." Markley then
names the school district, which has tried so hard to remain anonymous,
in which Foorman conducted her controversial research, and she writes
that Foorman "found that at-risk children learn to read better when they
receive a concentrated phonetic foundation."

"Bush said he is taking steps to pressure the teacher colleges to em-
brace the reading center's research," Markley continues. She then quotes
Bush. "For those teacher colleges who are wedded to the past and who
refuse to listen to the evidence that comes out of this center," Bush is
quoted as saying, "my message is loud and clear: Change."

The news of the new Foorman reading research center is a bitter pill
to researchers who are fighting the Reading Excellence Act. They are
still denied access to Foorman's NICHD data even though the verdict
from the House Committee is in. In the Houston Chronicle Markley
writes that the center was paid for with public money. Researchers and
teachers ask who paid for the center? What public money? NICHD? Is
it a hegemonic prize for gross hypocrisy?

The official flyer states, "Supported by over $12 million in grant
support over the next five years from the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development (NICHD), the studies of reading
instruction in the early grades completed by CARS are widely acclaimed
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in the scientific community for results that help define the components
of successful in-school programs." The bold is in the text.

Based on this statement Goodman assumes that Lyon has funded
the center, and he shares this information with members of the CATENet
listserv.

"He has now also funded a center at the University of Texas Health
Center in Houston to do what Gov. Bush called 'field tests' with Foorman
and her colleagues in charge," Goodman writes."

"Reid Lyon has not funded our reading center," retorts Jack Fletcher,
one of Foorman's co-reseachers, who joins the fray to respond sharply to
Goodman's CATENet posting. "The NICHD does fund research cen-
ters, but we are not recipients of center support from NICHD.""

Goodman persists. "The information about the funding of [the] read-
ing research center in the University of Texas Health Sciences campus
came from the program for the celebration of its establishment," he writes
on CATENet in response to Fletcher, "at which Governor Bush also
referred to its NICHD funding. Please tell us how it is funded if that
information is incorrect."34

When Fletcher does not respond, Goodman posts another query on
CATENet. This time he quotes the sentence on the official CARS flyer
which begins "[s]upported by over $12 million in grant support over the
next five years from the National Institute of Child Health and Hu-
man Development (NICHD). . .

"So is the center funded by NICHD?" Goodman asks.
"I was really pleased to see that Dr. Goodman had read the bro-

chure on our reading center," Fletcher responds, politely. "As always, I
am glad to respond to questions posed about our research and related
activities. He asked 'so is the center funded by NICHD?' the answer, as
I previously stated is 'no.' We do not have center support from the
NICHD. My grammar is not very good, but the referent to 'supported by
over $12 million in grant support' is 'the studies of reading instruction.'
Regardless the discussion is silly."

But it's not silly. Foorman's research is the "reliable, replicable re-
search" on which the U.S. government is basing the proposed national
definitions of reading, reading readiness, and what counts as research.

"For those teacher colleges who are wedded to the past and who
refuse to listen to the evidence that comes out of this center," Bush says,
'my message is loud and clear: Change.'

"We are very appreciative of Dr. Goodman's close attention to our
affairs," Fletcher writes, without disguising his irritation, "and hope that
his decoding skills improve since there is too much guessing from ex-
pectations."
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Again this book is writing me. Analyzing the exchange between
Fletcher and Goodman, I decide to interject and post a message to
CATENet. "By refusing to give a straightforward answer to a straightfor-
ward question," I write at the end of my posting, "Dr. Fletcher leaves at
least some of us wondering if there is something about the funding of
CARS that he would prefer not to be discussed in public. But, as it ap-
pears from statements made by Governor Bush in the Houston Chronicle
that the center is supported by public funds, then the public has the
right to know the source of those funds and how the funds were awarded
to Drs. Foorman, Fletcher, and Francis."

"The questions about how CARS is funded are silly," Fletcher re-
sponds several weeks later. "To reiterate, we have over $12 M in research
funds to Foorman and Fletcher from NICHD for the next 5 years."

Go back and read what Fletcher wrote in response to Goodman's
question. "[Slo is the center funded by NICHD?' the answer, as I previ-
ously stated is 'no.' We do not have center support from the NICHD."

It's just one more twist in the hegemonic labyrinth. But there are
others. Even though researchers cannot obtain the data from Foorman's
Houston studies, both Lyon and Fletcher want to publicly make it seem
like they can.

"I do hope though that people in the educational community real-
ize that they can have access to all documents that are in the public
domain," Lyon states on CATENet. "They can also call me to discuss
the issues or to request available materials.""

"People need to know that they can obtain information about
NICHD supported studies directly from the research sites," Lyon writes
in another CATENet posting."

"There still appears to be confusion about a number of issues involv-
ing NICHD research and I would like to try to clarify these issues again,"
Lyon writes, in yet another posting. "I would also urge that people give
me a call and also speak or visit any of the research sites within the
research network." Then he adds, "We disseminate information as quickly
as we can.7)38

"As always I am glad to respond to questions posed about our re-
search and related activities," Fletcher posts. "Dr. Lyon and I [are] both
responsive to inquiries. I can't think of any questions about the Foorman
study that one of the authors has not attempted to address."39

I am concerned that both Lyon and Fletcher give the impression
that they are open and responsive to questions, and that they will readily
provide requested information from any NICHD study, and that all that
we have to do is ask. Once again the book is writing me. In response to
the messages that they posted on CATENet I post a copy of the request
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for information that I wrote when I was conducting the statistical analy-
sis of Foorman's Houston studies, and I include in the posting the re-
sponses I received denying me access to the information which I had
requested.40

In addition, by now I have a draft of the article by Foorman, Fletcher,
and Francis that is to appear in the Journal of Educational Psychology,
which presents basically the same statistical analysis and findings as
Foorman presented at the May 8, 1996, meeting of the Education Com-
mittee of the California Assembly. I note that I have a draft of the paper
in my CATENet posting.

"[C]ontrary to the e-mail responses from Dr. Fletcher and Dr. Lyon
that the paper would answer most of the questions," I write; "it answered
only one minor question. In fact, rather than providing answers to the
specific questions that we asked, the paper only raises more questions
about the scientific veracity of the Houston studies."

"The e-mail responses by Drs. Fletcher and Lyon are disingenuous,"
I continue. "Both gentlemen must have been aware when they responded
to my request that the answers to the questions that we asked could not
be obtained from the Journal of Educational Psychology paper."

"Dr. Lyon's 'invitation' to replicate the Houston studies also misses
the point, and perhaps here we must give Dr. Lyon the benefit of the
doubt as he genuinely doesn't seem to get it," I state. "Replication' does
not mean that interested scientists have to redo the entire series of stud-
ies. The data has been collected using public money and concerned
scientists should be afforded the opportunity to replicate the data analy-
sis."

"In a CATENet posting on Saturday, November 1, 1997," I con-
tinue, "Dr. Lyon states in his letter to Michael Pressley which he chooses
to make public: 'I have been trained that our job as scientists is to con-
duct research to falsify hypotheses and not to support them at all costs.'

"Then on CATENet, Friday, November 7, he states, 'Replication is
a cornerstone in the development of a scientific data base that can be
trusted in the decision-making process. I would ask readers of this post to
broadly sample studies within the reading field and ask, 'If I wanted to,
does the study contain enough information about the children's cogni-
tive, academic, family education, language, reading, writing, mathemat-
ics characteristics, as well as the characteristics of the school and school
programs so a similar sample could be selected for replication. Then ask
whether the instructional programs and/or methods are described in
sufficient detail to ensure that a second study could proceed in the same
way. Readers will be surprised at how infrequently this information is
provided."
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"Surprise! Surprise!" I write in my CATENet posting, "The article
in the Journal of Educational Psychology by Dr. Foorman and her col-
leagues is sadly lacking in this requisite information. In fact, based on an
analysis of 'initial' and 'preliminary' papers and a deconstruction of oral
presentations, not only is the necessary information for replication not
included in the article, the data that is presented obfuscates critical as-
pects of the research which are essential for any kind of legitimate and
meaningful peer review.

"I would hope that researchers would not be forced to resort to the
use of the Freedom of Information Act to obtain the raw data from the
Houston studies as both Drs. Lyon and Fletcher suggest in their CATENet
postings on October 27. This is an unnecessarily cumbersome, tedious,
and drawn-out legal procedure, and is used to obtain documents and
information from recalcitrant Federal agencies that are 'reluctant' to pro-
vide information in response to simple written requests.

"In their e-mail responses to my written request for information, Drs.
Lyon and Fletcher write of 'preliminary analyses' and 'initial phases of
the studies,' but as we are all aware, laws have been passed at both the
state and national level based in large part upon these studies, and de-
spite their protestations, concerned scientists have yet to be provided
with any of the primary data.

"Dr. Fletcher stated in his Monday, 27 October, CATENet posting
that the Houston research: 'includes rigorously defined samples that are
sufficiently large and representative, relies on measurements that meet
established standards of reliability and validity, tests competing theories
where multiple theories exist, was subject to peer review before the re-
sults were published, and has important implications for effective strate-
gies for improving reading skills.'

"I regard this statement by Dr. Fletcher with considerable scepti-
cism. Based upon the documentation that I have been able to obtain
from various sources, including, among other artifacts, early papers dis-
tributed at conferences, transcripts of meetings, and videos of presenta-
tions, there are very serious inadequacies in the Houston studies," I write.
"The research results are neither reliable nor replicable. Although there
were large numbers of children participating in the studies, some 'treat-
ment' groups had very few children and the measurements that were
used did not meet established standards of reliability or validity.

"In his CATENet posting on 28 October, Dr. Fletcher asked, 'How
about a discussion of standards of evidence?' He then expressed the opin-
ion that 'It would be more productive to define research, to talk about
standards of evidence, or how research should be used in education.
Develop some real differences in opinion or alternative arguments not
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just distorted reactions to legitimate viewpoints.'
"Excellent. I agree," I write on CATENet. "I would like to invite Dr.

Fletcher and Dr. Foorman to present with me at the Spring Conference
of NCTE. Let's put the data from the Houston studies on the table,
define what is meant by research, talk about standards of evidence, and
how research should be used in education. Of course, this would mean
sharing the primary data from the studies as Dr. Lyon states is necessary,
but I'm sure that if Dr. Fletcher is convinced that the samples were
rigorously defined, as well as sufficiently large and representative, and
that the measurements meet established standards of reliability and va-
lidity, that would not cause any difficulty."

Fletcher responds but ignores my invitation to discuss the Houston
studies at the NCTE Spring Conference. He categorically denies that I
have a copy of the paper that is to be published and states that many of
the questions I ask can be answered by information in the original pro-
posal.

"Many of the other questions are based on preliminary analyses of
the data," Fletcher states, and of course he is right, my analysis is based
on the preliminary data presented to the California State Legislature
and to the Congress of the United States, "and we would be glad to
respond to questions about these analyses if there [sic] are still viewed as
'pressing' after the paper is published."4'

By then it will be too late!
"As far as putting the data on the table," Fletcher continues, "our

response is the same as before. Read the paper and ask your question.
Denny Taylor should ask herself, however, about the purpose of the ques-
tions. We thought she was serious, but she seems to have already reached
conclusions about the study. So what purpose would be served by re-
sponding? She should get her statistician to help her to summarize their
'concerns' into a paper and submit them to the cold glare of peer re-
view," Fletcher writes, "and see if the concerns pass muster."42

Fair enough. Except for the end of the chapter that I am writing,
Spin Doctors has been sent to five reviewers and five members of the
Editorial Board of the National Council of Teachers of English, and
while it is clear that I have some editing to do, the manuscript has been
unanimously accepted for publication. However, once again I am stuck.
The Reading Excellence Act is out of committee and it is essential to
deconstruct Foorman's NICHD research before the bill hits the floor of
the House of Representatives, but my questions have not been answered
and I still don't have access to the raw data from the study.

To hide behind a future journal publication at such a critical mo-
ment in time is unethical. I have been told that the copy of the Houston
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study which has been sent to me is being revised yet again, but in em-
pirical science, the data is the data, surely the numbers won't change?
The number of children, the tests used, the procedures, the analysis of
the data, surely none of this will change? Moreover, what right or claim
does the Journal of Educational Psychology have over the data? I've de-
cided to revisit the information on the Houston studies that I have man-
aged to obtain, and on which I built the analysis that I presented at the
beginning of Spin Doctors and to juxtapose my original analyses with
the draft I have obtained of the "final" paper.43

Scholars and journalists advance
a corporate-friendly agenda

Let me be specific. The analysis that I am going to present to you is
based on documentation that has come into the public arena from: (1)
the original NICHD proposal for the Houston research; (2) papers which
present the preliminary analysis of the data by the principle investiga-
tors; (3) the official transcript of Foorman's presentation of the findings
of the research to the Business Council of Governor Bush in Texas; (4)
the official video of Foorman's presentation of the findings to the Educa-
tion Committee of the California State Assembly.

The documentation listed above is referred to by both Lyon and the
principal investigators as "preliminary analysis" and the "initial phase"
of ongoing research, and educational researchers have been told that
they should wait before attempting to examine the data and replicate
the findings until an article about the research is published at some in-
determinate date in the Journal of Educational Psychology.

It is important to emphasize that, while members of the research
community have been repeatedly denied access to the primary data, and
both Lyon and the principle investigators have declined to answer criti-
cal questions about the research, state laws have been passed based upon
the research, and the United States House of Representatives has used
Foorman's research as a basis for H.R. 2614, the Reading Excellence
Act, which now awaits a hearing in the Senate. Thus there are serious
ethical issues regarding the presentation of this research to policymakers
at the state and national level, and these issues should be addressed be-
fore any further legislative action is undertaken which relies even in part
on the NICHD Houston Reading Studies conducted by Foorman,
Fletcher, and Francis, and which have been actively promoted by Lyon.
Under these circumstances, my use of the draft of the article that will
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eventually appear in the Journal of Educational Psychology is the only
alternative available.

The following critique focuses upon the Title 1 study, in which 375
children, 209 first graders and 166 second graders, received one of three
kinds of reading instruction: (1) direct instruction in phonics using the
Open Court basal reading program; (2) embedded phonics instruction;
and (3) whole language. There was also a fourth much smaller "unseen"
control group which received whole language and no curriculum inter-
vention. The study purports to show that direct instruction using Open
Court is a superior method of reading instruction, and this "finding" has
been presented to state legislatures, to the United States House of Rep-
resentatives Committee on Education and the Workforce, and has been
disseminated nationwide on television and in national and local news-
papers and magazines. However, based upon an analysis of the available
data, this and other findings presented by Foorman and her colleagues
appear to be critically flawed. Let me present the major inadequacies of
the research.

The research design and execution are biased in favor of
the Open Court/Direct Instruction treatment group.

The Open Court/Direct Instruction curriculum intervention received
significant financial and personnel support from SRA/McGraw-Hill, the
publisher of the Open Court basal reading program, who clearly stood
to benefit commercially from a positive finding in support of Open Court.
The subsequent adoption of the Open Court basal reading program in
California, Texas, and numerous other states has resulted in significantly
increased revenues and profits for SRA/McGraw-Hill.

There is considerable evidence that some of the key
results of the study are misrepresented in favor of the
Open Court/Direct Instruction treatment group.

For example, the children in the whole language control group who
received no extra funds nor extra materials and whose teachers received
no extra support actually had higher scores on the Formal Reading In-
ventory than the children in the Open Court/Direct Instruction treat-
ment group on whom large amounts of money had been spent, whose
teachers received extra training, and who had been taught using Open
Court. This unadvertised result directly contradicts the widely dissemi-
nated "finding" that the Open Court/Direct Instruction program was a
superior method of reading instruction.
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The samples are biased in favor of the Open
Court/Direct Instruction treatment group.

First, the whole language "unseen" control group was only half the size
of the other groups, was drawn from a single school in the poorest neigh-
borhood in the school district, was 70 percent African American, 16 per-
cent Hispanic, 9 percent White, and 5 percent Asian, and 84 percent of
the children were recipients of the Federal Lunch Program. Dr. Foorman
herself has stated that this was "not a good control group." In contrast,
the Open Court/Direct Instruction group was drawn from four different
schools in which there appear to have been very different demograph-
ics. For example, the children in one of the schools were 19 percent
African American, 19 percent Hispanic, 33 percent White, and 29 per-
cent Asian, and only 45 percent of the children were recipients of the
Federal Lunch Program. [For the purposes of the study, the researchers
combined Asian children with White children.]

Second, the children who participated in the study were eligible for
Title 1 and scored in the lowest quartile on the emergent literacy survey
administered by the district. The children with the lowest scores received
tutorials, while children with higher scores were on a waiting list. An
analysis of the available data shows that the samples drawn from the
tutorial and nontutorial groups were biased in favor of the Open Court/
Direct Instruction group. The Open Court/Direct Instruction group was
drawn approximately 45 percent from children in the higher scoring
(nontutorial) group and 55 percent from the children in the lower scor-
ing (tutorial) group. In contrast, the whole language group and the whole
language "unseen" control group were drawn approximately 16 percent
from the children in the higher scoring (nontutorial) group and 84 per-
cent from the children in the lower scoring (tutorial) group.

Additional, accelerated instruction was provided
only to the Open Court/Direct Instruction group.

At the suggestion of the Open Court training personnel, approximately
45 percent of the children in the Direct Instruction/Open Court group
received an accelerated treatment program to enhance their ability to
read words and pseudowords. These children received two Open Court
lessons per day instead of one for the first six months of the study. No
other group was given such preferential treatment.

The numerous defects and the resulting statistical
uncertainties make any conclusions in favor of Open
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Court/Direct Instruction nothing more than complicated
guesses based upon the biases inherent in the research.

The statistical modeling of individual growth rates, the statistical meth-
ods, the statistical assumptions, and the statistical analyses are unverifi-
able, false, or inappropriate, as well as simplistic and biased.

In analyzing their data the researchers use a form of analysis known
as "parametric statistics," which are based on the assumptions that (1)
the samples are randomly drawn and are therefore representative of the
population being studied, (2) the sample and population distributions
are both normal, and (3) the performance measurements satisfy the re-
quirements of an interval scale. In the Title 1 Houston reading study (1)
the samples were clearly not random, (2) the distributions were clearly
not normal, and (3) the performance measures were clearly not on an
interval scale but are at best nominal or ordinal.

The researchers make the unwarranted and unsupported assump-
tion that each individual child's growth rate on each phonological and
word reading performance measure can be represented by a straight line.
The researchers make the further unwarranted and unsupported assump-
tion that the relative efficacy of the various instructional practices can
be established by collapsing the straight lines from as many as 109 indi-
vidual children into a single "average" child, so that the individual dif-
ferences in scores are totally lost. This procedure discards the individual
data for each child, and the presentation of the findings provides no
information about individual children's progress or scores, and nothing
about the range of scores for the children in each treatment group.

In simple terms, this analysis approach implies that the reading abili-
ties of 109 children of different ages, in different grades (first and second
grade), from as many as four different schools, from four different ethnic
groups, with widely varying social and cultural experiences, and with
very different familial experiences and different home languages can be
reduced to a single straight line on a chart.'"

In Sacramento, Open Court is mandated in all elementary schools
in the school district, and reading coaches, known to many teachers as
"the phonics police," monitor the ways in which they use the basal read-
ing program.

"Teachers work from detailed instructional guides," Deborah
Anderluh, writes in the Sacramento Bee, "scripted down to the very ex-
amples they are to write on the board."

I am back to Chomsky and his manufactured consent. It's in Time
Magazine, Newsweek, US News and World Report, the Atlantic Monthly,
and Policy Review. We all agree, Lyon says it's so, so it must be. But we
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don't all agree, even though the House Committee on Education and
the Workforce now serves willingly or unwittingly as the instrument of
the right-wing conservative groups who have promoted Lyon and
Foorman's NICHD research. We don't agree.

When I was a child my mother used to say "what you don't know
can't hurt you," but what we don't know can hurt us. The hegemonic
project is based on us believing and not knowing, but we know.

We know that, as Lazere writes in the October 1997 issue of College
English, "The conservative foundations function largely as PR agencies
for their parent corporations and capitalist ideology in general, expressly
recruiting, training, and coordinating scholars and journalists to advance
a corporate-friendly agenda."45

We know that in the third quarter of 1997 the net income for
McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., grew from 25.3 percent over the com-
parable 1996 3Q, and that the revenue for the third quarter of 1997
increased 20.5 percent to $1.1 billion. In educational and professional
publishing, revenue grew 30.1 percent to $681.2 million, operating profits
increased 32.7 percent to $187 million, and operating margins improved
to 27.4 percent.46

Joseph Dionne, chairman and chief executive of the McGraw-Hill
Companies, calls the gains in educational publishing "superb results,"
and talks of "a record quarter for revenue and profits" on the New York
Business Wire.

"McGraw-Hill's Eduational Publishing Drives Stellar 3Q," is the
heading of a newsbrief by Jill Goldsmith for the Dow Jones Newswires.
"A booming market for educational publishers fired up third quarter
earnings at McGraw-Hill Cos., (MHP)," Goldsmith writes, "as the com-
pany moved to grow and refine its businesses through initiatives at home
and abroad."47

"In an interview with Dow Jones," Goldsmith adds, "McGraw-Hill
President Terry McGraw described a red-hot elementary to high school
market that saw his company take a big share in adoption states where a
state education board sets the curriculum, and so-called open territo-
ries."

"The school division won 60 percent of the $75 million Texas social
studies adoption," Goldsmith states. "And new products like Spotlight
on Literacy and Collections for Young Scholars garnered the unit 35
percent of the giant $120 million California reading adoption."

"These programs are successful in other markets, too," the press re-
lease from McGraw-Hill reports on the New York Business Wire, "illus-
trating again the benefits of our broad based publishing strategy. For
example, the School Division's new reading program took more than
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half of the adoption in Georgia and is performing well in other adoption
states and in open territories. SRA/McGraw-Hill also did well in Geor-
gia, Florida and the open territories."

The Reading Excellence Act will prescribe a "one-size-
fits-all" approach to reading instruction and professional
development that will seriously damage teachers' ability
to help all students learn how to read

We know that the Reading Excellence Act is about great power and huge
profits. As I stated at the beginning of this chapter, the war is political
and ideological, a product of new capitalism. It is racist and hegemonic.

The more teachers know about H.R. 2614, the more determined
they are to fight. I have hundreds of Internet postings regarding the bill.
Teachers are now contacting their own members of Congress to register
their disapproval of the bill, and NCTE continues to lead the resistance.

"It looks like the Reading Excellence Act may be on the floor of the
House as early as Thursday," Long posts, on Tuesday, October 28. "We
know that there is a new draft being developed. However we are running
out of time to inform you and ask for your help. We need to make one
more push on this legislation."

"The agreement that was being worked on between the Republi-
cans and the Democrats looks like it has fallen apart," Long follows up
on Wednesday, October 29. "Most of the groups are against the legisla-
tion," he states, "different sections are offending different groups. It looks
like the Democrats will vote against the legislation and many Republi-
cans don't want the bill either." Long ends by writing, "Over the next
day or so we can expect either significant negotiations, or a delay in the
vote, or a rejection when it is voted on."

"NCTE, CCCC, NRC, and NCRLL sent a statement of opposition
to the House Committee two weeks ago," Karen Smith of NCTE posts
the same day. "Tomorrow, we will hand-deliver a letter of opposition to
each of the 400 plus Representatives of the House. We are also issuing a
press release with an opposition statement. While we are doing what we
can at the national level, we urge you to do what you can at the state and
local levels by contacting your congressperson with your opinion."

"[T]he legislation will prescribe a 'one-size-fits-all' approach to read-
ing instruction and professional development that will seriously damage
teachers' ability to help all students learn how to read," NCTE states in
the press release.
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"Reading instruction and professional development programs based
solely on the kinds of research this legislation favors, studies which are
so controlled as to remove any semblance of real-world classrooms, won't
help the teachers striving to meet high standards ofliteracy," Carol Avery,
the President of NCTE, is quoted as saying. "Parents and teachers need
to be alarmed and to know that effective reading instruction must begin
with the learner. Research needs to take individual students into account
before it proposes instructional methods for teachers."

There is at least some consensus among teachers who are opposed
to the bill that one of the critical issues is loss of local control and the
one-size-fits-all approach to reading instruction that is inherent in the
Reading Excellence Act. Logically, teachers try to communicate their
concern about these issues to members of the House of Representatives.
But there is no logic to the House. Like I said before, nothing is what it
seems.

The central chamber of the labyrinth is
empty and the power lies elsewhere

On October 29, one of the "Special Order Speeches" given by Repre-
sentative John Shadegg of Phoenix, Arizona, becomes a colloquy with
Republican Representative Dave Weldon from Florida, and Republi-
can Representative Peter Hoekstra of Michigan. It is important to note
here that Hoekstra is a member of the House Committee on Education
and the Workforce which is considering H.R. 2614, the Reading Excel-
lence Act. In close-ups on C-SPAN, but to a totally empty House, they
present their ideas on President Clinton's eighth-grade math test. What
follows are excerpts from the colloquy. Let's pick up what they have to
say as Shadegg pontificates on what is wrong with President Clinton's
National Testing Proposal.

"I think this illustrates a larger issue of what is desperately wrong
with this National Testing Proposal," Shadegg states, "and that is it puts
all the power, and all the focus, and all of the authority in Washington,
D.C."

"It comes down to this," Shadegg says later in his speech, "I trust the
teachers, the administrators at my daughter's high school," Shadegg names
the school. "I trust them. I know them there. If I want my voice to be
heard in the curriculum at the school district or the high school, my
wife or I can go to their curriculum discussions and have input. We can
make our voice heard."

"I don't happen to trust Mr. Reilly and the national experts that will
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write the federal test and dictate it all across the country," Shadegg is still
speaking, "and I think we'd be making a grave mistake if we put all of
our eggs in the one basket of a national test."

"The risk of handing over the control of all of our children's educa-
tion to one single federal test is, I think, an absolute disaster," Shadegg
declares a few minutes later.

"What about a single approach to teaching reading?" I ask Shadegg,
talking to him as he pontificates on C-SPAN. "What's the difference?" I
know the difference, of course: the difference is that the National Test
belongs to President Clinton and the Reading Excellence Act is a Re-
publican bill. The arguments that we are making against H.R. 2614 are
precisely the same arguments the Republicans are making against the
Democratic National Test.

"They're horse-trading children," I say to David, who is watching
Shadegg's colloquy with me.

"The question is," Weldon says in a to-and-fro with Shadegg, "is it an
appropriate role for the federal government to be instituting a national
test? And just to point to Sweden, a country of seven million people or
some other foreign little country that has national testing and say they
do it, therefore we should do it, is ludicrous in my opinion. This is a
country of 260 million people, fifty different states, people of all kind of
diverse ethic backgrounds. There's no way that a one-size-fits-all con-
cept could be put on the United States. This is just a different country.
But the most important issue that you have brought up today and the
biggest reason why I oppose national testing is because I don't have con-
fidence in the federal government to do it correctly."

"But the federal government is going to define reading," I say to the
TV. "The government is going to define what counts as research. They'd
never do that in Sweden."

"Do you believe that those of us who oppose a one-size-fits-all, na-
tional test, that is a federal government mathematics test, written inside
the Beltway of Washington, D.C., is a bad idea?" Shadegg's voice rises as
he practices his oratory skills by asking a question of the absent opposi-
tion. "Do you believe that those of us who believe that it's a bad idea
don't care about public education?"

"Delaware started at the grass-roots level," Hoekstra declares. "They
got parents involved, they got administrators involved."

I remind David that Hoekstra is a Republican member of the House
Committee on Education and the Workforce. I sent him the letter with
the attachments which were based on the documentation that I have
presented to you in Spin Doctors.

"This President in six to eight months," Hoekstra feigns disbelief,
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"wow, he develops a test. No parental involvement. No local involve-
ment. Hasn't gone to the governor of our state!" Later, Hoekstra asks,
"VVhat is working in your school district? Or who is making a difference?
Why are your schools improving? What is the catalyst? I am still yet to
hear someone say, 'It's that new federal program.' The schools that are
doing well are typically where a group of parents, administrators, and
teachers have taken back their school and said, 'We're going to focus on
these kids and we are not going to focus on the bureaucracy or red tape
that either comes from Sacramento or Lansing. But we know the kids'
names. We know what their needs are. We are going to focus on our
kids. We're going to take our schools back."

Listening to Hoekstra, for the first time I realize that the central charn-
ber of the labyrinth is empty and that the power lies elsewhere. If Hoekstra
really believes what he has just said, and if he voted his conscience,
there is no way he could vote for the Reading Excellence Act. Again,
nothing is what it seems. The real power lies in the small ancillary cham-
bers of the labyrinth, where big business and special interest lobbyists
lurk, and where there are corridors of power and privilege that lead di-
rectly into the central chamber. The bottom line of the bottomed-out
mind is that what happens in the central chamber is decided elsewhere.

"I think it will be an absolute disaster if we turn the education of our
children in America over to Washington, D.C.," Shadegg argues vehe-
mently. "We owe the children of America more than abdicating our
responsibility to Washington, D.C., and letting their education be dic-
tated millions of miles from their homes and thousands of layers of bu-
reaucrats from their own principal and teacher."

"What we have found as we've gone around the country," Hoekstra
says, apparently talking about the field visits of the House Committee
on Education and the Workforce, "schools that are working and are do-
ing a good job of educating our children are those where there is local
parental control. Not where Washington is dictating the agenda. This is
a battle of where are education decisions for our children going to be
made? Is the direction going to be at the local level or is it going to be
moved to Washington? All you have to do is go around the country. Take
a look at the grass-roots level. You'll be surprised at the wonderful things
that are going on in all types of education. Public. Private. Parochial.
Religious education efforts. But it's because of grass roots, not because of
what we're doing here in Washington."

I press the remote and turn off the TV as the colloquy ends. If
Hoekstra votes in committee for the Reading Excellence Act, he will
vote for Washington dictating to local communities how young children
are taught to read. I ask myself how can we communicate with members
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of Congress who can take opposite sides of the same basic issue accord-
ing to whether it is a Democratic or Republican bill, and then blindly
vote their ideology and not their conscience.

There are reports late on Wednesday, November 5, that Goodling
met with the president earlier in the day and that a deal has been made.
The President will get his national test if Goodling gets his reading bill.48

On Thursday I start recording C-SPAN. In the House of Represen-
tatives the rules have been suspended and bills are being rushed through
an almost empty House before the members go into recess for the holi-
days. Every two hours I check on the House Web site to see if H.R. 2614
has reached the floor. Then I rewind the tape and start recording again.
All day Thursday I write, check the Web, then rewind the tape. Friday
it's the same. Record, write, check, rewind, record, write, check. C-SPAN
is on the TV in my kitchen and every so often I stop and try to figure out
which bill is being discussed.

Late on Friday evening I receive an e-mail from Smith at NCTE
relaying a message from Long. "House Bill 2614 will go before the House
tomorrow. There will be a 40-minute debate, followed by a voice vote. It
may be broadcast on C-SPAN."

There can be no more urgent task than
to come to understand the mechanisms
and practices of indoctrination

It's Saturday, and the House starts late. A few members take their seats,
but most of the seats are empty. There is some discussion about proce-
dures, but there is a videotape in my VCR and I am recording just in
case the Reading Excellence Act comes up early. I sit in the kitchen
with the last written version of the bill that I have downloaded from the
House Web site and go through it while I watch C-SPAN. I focus on the
words "reliable, replicable research."

The purpose of the bill is to improve reading skills of children using
the findings of "reliable, replicable research."

Eligible professional development providers provide professional
development to teachers based on "reliable, replicable research." Eli-
gible research institutions are institutions of higher education in which
"reliable, replicable research" is conducted.

"Reliable, replicable research" means "objective, valid, scientific
studies" which include (1) "rigorous samples" that are "sufficiently large
and representative to support general conclusions drawn"; (2) "rely on
measurements that meet established standards of reliability and valid-
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ity"; (3) "test competing theories"; (4) "are subject to peer review before
their results are published"; and (5) "discover effective strategies for im-
proving reading skills."

I pause for a moment and think of Foorman's research. Ironically,
the Houston studies do not meet these criteria, and neither do most of
the other reading studies supported by NICHD.49

The House is bogged down in a discussion of procedures. I continue
working my way through the bill. I remember that Farstrup of IRA told
me a few days ago that "in theory all money could go into private hands."5°
Farstrup was right to be concerned. There it is in the bill. Private non-
profit and for-profit groups are eligible for grants if they provide reading
instruction based on "reliable, replicable research." Grant funds can also
be used to disseminate "reliable, replicable research."

Subgrantees will use practices based on "reliable, replicable re-
search." Supervised individuals and tutors who have been appropriately
trained using "reliable, replicable research" will work with children who
are in first, second, and third grade before and after school.

A "panel of experts" will evaluate applications based on "reliable,
replicable research." Priority will be given to states that "have modified,
are modifying, or providing an assurance that not later than 1 year after
receiving a grant the state will modify state teacher certification in the
area of reading to reflect reliable, replicable research."

I'm impressed with the thoroughness of the bill. It's a far-right coup
d'etat, a total mind-meld to ensure a national cultural shift in the way
young children are taught to read. Reading is the ability to use phonics
skills and knowledge of letters and sounds to decode.

"It's astonishing to me that people define reading as making mean-
ing," Louisa Moats is quoted as saying by Halford in Infobrief published
by ASCD." "Reading has to do with decoding print."

Meaning is left out. Context no longer exists. The bill makes non-
sense of reader-response theory but must make eminent sense to those
who believe in censorship. When children are forced to focus on decod-
ing as "reading," the relationships between written language and reality,
between language and thought, and between language and the emer-
gence of critical consciousness are distorted and ultimately controlled.

"Language and reality are dynamically intertwined," Freire writes in
his essay The Importance of the Act of Reading. "The understanding at-
tained by critical reading of a text implies perceiving the relationship
between text and context.""

"Control language and you control knowledge and the critical un-
derstanding of ideas," I say to myself. Go back and read what Chomsky
writes about stubbornly seeking freedom. "[T]here can be no more ur-
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gent task than to come to understand the mechanisms and practices of
indoctrination." It's critical that we understand what is happening be-
cause of this bill.

"Reliable, replicable research" is mentioned twenty-seven times in
the version of the Reading Excellence Act that I am reading, and NICHD
is also mentioned. "The National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development and the Secretary of Education will convene the panel to
evaluate applications, and representatives from NICHD will be included
on the panel."

In the House Committee report that accompanies the bill I pulled
off the House Web site "reliable, replicable research" appears over fifty
times. There is mention of the series of hearings held by the House
Committee on Education and the Workforce which "explored current
research on how children learn to read, and the need for strong profes-
sional development for teachers of reading on reliable, replicable re-
search on reading."

"Dr. Lyon of NIH testified before the Committee that fewer than 10
percent of our nation's teachers have an adequate understanding of how
reading develops or how to provide reading instruction to struggling read-
ers. Less than 2 percent of our teachers have ever seen their professor
demonstrate teaching practices with children of diverse skills in a sys-
tematic way. About 90 percent of our teachers have never had the theo-
ries they have learned the theoretical information directly linked to
providing instruction to a wide range of children."

Lyon is also quoted as saying that "children who do not learn to read
before the end of third grade never actually catch up to their peers."
Throughout the report NICHD is mentioned repeatedly.

"[A] member of the NICHD research team made the following ob-
servation. . . ."

"Although there has been extensive research in reading instruction
conducted over the last thirty years, the most current is that done by
NICHD."

"[A]n NICHD researcher noted. . . ."

"Congress mandated that a comprehensive research program be
developed in the area of reading and other learning disabilities. NICHD
studies have cost the taxpayer more than $200 million and have been
conducted at some of the most prestigious universities in America and
Canada."

Goodling is finally on C-SPAN." Hoekstra does not appear to be in
the House, and he certainly doesn't speak. Clay, whom teachers in Mis-
souri spent so much time trying to educate, also is not visible in the
House.
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"Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of H.R. 2614, the Reading Excel-
lence Act," Good ling, who is the Republican Representative from Penn-
sylvania, begins his oratory. "The issue of illiteracy is one of my main
interests since I came to work in this body, and over the years I've had
the opportunity to work in this bipartisan legislation directed at improv-
ing the literacy of our nation's citizens no matter what their age."

"Members will be seated," the Speaker says. "Gentleman will pro-
ceed."

"Today we have an opportunity to support a refinement and improve-
ment of all existing literacy programs," Good ling states. "The Reading
Excellence Act which will help ensure that individuals of all ages will
receive the skills they need to lead productive lives." Goaing explains
that the budget agreement said that the President will have a literacy
bill. "It is our responsibility as an authorizing committee," he says. "VVe
did not participate in the budget agreement," Good ling emphasizes be-
fore continuing, "but it was our responsibility then to make sure that
whatever that literacy bill is a well-thought-out bill, and a bill that will
work. And so having that in mind, I looked at the President's bill and
then I decided on what areas we should really concentrate on if we are
going to improve literacy in this country. And the general outline then
became: One, make sure that the teachers have the help they need to
effectively teach reading based on reliable, replicable research, includ-
ing phonics."

"Gentleman's time has expired," the Speaker states. "The chair rec-
ognizes the gentleman from California, Mr. Martinez."

Martinez, a Democrat, commends the President and his America
Reads Legislation. Then he talks about the bill. At the bottom of the TV
screen words appear. "Grants could be used for teacher instruction based
on 'reliable, replicable research on reading."

"The bill provides the much-needed assistance for teachers to re-
ceive professional development in teaching children to read more effec-
tively, and it will ensure that professional development is based on reli-
able, replicable research," Martinez says, as if to reinforce the words on
the screen. He then defines what he means. "In other words, proven
methods of reading instruction."

Martinez has been sold a bill of goods.
"I strongly believe that the legislation before us today will truly help

children to read independently by the end of the third grade and grasp
the essential literacy components necessary for employment in our tech-
nologically advanced society," Martinez states. "I believe, I also believe
that both parties should feel confident that this legislation balances the
two very important needs in assuring, in assuring childhood literacy.
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Strong professional development for reading teachers and additional
tutoring assistance before and after school, on weekends, and during the
summer. I urge all members to support this important legislation and
reserve the balance of my time."

Good ling yields four minutes to the subcommittee chairman, Con-
gressman Riggs.

"Four minutes," the Speaker says. "Gentleman from California is
recognized for four minutes."

Riggs is a Republican from California. He talks about the "proper
approach" to spending the money set aside in the budget for a new fed-
eral literacy initiative and his opposition to the expansion of the President's
America Reads initiative. He says that many teachers have never received

instruction" in teaching reading.
No. There is no "reliable, replicable research" to support this propo-

sition.
"If you can imagine," Riggs says. "And I know that speaks volumes

about traditional teacher education at colleges and universities, we'd like
to address that problem, perhaps we can address it in a bigger way when
we get around to the reauthorization of the higher education act."

"But at least here in this bill we've made it a start by providing grants
to states and local school districts," he adds. "In those school districts
that have the most glaring need is documented by the fact that they have
the most Title I students, they have the most so-called school improve-
ment sites, and with those schools and those students that we want to
help teachers, classroom teachers, reading specialists obtain the best train-
ing based on reliable, replicable research in order to do a better job
teaching our young people."

"And lastly," Riggs sums up, "as I said, we also provide money for
parents and legal guardians to obtain tutorial assistance for their chil-
dren. In those instances where a child needs more intensive, one-on-
one type of reading instruction from the tutor that they're not able to
obtain during the course of the school day, and we say that those grants
can be used by parents and guardians to obtain tutoring services from a
list of approved and recommended tutors by the local school district. So
I think what we've crafted here is a good balanced bill, one that fulfills
the obligation that we have on the authorizing committee to come up
with the details of authorized legislation to spend the 260 million set
aside for the budget agreement."

The Speaker recognizes Roemer, a Democrat from Indiana.
"I rise in strong support of this bill," Roemer states, "both for policy

reasons and for some very, very substantive reasons which are included
in this bill. First of all on the policy reasons, again we are not recreating
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the wheel, we are not coming up with a brand new program here, we are
trying to find ways to improve the existing program and work with par-
ents and teachers and volunteers and professionals to solve one of the
most vexing and heartbreaking problems in America today.

"Illiteracy hurts businesses, costing them billions of dollars when
they don't get the right kind of employees coming out of our high schools
that can read, it hurts parents who cannot read appropriately to their
children, it certainly hurts children's self-esteem when they fall behind."

"This bill comes up with new ideas to fix an existing problem and to
improve an existing program. What are these ideas?" Roemer asks. "First
of all, we focus on young children in the kindergarten and the first grade,
and next year in the Head Start program we hope to move it even fur-
ther, closer to two and three and four years old and earlier in their edu-
cation. Secondly, we stress family literacy and encouraging the parent to
work as the child's first teacher and encouraging parents to develop lit-
eracy skills. Thirdly, we require states to have a professional develop-
ment program for teachers."

When Roemer's three minutes are up, the Speaker recognizes the
gentlewoman from New Jersey for two minutes.

Roukema, a Republican, calls for unanimous consent. "Studies have
shown," she says, "I may as well repeat this, it's been stated, that studies
have shown that 40 percent of the nation's fourth-grade, graders are be-
low basic reading skills; that's something that has to be improved.

"And I know that there are those here that want to give volunteer
help through AmeriCorp," Roukema continues, "that's not the issue here
today because there is not a principal or educator in this country who
wouldn't say, who wouldn't would turn away volunteers, but they would
also say that the most important essential need is that we train, have real
reading training for teachers in the classroom, and that's what this bill
does, it gives that assistance to the classroom teacher and gives that train-
ing."

The Speaker recognizes Miller, a Democrat from California who
spends one of his three minutes thanking Goodling and members of the
committee.

Miller begins by stating that "we" are "not doing a very good job" of
teaching children to read. He then states, "I think that this legislation
starts to turn us around in that in terms of the emphasis that it places on
the professional development of teachers. It's clear that we have got to
have competent, capable teachers in that classroom spending time with
those children to help them learn to read, it's clear that we've got to get
the parents of these children involved in reading to their children, in
encouraging their children, in rewarding their children, for reading com-
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petency and it's also very clear that we've got to call upon additional
volunteers to come to our schools and to spend time with the children."

Peterson, a Republican from Pennsylvania, is recognized for two
minutes, and he talks about tutorial subsistence grants so that "Johnny
and Suzy's parents can have the ability to pick from a list" of tutors.

"The gentleman from New York is recognized for four minutes."
"I was shocked to learn that most of the teachers in our schools have

never been trained to teach reading," Major Owens, a Democrat, states
after his introductory remarks. "There's an article in the New York Times
editorial page which said the overwhelming majority of the teachers in
our schools have never been trained to teach reading and there is a need
to have some kind of instruction on how to do that, it will improve the
job."

I wonder if the New York Times article came out the same week as
Time and Newsweek, and if so, if the article quoted Lyon.

"So the children who will benefit from this, need it now," Owens
looks troubled. "We cannot hesitate and wait, we should go on and do
all we can, so this is one more small effort to improve education in
America, it is just that, a small effort this is like, you know, dipping from
the lake of inadequacy with a tea cup, and it is a small program.

"Two hundred million dollars may sound like a lot of money out
there, but you know a nuclear submarine costs two billion dollars, more
than two billion dollars, if we're really going to deal with the problem of
teaching reading we ought to get on to trying to make an impact on the
schools of education with some kind of federal program in the future. I
don't know if it costs as much as a nuclear submarine or not, probably
not, but it would require a bigger effort than this one.

"I hope that these pilot programs, these good common-sense efforts
are only a prelude to this Congress going ahead in the future to deal
with the overwhelming problem of inadequate and substandard educa-
tion in America."

Finally, after six months of following the events that are taking place
in Texas, California, and Washington, and reading every document I
can find, Major Owens is the first public official or researcher to express
concern about the infrastructure of schools in the United States and the
effect that this problem might have on young children learning to read.

Remember Baldwin? "It's not the lack of quality school facilities,"
he said. In denial, of course. Right-wing conservatives are not interested
in improving the infrastructure of schools. There's nothing in it for them.
No power. No privilege. Basal publishers aren't interested either in the
adoption states or the "territories." McGraw-Hill's stock won't go up if
Congress invests in school buildings so that children have desks and
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chairs, and politicians won't get elected for making sure that children in
inner-city schools don't have to use bathrooms as classrooms when they
are learning to read.

"You know the war against substandard education in America can-
not be fought by some, with some rifle corps going out, that helps you
know, this is a little operation where we're going to send out a few pla-
toons to deal with the problem," Owens continues with his military
metaphor, "but you need a real war to deal with substandard education,
a real war means that you deal with basic problems like school construc-
tion, you know school construction is a basic problem out there, you
know a-hundred-twenty-billion dollars to deal with infrastructure of
schools all across America."

Go back to the chapter on Louisiana. It may seem out of place in a
book about the politics of reading, but it isn't; it's the other side of the
argument. The next time you read the politically correct horror story at
the beginning of a story about early reading in Time or Newsweek or the
Atlantic Monthly, ask yourself why there are no stories about the chil-
dren in Louisiana. For the tabloid-minded the problem doesn't exist.
The children in Red River Parish, Louisiana, the children in East L. A.,
the children in the Bronx, they don't exist. The difficulties they face are
reduced by Lyon to a lack of phonemic awareness and systematic, ex-
plicit phonics. "They've never even heard these sound systems," Lyon
says, absolving politicians of their responsibility to ensure that every child
in the United States ofAmerica can attend a school where the roof doesn't
leak, the boiler works, where there are toilets that flush, where there is a
place to eat, and where there are books for children to read. Phonics has
become the "anti-poverty pill," but it doesn't work.

"And even if we don't get nearly that much," Owens continues, talk-
ing about the 120 billion dollars to fix the infrastructure of U.S. schools,

ought to do better than we've done so far, you know, to say that we
are going to teach reading better and make efforts to make reading or to
improve technological instruction or more technology in the schools
when the kids are still up against the problem where their boilers are
breaking down in the schools and they have to bundle up to go to school
in order to stay warm."

"You know that couldn't just happen in Washington, D.C., there's a
number of schools all across America that have problems in terms of
heat," Owens says, as he slips back into the political rhetoric of an elected
official. "So we should see this as a wonderful prelude, as an indication
that the Congress cares, for we are just beginning to deal with the bigger
problem, we are just beginning to fight the war.

"These are little patrols we are sending out, to reconnoiter, scout out
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the problems, the problem is much bigger and beyond this program on
reading which is about two hundred and ten million dollars, I under-
stand. We need to have a comprehensive approach to education, stimu-
lated and guided by the Congress of the United States despite the fact
that the primary responsibility for education is at the local level. We can
provide the leadership, we can provide the stimulation, we will never be
responsible for education, that's a matter of the states, but we can go
beyond the eight, eight percent of education expenditures and move on
to a more important role in leading the, this fight to really wage the war
against substandard education in America.

"This is the beginning, but let's get ready to fight a bigger war."
"Gentleman's time has expired."
The speaker recognizes Paul, a Republican from Texas, who is the

only member of the Congress to speak in opposition to the bill.
"Mr. Speaker, I appreciate the opportunity to express my opposition

to the Reading Excellence Act," Paul states. "Which creates yet another
unconstitutional, ineffective, 260 million dollar new federal educational
program." Paul talks about past federal programs that failed, then ends
by stating, "Mr. Speaker, it's ironic that the reason we are considering
this bill is because the budget agreement which was supposed to end the
era of big government calls for the creation of a federal literacy program.
Obviously, the budget does not end big government but preserves and
expands unconstitutional interference in areas where the federal gov-
ernment has neither legitimacy nor competence, rather than returning
money and authority to the states."

"The gentleman from Delaware is recognized for two minutes."
Castle, a Republican from Delaware, talks about the importance of

volunteers and of his own experience in a school near the capitol and
talks about teacher training.

"I think teachers' training is imperative," Castle states. "Reading
teachers need to learn the best methods for teaching reading based on
reliable, replicable research. By giving children the basic building blocks
of literacy, learning how to sound out the written word, they will be well
on their way to becoming literate adults, and that's exactly what this
legislation does, as has been described today. Under this bill, states,
through reading and literacy programs, will compete for literacy grants
to be used for innovative, inservice reading programs that will be used
for classroom teachers and related reading activities based on the best
research available.

"And I can't think of anything that is better to do, instilling in our
young people the ability to read is absolute. This legislation helps do
that and I am again very thankful for all those who put it together. I hope
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that all can pull together in support. I yield the balance of my time."
"I yield two minutes to the gentlelady from Kentucky," Good ling

says, "who worked hard in the state legislature to improve education,
Congresswoman Northrup."

"Mr. Speaker, I rise and I am pleased to rise in support of the Read-
ing Excellence Act," Anne Northrup, a Republican from Kentucky.
"While we are all concerned about new federal programs, the budget
agreement set aside 260 million dollars for a new literacy program. What
we could have had is another feel-good, unproven, sounds-good pro-
gram, the kinds, the kind of program that has failed our children so
badly. Forty-four percent of the U.S. students in elementary do not read
at a basic level, 32 percent of children of college graduates also have
failed to reach this basic level.

"This may be the most important bill that we pass regarding our
children and their success in school because what it does, finally and
most importantly, is focus on the proven ways of, of reading, teaching
children how to read. We know today that the latest scientific research
shows that 60-70 percent of all children read any way you teach them
but the other children need a very systematic, phonics-based approach
to reading if they are ever going to read and be good readers.

"We furthermore know that, science has shown us that, children
who do not read by the end of third grade will always have a bigger
struggle in reaching that basic level, their opportunity to be good readers
is much more difficult if they don't learn to read by the end of third
grade, reading opens doors and failure to read slams those doors shut."

No. Science has not shown us this. Lyon has told us. Science and
Lyon are not synonymous.

"So what we need to do is to make sure that we use these kinds of
scientifically proven methods to teach our children, one that has not
been in our schools so often in the past. This phonics-based approach is
what teachers will learn as a result of this funding."

Phonics-based instruction has not been scientifically proven. On the
contrary, many scientists believe that such approaches are based on overly
simplistic interpretations of the reading process which ignore decades of
research based on the disciplined systematic documentation of young
children as they are learning to read.

"We will also give parents the opportunity to provide tutorial service
for their children, their choice based on the most recommended types of
tutoring and and reading approach. It also endorses family literacy so we
are approaching our, giving our children and also giving the opportu-
nity to schools who teach the right kind of reading and parents who can
help those children in the same way. Thank you and I support this bill."
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Martinez speaks again briefly and is followed by Good ling again.
"I yield myself the remainder of the time," Goodling says. He sums

up and then ends the discussion. "We're not out there to try to create
some magnificent program that will end all illiteracy in this country. We
are trying to make all of our programs better programs so that every child
has the opportunity for quality education. They must have it if we are
going to succeed in a very competitive twenty-first century. We cannot
have 40 percent of our children unable to read properly. Reading readi-
ness, reading skills, at one time you were literate if you could read at a
sixth-grade level, now you are functionally illiterate if you cannot read
and comprehend at a twelfth grade level. The only thing that I want
from the old schools is discipline. Everything else I want to be better,
and I yield back the balance of my time."

"Gentleman yields back the balance of his time and his time has
expired," the Speaker states, as several members of the House arrive ready
to discuss the next bill. "All time has expired." One member of the House
continues reading his newspaper. "The question is," the Speaker states,
"Will the House suspend the rules and pass the bill, H.R. 2614 as
amended?"

"So many as are in favor say aye."
The response is audible even though the House is almost empty.
"Those oppose no."
If there is a response I didn't hear it.
"In the opinion of the Chair two-thirds of those present having voted

in the affirmative," the Speaker rattles on, "the rules are suspended, the
bill is passed, and without objection the motion to reconsider is laid on
the table."

The Speaker recognizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
"Mr. Speaker, I ask for unanimous consent that all members may

have five legislative days in which to revise and extend their remarks on
H.R. 2614."

"Without objection."

Mobilizing a consensus without (extreme) coercion,
universalistic literacy allows dominant groups to
appropriate popular practices and traditions

"They all sounded so reasonable," I say to David. "It would be so easy to
believe them if I hadn't helped a child learn to read."

The bill has been shrouded in crinolines and ruffles. Similar to the
California Committee hearing, what the members of the House of Rep-
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resentatives have presented was carefully orchestrated. It was a parody of
the democratic process except for Paul, to whom I am grateful, for even
though I think there is very little on which he and I would agree, on this
day, in the House, his dissenting voice stood for democracy.

In an essay entitled "Hegernonic Practice," James Collins, the social
theorist, uses Jenny Cook-Gurnperz's concept of "schooled literacy"
which Collins says "has slowly become the norm for all literacy" (p.
232).54

"This universalistic literacy constitutes a strong ideological control
or domination," Collins writes, "the sources of which are interesting.
Mobilizing a consensus without (extreme) coercion, universalistic lit-
eracy allows dominant groups to appropriate popular practices and tra-
ditions."

The Reading Excellence Act is hegemonic. Without overt coercion,
it transforms our understandings of how young children learn to read
while at the same time the act controls how children are taught to read.
It's brilliant. Local decision-making is glorified in the political rhetoric
while the United States House of Representatives takes control at the
national level.

First H.R. 2614 pressures states. To obtain funding through the bill,
states will be expected to modify teacher certification to reflect "reliable,
replicable research" in reading by the end of the first year.

Second, H.R. 2614 pressures universities. To obtain funding, only
research institutions that engage in "reliable, replicable research," in
other words, outdated, discredited, reductionist, experimental studies in
which children are subjects or a subscript i, need apply.

Third, H.R. 2614 pressures providers of inservice education for teach-
ers. Only providers who use "reliable, replicable research," such as Honig's
Consortium on Reading Excellence (CORE), DISTAR, Open Court,
or Success for All, will be eligible to receive grants H.R. 2614 is a cash
cow for commercial programs and private companies that sell phone-
mic awareness activities and phonics skills. Master teachers who have
devoted their lives to young children and their early literacy develop-
ment, such as the teachers I worked with in the Biographic Literacy
Profiles Project, will be ineligible for funding.

Fourth, H.R. 2614 pressures providers of before- and after-school
tutorial services. Tutors must be trained using reliable, replicable re-
search. H.R. 2614 is a commercial bonanza for companies such as the
Sylvan Learning Centers.

Finally, H.R. 2614 pressures family literacy practitioners to base their
work with parents and their young children on "reliable, replicable re-
search" which will, no doubt, increase the power base of the self-ascribed
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National Center for Family Literacy and will effectively exclude many
family literacy practitioners who work with families and their many
literacies in liberating ways.55

So tell me. How did the right-wing conservatives who sponsored the
Reading Excellence Act manage to get the bill through the House when
so many of us worked so hard to oppose the bill? Deconstruct the docu-
mentation I have presented to you. What are the key elements in getting
H.R. 2614 through the House? Make some notes and then check them
against this list from Joel Spring, which clearly applies to the right-wing
support of systematic, explicit phonics instruction in public schools.

"For the anti-public school movement and other items on the right-
wing agenda," Spring writes, with specific reference to school choice,
privatization of public schools, and more recently, charter schools, "the
following methods are used:

1. Creating foundations and institutes that fund research and
policy statements supportive of laws mandating systematic,
explicit phonics instruction in public schools.

2. Identifying scholars to do research, write policy statements, and
lecture at public forums that support systematic, explicit
phonics instruction in public schools.

3. Financing conferences to bring like-minded scholars together
for the sharing of ideas and the creating of edited books that
support systematic, explicit phonics instruction.

4. Paying scholars to write newspaper opinion pieces that support
explicit, systematic phonics instruction that are then distributed
to hundreds of newspapers across the country.

"The fourth point is an important element in the trickle-down theory
of ideas," Spring states. "It is a big leap from writing a research report to
being featured on the Opinion-Editorial (0p-Ed) page of the New York
Times or other leading newspapers," he explains. "Frankly, it requires
connections and a public relations staff to gain quick access to the me-
dia. Providing this type of access is one of the important elements in the
strategy of spreading the conservative agenda."

Clearly, the passage of the Reading Excellence Act through the House
of Representatives is testimony to the effectiveness of the strategies that
have been used by the conservative right to mandate explicit, systematic
phonics instruction in schools. They were so successful that they were
able to use H.R. 2614 to horse-trade with the President.

Several weeks after the bill passed through the House, I received a
letter from Mary Jean Le Tendre, the Director of Compensatory Educa-
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tion Programs at the United States Department of Education.
"[T]he 'Reading Excellence Act," Le Tendre states, "has some dis-

tinct differences from the President's original proposal. Secretary Riley
wrote to Chairman Goodling to express his concern about the
prescriptiveness of the definitions for "reading" and "reading readiness"
. . . This concern for the inclusion of appropriate definitions of reading
as well as concerns over other provisions of the bill, including the provi-
sion for tutorial assistance subgrants, prevents the Secretary and the Ad-
ministration from supporting the 'Reading Excellence Act' at this time."

The letter was written on Wednesday, November 5, 1997, the very
day that Goodling reportedly went to see the President. You know the
rest. One bill was traded for another. The President gets his National
Test and Goodling gets his Reading Excellence Act. In the final analysis
it's all about biting into power and the getting of it all. It has nothing to
do with teaching young children to read, or caring about their well-
being, and it has nothing to do with democracyunless we in the edu-
cational community make our voices heard.

We as teachers have got to make our voices heard

Whatever happens with the Reading Excellence Act when it reaches the
Senate, for many of us, our lives as teachers have been changed. We do
not believe. We have not been co-opted. We have not been brainwashed
by all the lies and the spin doctoring.

At the NCTE Annual Convention there is talk of the news blackout
that has taken place across the United States. For the first time many of
us realize that alternate views on how young children are taught to read
are either being distorted or suppressed. The conversation focuses on
the misappropriation of research by right-wing groups, and about the
bills that are being passed at the state and national level that advantage
commercial programs. We discuss how we can make public our opposi-
tion to the events that are taking place when we don't have access to the
media like right-wing groups. We talk about sound bites.

"Keep politicians out of our classrooms!"
"Use responsible and trustworthy research!"
"Knowledgeable teachers, not a national curriculum!"
"Teachers know a lot about learning and they know a lot about kids!"
Spin Doctors once again becomes a part of what is happening when

I share parts of the manuscript with members of the Conference on
English Education. Then, in a politically charged presentation, Don
Graves and Regie Routman ask "If not us, then who?" as they discuss the
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Reading Excellence Act and what we can do."
Graves talks about the "Bolshevik" principle. "[F]irst you must abol-

ish the past in order to have a more glorious future," he says. "Every-
thing in the past has to be condemned. Everything has to be reduced to
simplistic terms," Graves tells the audience. Then he explains, "That is,
there is a war on. There's the good guys and the bad guys."

"We are looking for enemies," he says. "We've been looking for en-
emies within ever since, if you will, the East and West controversy with-
ered away, and now we look in our midst for the enemy."

He talks about H.R. 2614. "Continually throughout the document
there are these words reliable, replicable. If you are to be funded you
must have your approach be based on reliable and replicable research.
Make no mistake, the panel has been carefully chosen to review all pro-
posals for what is reliable and replicable. Those are two terms that re-
searchers use all the time." His voices rises, "However, when you look at
what reliable means in the research community, you should if you have
done this research, take the Foorman research, they should then dis-
close their entire methodologies, the raw data that goes with those meth-
odologies, as well as having to explain their findings in relation to the
selection of the population for that study. In short, reliable means that
other researchers can take and look at the raw stuff and decide and say

this is reliable."
Again, Spin Doctors is writing us as Graves tells the audience that I

was denied the information that I requested from Foorman, Fletcher,
and Francis about the Houston studies.

"Look at the issues here," Graves says, further on in his presentation.
"First, phonics is a shoehorn to get in and control. Make no mistake
about it. You can come with all of the answers in the research that you
want to," he continues. "And our assumption is that the persons who are
promulgating this stuff are thinking logically." Again his voices rises. "They
are thinking logically, they are thinking their logical way to control. To
control inside the classroom. To control the curriculum. Phonics is a shoe-
horn to move in on reading and then move out across the curriculum.
We stress meaning because it is essential that a kid be thinking meaning
in order to comprehend."

He talks of children who learn to read for meaning coming up with
their own ideas. "And that's dangerous," he says. "You would think that
in a democracy that it is not dangerous, but it is an issue for a certain
segment of our population. 'We do not want them to think. We want
them to think the way we want them to think.' We have to be concerned
about that." Graves' voice fills with emotion as he tells the audience that
teachers are being denied the freedom to teach in ways which enable
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them to be responsible for children. Graves is determined. "We must
proceed. We must proceed to still be responsive," he says, "to help the
kids come through with the meaning."

"And Don, as you and I have talked," Routman says, looking directly
at Graves, "and this is something I feel passionately about, the best per-
son to make those decisions is the teacher." She turns and speaks directly
to the audience, "And the thing that disturbs me most is that teachers'
voices are completely missing. We are not present in the conversation at
all, and that's scary."

"I tell you as a teacher," Routrnan says later in the presentation,
"that we as teachers have got to make our voices heard or we are not
going to be able to teach the way we know is right and best for children."

"To focus on a methodology is to bypass the teacher, make no mis-
take," Graves says a few minutes later. You cannot bypass the profes-
sional, you cannot get there from here." There is a sadness in his voice.
"And this is why we must begin to fight this as we must."

"Start petitions," Graves and Routman suggest.
"Participate in letter-writing, fax, e-mail, and telephone campaigns.
"Invite a legislator to your school.
"Write letters expressing your opinions to newspapers and other pub-

lications.
"Keep informed of important issues being considered by govern-

ment. Share this information with others.
"Supply your legislators with realistic, truthful information on the

conditions of local schools. Let them know how legislative decisions can
hurt or help your school programs and your students.

"Encourage others to take an active role in communicating with the
government.

"Encourage staff, students of legal age, and community members to
vote.

"Educate and utilize the media.
"Create phone trees to share important updates on educational is-

sues.
"Communicate with other teachers through organizations, online

bulletin boards, and professional development seminars.
"Donate time and money to organizations you support.
"Attend and speak at public meetings."
Graves and Routman energize. They politicize. They make it clear

that teachers have the power. If we organize we can defeat this bill and
any bill that is foisted upon us, that we can demonstrate, through re-
search and practical experience, is harmful to the children we teach.

When CORE, the private company owned by Honig and several
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others, is one of only two providers approved to receive AB 1986 funds
in California, we will speak out. We will make it public that both Adams
and Foorman are on the national advisory board of Honig's CORE."

When Adams and Foorman publish a classroom curriculum entitled
Phonemic Awareness in Young Children, and write "Phonemic awareness
is the buzz word of our times," we will remind them that it is their re-
search that made it that way (emphasis in the text). We will continue to
question the commercial connections between so-called "reliable, rep-
licable research" and big business, and we will continue to deconstruct
the research on phonemic awareness on which fortunes are being made.

In a series of messages posted on several listservs, Steve Krashen
deconstructs some of the studies on phonemic awareness on which the
national myths are founded.

"Training studies demonstrate that PA can be trained," Krashen writes,
"but also show that it develops on its own." Based on his analysis of stud-
ies, among others, by Lundberg, Frost, and Peterson; Ball and
Blanchman; Cunningham, Bryne, and Fielding-Barnsley; Torgeson;
Morgan and Davis; Castle, Riach, and Nicholson; and McGuinness and
Donohue, Krashen states, "While experimental groups gain, so do com-
parison groups, even when the duration of the training is short.""

"They show that the effect of phonemic awareness on reading is
modest," Krashen writes in his next posting, "[the] studies show that chil-
dren trained in PA get better in PA." Then to introduce the next section
of his analysis, he asks, "But do they get better in reading?"

Krashen states that if the object of phonemic awareness studies is to
increase reading comprehension, then the Bradley and Bryant study
"wasn't worth it." Of the other studies that he deconstructed, Krashen
states, "It is clear that the impact of PA training on tests of phonemic
awareness is consistently higher than the impact on PA training on tests
of reading comprehension. In fact, there is no overlap at all in the two
distributions.""

"The modest effect of PA appears to weaken over time," Krashen
continues with supporting analysis in another posting, "even when chil-
dren are tested on reading isolated words.""

"The hypothesis that phonemic awareness is the cause of reading
ability runs into additional trouble," it's Krashen again, "in the face of
studies that show that some children with low PA learn to read quite
well."61

"There is intriguing evidence that basic aspects of PA are a result of
familiarity with the alphabet, which is a result of attempting to read en-
vironmental print," Krashen continues in his next posting, with an analysis
of a study by Johnson, Anderson, and Hooligan. "In addition, when knowl-
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edge of the alphabet is controlled, PA was not a predictor of the ability to
read environmental print.""

Krashen continues by deconstructing studies of non-alphabetic read-
ers and then in yet another posting he discusses two studies by Scheinder,
Kuspert, Roth, and Vise, conducted with German children that he says
"replicate the results of the rapidly growing PA literature."

"In both studies," Krashen says, "control groups gain in PA without
training, and in both cases the impact of PA training on reading is very
modest or completely lacking.""

We will speak out. Our voices are loud and we will be heard.
"What is decodable text?" Allington and Woodside-Jiron ask, "and

why would educational policymakers recommend its use?"
Allington and Woodside-Jiron attempt to identify and examine the

research based on which decodable texts are recommended and even
mandated. What they find is that there is no research which offers evi-
dence of what might consitute a decodable text. Indeed, there is no re-
search to support the use of decodable texts.

"We found that many advocacy and policy documents simply as-
serted 'The research says . . .' but provided no research citations, others
provided a general bibliography but no specific references associated
with specific assertions.

"We set out to examine all of the research citations offered and found
that a few citations were repeatedly referenced."

It's another case of A cites B.
"No NICHD research has manipulated texts on [the] decodability

factor," Allington and Woodside-Jiron state, "[there are] no such find-
ings in NICHD research."

"Is that all there is?" they write, paraphrasing Peggy Lee.
"We can find no direct evidence that providing children with

decodable text, as defined in the California and Texas educational policy
documents, actually enhances reading development or long-term
achievement."

"Like many English teachers of my generation, I don't like to talk
much about politics," Sheridan Blau tells the audience at the NCTE
Convention in his inaugural address, as he explains that he comes from
the generation that graduated from college after the intellectual and
ethical atrocities of the McCarthy era, but before the Peace Corps and
the anti-war marches on Chicago and Washington."

"In statehouses, in local school boards, and in Congress," Blau tells
the teachers who are listening to him, "legislators and other policymakers
are busy trying to rescue American education by mandating how chil-
dren should be taught reading, what bodies of research should inform
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teaching practice in the teaching of reading, and who should be allowed
to teach reading teachers and prospective teachers.

"California has adopted legislation [already successfully copied in
the House of Representatives] that would fund inservice programs only
when the providers of inservice pass tests not of their academic cre-
dentialsbut of their subscription to certain acceptable theories of learn-
ing, research findings, and instructional practices, forsaking all alterna-
tive theories, bodies of research, and unapproved practitioners of research
and instruction."

"Such legislation," Blau says, "serves not merely to privilege particu-
lar versions of science and scientific truth over others, but to suppress or
disenfranchise alternative accounts of what is true and to discount en-
tirely all research or evidence that derives from research methodologies
that do not fit a reductivist, positivist, quantifiable, behaviorist version of
scientific research."

"In the name of education and science," Blau says, as if he is speak-
ing directly to us, "policymakers and a few of their scientific cronies
(most of whom appear to be financially linked to textbooks and publish-
ing companies whose reading programs claim to be based on quantifi-
able research) are conducting a campaign for intellectual control and
the repression of alternative views that not only threatens the principle
of academic freedom, but stands opposed to the true aims of science and
education themselves."

"Intellectual suppression can produce only false knowledge." Blau
explains that false knowledge is "knowledge that prevents further learn-
ing." Then he continues, "and a science that substitutes the idolatry of
orthodox belief and political expediency for fidelity to the disinterested
advancement of learning."

"If political history and the history of ideas in the Western literary
and religious traditions teach us anything," Blau says, "it is to distrust
those who not only claim to own the exclusive truth, but who insist fur-
ther on suppressing or punishing all messengers of alternative versions
of truth."

"Be vigilant," Victor Navasky, who was blacklisted during the
McCarthy Era, tells us. "Be vigilant.""

"One of the surest signs of false science has always been its attempt
to suppress the arguments and research of those who would challenge
its conclusions," Blau states. "Another has been its alignment with sources
of political power from which the suppression of alternative ideas always
flows.

"Think of the political figures and governments of the past that have
embraced one group of scientists to the exclusion of all others, and you
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will have a catalogue of demagogues and shameful public policies that
have used science to justify slavery, racism, genocide, the incarceration
of dissidents in mental hospitals, and a host of other injustices."

"But let us not overstate the case," Blau cautions. Then he asks,
"Can government agencies and policymakers really be accused of sup-
pressing ethnographic research, case study research and most teacher-
research virtually all qualitative research merely by deciding that the
only fundable inservice programs are those based on quantitative, be-
haviorist research (which is what the California legislature has done and
the House of Representatives has approved in House bill H.R. 261 4)?"

"Only if the prejudice of government policymakers translates into
diminished opportunities for certain researchers and research-based pro-
grams to find support and obtain a hearing within the educational com-
munity," Blau answers. "And that, of course, is precisely what is happen-
ing, quite aside from the diminished opportunities that are legislatively
mandated for politically unacceptable researchers and curriculum spe-
cialists."

"The battleground on which we are obliged to make our stand,"
Blau says, "is the political battleground where we are losing ground to
policymakers and legislators who seek to usurp the professional author-
ity that belongs to teachers and professional educators in matters having
to do with curriculum, teaching methodology, and materials."

"What business do legislators in California or in Congress have in
deciding on an approved curriculum for inservice programs for teachers
of reading?" Blau asks. "What moral or ethical or intellectual justifica-
tion can they offer for arrogating to themselves the authority to declare
with respect to a field of specialized learning that one research paradigm
and one set of research findings is valid and all others invalid, when the
world's most widely respected and most extensively published scholars
in the field are engaged in a continuing scholarly debate on those very
questions?"

Blau speaks of collegial responsibility. "That legislators have been
encouraged by a handful of reading researchers to act with such
usurpacious arrogance is much to the discredit of those researchers," he
says, "though it may testify more to their naivete than their vulnerability
to the attractions of power or the temptations of consulting fees and
royalties."

In this period of treachery we cannot be silent, we must speak out.66
"Yet surely they must see," Blau says, "or we must ask them to recog-

nize that there is something deeply wrong professionally and ethically
when one group of researchers in an academic field supports a congres-
sional bill that declares other respected scholars in the field, including
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many of the most distinguished and revered figures in literacy studies,
unacceptable as sources of knowledge or expertise."

"If as a profession we must lobby our legislatures," Blau then states,
"let us lobby for the right of teachers to practice their profession without
the interference of non-educators in matters of curriculum, teaching
methods, and materials or research methodologies.

"It is a fact," Blau says, "that even a little bit of lobbying can make a
difference in shaping policy; and that in many states, if not in the federal
government, policy is presently being shaped largely by the efforts of
pressure groups who represent a narrow and repressive conception of
learning."

Pedagogy should be emancipatory not predatory

The scientific study of reading is founded on observation and documen-
tation, not reductionist experimentation. The reading abilities of young
children cannot be reduced to a single line in a single paradigm.

In straight-line research there are no children, only labels, aggre-
gates, and measures. VVe don't teach "normals," "passive organisms," "sub-
jects," "cohorts." The lives of the children we study and teach cannot be
reduced to a subscript "i" in a mathematical formula. We know their
names. They are Nicola, Patrick, Erik, Alejandra, and Marisela. They
are not anonymous. They are not phenotypes or data points on a scatter
plot, "phonologically disabled" or "phonologically deficient," nor "lim-
ited English proficient." They are children.

Give copies of Allington and Woodside-Jiron's critical analysis of
NICHD's research to members of Congress. Speak out. Take Krashen's
deconstruction of the research on phonemic awareness to the legisla-
ture. Speak out! Use the strategies provided by Graves and Routman
and speak out! Applaud Goodman. When the academic community was
silent, he had the courage to speak out. For the children in Texas, speak
out! Shout! For the children in California, speak out! Shout! For the
children in Louisiana, speak out! Shout!"

Pedagogy should be emancipatory, not predatory.
When a researcher writes that children are "biologically disadvan-

taged," speak out! Shout! When children are called "passive organisms,"
speak out! Shout! Ascription of passivity is a racist activity. Be angry!
Speak out! Shout! When the leading researcher on reading in the fed-
eral government says the language interactions that inner-city children
have had at home are nil, speak out! Shout! Show your passions. Speak
out! Shout!
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If you teach English as a second language, your struggle is our
struggle, and we will speak out! Shout! AB 1086! Speak out! Shout! H.R.
2614! Speak out! Shout! English only! Speak out! Shout! Each time a
bill is proposed, Speak Out! Shout!

Don't be silent. Resist the spin. We have the power if we speak out!68
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APPENDIX ONE

In which a response is made to the

preliminary statistical analyses used

to support the nationally publicized

findings of the NICHD Houston

reading studies

In the prologue of Spin Doctors I presented a series of findings concern-
ing the NICHD reading studies of Foorman and her colleagues. In this
appendix I have provided support for these findings. Of necessity, these
preliminary statistical analyses are based on the available summary re-
sults of the NICHD reading studies as presented in handouts and
overheads and in draft papers. Both NICHD and the principal research-
ers have declined to produce their underlying data for review and analy-
sis. They have also declined to answer any questions about the statistical
analyses that they conducted.

I should emphasize here that, as I stated in Chapter 4, these types of
statistical analyses are in fact invalid, because (1) the samples are clearly
nonrandom, (2) the distributions are not normal, and (3) the measure-
ment variables do not satisfy the requirements for interval scale mea-
surements.

Nevertheless, putting aside these problems, the findings reported in
this Appendix result from an examination of the available results and the
application of statistical procedures and tests commonly utilized in this
type of reductionist research.

Finding 1: The data for the direct instruction group shows that there is
no significant difference between (1) the scores on Foorman's word read-
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ing test achieved by the first-grade children after one full year of the
Open Court basal reading program, and (2) those children beginning
grade 2 who had not had Open Court during their first-grade year and
who had only the school district's preexisting reading curriculum.

Support for Finding 1: The means (M) and standard deviations (SD) of
the scores on Foorman's word reading test for the children in Foorman's
Open Court/Direct Instruction "treatment" group were M=14.19,
SD=11.35 for 57 children at the end of first grade in April after one full
year of Open Court/Direct Instruction, and M=13.71, SD=11.85 for 48
children beginning second grade in October who had not been exposed
to Open Court/Direct Instruction or Foorman's study and had only had
the school district's existing reading curriculum. These scores are shown
in Figures 1 and 2. Application of the standard statistical "t" test shows
that there is no significant difference between these two mean scores,
t(103)=0.72, p>0.20.

Finding 2: The data for the Open Court/Direct Instruction group shows
that there is no significant difference between (1) the scores on Foorman's
phonological processing test achieved by the first-grade children after
one full year of the Open Court basal reading program, and (2) those
children beginning grade 2 who had not had Open Court during their
first-grade year and who had only the school district's preexisting reading
curriculurn.

Support for Finding 2: The means (M) and standard deviations (SD) of
the scores on Foorman's phonological processing test for the children in
Foorrnan's Open Court/Direct Instruction "treatment" group were
M=2.25, SD=0.79 for 57 children at the end of first grade after one full
year of Open Court/Direct Instruction, and M=1.96, SD=0.71 for 47
children beginning second grade who had not been exposed to Open
Court/Direct Instruction or Foorman's study and had only had the school
district's existing reading curriculum. Application of the standard statis-
tical "t" test shows that there is no significant difference between these
two mean scores, t(102)=1.70, p>0.05.

Finding 3: A third important finding is that in the other three groups,
the beginning second graders, who had not received any instruction in
Foorman's study, scored significantly better on her word reading test than
the first-grade children who had been subjected to a full year of her
reading "treatments."
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Support for Finding 3: The means (M) and standard deviations (SD) of
the scores on Foorman's word reading test for the children in Foorman's
Embedded Phonics (EP), Whole Language (WL), and Standard Cur-
riculum (SC) "treatment" groups for (1) children at the end of first grade
in April after one full year of Foorman's "treatments," and (2) for chil-
dren beginning second grade in October who had not been exposed to
Foorman's study and had only had the school district's existing reading
curriculum were as follows ("N" is the number of children in each group):

Treatment Group SD N

EP End First Grade 4.81 7.54 48
EP - Beginning Second Grade 6.83 7.97 42

WL - End First Grade 5.05 7.04 56
WL Beginning Second Grade 8.46 10.03 39

SC End First Grade 1.91 2.81 23
SC Beginning Second Grade 4.53 5.81 32

As is evident from Figures 1 and 2, the mean scores of the beginning
second-grade children (no "Foorman study effect") are consistently higher
than the mean scores of the ending first-grade children (one full year of
the "Foorman study effect"). Application of the standard statistical "t"
test shows that the differences between the two mean scores are highly
significant for all three treatment groups: For the EP group, t(88)=3.43,
p<0.001; for the WL group, t(93)=5.51, p<0.001; and for the SC group,
t(53)=4.75, p<0.001.

Finding 4: For the Open Court/ Direct Instruction group approximately
half of the children were in the tutorial group and half were in the non-
tutorial group. For each of the three other treatment groups, more than
80 percent of the children were in the tutorial group and less than 20
percent were in the nontutorial group

Support for Finding 4: The following table provides a breakdown of the
numbers (and percentages) of first- and second-grade children who ei-
ther received or did not receive tutorial instruction for Foorman's Open
Court/Direct Instruction (OC/DI), Embedded Phonics (EP), Whole
Language (WL), and Standard Curriculum (SC) "treatment" groups:
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Group Tutorial Non-Tutorial Total

OC/DI 50 (52%) 47 (48%) 97
EP 62 (81%) 15 (19%) 77
WL 61 (82%) 13 (18%) 74
SC 34 (81%) 8 (19%) 42

Totals 207 83 290
Study Totals 285 90 375
Difference 78 7 85

These numbers are taken from Table 4 of the draft paper by Foorman et
al. which presents the results of the May end-of-year achievement tests,
including the FRI Text Comprehension. While the FRI test results are
not reported for 85 of the children, we know that there were approxi-
mately 109 children in each of the OC/DI, EP, and WL groups, and
only 48 in the SC group, and so the percentages of children who actu-
ally received tutorials in the EP, WL, and SC groups were certainly greater
than the percentages given above. The inclusion of the 12 "missing"
children for the OC/DI group would change the percentages somewhat,
but even if all 12 were in the "tutorial" group (which is unlikely), the
percentages would still only be 57%/43% respectively. These data indi-
cate a clear sample bias toward higher achieving (nontutorial) children
in the OC/DI "treatment" group.

Finding 5: Both the first- and second-grade children in the Open Court/
Direct Instruction group scored higher on the word reading test than the
children in the other three treatment groups at the beginning of the
year, and for the second-grade children in particular, the differences in
the test scores are highly significant.

Support for Finding 5: The means (M) and standard deviations (SD) of
the scores on Foorman's word reading test for the children in Foorman's
Open Court/Direct Instruction (OC/DI), Embedded Phonics (EP),
Whole Language (WL), and Standard Curriculum (SC) "treatment"
groups for the second-grade children at the beginning of the study were
as follows ("N" is the number of children in each group):

Group M SD N

OC/DI 13.71 11.85 48
EP 6.83 7.97 42
WL 8.46 10.03 39

SC 4.53 5.81 32
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As is evident from Figure 2, the mean score in October of the beginning
second-grade children in the OC/DI "treatment" group is consistently
higher than the mean score of the corresponding second-grade children
in the three other "treatment" groups (see Figure 2). Application of the
standard statistical "t" test to these results shows that the differences are
highly significant: for the OC/DI/EP groups, t(88)=10.41, p<0.001; for
the OC/DI/WL group, t(85)=7.39, p<0.001; and for the OC/DI/SC
group, t(78)=14.0, p<0.001.
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APPENDIX TWO

In which late-breaking news about

the NICHD Houston reading studies

raises further questions about what

counts as "reliable, replicable research"

Demographics: The 1995-96 Annual Performance Report of the elemen-
tary campuses of the school district in which Foorman and her colleagues
conducted their reading studies presents (1) detailed data on the per-
centage of students passing the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills
(TAAS) in reading, writing, and mathematics at each grade level; and
(2) detailed demographic data on each school, including student en-
rollment, ethnic distribution, teacher experience, school expenditures,
and retention rates.

These data show that the selection of schools for the Open Court/
Direct Instruction, Embedded Phonics, Whole Language, and Standard
Curriculum treatment groups was biased in favor of the Open Court/
Direct Instruction groups:

1. One hundred percent of the Open Court/Direct Instruction
treatment group attended schools with passing rates on the
TAAS in reading which were above the state average.

2. Fifty-six percent of the Open Court/Direct Instruction treat-
ment group attended two schools with passing rates on the
TAAS in reading which were significantly above the state
average. None of the children in the Embedded Phonics or
Whole Language treatment groups attended these higher-
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achieving schools. Moreover, these two schools were added to
the study, whereas two schools that were dropped from the
study had passing rates on the TAAS which were significantly
below the state average.

3. Seventy-eight percent of both the Whole Language and Em-
bedded Phonics treatment groups attended schools with passing
rates on the TAAS in reading which were below the state
average.

4. Fifty-six percent of both the Whole Language and Embedded
Phonics treatment groups attended schools with passing rates
on the TAAS which were significantly below the state average.
Moreover, one of these schools was added to the study, whereas
the school that was dropped from the study had passing rates on
the TAAS which were significantly higher than the state
average.

5. The Standard Curriculum treatment group attended a school
with the lowest passing rate on the TAAS in reading of any
school in the district.

The TAAS data for the eleven schools that participated in the NICHD
studies of Foorman and her colleagues are presented in Figure 1. It is
important to emphasize that there are also differences between the schools
in student enrollment, ethnic distribution, teacher experience, school
expenditures, and retention rates.

A Comparative Analysis: The findings of the Title 1 study that Foorman
presented to the pre-summit meeting of Governor Bush's Business Coun-
cil in Texas, and to the Education Committee of the California State
Assembly, are now published in the Journal of Educational Psychology.
Thus, comparisons can be made between the information provided to
state governments and the information provided to the academy. A com-
parative analysis raises serious questions about the early claims that were
made about the findings of the study, and about the use of these early
findings (1) as a basis for laws that have been passed in California and
other states, and (2) the textbook adoption of Open Court system wide
in many school districts in California and other states.

In Texas at the pre-summit meeting Foorman described Open Court
as "very impressive," and in California, at the May 8, 1996, meeting of
the California State Education Committee, she spoke of the "impres-
sive gains" of the Open Court treatment group and of the results as "ex-
citing news." However, at the May 8 meeting she also told the Educa-
tion Committee that the Embedded Phonics and Whole Language
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TEXAS ASSESSMENT OF ACADEMIC SKILLS SPRING 1995
3RD GRADE READING SCORES FOR THE SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING

IN THE HOUSTON TITLE 1 READING STUDY

SCHOOL TMS 3rd Grade Reading
(Spring 1995)

% Passing
TAAS

Difference from
State Average Grade

Curriculum Group
(Number of Students)

State Average 79.6 0.0

School 1 (Added) 86.6 +7.0 1 OC/DI (15)
2 OC/DI (10)

School 2 (Added) 84.4 +4.6 1 OC/DI (21)
2 OC/DI (15)

School 3 81.8 +2.2 1 OCIDI (12) WL (12)

2 OC/DI (12) WL (12)

School 4 80.0 +0.4 1 OC/DI (12) EP (12)

2 OC/DI (12) EP (12)

School 5 60.1 -19.7 1 EP (36)

2 EP (24)

School 6 (Added) 78.6 -1.0 1 WL (12) EP (12)

2 WL (12) EP (12)

School 7 73.4 -6.2 1 WL (36)

2 WL (24)

School 8 53.7 -26.1 1 SC (24)

2 SC (24)

School 9 (Dropped) 58.9 -20.9

School 10 (Dropped) 75.5 -4.3

School 11 (Dropped) 83.6 +4.0

TAAS = Texas Assessment of Academic Skills
OC/DI = Open Court/Direct Instruction Curriculum Group
EP = Embedded Phonics
WL = Whole Language Curriculum Group
SC = Standard Curriculum

Figure 1
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treatment groups had "the most alarming results of all this." She stated
categorically that "the main message of this is that there is very little
growth in any of these programs except for the direct instruction group."
Foorman contended that, "A child who comes into the direct instruc-
tion group has the opportunity to grow," then she insisted, "That's not
the case in these other groups to the same extent. That's an alarming
picture," she said. "You'd expect to see improvement and when you don't
see improvement you've got to ask yourseff is this a curriculum disability
that we are creating."

But the "impressive gains" and "exciting news" evaporated by the
time that Foorman and her colleagues wrote the final version of the
paper published in the Journal of Educational Psychology. Even the names
of the groups were changed. In both Texas and California Foorrnan re-
ferred to the Open Court treatment group as "Open Court" or the "Di-
rect Instruction" group. However, in the final paper this treatment group
is referred to as "Direct Code." "Embedded Phonics" has been changed
to "Embedded Code" and "Whole Language" to "Implicit Code." The
"Unseen Whole Language" group which Foorman included in the analy-
sis which she presented in both Texas and California is excluded from
the analysis in the final paper and is referred to as the "Standard Cur-
riculum" group.

More serious disparities exist. Significant changes were made in the
data analysis and the presentation of findings between the time in which
Foorman made an official presentation of the study to members of the
California State Assembly and the publication of the final version of the
paper. The numbers of children changed significantly. In California
Foorman presented results based on an analysis of data for all of the 109
children originally included in the Open Court/Direct Instruction treat-
ment group. As I discussed in the Prologue and Appendix One, the origi-
nal Open Court/Direct Instruction group was significantly biased in fa-
vor of Open Court. In the final paper, data are presented for only fifty-eight
of these children, and the other fifty-one children were excluded from
the analysis.

These fifty-one children represent 57 percent of the ninety children
who were dropped from the analysis published in the Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology paper. The researchers themselves state that these ninety
children "were better readers" "at baseline" than the children who were
included in the analyses. The inclusion of these fifty-one "better read-
ing" children in the results presented to the Education Committee of
the California State Assembly clearly biased the findings in favor of Open
Court.
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The changes in samples had a significant effect on the end-of-year
achievement test results. The results presented by Foorman in Califor-
nia, which are based on the highly biased sample of 375 children, showed
that the Open Court/Direct Instruction treatment group had significantly
higher scores on three of the four achievement test measures than the
other three treatment groups. In sharp contrast, if we focus on the Open
Court/Direct Instruction and the Whole Language treatment groups, in
the final published paper this difference is only statistically significant
for one of the four measures. Predictably, that measure is the Wood-
cock-Johnson Basic Reading Cluster, which is the average of the Letter-
Word Identification and Word Attack (pseudoword) subtests. The differ-
ences in achievement outcomes are presented in Figure 2.

DIFFERENCES IN END-OF-YEAR ACHIEVEMENT OUTCOMES

Presented to the Education
Committee of the
California State
Assembly

Presented in the Final
Paper Published in the
Journal of Educational
Psychology

Significant difference
between OC/DI and WL on
WJ-R Decoding Subtest?

YES YES

Significant difference
between OC/DI and WL on
the WJ-R Passage
Comprehension Subtest?

YES NO

Significant difference
between OC/DI and WL on
the KTEA Spelling Test?

YES NO

Significant difference
between OC/DI and WL on
the FRI Comprehension
Test?

NO NO

WJ-R = Woodcock-Johnson (Revised)
KTEA = Kaufinan Test of Educational Achievement
FRI = Formal Reading Inventory

Figure 2
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It should be noted here that the version of the study presented in the
Journal of Educational Psychology is restricted to those first- and second-
grade children who were eligible for and actually received Title 1 ser-
viceschildren who the researchers claim are "at risk for reading fail-
ure" and that no claims are made about the applicability of the study
results to the entire first- and second-grade population of 6,413 children
in the school district.

In a NRCEMAIL posted on March 27, 1998, Fletcher, Foorman,
Francis, and Shatsneider state that "the issue comes down to whether or
not the Title 1 children in these schools and this school district are rep-
resentative of the Title 1 children in the rest of the country." They then
make the astonishing admission that they "can only speculate on this
representativeness based on the demographic information that we have
collected on the children and their families."

Rewriting history, the principal researchers now make no claims as
to the applicability of their results to first- and second-grade children
outside of their narrow sample of Title 1 eligible children. They further
concede that the applicability of the results of their study even to other
first- and second-grade Title 1 eligible children in the country is "specu-
lative." This admission is highly problematic given that this study has
been represented by the researchers and cited nationwide as "reliable,
replicable research" and "scientific evidence" in support of direct in-
struction in phonemic awareness and the systematic, explicit teaching
of phonics for all first- and second-grade children, and has been used as
a blatant endorsement for the effectiveness of Open Court.
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NOTES

Prologue
1. Umberto Eco makes this statement in an essay entitled "Between Author and
Text" which appeared in Interpretation and Overinterpretation, edited by Stefan
Collini and published by Cambridge University Press (1992).

2. Later you will find that I have used one of the definitions of a labyrinth
discussed by Umberto Eco in the postscript to The Name of the Rose. But right
now you might just want to think of Adso in the library, or Alice down Lewis
Carroll's rabbit hole, or Peter and Judy in Chris Van Allsburg's Iumanii, or even
Ambrose lost in John Barth's funhouse. The point is that nothing is what it
seems and events take place that completely surprise you.

3. As I write, the media is flooded with reports of a highly problematic study
conducted by Sally Shaywitz, whose research is funded by the National Insti-
tute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD), which is supposed
to have found the neurological basis of dyslexia. The study is reported on March
3, 1998, by the Agence France Presse, U.S. Newswire, PR Newswire, CNN
Morning News, AP Online, the Detroit News, the Hartford Courant, the Her-
ald Sun, the New York Times, the Record (Bergen County, NJ), St. Louis Post-
Dispatch, USA Today, Ventura County Star (CA), and the Washington Post.
Shaywitz was a consultant to the Houston reading studies of Barbara Foorman
and, like Foorrnan, she advocates phonemic awareness training and systematic,
explicit phonics. In fact, their arguments are tautological. Foorman references
Shaywitz and Shaywitz references Foorman. This is particularly problematic as
many researchers consider both studies to be fundamentally flawed. However,
the criticisms of their studies are not included in the reports that are published
by the media.

4. The Reading Excellence Act (H.R. 2614) has been introduced in the Senate
(S 1596) by Senator Coverdell of Georgia. Although the definition of "reading"
has been modified, it still privileges phonics and the definition of "reliable,
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replicable research" remains the same:
"(6) RELIABLE, REPLICABLE RESEARCH: The term 'reliable, repli-

cable research' means objective, valid, scientific studies that:
(A) include rigorously defined samples of subjects that are sufficiently large

and representative to support the general conclusions drawn;
(B) rely on measurements that meet established standards of reliability

and validity;
(C) test competing theories, where multiple theories exist;
(D) are subjected to peer review before their results are published; and
(E) discover effective strategies for improving reading skills."

5. The article by Marego Athans, "Schools fail to teach kids how to read," first
appeared in the Baltimore Sun. It was reprinted in the Houston Chronicle, Sun-
day, January 4, 1998, along with another article from the Baltimore Sun by
David Folkenflik, "Lack of teacher training behind reading woes."

6. Nicholas Lemann's "The Reading Wars" appeared in the November 1997
issue of the Atlantic Monthly.

7. These statements by Lyon are taken from his officially videotape-recorded
keynote speech on May 8, 1996, before the Education Committee of the Cali-
fornia State Assembly, and are presented in detail in Chapter 14, which de-
scribes California's attempts to reinvent how young children learn to read.

8. The refusal of Foorman and her colleagues to make available the data from
the Houston reading studies to their colleagues in the field has resulted in a
series of responses to requests which are both vitriolic and demeaning. One of
the most bizarre interactions occurred at the beginning of March 1998. It be-
gan when Ken Goodman raised questions about the Houston reading studies
in a critique of a letter from Reid Lyon which was published by Education
Week on the establishment of a National Reading Panel by NICHD. On March
1, Fletcher made the following statement in a response to Goodman posted on
CATENet.

"Dr. Goodman has not asked for the data," Fletcher writes on the public
listserv, "but if he makes a request I will personally put the paper and the data
in a FedEx envelope and send it to him. No violation of Federal Law; no viola-
tion of NIH regulations; no stone-walling."

On March 3, Goodman posts a quick response to Fletcher on CATENet:
"I thank him for his offer to provide 'the' paper and the data to me by Federal
Express," he states. "I assume until I know differently that by data he means all
the data including the program-specific evaluation data that the Foorman
proposal had promised."

On March 9, Fletcher replies on CATENet, "There's no federal law re-
quiring release of unpublished data."
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Needless to say, as of March 27, 1998, Goodman has not received either
the paper or the data.

9. The October data presented for the second-grade children who received tu-
torials and who experienced the school district's reading curriculum during
their first-grade year is unlikely to have been affected by their participation in
Foorman's treatment groups at the beginning of their second-grade year. For
the schools involved in the study the start-up dates for the tutorials begin Sep-
tember 26 and end on October 18, 1994.

10. Documentation to support this finding is presented in Appendix One on
statistical analyses of the summary of results from the NICHD Houston reading
studiesFinding 1.

11. Support for this statement is presented in Appendix One on statistical analy-
sesFinding 2.

12. Support for this statement is presented in Appendix One on statistical analy-
sesFinding 3.

13. See Appendix One on the statistical analysesFinding 4.

14. See Appendix One on the statisticsFinding 5.

15. When I spoke to Ann Lippincott to ask her permission to quote from her
listserv message posted February 22, 1998, she added the last sentence: "To
assume that Open Court can do all this is very dangerous."

16. The article "Building with Words: City Schools Hope Phonics Boosts Read-
ing" by Deborah Anderluh, was published in the Sacramento Bee, Sunday, Feb-
ruary 1, 1998. I obtained the article from the newspaper's Web site.

17. I am reminded that in an essay in the book Interpretation and
Overinterpretation, Urnberto Eco writes, "Between the mysterious history of a
textual production and the uncontrollable drift of its future readings, the text
qua text still represents a comfortable presence, the point to which we can stick"
(p. 88).

18. In Releasing the Imagination, Maxine Greene writes, "My interpretations
are provisional," then she adds, "kill we can do, I believe, is cultivate multiple
ways of seeing and multiple dialogues in a world where nothing stays the same."

19. Lee Grant spoke with Tony Khan at the seminar Commemorating the Fif-
tieth Anniversary of the Hollywood Ten.
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Chapter 1

1. Barbara Foorman is quoted in the Los Angeles Times, Saturday, May 4, 1996,
p. A24.

2. Bill Honig is quoted in the Los Angeles Times, Saturday, May 4, 1996, p. A24.

3. The Reading Advisory, California State Board of Education, Sacramento.
(1994). Teaching Reading: A Balanced, Comprehensive Approach to Teaching
Reading in Pre-KGrade 3. Sacramento, California, 1997.

Marilyn Adams, Douglas Carnine, John Shefelbine, and Jerry Treadway
are among those who are noted for "their significant contribution" to the pro-
gram advisory. You will meet Carnine, Shefelbine, and Treadway in Spin Doc-
tors when you reach the chapter on California.

4. Teaching Reading: A Balanced, Comprehensive Approach to Teaching Read-
ing in Pre-KGrade 3, p. 4, citing Stanovich, 1986, 1993, and Adams, 1990.

5. Darvin Winick's speech is taken from the court reporter's transcript of the
Houston Reading Conference, May 16, 1997, pp. 141-42.

6. Bonnie Grossen is a research associate at the National Center for Improving
the Tools of Educators (NCITE), which is located at the University of Oregon
and co-directed by Douglas Carnine and Ed Kameenui. There are several ver-
sions with minor variations of Grossen's paper that have been widely distrib-
uted. In my analysis I have used the version of her paper that Silber sent to
school superintendents throughout Massachusetts, and which has been widely
distributed to teachers in that state.

7. John Silber to the Superintendents and Charter School Leaders in the State
of Massachusetts, April 15, 1997.

8. Documenting the research of Foorman and her colleagues creates an inter-
esting dilemma. In critiquing experimental studies it is standard practice to cite
the version of a particular study which has been through a rigorous peer review
and is published in a refereed journal. However, Foorman's research has been
widely disseminated by the media, presented to state legislatures, and discussed
in documents provided to the United States House of Representatives before
the academic community has had the opportunity to respond to the studies.
Requests for information from Foorman and her colleagues have repeatedly
been denied. Given this unusual circumstance, I have used the widely circu-
lated unpublished papers and presentation handouts which have been made
available to me as well as transcripts and videotapes that I have been able to
obtain. None of the documents that I have used have any restrictions of use
printed on them.
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Foorman, Barbara, Francis, David J., Fletcher, Jack, M., Schatscheider,
Christopher, & Mehta, Paras. (No date). The role of instruction in learning to
read: Preventing reading failure in at-risk children. Circulated draft of the pa-
per to appear in the Journal of Educational Psychology.

Foorman, Barbara, Francis, David, Fletcher, Jack, Beeler, Terri, Winikates,
Debbie, & Hastings, P. (No date). Early interventions for children with reading
disabilities and at risk for developing reading disabilities. To appear in Blachman,
Benita. (Ed.). Cognitive & Linguistic Foundations of Reading Disabilities.
Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.

Foorman, Barbara, Francis, David, Beeler, Terri, Winikates, Debbie, &
Fletcher, Jack. (No date). Early interventions for children with reading prob-
lems: Study designs and preliminary findings. Circulated draft later published
in Learning Disabilities: A Multi-Disciplinary Journal.

Foorman, Barbara, Francis, David J., Fletcher, Jack, Shaywitz, Bennett,
Shaywitz, Sally, & Haskell, Dorothy. NICHD grant application in response to
RFA HD-93-09 to examine the effectiveness of early interventions for children
with reading difficulties, pp. 45-85.

Foorman, Barbara, Francis, David, Fletcher, Jack. (No date). Growth of
phonological processing skill in beginning reading: The lag versus deficit model
revisited. This document states that a revised version is to appear in Scientific
Studies of Reading.

Francis, David. (No date). An introduction to the use of individual growth
models in the analysis of change. No further information available.

The official video of the May 8,1996, Reading Information Hearing of the
Education Committee of the California Assembly at which Barbara Foorman
presented the findings of the Houston research.

9. For a powerful critique of Stanovich, see Steve Bialostock, (1997), "Offering
the Olive Branch: The Rhetoric of Insincerity," Language Arts 74(8), 618-29.

10. In Beginning to Read, the first sentence Marilyn Jager Adams writes is "Be-
fore you pick this book up, you should understand fully that the topic at issue is
that of reading words" (p. 3).

11. Hold on to the concept of reading as a labyrinthine process. You will come
across other forms of the labyrinth as you read this book.

Chapter 2

1. In this analysis, as I am trying to build an understanding of the research that
forms the basis of the political arguments, I will focus on the phonemic aware-
ness studies that have most often been cited in support of a reductionist view of
learning to read. In his review of the manuscript for this book, Richard All ington
states that it is important to make this clear to readers.
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"I think the point to make here," All ington writes, "is that a number of folks
have studied PA [phonemic awareness] but only a very few of those folks are
cited in the propaganda and mostly they cite a few older studies and selected
new ones." All ington continues, "The work of Don Richgels, Lea McGee, Penny
Freppon, Margaret Moustafa and hosts of others are never mentioned."

"Phoneme awareness, invented spelling, and word reading," Richgels writes
in an article on spelling and word learning, "comprise only a single, albeit a
very significant, piece of the larger picture of children's developing literacy knowl-
edge and competence." In the last sentence of his article, Richgels writes that
"inventive spellers are especially prepared for the use of phonetic knowledge
that beginning reading requires" ("Invented Spelling Ability," p. 108).

McGee, writing with Richgels on learning the alphabet, expresses a con-
cern that "Neachers who begin alphabet instruction including phonics instruc-
tion without taking into account what children already know about letters and
their role may disrupt alphabet letter knowledge that children have already ac-
quired" ("K is Kristen's," p. 224).

Clearly, the point that Allington makes is important, and I urge you to
explore these studies in depth and add yet another layer to the argument that I
present here.

2. I have included in my analysis articles by the following researchers: Eileen
Ball and Benita Blanchman*; Lynette Bradley* t and Peter Bryant* t ; Linda
Clark* t ; Ingvar Lundberg,* t Jorgen Frost,'f and Ole-Peter Peterson* t ; Bar-
bara Fox*t and Donald Routh* t ; Bonnie Grossen; Morag Maclean, Peter
Bryant, and Lynette Bradley; William Nagy,* Patricia Herman,* and Richard
Anderson*; Ake Olofsson* and Ingvar Lundberg*; Charles Perfetti,* t Isabel
Beck,* t Laura Bell,*f and Carol Hughes* t ; Rebecca Treiman* t and Jonathan
Baron*f ; and Richard Wagner*f and Joseph Torgesen* t (among others). Most
of these researchers (noted * above) are relied upon by Marilyn Jager Adams
and are referenced many times in her government report. Others (indicated by
t above) are also cited by Barbara Foorman and her colleagues.

I want to emphasize that my analysis focuses primarily on Stanovich,
Foorman, and Adams, and that while some of the researchers mentioned above
might agree with the ways in which their work has been referenced others must
be concerned that both the purposes and the findings of their research have
been distorted.

3. Note that in the package of materials that have been sent to school districts in
California there is a paper in which Adams, writing with Maggie Bruck, uses
the Stanovich, Cunningham, and Feeman study to support the contention that
"children's knowledge of the correspondences between spelling and sounds is
found to predict the speed and accuaracy with which they can read single words,
while the speed and accuracy with which they can read single words is found to
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predict their ability to comprehend written text" (p. 15). If A cites B. . . .

4. In an essay on studying working intelligence, Scribner states, "Laboratory
studies have no intrinsic methodological advantage. The advantage of relevance,
however, remains on the side of field-based studies" ("Studying Working Intel-
ligence," p. 37).

5. In an article by John Broder, on "the false God of numbers" in the New York
Times, Broder quotes Bruce Levin, a statistician at Columbia University's School
of Public Health, who criticizes the use of statistics to describe hundred dimen-
sional problems and reduce them to single numbers.

"Professor Levin said," Broder writes, "that politicians labor in vain to ap-
ply the discipline of the hard sciences to matters of conjecture and opinion.
The physical sciences like chemistry and physics proceed by controlled experi-
mentation, biology and medicine by longitudinal studies and clinical trials."

In such scientific inquiry, Broder reports, according to Levin, "a statistician
can locate sources of bias and error and try to correct for them." But how does
one measure statistically the success of pre-kindergarten programs?, Levin asks,
and we might ask, how does one measure statistically how young children learn
to read? It would seem that Levin does not believe these questions can be an-
swered statistically.

6. Ferguson, George. (1971). Statistical analysis in psychology and education.
New York: McGraw-Hill.

7. Unfortunately, it would seem that even the biblical reference is taken out of
context and is misappropriated by Stanovich when he uses "Matthew effects" to
describe the "rich-get-richer and poor-get-poorer effects embedded in the edu-
cational process."

I learned from my discussions with the Reverend Paul Bretscher, a Doctor
of Divinity, that the verse "For unto everyone that hath shall be given, and he
shall have abundance; but from him that hath not shall be taken away even that
which he hath" (25: 29) from the Gospel according to St. Matthew is the most
sacred covenant language.

"We are always first receivers," the Reverend Bretscher says to me. Then he
asks, "What is it that we have that is so precious?"

He talks of God's love and of his gifts of hope, honor, and dignity, and he
explains that if we are willing to receive these gifts then we will have gifts in
abundance, not in the materialistic sense of the rich get richer and the poor get
poorer, but in the religious sense of loving and being loved.

8. Oliver Sacks was interviewed by Wirn Kayzer in New York City in 1992. The
video, A Glorious Accident: Understanding Our Place in the Cosmic Puzzle, has
been shown several times on PBS and was produced for Films for the Humani-
ties, 1994.
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Chapter 3

1. Lave states, "The concept of cultural uniformity reflects functionalist assump-
tions about society as a consensual order, and cultural transmission as a process
of homogeneous cultural reproduction across generations." She goes on to state
that "such a strategy legislates away major questions about social diversity, in-
equality, conflict, complementarity, cooperation, and differences of power and
knowledge, and the means by which they are socially produced, reproduced
and transformed in laboratory, school and other settings" (Cognition in Prac-
tice, p. 10).

2. Moll spoke of the cultural mediation of thinking in his keynote address at the
1997 National Reading Conference in Scottsdale, Arizona.

3. See Sylvia Scribner's "Reflections on a Model" in the Quarterly Newsletter of
the Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition, 12(3), 90-94.

4. Moll references David Bakhurst's 1995 article "On the Social Constitution
of Mind: Bruner, Ilyenkov, and the Defense of Cultural Psychology," in Mind,
Culture, and Activity, 2(3), 158-71.

5. In my research I focus on the plurality ofliteracies that are constitutive of the
everyday lives of both young children and adults. However, as soon as you shift
your view of literacy to include the many complex ways in which a multiplicity
of literacies are a part of everyday life, it becomes increasingly difficult to ignore
that literacy is embedded in different ideologies, in different political perspec-
tives, and in different political agendas. If we push the envelope a little further
it becomes clear that literacy practices such as teaching young children to
read are specific to the political and ideological contexts in which they occur.
Teaching explicit, systematic phonics is grounded in a particular ideological
context, and research which ignores culture is itself a political act.

6. Erik, Alejandra, and Marisela are among the children who are learning to
read and write that Ferreiro and Teberosky write about in their classic text, Lit-
eracy Before Schooling.

7. Dyson writes about Jameel, Ayesha, and William in Social Worlds of Chil-
dren Learning to Write in an Urban Primary School.

8. The research of Ferreiro and Teberosky is of critical importance, and so is the
research of Dyson. The work of Yetta Goodman, especially her print awareness
studies and the many years of research she has conducted on the roots of lit-
eracy, are also of particular importance. A description of Goodman's Longitudi-
nal Study of Children's Oral Reading Behavior is contained in the 1971 Final
Report she wrote for the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
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and in the paper that she published entitled The Development of Initial Lit-
eracy. The research of Marie Clay, available in Reading: The Patterning of Com-
plex Behavior and the research ofJerry Harste, Virginia Woodward, and Carolyn
Burke, published in Language Stories and Literacy Lessons, are also relevant.
Add to this list my own research, published in Family Literacy: Young Children
Learning to Read and Write; Learning Denied; From a Child's Point of View;
and, with Catherine Dorsey Gaines, Growing Up Literate: Learning from Inner
City Children.

9. Critical to the theoretical argument presented in Spin Doctors is neo-
Vygotskian activity theory. See Vygotsky's Mind in Society, which is edited by
Michael Cole, Vera John-Steiner, Sylvia Scribner, and Ellen Souberman, and
Voices of the Mind by James Wertsch.

"When action is given analytic priority," Wertsch writes, "human beings
are viewed as coming into contact with, and creating, their surroundings as well
as themselves through the actions in which they engage. Thus action provides
the entry point into the analysis."

"This contrasts on the one hand with approaches that treat the individual
primarily as a passive recipient of information from the environment," Wertsch
states, "and on the other with approaches that focus on the individual and treat
the environment as secondary, serving merely as a device to trigger certain de-
velopmental processes" (p. 8).

Clearly there are important distinctions between "activity" and "task." For
Wertsch "activity" is culturally embedded and for Moll culturally mediated.
However, in the research of experimentalists such as Stanovich, the concept of
"activity" becomes synonymous with the assignment of "task" which is given to
the child, who is regarded as the recipient of the information which, of course,
is "culture-free."

"It becomes a problem," Moll says in a telephone conversation, "when
activity is treated as a normative concept." He talks of his own work and of the
importance he attaches to treating particularly both "funds of knowledge" and
"activity" and not treating them as abstract normative concepts. Another impor-
tant resource is the paper by Moll which will appear in the fourth edition of the
Handbook of Research on Teaching.

10. Dyson presents what she calls "the social consequences of written formulas"
in Multiple Worlds of Child Writers: Friends Learning to Write, p. 221.

11. Louise M. Rosenblatt, The Reader, the Text, the Poem: The Transactional
Theory of the Literary Work, p. 21.

12. Emilia Ferreiro. (1978.) What is written in a written sentence? A develop-
mental answer. Journal of Education, 160(4), 25-39.

13. See L. S. Vygotsky, Mind in Society, pp. 45-46.
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14. Taylor, Denny. (1993). Early literacy development and the mental health
of young children. In From the Child's Point of View. Portsmouth, NH:
Heinernann Books.

15. I wrote about what happened to Patrick in Learning Denied.

16. During my many years of ethnographic research, I have come to under-
stand that there are times when a person's emotional state interferes with this or
her ability to read. I have observed this phenomenon both in children in school
and in homeless people living on the street. Traumatic events take their toll,
but when there is a decrease in stress the ability to read returns.

17. Newman, Denis, Griffin, Peg, and Cole, Michael, (1984). Social constraints
in laboratory and classroom. In Everyday Cognition, Barbara Rogoff and Jean
Lave, (Eds.). Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press.

18. These authors support this statement with references to Bartlett, 1958; Cole,
Hood, and McDermott, 1978; and Lave, 1980.

19. Rogoff makes this statement in the introduction to the text Everyday Cogni-
tion: Its Development in Social Context, which she edited with Jean Lave. Rogoff
asserts that "Context is an integral aspect of cognitive events, not a nuisance
variable" (p. 3).

20. Gough, Phil. (1972). One second of reading. In Language By Ear and Eye,
J. F. Kavenagh and I. G. Mattingly, (Eds.). Cambridge: MIT Press.

21. Bond, Guy L., and Dykstra, Robert. (1967). The cooperative research pro-
gram in first-grade reading instruction. Reading Research Quarterly, 2(4), 5-126.

22. Samuels, S. Jay. (1971). Letter-name versus letter-sound knowledge in learn-
ing to read. The Reading Teacher, 24,604-08.

23. Many years ago, in my first book, Family Literacy, I wrote, "The children
participating in the present research resisted any such instruction, and yet they
all learned the alphabet as they came to use print in the mediation of their
experiences of one another" (p. 90).

24. I find myself in a name dilemma. The convention I have established in
writing Spin Doctors is to use first and last names the first time a name appears
and then use last names only thereafter. However, some of the teachers I have
quoted appear by their first names in other books and articles that I have written
to ensure the anonymity of some of the children that they teach. While I find it
unsatisfactory, it is for this reason that I have continued to use the first names of
the teachers with whom I have worked.
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Chapter 4

1.In his review of a draft of Spin Doctors, Richard Allington writes how impor-
tant it is to state that a report on the NICHD research was released to the media
and widely presented there, despite the fact that the research has not been dis-
seminated within the research community.

"The disingenuousness of giving [the] preliminary report to [the] media,"
Allington says, "but telling [the] research community to wait until the pub-
lished version appears is [an] incredible indictment of just what sort of spin
doctoring is going on."

2. Allington responds in his review of the manuscript to my description of the
Foorman experiments by asking whether there is any indication that the experi-
mental PA tasks "were demonstrated to be linked to real world writing and
reading." He says he is thinking of Becky Treiman's work on natural spelling
and how PA develops.

"If experimental tasks are not related then what is the utility?" he asks,
"[and] if they are, why use experimental tasks as opposed to authentic mea-
sures?"

"This may be an argument for another book and another author," he con-
tinues, "but what does seem ignored in the current politicized debate is the
rather deep understanding of how PA is reflected in invented spellings."

3. This description was taken from the abstract of the grant proposal, HD28172.

4. Jean Lave (1988) points out the relationships between the assumption of
uniformity" and "knowledge domains." Knowledge' consists of co-

herent islands whose boundaries and internal structure exist, punitively, inde-
pendent of individuals," she writes. "So conceived, culture is uniform with re-
spect to individuals, except that they may have more or less of it."

Lave goes on to discuss the "distorted representation of activity" under these
conditions and she writes, "[s]uch an approach has nothing to say about the
socially situated character of human activity, cognitive or otherwise" (p. 42).

5. Lundberg, Ingvar, Frost, Jorgen, & Peterson, Ole-Peters. (1988). Effects of an
extensive program for stimulating phonogical awareness in preschool children.
Reading Research Quarterly, 23(3), 263-84.

The phonological awareness curriculum was eventually revised and pub-
lished by Paul Brooks in 1998. The authors are listed as Marilyn Jager Adams,
Barbara Foorman, Ingvar Lundberg, and Terri Beeler. The book is called Pho-
nemic Awareness in Young Children: A Classroom Curriculum.

6. See Lord MacCaulay's "Minute on Indian Education," reprinted in Ashcroft,
B., Griffiths, H., and Tiffin, H. (Eds.). The post-colonial studies reader, 428-30.
New York: Routledge. (Originally published in History of the voice: The Devel-
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opment of national language in Anglophone Caribbean poetry, London and
Port of Spain: New Beacon.)

7. Hughes, Langston. Dream Boogie. In Giovanni, Nikki (Ed.). (1996). Shimmy
shimmy shimmy like my sister kate: Looking at Harlem through Renaissance
poems. New York: Henry Holt and Company.

8. Giovanni, Nikki. (1996). a poem (for langston hughes). In Giovanni, Nikki,
(Ed.). Shimmy shimmy shimmy like my sister kate: Looking at Harlem through
Renaissance poems. New York: Henry Holt and Company

9. All of these children's rhymes appear in Jewels, and were selected by Shelley
Harwayne. Published by Mondo.

10. Maclean, Morag, Bryant, Peter, & Bradley, Lynette. (1987). Rhymes, nurs-
ery rhymes, and reading in early childhood. Merrill-Palmer Quarterly, 33(3),
255-81.

11. Braithwaite, Edward Kamau. (1995). Nation language. In Ashcroft, B.,
Griffiths, H., and Tiffin, H. (Eds.), The post-colonial studies reader. New York:
Rout ledge. (Originally published in History of the voice: The development of
national language in Anglophone Caribbean poetry, London and Port of Spain:
New Beacon.)

12. Riessman, Frank. (1976). The inner-city child. New York: Harper and Row.

13. Foorman, Barbara, Francis, David J., Beeler, Terri, Winikates, Debbie, &
Fletcher, Jack. (In press). Early interventions for children with reading prob-
lems: Study designs and preliminary findings. Learning Disabilities: A Multi-
Disciplinary Journal.

14. In a discussion of his research on funds of knowledge, Luis Moll refers to
this as "the phonics trap." He says, "It goes like this: the teacher holds the theory,
as supported by his training and reinforced by the basal reader in use in the
school, that beginning English reading, especially for Spanish speakers, must
begin with phonemic awareness or phonics. And that until the kids can au-
tomatize their phonics skills, with plenty of practice, they really cannot handle
more advanced reading or do anything more interesting with text." Moll con-
tinues, "Now, the main index of phonics is pronunciation; and since the kids,
with an accent similar to mine didn't sound quite right to an English monolin-
gual ear, they were deemed to need more intensive, systematic phonics. The
only way to understand (in this context) whether phonics instruction was sa-
lient in the teaching of these kids, was to figure out if they understood what they
were reading; if they did, then the teacher could move away from teaching
intensive, systematic phonics and do more interesting things with text, like help
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kids make meaning. But since the logic of phonics instruction rules that out,
and since the teacher could not benefit from any counterevidence . . . the
teacher kept the focus on phonics, for all the students, all the time." Thus, Moll
states, "The students and the teacher were trapped." Moll discussed the phon-
ics trap in his keynote address at the 1997 National Reading Conference in
Scottsdale, Arizona.

15. Labov, William. (1972). Language in the inner city: Studies in the black
English vernacular. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press.

16. Labov, William. (1984). Field methods of the project on linguistic change
and variation. In Baugh and Sherzer (1984).

17. In 1972, Labov wrote what he admitted was a polemic to counter deficit
views of nonstandard English. He wrote, "Our work in the speech community
makes it painfully obvious that in many ways working-class speakers are more
effective narrators, reasoners, and debaters than many middle-class speakers who
temporize, qualify and lose their argument in a mass of irrelevant detail" (p.
214). It seems a similar polemic to counter deficit views of reading is also needed.

18. Several years ago I was invited to attend a series of seminars at a well-known
university. The seminars focused on research on child abuse, and there were
usually between ten and twelve highly respected social scientists who attended
the sessions. Most of them were from universities in the United States, but quite
often there were also scholars from northern European universities.

Before each seminar, participants were sent copies of the reports of research
"in progress" which were to be discussed at the next meeting. Our task was to
read and critique them and to come to the seminar ready to respond to the
presentation of the social scientist whose paper we had read. Over a period of
months I became increasingly concerned about the scientific validity of the
reports that I read, and I was uncomfortable with the discussions that took place
each time we met. The papers that we were given to critique were typical of the
statistical studies in the educational research journals that at one time or an-
other we have all been encouraged to read.

As I critiqued each paper, I shifted paradigms and searched for the under-
lying philosophical and theoretical assumptions of the researcher. I considered
the hypotheses and moved from the introduction to the findings of the research,
and I asked myself, what would you have to do to get from the one to the other?
Invariably, when I looked at the methodological section and the statistical pro-
cedures, I would find that it would take a leap of faith and not a scientific
procedure to reach the conclusions put forth by the particular researcher. I'd
re-read the conclusions and then turn back to the hypotheses and invariably I'd
be left saying "you can't get there from here."

For several months I wrote my critique of the research papers that I was
given to read, and I conducted a critical analysis of the statistical procedures.
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But at the meetings I rarely spoke. Instead, I listened to the scholars who were
gathered there and tried to appreciate the arguments that were presented to
make the papers stronger and ready for publication. At no time was there any
discussion of the underlying philosophical or theoretical assumptions, or of the
statistical procedures that were employed.

Finally, I was sent a paper to critique that focused on the physical abuse of
young children. It was an elegant paper filled with the rhetoric of positivist
science, and I reviewed it as I had all the other papers. Only this time it was not
just the leaps of faith from hypotheses to conclusions that were problematic.
The difficulties went much deeper than that. In the study the researcher had
used a series of statistical procedures that were highly questionable, but he had
also used an interval scale to differentiate between degrees of physical abuse
from "slaps" to extreme forms of physical abuse.

"Where are the children in this research?" I asked myself. "Can beatings
be represented on an interval scale? How can the lives of children be so re-
duced?"

Once again I wrote my critique, and I also did a critical analysis of the
statistical procedures that the researcher had employed in his sophisticated study.
At the seminar I listened as the study was discussed and praised by those seated
around the table. There was consensus that it was a landmark study and that the
researcher would have no trouble getting it published. As the meeting came to
an end I felt compelled to speak.

"Could we perhaps spend a little time discussing the statistical procedures
employed in the study?"

The researcher who was in charge of the seminars was stacking the papers
he had brought with him and was getting ready to leave. He paused and looked
at me as if I had asked a foreign question. Then he smiled. "What would you
like to discuss?"

Head down, I stuck to my notes and worked through what I considered to
be the flaws in the ways in which the statistical procedures had been used. Each
of my criticisms was dismissed, jovially, but with an increasing hint of irritation.
Other researchers were getting ready to leave.

"What about the interval scale?" I asked, looking around the room. "Do
you think it's been used appropriately?"

The researcher in charge of the seminars was visibly irritated. He spoke
sharply, "We've all agreed to use interval scales in the way in which they are
used in this research."

"Would a statistician agree?" I asked. At first he didn't answer. "Would a
statistician agree?"

He laughed, breaking the tension. "No," he said. "But if we used statistical
procedures in the ways that statisticians intended, the social science journals
would be empty."

"Then they should be empty," I said, getting up as everybody left.
In retrospect it seems to me that this is the tacit dimension of positivistic

sciencean understanding passed from one generation of researchers to the
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next without question, although for some researchers the acceptance of the
misuse of statistical procedures must inevitably be a conscious decision. (See
Polanyi, Michael. (1983). The tacit dimension. Gloucester, MA: Peter Smith.)

19. Foorman is quoted in the Canadian Globe and Mail, in an article by Stephen
Strauss, entitled "Phonics Reading Method Best, Study Finds Whole-Language
Approach Less Effective, Houston Study Shows," February 18, 1997. Strauss
becomes part of the spin or else is being spun when he goes on to state that,
"The results of the Houston study have resounded almost immediately at the
political level in the United States, where the 'back to basics' educational move-
ment has been gathering steam" [n.p., cited from Web version].

"Professor Foorman and her associates," Strauss writes, "have been asked
by Texas Governor George W. Bush to speak today to heads of educational
facilities and other educators about the results."

"Mr. Bush," Strauss continues, linking phonics instruction with the run for
the presidency, "who is often talked about as a potential Republican presiden-
tial candidate in 2000, has recently announced a new initiative to raise literacy
skills in his state."

20. The letter, which was sent to parents on the University of Houston statio-
nery, is signed by Barbara Foorman and her name is accompanied, without
signatures, by the names of David Francis and Jack Fletcher. At the bottom of
the last page, beneath Foorman's signature and the names of her colleagues, it
states: "THIS PROJECT HAS BEEN REVIEWED BY THE UNIVERSITY
OF HOUSTON COMMITTEE FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN
SUBJECTS."

21. This statement is made on page 56 of the grant application submitted to
NICHD by Foorman and her colleagues in response to RFA HD-93-09 to exam-
ine the effectiveness of early interventions for children with reading difficulties.

22. In the NICHD grant proposal, Foorman and her colleagues state, "The
Yale Children's Inventory," with reference to Sally Shaywitz and her co-research-
ers, "is a questionnaire completed by the parent that assesses the presence of
ADHD and problems that are behavioral in nature." They give as an example,

disorder." Then they continue, "Teachers will complete
the Multi-grade Inventory for Teachers, which is a parallel instrument to the
YCI." They then state, "It can be used in cases where parental responses cannot
be obtained" (p. 57).

23. Although the questionnaire did not include any statements limiting or de-
nying researchers the right to quote, I have only included behavioral descrip-
tors that appear in the article published by Shaywitz, Schnell, Shaywitz, and
Towle .
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24. The article "The Great Debate Revisited," written by Art Levine, appeared
in the Atlantic Monthly in December 1994 and is considered by some reading
theorists to mark the beginning of the media's war against teachers and teach-
ing practices that are based on a century of empirical evidence on how young
children learn to read. Levine writes of "zealots and crazies" who are "hostile to
controlled studies." You might want to flip through to the last chapter of Spin
Doctors and consider Levine's piece within the context of articles that have
been subsequently published in Time, Newsweek, US News and World Report,
the Atlantic yet again, and Policy Review.

25. Penny Freppon discusses "passivity" in her article entitled, "Low-income
Children's Literacy Interpretations in a Skills-Based and a Whole-Language
Classroom."

"The outcomes of the current investigation," Freppon states, "suggest that
passivity and deferment of personal knowledge is more likely due to skills-based
instructional experiences than to the learners themselves" (p. 526).

Freppon writes of children who had been "highly engaged and cognitively
active" in a whole language first grade, "shutting down their self-directed and
cognitive activities" in response to the "skills-based" instruction they experi-
enced in second grade.

26. For a research perspective which contrasts with the view put forth by Adams,
I urge you to read Dyson's Social Worlds of Children Learning to Write in an
Urban Primary School. Dyson writes of the permeability of the boundaries be-
tween home and school literacies.

"When children enter school," Dyson writes on the last page of the book,
"they come with complex histories as family and community members. And
this history is reflected in the used words, the signs, with which they respond to
the interactive spaces we as teachers create."

"As human beings," she writes in the last paragraph, "we seem to be driven
to categorizing aspects of the world into neat boxesthe popular, the literary,
the folk, the oral, and the literatedevelopmental lines and sociocultural boxes.
But these neat boxes keep all of us, children and adults, trapped."

"Thus," she says, in the final sentence, "in working to create permeable
curricula, we further the development of young people with complex visions of
themselves, whose varied and varying voices will enrich the cultural conversa-
tions of us all."

27. The belief that reading is an "unnatural act" is a recurring theme through-
out the documentation that I have deconstructed in Spin Doctors. While oral
language is considered "natural" from this perspective, reading is regarded as a
secondary system. Gee makes this point when he argues that many linguists
treat reading as a school subject.

"The point put (too) bluntly is this," Gee writes, "humans have an 'instinct'
for language and this aids them in its acquisition (just as certain species of birds
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have an instinct that helps them build their characteristic nests or sing their
distinctive songs)." Gee then states, "We humans have no such instinct for ac-
quiring any school subject like physics or literature, or for learning to read and
write" (p. 2). Gee continues by stating that the premise that "literacy is not an
instinct . . . is true."

I would argue that in the social sciences, writing of what is "true" or "not
true" is highly problematic, and that "scientific" pronouncements must always
be viewed with a degree Of skepticism to reflect the inherent social bias in all
scientific activities. In this case it is the equating of learning to read and write
with a particular form of literacy i.e., school literacythat causes the diffi-
culty. From both a sociocultural and a sociohistorical perspective such an as-
sumption has to be questioned.

We have only to read The Psychology of Literacy by Sylvia Scribner and
Michael Cole to appreciate the significance of non-schooled, indigenous lit-
eracy practices. In the 1970s, when Scribner and Cole visited West Africa, the
indigenous, centuries-old Vai script was taught without formal institutionaliza-
tion. Scribner and Cole state that the Vai script "ranks among advanced writing
systems of the world because of its systematic representation of the sound struc-
ture of the language and the originality of its graphic symbols" (p. 263).

Another powerful reminder of the ethnocentricism of positivistic views on
reading is provided by Ray McDermott in a paper entitled "Social Relations as
Contexts" in which he discusses how the Hanunoo learn to read. The Hanunoo
achieve a 60 percent literacy rate in a rare Indic-derived script without formal
training in reading and writing. For the Hanunoo, becoming literate is deeply
embedded in their social histories and is of significance culturally, but it is not
until they reach puberty that the Hanunoo learn to read. The writings of Meyer
Fortes are also important here.

There are records of human beings reading and writing some six thousand
years agolong before schools as we know them were invented. Historically,
societies developed writing systems when there was a perceived need. By 200
B.C., punctuation had been invented. In 55 B.C., books were invented, mark-
ing the beginning of the end for scrolls. Even then reading a book was a politi-
cal act. In 213 B.C., the Chinese Emperor Shih Huang-ti decreed that history
began with his reign and all books published before his ascendency were burned.
In Japan at the end of the first millennium reading was restricted to men. In
1933, Joseph Goebbels incited a vast crowd in Berlin to burn the books of "de-
generate" writers such as Sigmund Freud, Thomas Mann, Ernest Hemingway,
Karl Marx, Emile Zola, H. G. Wells, and Marcel Proust. All of this information
comes from Alberto Manguel, who argues in A History of Reading that "no
society can exist without reading" (p. 7).

"By the time the first scribe scratched and uttered the first letters," Manguel
writes, "the human body was already capable of the acts of writing and reading,
that lay in the future; that is to say, the body was able to store, recall and deci-
pher all manner of sensations, including the arbitrary signs of written language
yet to be invented." Mangual explains, "This notion, that we are capable of
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reading before we can actually read in fact before we have even seen a page
open in front of usharks back to Platonic ideas of knowledge existing within
us before the thing is perceived. Speech itself apparently evolves along the same
pattern." Manguel then refers to The Interpersonal World of the Infant, by Daniel
Stern, "We 'discover' a word because the object or idea it represents is already
in our mind, 'ready to be linked up with the word." It is as if we are offered a gift
from the outside world (our elders, by those who first speak to us) but the ability
to grasp the gift is our own. In that sense, the words spoken (and, later on, read)
belong neither to us nor to our parents, to our authors; they occupy a space of
shared meaning, a communal threshold which lies at the beginning of our rela-
tionship to the arts of conversation and reading" (p. 35).

Manguel reminds me of Rupert Sheldrake and his radical evolutionary
theories of formative causation. The research of Sheldrake, who was interviewed
several years ago for the PBS television series A Glorious Accident, focuses on
form, order, pattern, and structure the morphic patterns inherent in both
the physical and biological worlds. Sheldrake contends that when you break
things down into little bits, you lose the form, the pattern, and the structure
intrinsic to the phenomenon that you are studying, thus denying the theoreti-
cal possibilities of what he considers the inherent memory of morphic fields.

It is this idea of morphic memory that Manguel hints at in A History of
Reading. Even though I regard Sheldrake's theories of morphic resonance with
some skepticism, I also consider it intellectually indefensible to regard written
language as a secondary linguistic system and reading as "an unnatural act."
Unfortunately, at the end of the twentieth century many linguists in the United
States remain provincial and territorial, and linguists focus on little bits and not
on the morphic patterns inherent in how young children learn to read. Perhaps
we will not be willing to consider the idea that the ability to read, and to speak,
and to do math as Stanislas Dehaene asserts in an article by Robert Kunzig
is a part of our evolutionary heritage until we are willing to entertain such
propositions as Sheldrake's radical evolutionary formative causation theory, or
the more easily acceptable scientific arguments presented by Scribner and Cole
for the unitary nature of intellectual activity.

A postscript. Just as I was finishing Spin Doctors, I received a series of e-
mails distributed on a listserv by Steve Krashen in which he deconstructs the
research on phonemic awareness. For those of you who want to follow the chro-
nology of Spin Doctors, I won't preempt what Krashen has to say. But if you
prefer to choose your own adventure, you might want to take a look at the
discussion of his argument in Chapter 16.

Chapter 5

1. Manzo, Kathleen Kennedy. (1997). Study stresses role of early phonics in-
struction. Education Week, 16(24), March 12, 1, 24.
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2. Manzo, Kathleen Kennedy. (1997). Study stresses role of early phonics in-
struction. Education Week, 16(24), March 12, 1, 24.

3.The letter that Lyon wrote was published in Education Week on April 23,
1997. He was responding to a letter criticizing the NICDH Houston studies
submitted to Education Week by Gerry Coles. Coles posted his letter on several
listservs and Lyon posted his response on CATENet. Adams then forwarded his
posting to TAWLers.

4. Norman Fairclough makes these statements in Discourse and Social Change.
He states, "Whe achievement of hegemony at a societal level requires a degree
of integration of local and semi-autonomous institutions and power relations,
so that the latter are partially shaped by hegernonic relations, and local struggles
can be interpreted as hegemonic struggles" (p. 94).

5. Gramsci defines hegemony in Selections from the Prison Notebooks.

6. "That's the power of hegemony," Moll says, in his 1997 NRC keynote ad-
dress, "it need not be punitive, it is simply sufficient to be sneaky; it's control
that is internalized, and just like we internalized semiotic means, we can also
come to internalize the ideology of the broader social systems" (p. 14).

7. In a personal communication about Spin Doctors, O'Loughlin tells me not
to forget Michael Apple.

"He's a must here," O'Loughlin says. "I think it is a mistake to portray all
teachers as helpless pawns," he continues, and I agree with him. "Teachers have
shown they can stand up for themselves when they want to," he states, and then
adds, "to attempt to defend all teachers leaves you vulnerable to attack by right-
wing ideologues who use the Ron Reagan strategy of one awful example to
prove their point."

O'Loughlin gets me to read Apple, whose work I should have read more
extensively before. Take a look at Teachers and Texts, and Education and Power,
and also Schooling and the Rights of Children, that Vernon Haubrich co-edited
with Apple. Add to these texts Democratic Schools, which Apple edits with James
Beane. All of these texts are important to the arguments that we are discussing
here.

Chapter 6

1. The unedited transcript of the pre-summit meeting of Governor Bush's Busi-
ness Council was distributed at the Governor's first Reading Summit which
took place in Austin, Texas, on April 26, 1996.

2. In the transcript Marina Ballyntyne's name also appears as Marina Ballyntine.
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3. Once again I urge you to read the original transcriptnot the edited ver-
sion to read the complete presentations of Osborn, Foorman, and Carnine.

4. In an article entitled "The Creation of Context in Joint Problem-Solving,"
James Wertsch, Norris Minick, and Flavio Arns discuss the work of Piaget and
Vygotsky, and they draw attention to the important distinctions between the
social theories of these researchers.

It is important to emphasize here that while the theories of both Vygotsky
and Piaget are excluded from theoretical consideration by the advocates of sys-
tematic, explicit instruction in phonemic awareness and phonics, their social
theories of learning are quite different. Wertsch, Minick, and Arns refer to the
research of Piaget as "Whe most important individualistic theory in modern
developmental cognitive psychology," and they note that Piaget, "examined social
activity solely from the perspective of how it influences the individual's devel-
opment" (p. 152). Writing of Vygotsky's social perspective theory, on the other
hand, these authors state, "he considered social factors to play a central role in
explaining ontogenetic change, and he recognized that the nature and evolu-
tion of these factors cannot be explained on the basis of a set of principles relat-
ing only to the individual" (p. 153).

As a point of interest, Ferreiro was a student of Piaget, and she continues to
work within the Piagetian tradition although her research is distinctively her
own.

5. In the report of the study on phoneme-grapheme correspondences directed
by Paul Hanna, reference is made to the study of the alphabetic nature of Ameri-
can-English orthography by Ernest Horn. Horn analyzed and noted:

1. More than one-third of the words in a standard reference work on the
pronunciation of American English showed more than one accepted pronun-
ciation.

2. Most sounds can be spelled in many ways, one spelling not being suffi-
cient to call it the most 'regular' spelling.

3. Over one-half of the words in a conventional dictionary of American
English contain silent letters, and about one-sixth contain double letters when
only one letter is actually sounded.

4. Most letters spell many sounds, especially vowels.
5. Unstressed syllables are especially difficult to spell.

6. In the Biographic Literacy Profiles Project, we shared the work of Gunter
Grass in Show Your Tongues. Writing about it in Teaching without Testing, I
state, "it is one of the most socially significant examples of symbol weaving that
I have so far encountered, just as the illustrated poems of William Blake are
artistically/linguistically significant and Benoit Mandelbrot's The Fractal Na-
ture of Geometry is scientifically significant." Then, speaking specifically about
the project, "Our observations of print in everyday settings support the need we
feel to extend the ways in which we think about the symbolic representations
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constructed by children. The more we focus our attention upon their produc-
tions, the more convinced we have become that our classrooms must be multi-
media centers that encourage the exploration of complex symbolic systems" (p.
69).

7. The definition of whole language used by Foorman in the Houston study is
not the definition of whole language used by the district, and the project direc-
tor was not from the district.

8. As of March 1998 the district in which Foorman and her colleagues con-
ducted their research has not adopted Open Court and continues to use a wide
variety of approaches and methods to teach reading.

9. Robert Rosenthal's "The Pygmalion Effect Lives" was published in Psychol-
ogy Today in 1973.

10. The project to which Carnine refers was Project Follow Through. His inter-
pretation of the project is challenged in Chapter 14 of Spin Doctors, which
focuses on the events taking place in California.

11. The 1914 Chambers English Dictionary gives the following descriptions
for subaltern: sub'al-tern or su-baliern: adj a subordinate. n: an officer in the
army under the rank of captain.

12. At the beginning of Chapter 14, on California, you will find some alterna-
tive perspectives on literacy rates in the United States.

13. In the November 1997 issue of Worth, there is an article on Intel. At the end
of the article there is a statement which begins in bold caps which states: "FULL
DISCLOSURE: A few editorial employees at Worth own modest positions in
Intel stock, the result of purchases made before this special report was conceived.
No purchases were made while this project was in preparation. Under the
magazine's conflict-of-interest policy, no employee may acquire shares of a secu-
rity slated for mention in the magazine. Employees are also required to hold any
stock noted in Worth at least 30 days past the date that subscribers receive the
magazine. None of the senior editors with a hand in this project, including the
editor-in-chief, owns shares in Intel" (p.144).

It's time that academic journals were required to make similar disclosures
of their authors' associations with basal publishers.

Chapter 7

1. When I refer to teachers and researchers, I am including teachers in schools
and in universities, and researchers in schools and universities.
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2. Lyon made this statement ill a letter published in Education Week, April 23,

1997, p. 50.

3. Grant Wiggins makes this statement in Assessing Student Performance, p. 24.

4. Wiggins, Assessing Student Performance, p. 26.

Chapter 8

1. North Carolina School Improvement Program in Beginning Reading: Rec-
ommendations for Changes to Reflect Research, p. 8. Fall 1996.

2. Lyon sent an e-mail message to Coles which was publicly circulated and
distributed throughout the state of California by the Comprehensive Leader-
ship Center at the Sacramento County Office of Education. In the e-mail Lyon
expresses his support of the paper written by Grossen about the research of
NICHD.

"Bonnie is basically correct," Lyon writes about NICHD's focus on research
which tests competing theories on reading development and reading disorders.
Lyon expands upon the point and then writes "Bonnie is correct in writing that
sampling issues play a major role in NICHD research." Again, he elaborates
before moving to the next point of agreement. "Bonnie is quite correct in re-
porting that the NICHD data reflect the importance of early intervention."
More discussion, then he states, "Bonnie is also correct in reporting that the
development of reading skills is not a 'natural act." He elaborates, noting that
they are in agreement that "skilled readers read words rather than skip them"
and that "less skilled readers do rely on context." He notes that "there is a tre-
mendous amount of replicated evidence" to support these statements. He then
comments that the information provided by Grossen about the Houston read-
ing studies is "in line with the preliminary findings" and that her review of
Stanovich's work "is accurate." Lyon continues with other points that Grossen
has made which he regards as "accurate." These include what he describes as
the "misguided notion" that children use the context to predict unknown words.
Also, that "sound-spelling correspondences should be taught explicitly."

3. Summary of Research Findings for State Bill 1139 as Presented to State Board
Reading Committee: Draft, 1-22-96, pp. 1-2.

4. In writing about Maria and Andrew I have paraphrased my account of their
work together which appears in the essay "Assessing the Complexity of Stu-
dents' Learning" which appears in From the Child's Point of View.

5. Grossen made this statement on the second page of the version of 30 Years of
NICHD Research: What We Now Know About How Children Learn to Read
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that Silber sent to superintendents of schools throughout the state of Massachu-
setts.

6. This quote is from the e-mail Lyon sent to Coles regarding the Grossen "30
Years" paper on the research of NICHD that was distributed throughout the
state of California by the Comprehensive Leadership Center at the Sacramento
County Office of Education.

7. See Gee, James. (1992). The social mind: Language, ideology and social prac-
tice. New York: Bergin & Garvey.

8. Many of these research approaches are referred to by James Gee in "The
New Literacy Studies: A Retrospective View" which he presented at the confer-
ence on "Situated Literacies" at the University of Lancaster, United Kingdom,
July 1997.

"Obviously these movements, stemming from different disciplines, overlap
at many points," Gee states, discussing some but not all of the theories men-
tioned above. "And they influenced each other in complex ways. While there
are genuine disagreements among them, they are . . . beginning to converge in
various respects. It is not uncommon, in fact, to see citations to all or most of
these movements in current work on sociocultural approaches to literacy and
related aspects of education."

9. Gee references Sociocultural Approaches to Language and Literacy: An
Interactionist Perspective, by Vera John-Steiner, Carolyn Panofsky, and Larry
Smith. (1994). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

10. This reference is to an article by Carnine, with Linda Carnine and Douglas
Gersten (1984), entitled "Analysis of Oral Reading Errors Made by Economi-
cally Disadvantaged Students Taught with a Synthetic Phonics Approach" which
was published in the Reading Research Quarterly, 19(3), pp. 343-56.

11. Pany, Darlene, & McCoy, Kathleen. (1988). Effects of corrective feedback
on word accuracy and reading comprehension of readers with learning disabili-
ties. Journal of Learning Disabilities, 21(9), 546-50.

12. Joel Brown, along with Ken Goodman and Ann Marek, have produced an
annotated bibliography of studies in miscue analysis which is published by the
International Reading Association. Miscue analysis has been used to study: adult
readers, African American readers, beginning readers, beginning writers, bilin-
gual readers, blind readers, Chinese readers, readers from many different coun-
tries. Numerous case studies have been written using miscue analysis. Research-
ers have used miscue analysis to study chunking, cloze, code-switching, cognitive
development, cognitive style, cohesion, college readers, comprehension, corn-
puter-assistefflearning, concepts of reading, concepts of story, content-area read-
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ing, context, dialect, discourse analysis, discourse grammar, English as a sec-
ond language, error analysis, evaluation/assessment, eye-voice span,
graphophonic cues, humor, imagery, immersion, insertions, instruction, into-
nation, invented spelling, listening, map reading, meaning, morphemes, omis-
sions, orthography, perception, peripheral vision cues, phonemic awareness,
phonics, predictability, pronouns, propositional analysis, psycholinguistics, read-
ability, reading development, the reading process, reading proficiency, reading
rate, reading recovery, reading strategies, reasoning, regressions, retellings, ret-
rospective miscues, revaluing, reversals, revisions, risk taking, schema theory,
self-monitoring, semantic acceptability, semantic cues, sentence combining,
silent reading, spelling, style, substitutions, syntactic cues, teacher-student in-
teractions, text analysis, text cohesion, text difficulty, and words. When you look
at the miscue studies that have been conducted, the suggestion that there is no
research becomes totally absurd. For those of you who are new to miscue re-
search, take a look at the November 1995 issue of Primary Voices. The entire
volume is devoted to miscue analysis, and it is an invaluable resource.

13. In Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury, the sentence actually reads, "The books
leapt and danced like roasted birds their wings ablaze with red and yellow feath-
ers" (p. 117).

14. Patrick's teacher used to copy sentences from the decodable texts onto the
chalkboard and the children used to sit and copy them on lined paper. Patrick's
copying was corrected if his letters were not "sitting" on the line.

15. The article which is supposed to provide supporting evidence is by Keith
Stanovich and Paula Stanovich, and is entitled "How Research Might Inform
the Debate about Early Reading Acquisition." It was published in the Journal of
Research in Reading, in 1995. For a powerful critique of this article by Steve
Bialostock, see the December 1997 issue of Language Arts.

16. All of the text crossed out in this paragraph is crossed out in the documents
from North Carolina.

17. As many authors have pointed out," Luis Moll states, "in general, working-
class children receive a very different type of schooling than students in wealthier
classes. In brief, working-class children receive low-level, rote, drill and prac-
tice instruction. As the social class of the community increases there is a shift in
instruction towards more process-oriented teaching, from simplicity to com-
plexity, and from low to high expectations for academic success. In other words,"
Moll says, "there is an unequal distribution of schooling that favors the already
privileged: white and affluent students receive more of what is characterized as
effective teaching than do other groups; minority and poor students receive an
emphasis on low-level basic literacy and computation skills" (p. 10). Moll made
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this statement in his keynote address, "Turning to the World: Bilingualism, Lit-
eracy, and the Cultural Mediation of Thinking," at the 1997 National Reading
Conference in Scottsdale, Arizona.

18. See endnote 27 in Chapter 4 for a discussion on the position of many lin-
guists on learning reading.

19. Gee at Lancaster University, July, 1997.
"There is a problem," O'Loughlin writes to me in a response to his reading

a draft of Spin Doctors, "I think it is very important not to dismiss the angst and
suspicion of people of color around achievement issues. Poor children of color
do very poorly in our schools. They suffer from poor teaching and low expecta-
tions. I think it is very important not to appear to slight the argument. Better to
acknowledge it and then to point out, even as Delpit does, that back-to-basics
reductionism is not the answer. We should all be lined up together on this
issue. The Right has a knack for co-opting public anxiety and directing it to its
own ends."

20. This statement was made by Delpit in her much-discussed article, "Skills
and Other Dilemmas of a Black Educator," which appeared in the Harvard
Educational Review in 1986.

21. Delpit makes this statement in the second of her Harvard Educational Re-
view articles: "The Silenced Dialogue: Power and Pedagogy in Educating Other
People's Children."

22. Delpit (1986), Harvard Educational Review, p. 384.

Chapter 9

1. See Stephen Rose, in The Making of Memory, for a discussion on academic
writing.

I have always found positivist research articles on early reading "acquisi-
tion" and the reading process unnecessarily obscure and usually poorly written.
For example, historically, articles published in such journals as the Reading
Research Quarterly are so dense most teachers do not have the time or the incli-
nation to sift through the rhetoric to determine what the researcher is trying so
dismally to communicate. Ironically, it is easy to decode studies such as those
on phonemic awareness that I've referenced in this book but it is much more
difficult to read them for meaning.

2. O'Loughlin, Michael. (1996). Facing myself: The struggle for authentic peda-
gogy. Holistic Educational Review, 9(4), 48-51.
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3. The inclusion of oneself in academic writings to shed light on linguistic,
pedagogic, or academic issues is sometimes referred to as "narrative criticism."
You might want to read Patricia Williams's Alchemy of Race and Rights: Diary
of a Law Professor, Alice Kaplan's French Lessons, Marianne Hirsch's Family
Frames, or Jane Tompkins's A Life in School: What the Teacher Learned.

4. At the International Forum on Family Literacy which was held in Tucson,
Arizona, in October 1994, Jennie DeGroat spoke about Navajo family literacy.
Jennie said, "It is unfortunate that my life and the stories I have lived are not
treated as valid data. I am documentation. This morning I come to you with my
experiences. That is all I have" (p. 112).

5. In both the mining villages in which my parents grew up, the four-room row
houses in which the miners and their families lived were owned by the collieries.
In each village there was one co-operative store which was also owned by the
collieries. The miners were totally dependent upon the mines.

6. It is impossible for me to exaggerate the effect that failing the 11+ had on the
lives of children in England. It was always with us. We had been put in our
place. Our working-class existence assured.

7. I heard about my friend recently. She eventually learned to type and became
a secretary. When her children were grown, she went back to school and took
the exams she would have taken at sixteen and eighteen if she had stayed in
school. She continues to work as a secretary.

8. O'Loughlin (1996), "Facing Myself."

9. The NICHD conclusion that deficits in phonological processing are heri-
table and highly related to significant differences in neural processing are re-
ported by Reid Lyon and Duane Alexander in "NICHD Research Program in
Learning Disabilities," Their World 1996/1997, pp. 13 15. This article was at-
tached to the testimony of Reid Lyon before the Committee on Education and
the Workforce of the U.S. House of Representatives in Washington, D.C., on
Thursday, July 10, 1997.

10. The class system in the British armed forces has recently been criticized by
Major Eric Joyce in a paper entitled "Arms and the Man Renewing the Armed
Services," which is published by the Fabian Society. The class divisions in schools
reflect the class divisions elaborated upon by Joyce in his critique of the armed
services. In an article in the Times, Monday, August 4, 1997, page 6, Michael
Evans states, "In his article, Major Joyce says the army hierarchy is divided into
three classes: the Posh, an exclusively white, male, privately educated elite 'which
runs the institution and wholly dominates its culture'; the Professionals, the
middle class who provide the technical expertise and middle management; and
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the Plebeians, the working classes who account for the great 'use-and-discard'
rank and file."

11. The United Kingdom actually has three tiers. The gentry attend private
schools which perversely are called "public." Yesterday, in the working class
Express there was an article on homework in which an old graduate of Eton,
where the boysthere are no girlsstill wear top hats and tails, talked about
getting his report card. The downstairs is still fascinated by the upstairs.

12. O'Flynn, Patrick. (1997, July 7). Labour backs elite pupils. The Express, pp.
1, 6, 7.

13. Ward, Lucy. (1997, July 8). Government to have its hand in every school.
The Independent, pp. 8, 16.

Chapter 10

1. At the end of Savage Inequalities Kozol asks a friend in Cincinnati why Hyde
Park wasn't going to be included in desegregation, and the friend, a teacher,
tells him "that is the question you don't want to ask" (p. 232). He talks about
Walnut Hills, a famous high school, and says his friend described it as "a de
facto private school."

2. "The history of white schooling," O'Loughlin writes in a draft of a book he is
writing, "forms the foundation for what we know as public schooling in the
United States today. U.S. public education, like its counterpart in England," he
continues, "did not emerge from an altruistic desire to bring education to the
masses. Public education was born out of the desire of wealthy property owners
and business people to protect their interests."

In a telephone conversation, O'Loughlin suggests I read the work of James
Anderson on the history ofAfrican American experience oflearning to read and
attending public schools.

"Proposals to educate African American children," Anderson states,
"whether in racially integrated or segregated public schools, or even in private
schools, invariably aroused bitter opposition in northeastern, midwestern, and
western states."

Anderson then gives specific examples and writes of "a white mob" that
was "dispersed by a local magistrate" in Canaan, New Hampshire, and of the
mayor and alderman of New Haven, Connecticut, denouncing a private acad-
emy for "free persons of color" as "destructive to the best interests of the city."

"Ohio's first public school law was passed in 1821, and African Americans
were taxed locally to support the public schools, but they were universally ex-
cluded from the state's new school system," Anderson writes as he moves across
the country describing the exclusionary practices of many states.
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"One of the great ironies of this era was that white political leaders," he
says, "including those who bitterly opposed educating African American chil-
dren, contended that widespread illiteracy in the African American population
prevented any extension of suffrage or other civil rights" (pp. 26-28).

Add to this picture the response of those with power and privilege to the
masses of poor immigrant families who were flooding into the United States.
O'Loughlin writes of the "charity schools" which developed that were supposed
"to instill moral character and respect for authority in poor children."

"The emphasis in the schools was on rigid discipline and conformity to
authority," O'Loughlin writes, "accompanied by a healthy dose of rote learning
and recitation."

Keep in mind the parallels between the events taking place at the end of
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries regarding the education of children
who are poor and children of color. But remember, you will reach Washington,
D.C., and the end of Spin Doctors before you hear any public official express
concern about the inequities in public schooling. Politicians rarely acknowl-
edge that many young children in the United States are learning to read in
classrooms that lack even the most basic requirements, such as desks and chairs,
or that many children learn without adequate access to books, and without
adequate supplies of pencils and paper. Such talk is considered "compassion
babble" and is carefully avoided.

3. Ascher, Carol. (1993). Efficiency, equity, and local control School finance
in Texas. ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education. ERI/CUE Number 88.

4. Ascher references Jose Cardenas 1992 and William Sparkman and Trudy
Campbell 1991 for these figures quoted.

5. Note that Ascher relies on Sparkman and Campbell 1991 and Carenas 1992
for these figures.

6. Ascher references G. Levine's article in the Summer 1991 volume of Harvard
Journal of Legislation.

7. Delpit writes, in her 1988 Harvard Educational Review article, "Let there be
no doubt: a skilled minority person who is not also capable of critical analysis
becomes the trainable, low-level functionary of dominant society, simply the
grease that keeps the institutions which orchestrate his or her oppression run-
ning smoothly" (p. 384).

8. Once again Ascher relies on Sparkman and Campbell 1991 for these figures.

9. This statement appears in the paper Gee presented at the 1997 conference
on "Situated Literacies" held at the University of Lancaster, United Kingdom.
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10. The italics are Gee's.

11. Like the gentry in the United Kingdom, the children of affluence and privi-
lege in the United States attend exclusive private schools.

Chapter 11

1. In presenting the documentation on the Supreme Court case which is cur-
rently pending in the state of Louisiana, I have deliberately restrained from
interjecting myself into the text. However, I do think it important for you to
know that I consider the arguments presented by the ACLU lawyers to be a
"window" which allows us to take a look inside one of the closed rooms in the
hegemonic labyrinth. In the discussion of how young children should be taught
to read there is no conversation which focuses on issues of equity and social
justice. But I want to ask you to keep in mind the children of Louisiana as you
read what is written and said by researchers, politicians, basal publishers, and
the press.

2. Myers, Doug. (1997, March 8). Court rejects lawsuit to force more funding
for schools. Baton Rouge State Times/Morning Advocate, p. 1A.

3. Supreme Court State of Louisiana: Number (not ascribed). Miriam S. Charlet,
et al., Plaintiffs-Applicant, Versus, Legislature of the State of Louisiana et al.,
Defendants-Respondents, Consolidated with the Minimum Foundation Com-
mission, et al., Versus, the State of Louisiana, et al., Defendants-Respondent.
Supervisory Writ Application of Miriam S. Charlet, et al. From the First Cir-
cuit Court of Appeal, State of Louisiana, Number: 97-CW-0212. Application
for supervisory Writs of Certiorari and Review.

4. The Preamble to Article VIII is quoted in the Writ, in footnote 14 on page
17: "the goal of the public educational system is to provide learning environ-
ments and experiences, at all stages of human development, that are humane,
just, and designed to promote excellence in order that every individual may be
afforded an equal opportunity to develop to his full potential."

5. Once again, I urge you to read the original documents. While I make every
effort to stick closely to the documents that I quote, there is always so much
more information than can be included.

6. MFP is the Minimum Foundation Program.

7. The MFP the Minimum Foundation Programhas changed since 1992,

and in the 1997 Louisiana Supreme Court writ the lawyers include in an ap-
pendix a memorandum from the former State Superintendent of Schools,
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Raymond G. Arveson, to the Louisiana Legislative Joint Education Commit-
tee. Averson writes, "Although this new formula represents a major first step
toward greater equity in per pupil funding from combined state and local re-
sources across the state, the issue of adequacy has not yet been addressed. Loui-
siana ranks near the bottom in recent statistics measuring per pupil expendi-
tures and average teacher salaries. Given the standards we expect from students,
teachers and schools, the provision of adequate resources is imperative to the
achievement of those standards."

8. This discussion of teachers' salaries took place in 1992. Since that time sala-
ries have increased but remain low compared with many other states. For the
1996-97 academic year the salaries for teachers in Louisiana ranged from
$22,605 for a first-year teacher with a B.A. to $39,955 for a teacher with a Ph.D.
and twenty-five years of teaching experience.

9. Myers, Doug. (1995, July 30). Teacher exodus has state officials worried.
Baton Rouge Advocate, p. 1A.

Chapter 12

1. Kozol, Jonathan. Amazing Grace, pp. 243-44.

2. Cecil Picard's comments are repeated in note 18 on page 23 of the Louisiana
Supreme Court writ.

3. In Ben's poem he writes of a teacher who leaves unexpectedly and leaves a
note for one of her students. "It wasn't about you," the teacher tells the child, "it
was all the strings. They tried so desperately to control me in a puppet play, but
those strings were tangled up . . ."

4. Stanovich, "Matthew Effects," p. 396.

Chapter 13

1. "The average American child reads quite well compared to children in coun-
tries that compose our main trading partnersOECD," Venesky states at the
beginning of his presentation. "Among these countries, only Finland has chil-
dren who read significantly better than American children at ages 9 and 14" (p.
2).

"In spite of fears raised by NAEP performance levels, which are arbitrary,"
Venesky continues, "and by other reports of doom and gloom, American 4th
and 9th graders are reaching world-class standards" (p. 3).
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2. In fact, few, if any, phonemic awareness studies focus specifically on how
phonemes are perceived. There are no references to perception in the index of
Man ls's book Beginning to Read, and none of the phonemic awareness studies
that I have read address the issue of how words are perceived.

3. Lyon states, "To be sure, there are some children who can read words accu-
rately and quickly yet do have difficulty comprehending, but they constitute a
very small portion of those with reading problems" (p. 8).

4. The Foorman NICHD studies are not longitudinal. For the studies to be
described as longitudinal, the children would have had to stay in the same
"treament" programs for at least five years. An examination of the studies indi-
cates that for many of the children "treatments" were supposed to be changed
on a yearly basis. It is important to note that Foorman and her colleagues left
the school district in which the highly publicized Title/Chapter One study took
place after the first year of the study, and the circumstances of their departure
are reported to have been highly problematic.

In his review Allington points out that there are other problems with the
reference by Lyon and Chhabra to the NICHD Houston research. "Foorman's
study had not even been submitted for publication," Allington points out, "when
the Lyon-Chhabra piece was written." Then he asks, "Is it okay for them to cite
when the field cannot review until publication in 1998?" It's a good question.

5. All of these terms and statements occur and are used in the article by Lyon
and Chhabra.

6. These NICHD research projects were described by Lyon on the CATENet
listserv, Wednesday, October 29, 1997, in response to a statement made by
Goodman regarding Lyon's reluctance to provide information about NICHD's
research programs.

7. These language questions originate in an unpublished paper written by
Michael Halliday; they are expanded upon in the author's seminal book Learn-
ing How to Mean: Explorations in the Development of Language.

Chapter 14

1. Krashen, Stephen. (1997). The Unz-Tuchman Proposal: A Bad Idea.

2. Ann McGill-Franzen and Cynthia Lanford have written an important article
which describes their research that explores the wide variation in preschools in
the opportunities that children have to listen to and engage in conversations
about stories. They write specifically of the consequences of the lack of oppor-
tunities for a number of the children who participated in their study.
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"(W)e believe that limited classroom resources in terms of the number and
varieties of books and limited opportunities to participate in literate activities
impoverished the story worlds that Daqueesh was able to create," they state, "as
well as the expression of Kathy's stories in written text" (p. 273).

3. Krashen, Stephen. (1997/98). Bridging inequity with books. Educational
Leadership, 55(4), 18-22.

4. Olson, Lyn. (1997, January). Race and demography. (Quality counts: A re-
port card on the condition of public education.) Education Week (on the Web).

5. The May 8, 1996, Hearing on Reading of the Education Committee of the
California State Assembly is available on five videocassettes from Assembly Rules-
Television, State Capitol, Sacramento, CA 95814.

6. Pearson, P. David. (1997, September). The politics of reading research and
practice. The Council Chronicle, 24, pp. 24, 8.

7. AB 170 directs the California State Board of Education to include in its
criteria for adopting elementary instructional materials "fundamental skills,"
including but not limited to systematic, explicit phonics, spelling, and basic
computational skills. AB 170 also states that it is the legislative intent that the
State Board of Education ensure that all materials adopted also meet these
criteria.

8. AB 1504 specifies that spelling is to be adopted by the State Board of Educa-
tion in its Language Arts adoption process.

9. In the December 1997 issue of Language Arts, Steve Bialostock writes, "By
taking advantage of media forums, Honig was able to engender distrust and
suspicion toward an issue the public actually knows very little aboutreading
and reading research." Bialostock continues, "Honig's strongest rhetorical weapon
against whole language has been the use of metaphor. Linguist George Lakoff
(1992) describes how metaphoric language was used to justify the Persian Gulf
War. For example, Secretary of State James Baker referred to Sadam Hussein as
'sitting on our economic lifeline,' while General Schwartzkopf characterized
Iran's invasion into Kuwait as a 'rape.' Even though Honig makes numerous
references to Keith Stanovich and Marilyn Adams, this powerful metaphoric
language carries the effect of his own wara war on whole language." Bialostock
goes on to state, "Just as Lakoff has described the 'fairy tale of the just war,' so
Honig has created his own fairy tale, complete with villain, victim, and hero."
Later in his paper Bialostock returns to Lakoff, pointing out that the linguist
argues that metaphorical thought is "neither good nor bad." "However,"
Bialostock writes, "Lakoff points out, in the case of war, 'metaphors can kill.'
Honig's metaphor has effectively misled and swayed public opinion regarding
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whole language, and for all intents and purposes, killed it in California as well
as making it a dirty word across the United States" (pp. 624-25).

10. In Yetta Goodman's graduate class on retrospective miscue analysis, Erica is
going to read a story. There is a knock at the door, and Erica and her mother are
greeted by Yetta and Gopa Goswami, who is Erica's teacher, and a student in
class. Erica is ten years old, her long dark hair is pulled back in a pony tail, and
even though she is nervous her eyes sparkle when she smiles. Yetta invites Erica
to sit at a table at the front of the room so her back is to all the students who are
going to listen to her read. Gopa sits with Erica while her mother joins some of
the students at the back of the class. It is the first time Yetta has met Erica, and
they talk for a few minutes as they get to know each other, and then Yetta invites
Erica to read the story The Man Who Kept House.

As Erica reads she is unaware that this is a historic moment. Children have
been reading The Man Who Kept House to Yetta since the 1960s, and every
reading is documented and archived for Yetta's research with her husband Ken
Goodman on how young children learn to read. Yetta has documented chil-
dren from many different ethnic communities reading this story, among them
children from Maine, Appalachian children, children of Arabic families, Sa-
moan children, urban and rural African American children, Mexican Ameri-
can children, and Native American children. There are approximately six hun-
dred studies on miscue analysis which focus on children and many thousands
of citations in the academic literature to this research. But today it is Erica's
turn to read, and Yetta and her graduate students are caught up in the moment,
and they are not thinking about the historical significance of the enormous
contribution that this work on children reading stories has made to the under-
standings that teachers have of the reading process and how young children
learn to read.

Erica is reading, and for a moment the whole class holds their breath as she
stumbles over the words of the story. Even Yetta is worried, despite the fact that
she has heard so many children read the story before. The story appears to be
too difficult for Erica. She reads slowly, word by word, and she frequently en-
counters words that make her hesitate. She reads "quickly" for "question" then
tries again, "ques ," she gives a little shrug and doesn't finish the word.
"Bumped" becomes "became," and "knocking" becomes "kitchen." When she
reaches "chimney" she starts sounding out with a hard "c," and sometimes she
says "pass it" and she skips the word. The students are nervous and so is Yetta.
Only Gopa, who has heard Erica read many times in her classroom, seems to
be relaxed as she listens to the little girl read.

Erica reads the last line of the story and looks up and smiles at Yetta, and
we sit uneasily, knowing that there are many reading researchers who would
consider Erica a "lousy reader" who "barks at print." But whatever is written
and whatever is said, we have spent our lives observing children and between us
have several hundreds years of experience of teaching young children to read,
and we wait as Yetta asks Erica to tell us about the story that she has just read.
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Erica smiles as she begins her oral retelling, and she gives an account of
the story. Gopa smiles as well, because she knew all along that however much
Erica stumbled in reading the story she would still be able to tell the tale. Erica
recalls all the key elements of the story, and it is clear to us that she understood
the plot. She lingers over the little details that seem important to her, she un-
derstands the humor and the irony, and she has formed her own opinion of the
events that take place in the story.

When a student asks her, "Why do you think that the author wrote this
story?" Erica does not hesitate. "Because then a man would know never to com-
plain," she says.

Erica tells Yetta that she can see and even hear what happens in the story
and she says, "I could hear the cow falling 'moo, moo' off the roof."

She talks about another story that she has read which is similar to The Man
Who Kept House. "The donkey gets into the house instead of a pig and he eats
the food instead of spilling it," she explains.

Then with some carefully crafted questions from Yetta, Erica talks about
the reading strategies she uses when she has difficulty reading a text, and Yetta
thanks her for coming to read to us and she tells her that she has helped us as we
try to understand how young children learn to read. The students clap as Erica
gets up to leave, and Yetta invites her and her mother to come back in two
weeks to talk some more about the story she has just read. Erica agrees. When
Erica has gone Yetta and her graduate students spend many hours studying the
transcript of Erica's reading of The Man Who Kept House, and two weeks later
when Erica returns she sits and looks at small sections of the transcript with
Yetta.

Yetta shows her a sentence from the story that during a first reading she was
able to self-correct a particular word. But this time she is unable to read the
word. "Why do you think you got it last time?" Yetta asks her. Erica says she
"paid more attention." "What were you paying attention to?" Yetta asks. Cause
I read the whole story," Erica says. "Oh boy," Yetta says, "that's a really terrific
thing to say. See, this time you had only one sentence so you weren't sure quite
what that was. But before what did you know?"

As Erica tells Yetta about the parts of the story that helped her to read the
word the first time and I sit there smiling at this little girl who understands so
much about reading, I wonder why so many researchers don't understand that
experiments in which children are given only words and pseudowords to read
don't tell us much about how young children learn to read. On some intuitive
level Erica understands that the meaning of words is embedded in the meaning
of the text and that reading words is much easier when they are read in the
context of a whole story. I wonder what Honig would have said if he had heard
Erica read. Reductionist theories which hypothesize that "good" readers read
every word, that automaticity and fluency are important, and that "errors" inter-
fere with comprehension cannot account for the reading I just heard.

11. See the article by Nadeen Ruiz in the November 1995 edition of the Read-
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ing Teacher in which Ruiz describes the literacy development of her daughter,
Elena, who is deaf.

12. The statements made by Sacks remind me of Goodman and his "set for
ambiguity."

"Much discussion of phonics is based on the naive assumption that indi-
vidual letters are recognized and matched with a single sound," Goodman writes
in his book On Reading, "and the sounds are blended into syllables and words,
which are then recognized. And finally, somehow, each string of words is com-
prehended. That kind of recognition of letters and words implies a brain with
templates to recognize and identically match every form."

"What the eye sees and what the ear hears are not precise forms, however,"
Goodman argues like Sacks, "but a myriad of variable sounds and shapes. The
brain does something much more complex and wonderful than recognizing
letters and matching them to sounds. It creates perceptions from the ambigu-
ous signals it receives, building order out of ambiguous information."

13. I have written "give to teachers" because, if there is a radical shift to a trans-
mission modelthe hand-me-down model of instruction, it will affect the
ways in which teachers are trained to teach reading as well as how children are
taught read. It will be (is) no longer acceptable in California to establish criti-
cal sites of inquiry with student teachers so that they can learn how to observe
and document the qualitative transformations that take place as children learn
the alphabetic principle and begin to establish graphophonic relationships.

14. These studies are discussed and referenced in my response to the presenta-
tion of Douglas Carnine, who speaks later at the hearing.

15. On October 6, 1997, C-SPAN televised the speech Ezola Foster made to
the John Birch Society. Foster preached for the end of public schools, and she
encouraged members of the John Birch Society to "pursue strongly and spread
the word" that the United States should no longer provide a public education
for the nation's children.

16. Eco, Umberto. (1984). The name of the rose. New York: Harcourt Brace and
Company.

Imagine a labyrinth on many levels, with dark, winding passages, inner
rooms, and secret chambers, like Eco's library. Rent the movie The Name of the
Rose and study the actual physical space that signifies what the library might
have looked like in Eco's mind when he wrote the book.

"Why is it so difficult to get our bearings?" Adso asks William in The Name
of the Rose.

"Because what does not correspond to any mathematical law is the arrange-
ment of the openings. Some rooms allow you to pass into several others, some
into only one, and we must ask ourselves whether there are not rooms that do
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not allow you to go anywhere else. If you consider this aspect, plus the lack of
light or of any clue that might be supplied by the position of the sun, (and if you
add the visions and the mirrors), you understand how the labyrinth can confuse
anyone" (p. 217).

Now use the picture in your mind to imagine an abstract conjectural laby-
rinth, the "labyrinth of the world" Al inardo calls it in Eco's Name of the Rose. In
some of the outer rooms in the labyrinth scholars are conducting research. It's
their life's work. They want to understand the beginning reading of young chil-
dren. But in this conjectural labyrinth their movement is restricted to the outer
chambers and to the schools in which they do their work. Imagine that it is
perfectly possible for them to spend their whole lives in the labyrinth and not
know they are inside it. There are others, of course, who occupy this peripheral
space. Concerned citizens who have enough time and money to devote their
lives to save children from know-nothing teachers who create curricular dis-
abilities when they use holistic practices instead of systematic, explicit phonics
to teach young children to read. The inner chambers? They, of course, are closed.

17. The computer research to which Honig refers is highly problematic. Stephen
Krashen has examined some of these studies and raises questions about the
applicability of the findings to readers reading authentic texts.

"In eye fixation studies," Krashen writes in one long sentence, "readers are
asked to read something they did not select, that may be either bland or boring
but is surely irrelevant to the reader, are placed in a Clockwork Orangetype
contraption while reading, the text is presented on a computer screen, and readers
are told they have try to remember what they are reading as they are reading it."

"In addition," he continues, as if taking a breath, "they are sometimes also
told that there might be odd spelling errors in the text but they should ignore
them." He gives as an example a research study by Zola. "It is hard," he con-
cludes, "to imagine a stranger situation."

Renee Casbergue and Jane Fell Greene add another dimension to the ar-
gument when they distinguish between vision and visual perception in a paper
which focuses on the industry that has grown up based on the belief that eye
training will increase children's ability to read. Quoting Gillet and Temple,
these authors argue that there is no scientific evidence to support the underly-
ing assumption that when someone reads the eyes move in some standard, regular
way, or that the rate stays the same. They state that "Reading is a vastly complex
process which obviously requires visual ability." But they make it clear that
perception depends on the reader, what the reader knows, and the reader's pur-
pose in reading.

18. Nicholson, Tom. (1993). The case against context. In G. Brian Thompson,
William E. Tunmer, & Ton-1 Nicholson (Eds.), Reading acquisition processes.
Clevedon: Multilingual Matters Ltd.
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19. Ruiz, Nadeen T. (1988). Language for learning in a bilingual special educa-
tion classroom. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Stanford University.

20. I would like to thank the teachers and children for whom the SPELL-A-
THON is an annual event in which the whole community participates for al-
lowing me to quote from the notices and flyers.

21. Degen, Bruce. (1983). Jamberiy. Story and pictures by Bruce Degen. New
York: Harper Collins.

22. Wood, Audrey, & Wood, Don. (1991). Piggies. Illus. By Don Wood. New
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.

23. Adams's explanation of how young children should be taught to read is
fundamentally flawed not only from a sociohistorical and cultural perspective
but also from the perspective of connectionisrn, the theory on which she bases
her theoretical interpretation of the reading process.

It's an extreme form of "if-A-cites-B." It goes like this. Adams analyzes the
experimental research on beginning reading. She uses connectionist theory to
produce her definitive text. It becomes the Bible for researchers studying pho-
nemic awareness, for publishers of basal reading programs, for right-wing phon-
ics-first groups, for conservative anti-public school organizations, and for neo-
conservative state governments. But no one in any of these groups takes the
time to examine the underlying assumptions on which Adams has built her
theories. Why would they bother? They have no interest in the flaws in her
speculations in how young children learn to read.

Adams has based her theoretical position on what Daniel Dennett ironi-
cally calls "ABC" learning. The theories of Dennett, who is known for his ma-
chine metaphors, were greatly influenced by the ideas of Alan Turing, who is
credited with inventing the digital computer. What Dennett and Adams have
in common is that they have both developed mechanistic views of human learn-
ing. But, as I am sure you have guessed, Dennett's ABC has nothing to do with
the alphabetic principle. He is talking about the cumulative effect of three gen-
erations of theorists Associationists to Behaviorists to Connectionists.

"(W)e are getting quite clear about the strengths and limits of this real but
not all-encompassing variety of learning," he states, emphasizing variety. "Al-
though ABC learning can yield remarkably subtle and powerful discriminatory
competences, capable of teasing out patterns lurking in voluminous arrays of
data, these competences tend to be anchored in the specific tissues that are
modified by training. They are 'embedded' in the sense that they are incapable
of being 'transported' readily to other data domains or other individuals" (p.
540).

Dennett explains that the problem with ABC theories is their inability to
deal with symbols. The associations or connections are stuck.
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"Symbols," he writes, "unlike the nodes woven into connectionist networks,
are 'moveable% they can be 'manipulated% they can be composed into larger
structures where their contribution to the meaning of the whole can be a defi-
nite and generatable function of the structure the syntactic structureof the
parts" (541).

Dennett is ready to augment connectionism with the symbol systems of
natural language. He asks, "How could we make a connectionist system grow a
symbolic system on top of itself?" The point is that there are fundamental scien-
tific flaws in the underlying assumptions that Adams makes in her use of ABC
theories to adequately explain how young children learn to read.

So, if you asked me what I think of Honig's "Bible"? Whichever way you
look at it, from a sociocultural perspective or from the perspective of
connectionism, it doesn't stand a prayer.

24. Lyon received his doctorate from the University of New Mexico in 1978.
His doctoral dissertation was entitled "The Neuropsychological Characteristics
of Subgroups of Learning Disabled Readers."

I spoke with a neurologist regarding the differences between neurobiology,
neurophysiology, and neuropsychology. Based on what he said, it would seem
that there is considerable overlap between neurobiology and neurophysiology.
The former is concerned with the biology of nervous tissue and the latter with
the physiology of nervous tissue, i.e., how cells work at the chemical level.
Neuropsychologists are concerned with issues of psychology that have a neuro-
logical basis, i.e., they explore such psychological categories as language,
memory, and thought. The neurologist told me neuropsychologists know about
the neuroanatomy and work in brain disease. He said, "They test a lot."

25. Writing of the mid-nineteenth century, Graff states, "Despite the superficial
relationships linking literacy and status and illiteracy and criminality, social
inequality represented the primary determinant of criminality" (p. 223). He
could have been writing about the end of the twentieth century.

26. See also the articles by Debbie Smith and by Joanna Marasco in Teaching
and Advocacy.

27. I have found that most people presume that if you work in a literacy center
in a poor community you must be teaching people to read. At the center that I
established, members of the community came together to find ways to cope
with the difficulties that they faced in their everyday lives, and in the process
they shared their many literacies.

28. This conversation is painfully vivid in my memory and I have taken the
liberty of reconstructing the dialogue. Unless noted, as I have done here, all
direct speech comes from transcriptions of actual conversation.
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29. Flurkey, Alan. (1997). Reading as flow: A linguistic alternative to fluency.
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Arizona, Tucson.

30. The reported amount of money allocated to NICHD by the federal govern-
ment varies. In some accounts the amount is as much as 200 million dollars.

31. A detailed discussion of children's early reading and the documentation of
their development of graphophonemic relationships is presented in From the
Child's Point of View.

32. "One of the aspects of the neuroimaging argument almost no one addresses,"
Allington states in his review of the manuscript for Spin Doctors, "is the poten-
tial for certain sorts of instruction/interactions to shape brain responses. Now I
don't know if that is true but I cannot help but wonder how being a DISTAR
Headstart might 'train' the brain to respond very differently than a High/Scope
Head Start. But without any data on either side of the argument it remains an
unexplored hypothesis."

33. See Steven Rose (1992), The Making of Memory.

34. Lyon is also more cautious in print. In the book entitled Neuroimaging
which he co-edited with Judith Rumsey, he states in the last article which he
also co-authored with Rumsey, "[N]euroimaging remains immature in its ap-
plications" (p. 227). Lyon and Rumsey state, "The application of neuroimaging
techniques to the study of the developing brain in children poses unique chal-
lenges in addition to any technical adjustments that may be required to help
the child adapt to the neuroimaging environment (i.e., ensuring a child's com-
fort, cooperation, and ability to remain motionless for required lengths of time).
These challenges include 1) the definition of patient samples, 2) the under-
standing of normal and abnormal structural brain development, and 3) the ability
to achieve a good fit between theoretical constructs and task-related activations
in functional studies" (p. 228).

In his review of the manuscript for Spin Doctors, Allington also refers to
Neuroimaging by Lyon and Rumsey. He points out that they state there is no
"truly normative database" on the development of brain structure. He backs up
this statement with some more revealing quotes from Lyon and Rumsey. On
page 230 they state, "Knowledge of normal development will help clarify the
need for strict versus relaxed controls for age in studies of developmental dis-
abilities." He points out that on page 233, Lyon and Rumsey write, "Tasks taken
from the behavioral literature most typically require modification to fit the con-
straints of the neuroimaging situation. Cornplex tasks must frequently be bro-
ken down into simpler tasks involving elemental operations." Finally, All ington
draws attention to a statement Lyon and Rumsey make on page 234. "Although
the tasks that have been used with PET and MRI techniques through 1996are
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experimental in nature, it is possible that they eventually will assume a clini-
cally useful role."

The operative word is eventually. Maybe. Go back and read what Lyon
tells the Education Committee of the California Assembly. Deconstruct the
rhetoric. There are serious ethical issues which need to be addressed by the
scientific community regarding the use of neuroimaging with young children
learning to read.

35. Derrick Bell, in Faces at the Bottom of the Well, writes of racism as "an
integral, permanent, and indestructible component" of society, against which
we continually struggle. Fighting for emancipatory pedagogies and treating
universal literacy as a civil rights issue are essential, but illiteracy is not the
cause of poverty; we are. What Bell teaches us is that racism and prejudice are
integral, permanent, and indestructible components not of society as some ab-
stract idea but of all of us who make up that society.

36. See Kozol (1967), Death at an Early Age.

37. Sapphire. (1997). Push. New York: Vintage.

38. Lopez-Reyna, Norma. (1996). The importance of meaningful contexts in
bilingual special education: Moving to whole language. Learning Disabilities
Research and Practice, 1 (2), 120-31.

39."Statistics are tools of the scientist," Broder writes in the New York Times that
Levin, the statistician from Columbia University, said. "But when numbers are
crunched in politics, axes are usually grinding too" (p. 4).

40. In the circulated draft of the synthesis paper on the research design and
preliminary findings of the Houston reading studies, Foorman and her colleagues
state, "In order to control for differences in groups that might have resulted
from non-random assignment of children to Chapter 1 reading programs, we
adjusted for some of the background characteristics of the children in the class-
room, viz, verbal IQ and ethnicity" (p. 14). I sent an e-mail to Foorman and her
colleagues to request clarification of the meaning of this statement, but, while I
did receive a response from Fletcher questioning the purpose of my questions,
I did not receive any further information on how the researchers thought they
were able to control for differences by making adjustments for verbal IQ and

ethnicity.

41. This conversation, which is docurnented, is quoted with permission, but by
request the names have been withheld.

42. I am aware that there are minor disparities between some of the reported
numbers, but these disparities are in the original Foorman documents and can
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only be reconciled by a review of the original data, which I have been unable to
obtain.

43. The fact that the range of scores on Foorman's word reading test was at least
2.5 to 25 for all four treatment groups is immediately evident from the histo-
gram data presented in Figure 3 of the draft of the paper written by Foorman
and her colleagues which is to appear in the Journal of Educational Psychology.
Table 3, in the same draft paper, presents the means and standard deviations of
the April Word Reading test scores for each treatment group, and confirms that
the range of scores was even greater than I have stated.

44. I telephoned the administrative office for the school district in which Foorman
and her colleagues conducted the research, and I asked if the school district
would like to respond to the statements that Foorrnan has made regarding "zero
growth" and the questions she raised about the creation of "curriculum disabili-
ties." The person with whom I spoke said that the school district has no com-
ment on the research, and that all enquiries about the research are being re-
ferred to Foorman. Then, sadly it seemed to me, the person with whom I spoke
said, "We are just carrying on, trying to educate our children."

45. "What can turn bright and eager learners into dull, disenchanted students
in a few short years?" Lily Wong Fillmore asks in California Perspectives, "Edu-
cational programs that treat children as if they were incapable of leaning, pro-
grams that begin with the assumption that the children's parents are incapable
of preparing them for school, programs that regard Latino children as being in
need of remediation before they can be taught the things the school is supposed
to teach them, that's what!"

46. This quote is taken from a draft of the paper which will eventually appear in
the Journal of Educational Psychology. I have been told that substantial changes
have been made to the paper, but I presume what was measured will stay the
same. [Note: As we go to press, the article has just been published. Ironically, the
numbers have been changed.]

47. These histograms appear in the draft of the paper by Foorman and her
colleagues slated to appear in the Journal of Educational Psychology. The histo-
grams confirm that approximately 15 percent of the results for the Open Court
group are missing, and that the histogram bars for the other three groups add up
to 100 percent.

48. I have reviewed a videotape of the presentation that Lyon made in San
Francisco, and he does indeed state that NICHD does not endorse basal read-
ing programs. However, he also speaks positively about the use of Open Court
in Foorman's study and for a considerable period of time he had one of Foorman's
misleading straight-line graphs which favor Open Court projected on a screen
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behind him as he spoke about reading programs which include exercises in
phonemic awareness and systematic, explicit phonics.

49. One of the ironies of the Foorman studies is that she and her colleagues
chose to use the Formal Reading Inventory, which is based in part upon the
miscue analysis research of Ken and Yetta Goodman. J. Lee Wiederholt is the
author of the FRI which is published by PRO-ED, in Austin, Texas. Wiederholt
states in the manual, "The FRI can also be used to inventory oral reading mis-
cues. Five types of miscues can be recorded: (a) meaning similarity, (b) func-
tion similarity, (c) graphic/phonemic similarity, (d) multiple sources, and (e)
self-correction."

50. In the United States "whole language" has become a generic term, a counter
concept for the "Phonics Rules!" movement, that includes any and all forms of
pedagogy which do not teach graphophonemic relationships as discrete iso-
lated skills. However, while Sharon Murphy estimates that approximately 10
percent of educators are whole language teachers in the United States and
Canada, there are many progressive educators whose pedagogies are generally
supportive (but not always) of whole language who have different theoretical
histories and hold different theoretical positions. For example, my own
emancipatory pedagogical stance is informed by more than twenty years of
working continuously in ethnographic research which is informed by situated,
sociocultural research on practical intelligence and everyday cognition, discourse
analysis, critical pedagogy, evolutionary approaches to mind and behavior, and
the new literacy studies. What is important to note here is that there are many
teachers in our schools, some of whom do define themselves as whole language
teachers, and many who do not, who do not support the commercially pro-
duced, reductionist approach to beginning reading that Foorman endorses and
that is being foisted on teachers across the United States. To suggest, as Foorman
does, that holistic practice creates curricular disabilities, when she knows very
little about these curricular practices, is highly problematic especially when
these statements are presented to members of the California State Legislature.

51. The pedagogy of the teachers in the school that I have described is holistic,
disciplined, and systematic. The teachers have a deep belief in scholarship
their own as well as the scholarship of the children they teach. All labels are
avoided. Children are not catagorized as "good readers" and "poor readers."
Through systematic observation and careful documentation of children's learn-
ing, the teachers build upon the evolutionary processes and transformations
that take place as the children they teach are engaged in authentic literacy
activities. Ironically, as children read and write, teachers are afforded with an
almost infinite number of opportunities to provide explicit instruction in
graphophonic relationships, but always within the context of meaningful print.
Go back to the third chapter to the descriptions of children's learning provided
by Leigh and Martha who come from different schoolsfor examples of the
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ways in which the teachers in the school described above document children's
emerging understandings of "phonics."

52. Halford, Joan Montgomery. (1997). Reading instruction: Focusing the de-
bate on student achievement. Infobrief, 10.

53. "California ranks near the bottom in school library holdings," Jeff McQuillan
writes in "The California Reading Situation: Rhetoric and Reality." He empha-
sizes that 25 percent of libraries report cutbacks in children's services. In addi-
tion, he adds, "Book budgets in the state had been cut by 25% since 1989,
despite increases in California's population" (p. 461).

54. Again I am quoting Toni Morrison in her Nobel acceptance speech.

55. CTC stands for California Teacher Certification.

56. Carnine is correct in his prediction. In a letter sent to members of the In-
land Empire Reading Council in California, Barbara Holland, the president of
the council, writes that on October 3, 1996, the Curriculum Liaison Commis-
sion submitted a memo to the members of the California State Board of Educa-
tion to remove the Wright Group and Rigby from the materials approved for
state adoption, even though they met all the necessary criteria. The Curricu-
lum Liaison Commission also recommended that the State Board add to the
list SRA/McGraw-Hill and Total Reading even though these publishers did not
meet the criteria and were not recommended.

57. This audio-recorded conversation with Brian Husby took place in October
1997. Husby is a professor at Mt. Royal College, Calgary, Canada.

58. Rhine, W. Ray. (1981). Follow Through: Perspectives and possibilities. In
W. Ray Rhine (Ed.), Making schools more effective. New York: Academic Press.

59. The Bank Street Model is in many ways similar to the British Infants School
pedagogical model that is the foundation of my own emancipatory pedagogy.

60. Hodges et al. (1980), Follow Through: Forces for change in the primary schools.

61. Weikart, David P., Hohman, Charles, & Rhine, W. Ray. (1981). High/Scope
cognitively oriented curriculum model. In W. Ray Rhine (Ed.), Making schools
more effective: New directions from Follow Through. New York: Academic Press.

62. DeVries, Rheta, Reese-Learned, Halcyon, & Morgan, Pamela. (1991).
Sociomoral development in direct-instruction, eclectic, and constructivist kin-
dergartens: A study of children's enacted interpersonal understanding. Early
Childhood Research Quarterly, 6, 473-517.
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63. Burts, Diane C., Hart, Craig H., Charlesworth, Rosalind, & Kirk, Lisa. (1990).
A comparison of frequencies of stress behaviors observed in kindergarten chil-
dren in classrooms with developmentally appropriate versus developmentally
inappropriate instructional practices. Early Childhood Research Quarterly, 5,
407-23.

64. Verbal permission from Larry Schweinhart, September 26, 1997.

65. Robert Aukerman, in his textbook Approaches to Beginning Reading ex-
plains that DISTAR is the acronym for "Direct Instruction Systems for Teach-
ing Arithmetic and Reading." He notes that the program was developed by Carl
Bereiter, a psychologist, and Siegfried Engelmann, "a former advertising and
promotion man." Aukerman states that among the underlying assumptions of
DISTAR were as follows:

1. Disadvantaged black children are faced with a serious learning deficit
which must be corrected before they enter the competition of the middle-class,
white-oriented school system.

2. Culturally-disadvantaged preschool children are generally non-verbal
and non-committal when spoken to in a normal classroom manner. The par-
ticular cognitive style of their family environment must be overcome so that the
children will develop habits of listening and responding. This requires strenu-
ous intervention and direct instruction.

3. The learning process must be teacher-dominated. The responsibility for
learning the desired facts, skills and/or behaviors is upon the teacher. The teacher,
therefore, must use a clean, structured, step-by-step, fast, specific, absolute, and
direct instructional method, together with relevant materials.

4. Direct instruction toward specific learnings will result in specific learn-
ings which can be tested. Thus it can be demonstrated that learning has taken
place because it has been taught.

Aukerman includes a quote from James Hymes who states in Teaching the
Child Under Six, that "the best book to read to appreciate how devastating a
program for young children of the poor can be" is Teaching Disadvantaged
Children in Preschool by Bereiter and Engelmann.

66. I want to thank Joan Zaleski for helping with these references to children's
books.

67. I would like to thank Wendy Hood and Bob Hood, who are both kindergar-
ten teachers, for brainstorming the list of books their children like to read.

Chapter 15

1. Janet Hagernan Chrispeels has conducted a longitudinal and intertextual
analysis of policymaking in California. Chrispeels's article in the American Edu-
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cational Research Journal is essential reading for anyone who is trying to gather
information on what is happening in the state.

2. Paulo Freire, Education for Critical Consciousness, p. 152.

3. Pearson, P. David. (1997, September). The politics of reading research and
practice. The Council Chronicle, pp. 24, 8.

4. Each statement that Baldwin makes is then elaborated upon. It is interesting
to note the observations of McQuillan regarding the issue of money.

"Per capita personal income in California has been dropping steadily since
1989," McQuillan states. He then states that while personal income rose be-
tween 1984 and 1988, it returned to 1984 levels by 1993.

"Interesting," he says, as "this is precisely the pattern we see in third-grade
achievement scores through 1987, followed by a decline."

5. Reading the text of Baldwin's speech I am reminded of the book of poems by
Denise Duhamel and Maureen Seaton entitled Exquisite Politics, and of the
last poem in the book, from which the title comes. "Politics is a slug copulating
in a Poughkeepsie garden," Duharnel and Seaton write. It's such a repulsive
definition, it is indeed exquisite.

6. Weintraub, Daniel M. (1997, April 11). Phonics push may come to shove.
Orange County Register, pp. 1, 8.

7. Letter sent by Steve Baldwin to Yvonne W. Larsen, President of the Califor-
nia State Board of Education on March 13, 1997. The direct quote is taken
from an official document. For copyright reasons the letter is not quoted di-
rectly.

8. At a recent meeting a member of a state department of education stated that
the question "Do you believe in phonics?" is asked repeatedly at state depart-
ment meetings and at meetings with members of local communities.

9. At the May 8, 1996, Hearing on Reading, Furry tells the Education Commit-
tee, "The key idea here is to get school board members knowledgeable about
what is going on, what is the problem in reading instruction, what does the
research tell us, and what are our effective reading programs." He explains that
the thirty-nine million dollars will be used to educate school board members,
administrators, and teacher leaders. He says that the remainder of the money is
allocated to schools of education to improve their training on how to teach
reading effectively.

10. On January 16, 1998, Allington posts a message on the listserv Nextsteped.
The subject heading is "Round Table Discussion: feel free to pass along."
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"We have analyzed segments of the Comprehensive Reading Leadership
Center in our latest paper: What is decodable text and why are policymakers
mandating it?" Allington states, noting that CRLC rarely cites original research
reports. It's another case of if A cites B. Instead, Allington writes that CRLC
relies on reviews of research or policy documents.

"It seems as if those creating the CRLC documents didn't bother to read
the original research cited in the reviews/policy statements they cited," Allington
adds, "always a dangerous tactic in policy development."

"If one repeats an unfounded assertion often enough does that make it a
research-based citation?" He says he and his colleagues ask at the end of the
paper they have written on decodable texts.

It's a good question. Based on the "if A cites B" documents I've reviewed for
Spin Doctors, I would have to respond "Of course it does."

11. Take a moment and go back to the descriptions written by Leigh and Martha
in which they are able to document the complexity of children's emerging un-
derstandings of the ways in which oral language can be encoded in print. In
Leigh and Martha's classrooms children are actively engaged in the develop-
ment of graphophonic relationships. In the film used by Lyon, the structure of
the lesson made the children the passive recipients of knowledge about digraphs
and voiced and unvoiced sounds.

12. Lyon spoke to the administrators for several hours. The quotes presented
did not occur consecutively. These statements made by Lyon give you an idea
of the tone of his speech and represent some of the ideas he presented.

13. In October, 1997, Nebraska joined the many states which have established
new policies for early reading instruction. In the document which was revised
on October 10, new policy statements are underlined and deleted statements
are struck out:

Establishing a foundation for effective reading is one of the most important
functions of schools. Schools will teach systematic phonics in grades K-2 or 1
3. In addition to systematic phonics, students will read and write extensively to
apply and develop the reading skills they have learned, including spelling, gram-
mar, and penmanship. Such- Local policy should encourage balanced ap-
proaches that are based on the needs of the learner student and should include
emphasis on appropriate strategies that recognize the developing skills of the
learner M.,,d,nt.

Local policies and procedures should include a process to:
Identify local needs and assess progress;
Identify student performance expectations;
Allow flexibility to design instruction for individual students;
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Support a learner-centered approach to the development and assessment
of the program; and

Provide staff development which supports effective instruction.

The Board al.cryurppu trat,irm
vaiiety of skilL, ted.114,e5, and ippioaelic 1ikludiig systeinatie phonk3 fu,
teaching-oltiltiren-to-read-.- The Board supports teacher training in systematic
phonics and in the use of a variety of skills and techniques for teaching children
to read. The Board will promote state level efforts that help schools meet lucal
standards for reading/writing. [Strike-out and underlining of "including system-
atic phonics" in the text.] State Board of Education: Policy for Reading/Writing
Instruction in Nebraska. Adopted December 8, 1995, revised October 10, 1997.

14. In my conversations with researchers in California, they express great con-
cern that there is a concerted effort in the state to dismantle programs in bilin-
gual education. The rewording of this particular statement confirms the serious
nature of their concern. [Note: Since I wrote this comment legislation has been
introduced in California to put an end to bilingual education.]

15. Albright, Madeleine. (1997). Presentation to the Senate Appropriations
Committee on NATO Expansion Costs. Tuesday, October 21.

16. While the majority of teachers and college professors remained silent, a
considerable number of teachers and a few college professors actively lobbied
against 1086. Vaclav Havel once said a soldier's pack is not as heavy as a prisoner's
chains. For some teachers who are deeply committed to teaching children to
read, it has taken great courage to oppose the California State Legislature. They
have both my admiration and deep respect.

17. Teachers in California tell me that if a district decides to have teachers
within the district provide 1086 staff development, the teachers do not have to
submit materials to the California State Board of Education and they do not
have to sign the oath of assurance. But they do have to use what teachers have
come to refer to as "the Moats binders," that is the inservice modules developed
by Louisa Moats. Apparently teachers are still unsure of how closely they have
to adhere to these materials.

18. The oath appears on the last page of the Application for Providers of Profes-
sional Development, and is available from the State Department of Education
in Sacramento, California.

19. Manzo, Kathleen Kennedy. (1997, November 5). Limitations on approved
topics for reading sessions rile teacher trainers. Education Week (on the Web).
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Chapter 16

1. Conrad, Russell. (1997, March 20). Leave it to the teachers. London Review
of Books, pp. 16-17.

2. Francis Urquhart is the manipulative British Prime Minister who is a master
of greed and corruption in BBC's 1994 production of To Play the King, based
on the novel of the same name by Michael Dobbs.

3. The articles in Barbara Rogoff and Jean Lave's Eveiyday Cognition: Its Devel-
opment in Social Context, emphasize that the notion of "reliable, replicable
research" is an arcane concept which is difficult to apply in studies of human
behavior.

For example, in the study reported by Wertsch, Minick, and Arns, two groups
of adult-child dyads were asked to construct a copy of a three-dimensional model.
The researchers found that there were notable differences between the dyads in
how the tasks were carried out. "Even though they all heard the same instruc-
tions, used the same materials, and performed the task in the same physical
setting," these researchers state, "the operational aspects of their performance
differed radically" (p. 167).

The bottom line is that so-called "reliable, replicable research" produces
gobs of superficial data that provide us with very little information about how
individual children learn to read and write.

4. Several weeks after I wrote about the possibility that we will one day have an
official definition of thinking, I read a posting on CATENet from Sergio
Sismondo, who teaches philosophy and sociology at Queen's University in
Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Sismondo states, "This past Wednesday, Premier
Harris addressed a summit on the future of the universities. On that occasion
he said that he sees little value in academic degrees in the humanities, geogra-
phy, and sociology, in which 'the graduates have very little hope of contributing
to society in any meaningful way" (Globe and Mail, November 21, 1997; Toronto
Star, November 20, 1998).

"I wish I could say that I don't understand what Harris means by 'meaning-
ful," Sismondo says, "but unfortunately I suspect I understand all too well.
Reflection, education, and research on anything to do with the human world
are deemed meaningless unless they immediately make money."

"This is an attack on THINKING," Sismondo writes, coming close to mak-
ing reality the hypothetical question I ask in Spin Doctors. "The Harris govern-
ment would like to create an Ontario in which 'unproductive' thinking is strongly
discouraged. Critical reflection may be good for democracy, for justice, for a
virtuous society, for a vibrant culture, but these are not the goals of this govern-
ment. And Harris is short-sighted enough to believe that he can neglect those
goals in favour of business, that business can flourish without any broad educa-
tion."
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5. Each one of the scholars on this list has informed my pedagogy and the
instructional practices of the teachers with whom I have worked. They have
helped me understand learning from the child's point of view, and they have
assisted me as I have worked with children like Nicola whose biographic lit-
eracy profile underscores the complexity of children's early literacy develop-
ment. For this reason I am calling this list of scholars "Nicola's List" and I am
inviting other educators to add to the names of those who are already black-
listed in California by the passage of 1086 and will become blacklisted if Wash-
ington passes H.R. 2614.

6. I defended my dissertation Family Literacy: The Social Context of Learning to
Read and Write in November 1980 and deposited it in January 1981.

7. Taylor, Denny (Ed.). (1997). Many families, many literacies: An international
declaration of principles. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

8. From the preamble to Many Families, Many Literacies, p. 4

9. Auerbach, Elsa. (1997). Reading between the lines. In Many families, many
literacies: An international declaration of principles.

10. "California Goes to War Over Math Instruction" the headlines read on the
front page of the New York Times, on Thursday, November 27,1997. The sub-
ject is different but the rhetoric is the same. Jacques Steinberg writes about
"fuzzy math" and "whole math" and quotes Chester E. Finn, who talks of
"Rousseauian romanticism that sees children as wildflowers that bloom natu-
rally when they are ready." Yvonne Larsen, the president of the California State
School Board, is also quoted as "lamenting" the lack of grounding in "basic
skills" and math that is "fuzzy and watered down" (Al, 34).

11. Lazere, Donald. (1997). Rules for polemicists: The case of Lynne Cheney.
College English, 59(6), 661-85.

12. Jones, Noel K. (1996). Phonics and politics: "Sounding Out" the conse-
quences. Literacy, Teaching and Learning: An International Journal of Early
Literacy, 2(2), 3-13.

13. In the commentary, published in the 1997 August/September issue of Read-
ing Today, , Allington presents five unscientific assertions about reading instruc-
tion: (1) no one teaches phonics; (2) there is a phonemic awareness crisis; (3)
direct, systematic, and sequential phonics is the only way to go; (4) decodable
texts are important; and (5) there is a sucker born every minute.

14. In November 1997, the Council Chronicle published by NCTE features a
front-page article entitled "Reading Bill Full of Flaws," written by Anna Flanagan,
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and the back-page header reads "If You Want To Get Involved . . ." and mem-
bers of NCTE are urged to "stay abreast" and "get involved." But in Reading
Today published by IRA, coverage of the Reading Excellence Act continues to
be of little interest. Buried in the December/January issue there is a "Washing-
ton Update" from Rich Long which has the subheading "Contrasting opinions
on education reform." "Even in the highly controversial Reading Excellence
Act," Long writes, "with its requirements to use 'reliable, replicable research in
reading,' the centerpiece has been to support programs that go beyond a diag-
nostic, prescriptive model of reading instruction." Long, who obviously doesn't
get it, continues, "In the view of Congress, widely used and comprehensive
programs such as Reading Recovery and Success for All are seen as more effec-
tive interventions than smaller, locally created programs." He then states, "The
point of this article is not to judge whether this view is right or wrong, but rather
to show that Congress is looking for interventions that are both different and
comprehensive. Ideas and programs that are not seen in this light will not be
viewed favorably" (p. 26).

15. There are two letters from the Houston research team in the October/No-
vember edition of Reading Today.

The first is from Foorman and Francis in response. "In our research with
first and second graders receiving Title I services, we found that the more ex-
plicit the instruction in the alphabetic code, the more accelerated the rate of
improvement in decoding and overall reading achievement over a two-year
period. We gave two tests of reading comprehension," they state. "The groups
receiving direct instruction in the alphabetic code had significantly greater read-
ing comprehension than the literature-emphasis groups." Beginning with such
basic misinformation as the number of years of the study, one year and not two,
this statement is a highly questionable interpretation of their research. In fact,
the results of the four achievement tests at the end of the one-year study showed
no significant differences between instructional groups for either of the two
reading comprehension tests or for the spelling test.

The second letter is from Fletcher and Francis, in which they stick to a
medical model of beginning reading. "Only 20 percent of the population devel-
ops skin cancer," they state, "but everyone is encouraged to use sunscreen. Vi-
tamin D is added to everyone's milk. Don't the same principles apply to the
prevention of reading failure?"

It is also of note that there is a two-page section on family literacy in which
the National Center for Family Literacy and Sharon Darling are featured. As
the Reading Excellence Act provides significant amounts of money for family
literacy programs and actually names NCFL, questions arise about IRA's tim-
ing of the article in Reading Today. Coincidental? Perhaps. But those with whom
I have spoken think that is unlikely.

16. Art Levine quotes Foorman in a special edition of Parents Magazine entitled
"Parents Report on America's Reading Crisis." Levine writes, "This spring, a
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test program in Houston found that Open Court was about twice as effective at
improving reading among disadvantaged students as whole-language instruc-
tion alone. The Open Court students were brought close to the national aver-
age, while the whole-language students languished in the lowest quartile." Levine
then writes, "We were astounded by this kind of growth,' says the University of
Houston's Barbara Foorman, who conducted the study that compared the dif-
ferent approaches. 'We learned that direct instruction is very impressive (p.
67).

17. I hope Lewis Carroll will forgive me for taking this liberty with Alice in
Wonderland. When Carroll drops Alice down the rabbit hole, she too enters a
labyrinth.

"Alice was not a bit hurt, and she jumped up, but it was all dark over head:
before her was another long passage, and the White Rabbit was still in sight
hurrying down it" (29). The version I used is The Annotated Alice with an intro-
duction and notes by Martin Gardner. (1960). New York: Bramhall.

18. All ington, Richard L., & Woodside-Jiron, Haley. (1997). Adequacy of a pro-
gram of research and of a "research synthesis" in shaping educational policy.
National Research Center on English Learning and Achievement. Report Se-
ries 1.15.

19. Felton, Rebecca H. (1993). Effects of instruction on the decoding skills of
children with phonological processing problems. Journal of Learning Disabili-
ties, 26(9), 583-89.

20. As an ethnographer who tries to keep detailed ethnographic notes, I was
fascinated by the note-taking style of Collins. My impression at the time was
that he was jotting down "memory joggers," words and phrases to remind him
of the conversation. But the interview started early in the morning and lasted
well into the late afternoon. In my own notes I focused on trying to capture the
dialogue. Over the years I have learned the importance of verbatim accounts.
The dialogue I report here is taken from my notes. I have five audiotapes of the
conversation which I have listened to and which I will eventually transcribe.

21. When the article in Time Magazine is published, Marie Ruiz, the Goodmans'
administrative assistant, reminds me that after the interview I had shared my
concerns with her about Collins and about what he would write. This is before
I started writing Spin Doctors, but even then I knew that Collins would become
a part of the spin.

22. In the Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) there are over 2,600 references
in more than 1,500 publications to the miscue research of Ken and Yetta
Goodman. Ken Goodman's first and possibly most controversial study, A Lin-
guistic Study of Cues and Miscues in Reading, which he conducted when he
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finished his doctorate and arrived at Wayne State, is cited over one hundred
and thirty times in the SSCI, and an Analysis of Oral Miscues: Applied
Psycho linguistics, which the Goodmans co-authored, is recognized as a citation
classic by the editors of the SSCI.

Miscue studies based upon the Goodmans' research at Wayne State Uni-
versity have been carried out in French, Hebrew, Spanish, Chinese, Thai, Japa-
nese, Yiddish, German, Polish, Persian, Greek, Hindi, and Jamaican Creole.
Other studies have been conducted in English with students whose first lan-
guage is Arabic, Pakistani, Spanish, Italian, Moroccan, Samoan, Navajo, Chi-
nese, and Thai.

All of the Goodmans' original data is archived at the University of Arizona,
and they have made their primary data freely available to both doctoral students
and established researchers. Between 1965 and 1993 no fewer than 557 studies
of reading miscue and related reading issues were conducted (see Studies in
Miscue Analysis: An Annotated Bibliography, edited by Joel Brown, Ken
Goodman, and Anne Marek.) The research studies that the Goodmans have
conducted are among the most highly replicated if not the most replicated read-
ing studies of the twentieth century.

23. Goodman posted the story on CATENet on November 8, 1997: The long
disused red phone rings in President Clinton's office. It's the Kremlin. "Mr.
President, I have terrible news for you," says President Yeltsin. "In the worst
days of the cold war the Soviet government developed a doomsday machine.
Powerful bombs were planted at the North and South Poles. If they are deto-
nated at exactly the same time, the Atlantic and Pacific oceans will roll over the
Western Hemisphere and completely obliterate them. Somehow, wires in the
control mechanisms have fallen into disrepair and just now I was notified that
in two hours the bombs will explode and there is no way of canceling this catas-
trophe." Clinton immediately calls all major religious leaders and tells them
that they will have to inform the people of their groups and perform whatever
last rites are needed. The chief rabbi, hearing the news, says, "If it's all right I'll
go last." Spiritual leaders of every religion are carried on all television and radio
frequencies preparing their followers for the worst. Finally it is the rabbi's turn.
"Fellow Jews," he says. "We survived the exodus, we survived the Pogroms, we
survived thousands of years of persecution culminating in the Holocaust. We
survived all that. So now we have 20 minutes to learn to live under water." And
you don't even have to be Jewish. *** "*Now we must learn to live under
water***""

24. When Collins interviewed Goodman he said that the article would be pub-
lished before the end of the spring school semester. Then he told Ken Goodman
that it would be published at the beginning of the next school year. The article
was eventually published six months after Jim Collins came to Tucson and
interviewed the Goodmans.
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25. In his keynote address at the 1997 National Reading Conference, Moll
referred to the Newsweek article. He describes Lyon's version of how young
children should be taught to read as a "narrower, linear model. Quoting Wingert
and Kantrowitz who state that "(r)esearchers around the country are testing
ways to put these (NICHD) findings into reading programs for all kids," Moll
responds, "now, there is a good example of an ahistorical pronouncement, sug-
gesting that this old, reductionist phonocentric approach is a new insight into
reading" (16).

26. Conrad Bromberg made these comments at the seminar Commemorating
the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Hollywood Ten, held at the New York School of
Visual Arts on October 22, 1997. He spoke in response to a question about the
similarities between the McCarthy era and present clay right-wing conservative
times.

27. In the latest James Bond movie, Tomorrow Never Dies, the media mogul
Elliott Carver says to 007, "Words are the new weapons."

28. Long sent this e-mail re: H.R. 2614 on October 22, 1997. Smith posted it
the same day.

29. Lyon, Reid. (1997). CATENet, 21 October.

30. Zinke, Sharon. (1997). CATENet, 25 October.

31. Goodman, Ken. (1997). CATENet, 25 October.

32. Goodman, Ken. (1997). CATENet, 25 October.

33. Fletcher, Jack. (1997). CATENet, 28 October.

34. Goodman, Ken. (1997). CATENet, 29 October.

35. Goodman, Ken. (1997). CATENet, 1 November.

36. Lyon, Reid. (1997). CATENet, 27 October. I removed the telephone num-
ber from the posting.

37. Lyon, Reid. (1997). CATENet, 29 October.

38. Lyon, Reid. (1997). CATENet, 6 November.

39. Fletcher, Jack. (1997). CATENet, 7 November.
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40. In conducting a critique of NICHD research I was assisted by a statistician,
and based upon the statistical analysis that we conducted, I sent the following
e-mail to Drs. Foorman, Fletcher, and Francis:

Dear Drs. Foorman, Fletcher, and Francis:
We have been reviewing those results of your NICHD research projects in

the Houston area school district which have either been reported in the na-
tional press or on TV, published in preliminary form either by yourselves or by
NICHD, or presented at various meetings at both the state and national level.
We would like to receive some additional information and clarification con-
cerning the interpretation of some the reported research results from the Chap-
ter 1 Study, which compared Open Court direct instruction (OC or DI), em-
bedded phonics (EP) and whole language (WL or CT) approaches to beginning
readers in 1st and 2nd grades. Specifically, we would like to receive your re-
sponse/input to the following points:

1. An "experimental word list" was used to measure progress where "words
were checked for frequency and consistency and for representativeness in the or-
thographic domain". Was this a word list developed specifically for this project, or
was it a word list developed by others that was already in existence? If possible, we
would like to obtain a copy of the word list used in the Chapter 1 research, or
information about where we can obtain the word list used.

2. In the histograms of "WR Slope" results presented in May 1996 to the
California Education Committee, the vertical scales were labeled "density", ap-
parently an output from the SAS program used to process the results. What was
the statistical definition of "density" employed by the SAS program? We ask this
because the histogram bars do not sum to unity, so apparently "density" was not
a normalized density.

3. In the short summary entitled "Preliminary Results from the Chapter]
Study of Foorman et al's NICHD Grant, Early Intervention for Children with
Reading Problems (4/17/96)", three histograms are presented, similar to those in
(3) above but with the vertical axis labeled "percent of group". The histogram
bars for the OC/DI group only sum to about 85%, whereas the other two histo-
grams (CT/EP) both sum to 100%. The 85% total implies that the scores of ap-
proximately 16 children from the 108 in the DI population were not included in
the histogram presentation, and we would like to know, first why this was done,
and second, what were the "Words per School Year" results for these 16 children?

4. In both the histograms in (2) and (3) above, we have assumed that "WR
Slope" and "Words per School Year" both refer to the same result, namely the
slope of the straight line fitted to the word reading raw score data versus time that
you obtained for each individual child. Is this assumption correct, or is there some
other derived measure that you used in these histogram presentations?

5. We have also assumed that the histograms in (2) and (3) include the com-
bined data for both the first and second graders and the tutorial/non-tutorial
groups included in the study. If they present only the data from one or more sub-
groups from the study population, which one(s)?
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6. In the various straight line graphs which show for example the "Growth in
Predicted Word Reading by Curriculum", we have assumed that the term "Pre-
dicted" in the figure titles refers to the fact that the four straight lines (one for each
curriculum group) are the means of the growth rate measures derived from the
data for each individual child in the group. What is not clear is whether (a) the
four "Predicted" lines were obtained by averaging the slopes and intercepts for
each child in the group, in which case what do the four data points shown on
each line at the October, December, February and April time points mean? or (b)
the four "Predicted" lines were generated by fitting straight lines to the means of
the individual children's test scores at the 4 time points when these were mea-
sured, in which case it seems unlikely that the four data points would lie exactly
on the fitted lines for all four curriculum groups. We would like you to confinn
whether one of these two approaches or some other method was used to generate
the "Predicted" lines for each curriculum group. If approach (a) was used, we
would like to obtain a tabulation of the means and standard deviations of the
slopes and intercepts for each curriculum group; if approach (h ) was used, we
would like to obtain a tabulation of the numbers of children, means and standard
deviations for each of the 16 data points presented in these graphs; and if some
other approach was used, we would like to obtain the equivalent data. We pre-
sume these summary data (or the actual raw data obtained for each child in each
curriculum group) are either readily available, or if published somewhere, per-
haps you could supply a reference.

7 . Same information as (6) for the phonological and orthographic process-
ing scores obtained at the four time points.

8. We would also like to obtain a tabulation of the numbers of children and
the means and standard deviations for each achievement measure reported from
this Chapter 1 study, i.e. the Wf-R Basic, W1-R Broad, KTEA and FRI (tutorial
and non-tutorial group) test scores, or a reference to a publication that presents
these more detailed data. How were these achievement outcomes "controlled for
verbal IQ and ethnicity"?

9. We would like to be able to access the raw data collected during this study
(or the series of five studies) for further analysis. Who do we contact to obtain
access to the data yourselves the researchers, NICHD, or the school district?

10. Three schools were apparently dropped from the original proposal list
and three different schools were substituted. Could you provide the same charac-
teristic data for these three schools as were tabulated for the original eight schools,
i.e. enrollment, %FL, %AA, %Hisp, %A, %WA and %ESL?

11. What was the rationale for using the lowest SES school, as the "district
control WL" school, and why was the control population from this one school less
than half the size of the DI, EP and WL (project directed) multi-school popula-
tions?

12. In the NICHD proposal for the five studies, you indicated that a "Be-
havioral and Environmental Information battery will be collected yearly at the
beginning of school." Children were to be given the Children's Title Recognition
Test and the Harter Perceived Competence Scale; parents were to complete the
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Henderson Environmental Learning Process Scale, the Family Resource Scale,
the Yale Children's Inventory and the Hollingshead Questionnaire; and teachers
were to complete the Multi-Grade Inventory for Teachers and the Teacher Report
Form of the Child Behavior Checklist. We have assumed that each of the instru-
ments in this battery was actually employed, and we are particularly interested to
know what use was made of the data collected by means of the "Behavioral and
Environmental Information battery" in analyzing either the growth rate data for
individual children or the end of year achievement test results in the Chapter 1
study, and also what use was made of this data in the Reading Disabilities study?

Thank you in advance for helping with these questions.
Denny Taylor

Dr. Fletcher sent the following response on behalf of himself and Drs. Foorman
and Francis:

Thank you for your inquiry concerning our research. We appreciate your
interest. Most of your questions are addressed in the paper reporting the Title 1
study, which will be published in the Journal of Educational Psychology. We
suggest that you review this paper when it is published. The material you de-
scribe represents preliminary analyses, sb the final report should be consulted.
At that point, we would be happy to entertain additional inquiries concerning
the study.

Sincerely,
Barbara Foorman
Jack Fletcher
David Francis

Dr. Lyon also received the e-mail, even though I did not send it to him, and he
also responded:

Thank you very much for forwarding your letter to Drs. Foorman, Fletcher,
and Francis to me. The questions you have asked are very productive. The full
report of the first series of studies undertaken in Houston is in press in the
"Journal of Educational Psychology". This expanded version of the study should
provide the majority of the details you are seeking.

Your questions are also critical to our current studies and replication ef-
forts. As we conduct ongoing intervention studies in Albany, Syracuse, Boston,
Atlanta, Houston, Tallahassee, Gainsville, Seattle, Washington, D.C., and
Toronto we are able to supplement existing protocols so that reliable intermedi-
ate results inform possible changes in direction or that questions that arise from
the initial phases of the studies can be addressed and answered in the context of
the ongoing study. In essence, the intervention studies are framed according to
our NIH clinical trials format and provide the flexibility necessary to address
questions that emerge from the data.

We are very interested in stimulating replication studies and the method-
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ological details that will be provided in the forthcoming JEP article should
allow scientists to independently and fully replicate the Houston studies. In-
deed, it would be of tremendous benefit to the field if several labs or research
programs could conduct their own prospective, longitudinal studies that both
replicate and expand the existing NICHD intervention efforts. I would be very
open to discussing these ideas for new studies with you. At the present time, the
NICHD is supporting a new five-year replication of the Houston effort in Wash-
ington, D.C. and these data should provide additional information to help us
answer the question:

For Which Children are Different Instructional Components Most Ben-
eficial at Which Stage of Reading Development and For Which Reading Be-
haviors?

Thanks again for forwarding your letter to me. Please give me a call if you
would like to discuss how the NICHD could help support your conducting a
replication trial or a new study that addresses reading development and reading
instruction.
G. Reid Lyon, Ph.D.
Chief
Child Development and Behavior Branch
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
National Institutes of Health

41. Fletcher, Jack. (1997). CATENet, 24 November.

42. Fletcher suggests that the response be sent to the journal in which the ar-
ticle will eventually appear and this I will do.

43. Once again there are "if-A-cites-B" problems with the references.

44. Most importantly, even if the inadequacies outlined above were rectified,
the researchers make the scientifically indefensible assumption that training
children to read words and pseudowords will enable them to read cohesive
texts. The results of their own study demonstrate clearly that this is not the case.

45. It's difficult to think positively when we know that the forces we are fighting
are also organizing within the academy. Especially when we read in Sara
Diamond's Facing the Wrath about the National Association of Scholars (NAS),
which she describes as "the Right's first sustained organization of university
faculty nationwide." In 1996, at the time that Diamond is writing, she states
that NAS has "a network of 3,000 faculty members, organized into 29 state
affiliates" (p. 126).

Gerald Graff, in Beyond the Culture Wars, adds to this discussion when he
asks, "When is something political?" He talks about "an impressive interlock-
ing network of right-wing foundations such as the Olin Foundation, the Ameri-
can Enterprise Institute, and the Hudson Institute spending millions of dollars
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to establish conservative centers and institutes in major universities in the fields
of law, economics, government and political science."

"Organizations like Olin," Graff writes, "make no secret of their goal of
reversing the gains of multiculturalism and affirmative action and returning
education to 'traditional values,' yet this agenda," Graff adds paradoxically, "and
its formidable financial backing have at this writing still escaped the general
label of 'politicization' that the press attaches to its targets of criticism" (166
67).

46. The McGraw-Hill Companies Reports 25% Increase in Third Quarter. (1997,
October 16). The New York Business Wire.

47. Goldsmith, Jill. (1997, October 16). McGraw-Hill's Educational Publish-
ing Drives Stellar 3Q. Dow Jones Newswires.

48. Long, Rich. Forwarded e-mail message. Wednesday, November 5, 1997.

49. I am not aware of any NICHD reading study which fulfills the criteria for
reliable, replicable research as defined in the Reading Excellence Act.

50. Alan Farstrup made this comment to me during a telephone conversation
on Monday, October 27. When I asked him why IRA had not joined the other
organizations when they developed a joint statement, he said, "We're trying to
support money for staff development. We didn't want to give a blanket rejec-
tion."

51. Louisa Moats is a visiting scholar at Sacramento State University. She was
hired by the state to work with teachers to ensure that they follow the ABC laws.
Moats has developed a series of modules which are used for teacher inservice
education.

52. Freire, Paulo. (1991). The importance of the act of reading. In Candace
Mitchell & Kathleen Weiler (Eds.), Rewriting literacy: Culture and the discourse
of the other. New York: Bergin & Garvey.

53. I have used excerpts from a full transcript of the presentation of H.R. 2614
in the House of Representatives.

54. Collins, James. (1989). Hegemonic practice: Literacy and standard language
in public education. In Candace Mitchell & Kathleen Weiler (Eds.), Rewriting
literacy: Culture and the discourse of the other. New York: Bergin & Garvey.

55. To explore the many ways in which family literacy practitioners work as
activists addressing ethical issues, communicating human rights concerns, and
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fostering social justice, read some of the essays in Many Families, Many Literacies:
An International Declaration of Principles.

56. Routman has addressed many of the issues that teachers face today in her
book Literacy at the Crossroads (1996).

57. On November 14, 1997, the California State Board of Education approved
two applicants to provide professional development in reading in accordance
with the provisions of AB 1086. The first is the Consortium on Reading Excel-
lence, Inc. (CORE). When I telephoned CORE to inquire about AB1086, I
was told that the person who usually answered questions was at a school doing a
training session. "Bill Honig has all the information about 1086," I was told by
the person who answered the telephone, "You can call him direct. He owns the
company."

According to CORE's "service options" that were sent to one school dis-
trict, there are at least four training models provided by Honig and his com-
pany. To give you one example, it states in the document that for Option 1
"(t)raining can accommodate up to 65 participants for 2 CORE instructors at a
cost of $18,000 for the 6 Day Primary Series." For smaller groups the cost drops.
"For groups of up to 45 participants, the cost for 1 CORE instructor is $9,000."
In addition "Coaching Days at school sites are charged at $1,500 per CORE
instructor day." Added to that "(t)ravel expenses are also charged." Then there
are the CORE notebooks. They cost $55, plus tax and shipping, of course.
However, school districts can buy an annual licence for "unlimited reproduc-
tion" of the primary notebooks for $3,000.

"Do the math!" a California teacher tells me, as she counts up schools and
districts.

I tell her I already did. When I worked on the Biographic Literacy Profiles
Project I was paid $200 a day, at a total cost not to exceed $2,000 for the year for
each of the six schools. There were no extra charges for travel or charges for
materials. I include this information, even though I may sound self-righteous,
because there is an important point to be made. It has to do with how we posi-
tion ourselves within the work that we do. The teachers and I worked together
as advocates for the children in their classrooms who were learning to read. It
wasn't a commercial enterprise.

Teaching is a profession, not a business. Indeed, many of the university
researchers and college educators that I know who work in schools with teach-
ers don't charge a fee for the work that they do. Others write grants so that
scarce financial resources aren't siphoned out of children's classrooms. How-
ever, instead of receiving applause, these educators who are committed to pub-
lic education, to teachers, and to young children, are vilified by policymakers
and their more commercially minded colleagues for their holistic or progres-
sive philosophies. Packaging "reading" instruction and selling it to districts might
make you rich, writing about readingas I domight make you well-known,
but teaching children to read and write is what it is all about.
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The second provider is the Institute for Continuing Education in Metairie,
Louisiana, which is owned by Jane Fell Green. Calls to her office provided no
further information about the AB 1086 funding her company has received.

58. Steve Krashen originally posted this documentation on the listserv of the
California Literacy Educators on November 14, 1997.

59. Original posting on the CLE listserv, November 14, 1997.

60. Posting on the CLE listserv, November 16, 1997.

61. Posting on the CLE listserv, November 18, 1997.

62. Posting on the CLE listserv, November 18, 1997.

63. Posting on the CLE listserv, November 23, 1997.

64. Sheridan Blau's commentary on his antipathy for political discourse is criti-
cal to understanding the reluctance of the reading field to enter the political
arena. Blau's inaugural address "Toward the Separation of School and State" is
a landmark speech. Blau made it socially acceptable for academics to respond
to the rhetoric of right-wing extremists who are dictating how children are taught
to read. As one eminent researcher said to me at the 1997 NCTE Annual Con-
vention, "It's become acceptable to say the p-word." My first thought was phon-
ics or phonemic awareness as politics has always had a prominent place in my
lexicon. "The p-word?" I queried. "Politics," came the reply, "It's okay to be
political."

65. Victor Navasky made these comments at a seminar at the New York School
of the Visual Arts on October 22, 1997, Commemorating the Fiftieth Anniver-
sary of the Hollywood Ten. Navasky, who is now the editor of the Nation, was
responding to a question about the similarities between the McCarthy era and
events taking place in the present time of right-wing conservatism.

66. In response to a question from the audience at the seminar Commemorat-
ing the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Hollywood Ten, Navasky spoke of the silenc-
ing and of those who were silenced. He said that keeping silent didn't work, and
he talked of the importance of accounts of individual acts of bravery.

67. In the December 1997/January 1998 edition of Reading Today, there is a
letter in support of Allington from Sharee Cantrell of Texas. Cantrell writes,
"Actually, most reading teachers are becoming disgusted with school boards
and legislatures that have been brainwashed by publishers trying to make a
buck with their 'new and improved' ways to teach. No curriculum will fix what
is wrong with reading instruction. Better preparing teachers to make decisions
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about instruction in their classrooms is the only effective way to increase learn-
ing." Cantrell continues, "You can purchase millions of dollars worth of phon-
ics materials, put them in the hands of a poorly trained teacher, and they are
worthless. Along the same lines, you can take a teacher able to make strong
instructional decisions with limited resources, and kids learn to read. Imagine
what would happen if we provided teachers with the materials they are asking
for, rather than what noneducators are smothering them with constantly. I am
appalled at the waste of my tax dollars and the children who suffer as a result."
(p.18).

68. As I reach the end of Spin Doctors other educators are finishing books which
focus on the politics of early reading instruction. Among them is Coles's new
book Reading Lessons: The Debate Over Literacy; then there is In Defense of
Good Teaching: What Teachers Need to Know About the "Reading Wars" which
is edited by Ken Goodman and includes articles by Goodman, Carole Edelsky,
Ellen Brinkley, David and Yvonne Freeman, Linda Ellis, Frances Patterson,
Constance Weaver, Richard Allington and Haley Woodside-Jiron, Sharon
Murphy, and Bess Altwerger; Jeff McQuillan has written The Literacy Crisis:
False Claims, Real Solutions; and Constance Weaver has edited a volume en-
titled Reconsidering a Balanced Approach to Reading. Write back! Speak out!
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The Political

Campaign to

Change America's

Mind about

How Children

Learn to Read

DENNY TAYLOR

The contention that phonemic awareness must be
taught directly and that children need explicit systematic
instruction in phonics is less of a scientific "fact" than an
exercise in political persuasion.

Beginning to Read and the Spin Doctors of Science is

the story of the political campaign that is taking place to
change the minds of Americans about how young children
learn to read.The story begins with a close look at the
empirical research being used to support a massive shift in
our national understandings about language, literacy, and
learning. It concludes by revealing the ways in which research
studies on early reading instruction are being used by the
federal and state governments to support a new mythology
that has turned early reading instruction into a massive .

business of unprecedented commercial worth.
Rigorously researched and passionately told,Taylor's

dramatic story shows how reading research is linked to
social and political struggles over the meaning and purpose
of education in contemporary American culture.

"My purpose in writing Spin Doctors is to reconstruct
the underlying assumptions of the political arguments that
trouble and divide us, and to discover how the arguments
are conceived and how they are shaped. I want to provide
those who read this book with opportunities to raise
fundamental questions about the character and purpose
of 'the reading wars.

from the Prologue
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